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CA E VIEW

h is intensive case study of SPEDY in New York City
by the rational Child Labor Committee is an important
supplement to more broadly focused and'repreSentative
Senple studies of SPEDY by DC, Inc. and by the staff of
the Office of CoMmunity Youth EmployMent Programs. New
York.City by itself accounted for more than 5 percent
of all SPEDY allocations and enrollments in the 1978
summer. The scale of its operations ($38 million) was
more than double that in the entire Department of Labor
1elion VIII (Denver)` and nearly-a third above that of
legion X (Seattle).. The city, thus, provides the
archetypical example of the complexities of monitoring
aid operating SPEDY in our largest urban areas. Moreover;
the 197, New York City program was subjected to severe
criticisms by both the press and personsin Congress
concerning financial irregularities, inadequate worksites .

and overall management problems. The, new administration-
iM the city made concerted attempts to improve management
of the progr&m, in many ways-going beyond,the strengthened
-federal regulations.

This assessment of the reform prOcess and. the difficulties
of operating -.a program on such an immense scale is sobering.

it suggests.that corrective actions can themselves
generate many problems. New York City instituted a
lottery system to imprOVe the_equity of the selection
process.. Besides e'th difficulties of simply making the
nev system operational,, it was .discovered that in many:

-casesrandom choice undermined continuity-of services for
illaviduals in need and resulted in mismatches at -job sites.
MoxlItoring and compliance activities increased, but these.
resulted in ,less attention being-paid td.the content of
the programs. Enrichment and program integration certainly
4fZere

Second, the analysis suggests that in certain ways
e are inconsistencies between the objectives of prime
-or decisionmakers,. project agents, worksite sunervisors

and youth. The_prime-sponsors seemed most concerned with
protectingegainst fiscal abuse and following defensible
procedures... Project agents viewed new requirementS as
paPerWorkburdens that-Stood in the way of timely and
eflactive'imnlementation -- that the rules-hurt the many
qood_ecents to protect against the few bad ones.
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W:r s te supervisors were hardly involved at all in
planning. They were most concerned with putting the
youth -to useful work in a reasonable way. Youth, on
the other band, seemed to be amazingly tolerant of all
the problems and red tape. They considered any job
better than none even if it did not always meet outside
evaluators' standards of "meaningful work."

Third, with all the -sound and fury, the program was
able-to meet its primary objective of employing economically
disadvantaged youth with a minimum of inequities in reason
ably productive if not glamorous work settings.

Finally, there are some problems which may improve with
time and others which must be considered intractable. The
lottery system-can be debugged and should work more
effectively in a. second year. The increased monitoring
in this year Should pay off in the next if it is used as
a standard. for project agent and works.ite selection. The
hiring of year-round prime sponsor staff for'SPEDY shOuld.
lead to greater continuity and improved. training. Onthe
other hand, there does not appear to be much progress in
the areas of enrichment. Increased linkages are unlikely
in such a complex system. The number of "quality"Work-
siteswili Still remain only a small portion of total. jobs,
complicating the assignment process. Emphasis on correct
forms and processes will always rub against programmatic
operational concern6. -In. other words, massive improvements
cannot be expected in the short-run.. The evidence suggests

. that it vill,take.many years of continuing attention to sub-
stantially improve SPEDY in New York City, in other words,
that no program of this scale will be easy to administer
even if its design is 'relatively simple.

ROBERT TAGGART
Administrator
Office of Youth P ()grams .
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ummer Youth Employment Programs, although of long standing, have

rays operated in an atmosphere of emergency. Con equently,there has

been a tendency to use app caches which have been vulnerable to criti

tacks. Some of the criticisms have been warranted because design of

the programs, planning, end administration show the effects of short-term

thinking. However,transcending these criticisms, two incontrovertible

facts stand out: 1) yQUtb uTant to and 2) most of the people in-

volved want help youth. Despite shortcomings in design, poor admin-

istration, delayed payrolls, poor supervision, etc., administrators keep

trying and youth keep coming back for more. While various explanations

have been given for youths interest, particularly the desire to earn

eY, it is more than money. For many it is an opportunity (some

feel ehe only opportunity) to start a productive life; fOr others it

means getting off the streets and away from crime and drugs; for some it

provides a constructive ay

development of skills an

eking busy; for most it ens the

.ence useful for future work. These

factors combine to produce the end result that youth want fro work;

All else is not understandable unless he fact that youth want,to

work is recognized. Urban centers may be "cooler" in the summertime;

neighborhoods may be. quieter; pocket money may -e available to poor

youth; famili may be freer to do things; agencies maydeliver.more

services. However, -all these re merely byproducts. Ivan those youth

engaged ia what can pray be called "make-work" jobs want to do something

more, something productive. They are emabr-- d by 'make- work."



No matter how critical we are of program pep this study, the

second fact must be remembered: the program planners, administrators,

pervisors, and others involved went to help youth. Ve\f und no one who

did not express by word and deed interest in advancing youths' participation

and oppo tUnities in the program. The will to help youth was universal.

140 one, in our study, was indifferent or cynical about this fact. We

found program people struggling constantly' with problems which would

interfere h youths' grogr se, sacrificing time and energy to make the

program work, delaying regular agency k to conceutrote on the p ps

problems, and contributing agency resources.

Thus, the two essential conditions for successful, useful progra

youth wanting to work and those in charge wanting to helpare satisfied.

Unfortunately, they alone are not sufficient to insure success. More,time

is needed for planning, objective

coope ativt atmosphere has bp

and operating programs.

It is hoped that some

must focus on helping youth, and a

stablished among those administering

of the findings and recd n.dations of our

play a role in making up what has been lacking.
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Recommendations
=

The following recommendations' are nresented briefly here as a mroup
n substantiated in more detail individually in the ensuing chapters
ey are presented in the order and under the headinra in which they appear
he body of this report, and not on the basis of imortance.

A. Perceived Objectives

1.

nr then
one of the police Powers

ram development functions.
the rrine sron

2. Differentiate among workeites in terms of whether the jobs are
designed to lighten the burden of regular stet or whether they provide net'

additional services.

3. The prime sponsor should conduct individual and group meetinms
with project and work sponsors to establish a consensus on program gualas
objectives,. and operations.

B. Plamning

4: A systens%nalysis aonroach to planning should be initiated
beginning with the elements Which enhance youths' orrortimities to achieve
program goals and objectives, and around which the program can.be built.

5. Planning should begin no later than the December folloviU the
year's rogram.

. All partiotnants--Prime sronsor, pro1ect sponsors, work sponsors,
supervisors, youth, and the commtrnityshould be involved in lanniina
the Program.

T. Pla int shoed be com leted by the end of .lanuar r so that the
operational processes can be tested out and begun. 40

8. Contingency Mans should be developed at the same time to
prepare for reduced or increased funding allocations, supplementer,
allocations changes in legislation and regulations, inclement weather,

absence of supervision, strikes, eic.

9. HnexPended-funds from one summer should.be carried over to
pay for the planning of next su amer's program without a reduction in next
year's budget.

am Grovrth. and Imnrovement

Program evaluations should
how they were dealt with, the success

the experiences of staff and youth, of

be hed and widely dieAerniested.

us on the r roblems encountered and
.achieved mnd how they. carte about,
Such information and data should



11. Process records should be maintained bit staff at all pr ams

levels.

12. The prime sponsor should hold meetings With nr_ ect and work

sponsors to discuss and evaluate the past summer's program and to discuss

changes which could be made for the following summAr.

13. Paine sponsor should meet with DOL on a rer'ional basis to
share ecneriences, generate ideas for the following summer, and exchange

helpful printed materials.

14. The prime sponsor should systematically build up the capa-

bilities of the best project sponsors, giving them rore and more incen-

tives and responsibility.

D. Recruitm nt end Selection

15. ReCruitment of youth should begin earlier. Youth should know,

at least two months before the summer Program starts, whether or not they

qualify for selection

16. Eligible youth should be entolled.in orientation sessions to

prepare them for the final apPlication process' including help with forms

and an opportunity to consider the types of available work assignments.

17. A standby group of youth should be selected to replace those

ho do not choose to participate and to fill slots made available by

upplemental appropriations.

18. Pernit a small rercen
sponsors on the basis of merit.

youth to be selected by work

19. Amend the computer selection process as follows: applications

of youth would he sent to the central office of the Prime sponsor whOs
they would be stratified by place of residence and job preference; at the

same time, project sponsors would. submit to DOE a listing of available work

assignments which would be stratified by job requirements and location;
the computer would be programmed to match youth and lobs larithin the youth's.

10041 community; if no match can be made, the search would be expanded to

neighboring communities until a match is made.

E. WOrksit Development

20. Congress should amend the SPEDY legislation to perrit Work
Sites in the private sec Provisions should be included that would

require private employ s per yo hire a small percentage of youth assigned

to thek or to 'provide after - school employment to a percentage of

assigned youth.

21. Youth not selected S Y should be referred t0 other

potential employers.

22. Expand jobs which require only repetitive tasks to include

nal experiences and skills.



23. 'DM should fusd,a task analysis project Which would concen-
trate on typical jobs used in:summer progr 0 determine - their learning
potential. A comparison would then be made between these data and compe-
tencies reqUired in the regular labor Market, Summer jobs which lack oon-
nections to jobs in the labor market could be supplemented with those tasks
which would improve the connections.

g4. As much as possible, develop works es which
three youths 'working directly with an adult.

slots.

25. Provide private non-profit agencieE a larger `number of

26. The prime sponsor should establistCa su mmer job bank, so that
where an oversupply of youth exists, they can be referred to:Sites.which
have openings.

2T. The prime sponsor should hire some youth and train them, job
developers for other youth. Some youth should be assigned the task'of
developing their own jobs.

213. Local community groups should be asked to develop lists of
des_iable and needed community services, and to advise project and work.
sponsors with respect to job development.,

29. The, prime sponsbr should consider the possilility'of developing
from one to four major public works projects on which all suer youth Would

. work

F. WorkExperience

30. Work sponsors should be selected partlyHo- =the basis pf whether
hei egularemPloyees-Would_provide good role models for youth.

31. youth should not be assigned to jobs which are entirely main-
tenance in nature. .ach jobs should be expanded to include other skills
Or youth should be rotated to other types of work.

32. Appropriate Clothing Should be provided for jobs which are
+arty or somewhat ,hazardous.

33. Identification symbols -suchas badges, bands, or uniforms
should be provided to youth.

34:, Provide educational services, labor market information, coans 1-
ing recreation, etc., on those days when youth are not expected to work
(Fridays), eitber-on a voluntary or Mandatory attendance basis.

.
35. Work.sponsors and supervisors should insist on performance and

behavior standards which reflect regular work situations. Unacceptable
performance or behavior should be dealt with by counselori and trainers. If
such behavior continues, youths should be dismissed from the program.

1 r)



Staff

36. A prim-sponsor consultant-coordinator-should be assigned to each
project sponsor, as an advboate for the project sponsor, to counsel and
assist in resolving linkage problems and to provide technical assistance it
interpreting rules and relations, selecting vorksites, orienting and train-
ing of staff and youth ,e

.37. Monitoring and evaluation of project sponsors and-others should d
be conducted.by independent, outside organizations under contract vith DOL
and the prime Sponsor.

38.- Project sponsors should be mandated to provide pre-program-and
ongoing orientation and training of worksite supervisors and crew chiefs. ,
The prime sponsor should develop guidelines, standards and curricula for this
orientation and training.

39. If sufficient, qualified staff is unavailable, the prime sponsor
should recruit volunteers from,various Aroups such as retired:craftsmen, or
should develoi, Fror-ksites*wh c c'an contribute the-etstaff.

40. Older youth (ages 19-21) with prior experience in the program
shoula*be trained :and hired tiS assistant supervisors or crew chiefs.

H. Technics- Assistance

41. DOL and the prime sponsor should publish and disseminate omnre-

hensive moteriTils on planning and implementing summer Programs. Such materials

should' include ideas and recommendations for developing-specific kinds of jobs,
ensuring nee6d support services, dealing with problem youth, etc.

142. The prime sponsor should hold,a series of workshops f
,groups'ofproject sponsors to:

identify and in
program;

Discuss and,
program;

onalize learning of the pre

desirable, (Deli plans the ne SUmMe

improve project sponsors' competence in program planning,

administration, and oversight;

provide material and train project sponsors to conduct-
orientation and training of work sponsors and their summer
staffs;

discuss and explain 'programproposal de:_lopmSnt;

develop techniques and skills in program evaluation.

43. The trOject sponsors and.the prime sponsor should -meet with work
sponsors for a Second series of workshops to continue planning and educational
efforts.andto discUss, .explain. and help with program proposals. Project

sponsor staff should be required,to help work sponsors develop jobs, pro-'
pose's, work product, and prepare evaluations.

i.
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14#. A special "hotline" manned by permanent price spans

should be initiated to get needed responses back to project and wor
wItnin 2 hours.

Z. Admixiis

N1114115-

45. All funds should be allocated b Congress and DOI, well before
the suffer. Supplementary allocations by DOLJ should not be made unless
lead time of one month can be assured.

Z6. The prime sponsor should consider the feasibility of divl
!few York City into several sectors,' each With its ovn prime sponsor. The
present, prune sponsor would assume the; role of supervising mrime spots
ceordinatig the work of -the others,

47. City wide agencies or large, older agenclos which have
programs in the pest could receive grants directly from DCL.

145 Incentives stiouldloe provided by the prime sponsor tp p
k sponsors that havaha44goOd prograWs.

You

49. Additional resources should be made avails
tools and equipment and to purchase needed supplies.

o rent needed

50. Give Troject sponsors the respo_ ibiltt mg youth. Pmper
ds can be built in-so that abuses do not occur.

ng
51. Youth should be paid at the vorksites on a day /hen they are

52. Duffer alternatives to

ing crew.
cards;

resent system lude:

up checks when they deliver

b) -mailing checks to yo homes;

contracting vith a. security system such as Brinks to deli -;cr
checks to the vorksites with a prime sponsor Staff member
verifying ID cards and signatures;

arranging withl cal banks to handle the payroll and cash
checkS.

PAYsiteS should be established c er to where youth live;
ing the number of paysites.

5



Routh who must take publ

should. have their carfare reimbursed.

pC

55. -A_Vternate payroll reporting dates with payroll distribution

datto, or stagger payments so that not all youth are paid on the sate day.

riod it the end of the program instead of

the be
56. Put one-week

Improve the time card system by:

using a one-page sheet with a summary of the lours

a detailed daily notation;

picking up new time card when old ones are dzopped of

c) providing more tuna- around time in the submis sion of time

cards;

simplifying system that all t

and verificatio hours.

58 2Xemptyouth f

Surport_ Services

s needed are a signature

roll. and social urity

59. the prime laser thould develop and rte - available

youth, a p loipant andbook which would provide inroxnation ae

the Ti xpectsti ts, and procedures and relations.

60. More counselors and soci al. workers shotild be hire help

youth 'with their personal andrk-related problems.

61. York sponsors should be charged with the preparation of a brief

resume' of each youth's work experience and skill acquisition for use bf the

youth in obtaining futUre emploYment.
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h have different training-and eXperience needs, and SPEW( has

espeosibility to provide each youth with Work experience appropriate

for his or her needs. For example, for those youth for whom this is the

.first real job, SFFDY should provide an introduction t a real work setting,

ahceld zotivete them to continue school, and should help them formulate

camee goa

SPEW can also provide opportunities for collaboration between

chi and adults for the provision and augmentation of services to the

MIN is no long a program with a single theme It has emerged

-purpose social vehicle for the benefit of youth and the com-

munity. a degree to which these benefits were achieved in the 1973 New

rk City program is the concern of this study.

Vie

Different Vies

Vane this rationale fo

as to its "real " objective

year from the tart t

Loma

SEEDY is'at ractive, not the only

conclusion 'SPED? programs there

charges and mounter-charges of improper prog hasiu and operationll

effectiveness, Differences range from the philosophic underpinning an

anc procedures.

do not have

mile for SFEDY to- specific -local policies, open

pie, some project sponsors feel that prime spa

chjectLv s enhancing individual ponsibility and competency

son b meaningful, constructive work experience Their primary

activee, it is alleged, no- more than to, keep-youth off the streets

and avoid .adverse public . This results in reduced effort and resources

1 work experl ace, to develo- work-related skills and

19



long-term for youth in favor,of the short-term political expedi-

ency of tehir g resources as thiniras possible.

C. .310'ofOELasEtudl

This study was conducted to identify and describe policies,

program, procedures, and practices that determine the character and

nature of New York City °s Suer Youth EMploymont program and to male

recommendations for. improving program output. The study came at a

juncture. It is a time of change in the City's workforce

changes in the job market and changei in the City administration.

Our findings are derived from personal intervict s analysis o

itten,reports proposals, and guidelineS; oboe.

statistics. The range of data needed was determines by

and descriptive

of DOL and E directives and prior studies of su er youth employment

program

NBC eta

in both gerieral and specific informat

with DOE representatives on five separate occa

-gathe ing sessions. F urteen

project-sponsors were selected in conjunction with- DOE to sa

,design to '11

our

oqualnumbers of public, ('government) sponsors and private

non - profit- project sponsors

characte _

--d a range of work projects and sponsor

s. We actually looked at si

I.

government acid eight privy

non- profit agenc es because f'-disparttie in size;-government project

sponsors cendedrto have much larger, projects than-thenon- profit proje

sponsors.

We planned to identify among 14 project sponsors-those Which

re more successful and those which were less-succesiful We were unable

o; do this becanse:several,of the project sponsors selected were new and



hadono prior and because agreement could not-be reached as to what.

criteria, measuring instruments, and data should be used to dete

or less successful' projects.,

Lne more

Interviews were conducted with from one to four representatives of

each of the14 project lions ' During these interviews we also identified

worksites for observation and interview. Twenty-four worksitcs were visited.

During these visits youth activities were observed and interviews

conducted with work sponsor, vcrksite ften the same people), and

youth. Thirty -six interviews with first-line supervisors,' 15 infcry ewe with

Work sponsor'adrninstrators, and 186 interviews '11 youth were conducted.

Among the documents reviewed we DOE's proposal to DOI., several

project sponsor proposals to DOE, DOE forms and applications, technical

material, correspondence, newspaper 'cles, and inter'- and

ra-agency and memos.

yo

Interviewers' observations at,esch -ksite visited included what

h were doing, how busy they were, p e of supervisoryrsd other

staff, and general atmosph

Interviews with DOE project sponSors ork sponsor were subject_

content analysi6. Statistical desc iptions were prepared from the inter-

views with youth and worksite staff

Recommendations for program improvement were elicited from everyy persrn

iswed.

recognize the lrmrtations of this

invo1ved--14 prOject -p ors interviewed o

udy. the,relatively sm

of 1394 186 youth inte

more than 50,000, the dependence on selected participants, etc.

Consequently, we make no claims for the universe y f our findings. But

these can provide useful dicetors of the actual state of affairs, leads

for improving-th program next year, and some hypotheses for further



acte is "cs and Ke 'lements

York City's .SEEDY program had three levels of administration: prime.

sponsor, project sponsors, k sponsors. The Department of :aployme

DOE), which was the prime spa sot for the City, contracted with 139 project:

sporsor5. .Project sponsors, by WE definition, ere es "ishcA year- round

-nizations within the city whim der ed

the capacity to develop at least 70 jobs. In addition., project sponsors ha

:pant selection from the

public and private non-profl

to be able to assume sponsability fo pa]

initial receipt;' review, and processing f youth .
ia.s t, interviewing,

selecting and assigning of youth.

pons.ible for overseeing work sponsors and the
project sponsors

-actual operation of the summe

functional areas. They were quired to comply with h' r!:

lgram within dist:rote tco

merits provide well supervised work experiences, rant approl:

require-

recor4..7,.

monitor vorksites, a.nd when unacceptable worksites were closed down,.reass

'-the youth affected-. Prior to the start of the programs, prOjet-SponSora

were requirad to provide orientation for work sponsors d for youth -:ol

participants.

Work sponsors were

respqnsible for providing dire

and maintaining attendance

supervisors employed by the

public and private non7profi ncies

services and work experiences youth

and time cards. The youths reported to

ponsors-. In addition, work sponsors w

expected to provide supplementary services such as work -related ounselin

training, and vocational information.

work sponsors,and more than 6,000

include unskilled labor,

o keites. Work

bout 5,000

armed at these

rical, social service, and cult ,ivitie



The output ranged. from neighborhood beautification and maintenance to

escort services for the aged and handicapped to cultural enrichment outings

for younger children.
=

DOE, thi year, eliminated.traditional narrow territorial boundaries

that restricted participating agencies in their servicing of communities,

in favor of six project areas. This afforded youth greater mobility and

more options as to where to apply for employment. (The change was made

simulate conditions i,sr the real work world-and allow project sponsors more

latitude in the operation of their prosr .) Each area included about

23 project ssponsors. To control the programs DOE deployed a team with

39 members to each area. Each .team consisted of:

in area manager, .who. oversaw all operations within the assigned area;

two contract officers, who negotiated contracts with project

sponsors, oversaw the registration process and rozitored program

activities;

four liaison workers (2 perpeer contract offid'er ) eeach of whom,

monitored five or sir project sponsors; and

thirty-two field, r tatives 0 per ison

visited worksites and rorsitored programs.

While DOE provided the same miam

who

coverage for each of the six

geographic areas: different sizes of project sponsors and work sponsors,

and among the progr as well asAifferences in area staff competence,

resulted in unequal program coverage and suppor

reduce'the adverse cis is

;mate the fighting and lone

leveled at selecti e padt and

gral'to the come,

first served" pro DOE decided to use a random election system.



(in. En,gl ish and

fa and d other sites.. Youth were notified of the program and le tioU.

I

_

process by project d work sponsors and through DOE newspaper ads, TV

and r a
i

dio.announcements

ide distribution of 900,000 youth applieations

to schools, churches, libraries. , projec sponsor

pioject sponsors accepted applicat

their organizations and as

from all youths applying to

ted youths in filling out the forms. Unlike

preyious years project )sponsors were required to receive an application

-from every youth. The'applications were forwarded to DOE, which had 'the

information keypunched and placed in a data bank. The computer made a

random-order ng of applications by project sponsor.. Partial lists, ih the

random selection order, sufficient to II assigned work slots were given

to project sponsor

list order. Pro

available jobs at the time of interview. At the interview DOE (not prof

ect sponsors notified and interviewed Youth it

sponsors tried to match a youth's job preferences with

sponsor) staff -ver fled income ibili

number, or other acceptable proof such as

notarized

'the twom

In some

selection process to assure equity in treatment of aPplicants. If a youth

the intery

Public Assistance or 531

040 tax form, W2-form, a

from an employer-indicating the salary of wage earner or

ent paycheck stubs).

DOE staff attempted to oversee the project sponsor

rejected

Eel

-( Y©uth rejected were

acceptable match-could not be made, that youth

'next name on the coMputer pirint-out was called.,

supposed to be given a..wr-itten reason for reje

Reasons foror rejection were: (1) failure to meet income c teri ong

.,too young or too old; (3) applicant refused all jobs offered; or

(4) agency felt youth could not handle jobs available
tee-



use of designated pay sites different from worksites was another

key element of New York City's SPEDY. Youth worked a four-day week, Mond

to ThUrsday. They were paid bi- weekly, on Fridays, at a few pay site

tablished.in each borough Each youth was told to report to a specific

pay site at a scheduled time of the day to pick up the paycheck. The

ral sites were used to permit easier controls nd oversight. The

ggered'h urs" approach was instituted to avoid crowding and long

identification (ID) card was issued to each youth to facilitate the con.ti

f. check distribution and check cashing at local banks.

In a change from previous years, DOE mandated that all workaites be

located thin the City of New York. This mandat'e eliminated support for

amping programs,ConduCted by City-based social service agencies. The

elimination of out -of -city work simplified DOE's monitoring and

evaluation activities .

it

- sessment Criteria SPEDY)

DOE had evaluated each project sponsor that participated in the 1977

cial audit and completion and quality reports.

facto "needs improvement," and

:simmer program based on

rating had been. used:

actory." These assessments became the basis for determining
,

orship for the 1978 program. Project sponsors that had received a

eds improvement had to submit a corrective action plan. A rating of

tisfactory" a for.exclusion ftom considerationfrom as a:sponsor.

Fiscal responsibility was the area of

project ponsor effictivsmess.

year DOE's criteria for evaluating project work sponsors' per-

c eluded: submission of ,a sound plan; effective monitoring practices;

r importance in determining ,



ution of suitable corrective action i.here needed; accuracy in logging,

nd submitting required reports and records; implementation of the

operaring pion consonant with DC1/DOE guidelines; equity in youth

ection and hiring; adequate selection and assessment of supervisory

sonnet; and acceptable payroll and cost accountability.



III. PERCEIVED OBJECTIVES

The general purpose of SPEDY was "to enhance the future employability of

youth or to increase the potential of youth in attaining a planned

tional goal." Youth enrolled in school should be encouraged to remain; youth

out of school should be encouraged to:develop a realistic career plan. These

. purposes .were to be accomplished by providing youth with seven-weeks part-

time work experience in public agencies and non - profit organizations, with

wages and counseling as motivating fa

On the surface, these purposes give a central focus for,all admin-

istrative and program activities. However, differences in perception and

priorities as to how this purpose should be translated into programs led-to

problems, crises, and ill - feelings among administrative and program personnel

at all levels: Most of the differences in the perception of the program's

"Mission," objectives, and success or lack of uccess, stemmed from

differences in allocating priority'among'work experience, community services,

and fiscal responsibility.

A. Prime Sponsor

The New York City Department of Employment (DOE) stressed that work

experience for youth should lead to the acquisition of sound work habits

and skills. However, our interviews tended to indicate greater interest in

administ ive and fiscal controls and procedures, often to the detriment of

the stated primary purpose. The major operati;nally-defined objectives seem

have been maintaining fiscal accountability and getting as many youth on

the payroll as possible. Almost the only contrc instituted were to insure

that these objectives would be achieved. These controls often restricted

efforts to improve program content. Indeed, while DOE i ued'directives

both program and fiscal areas, only in fiscal areas was there any

-10-



gnificant fol owup. Direct programmatic technical assistanc d r ew

of planning, program development and implementation were not significant

B. Project Sponsors

Project sponsors generally accepted the stated purpose of enhancing

youth employability. Differences among project sponsors and between project

sponsors and the prime sponsor seemed to depend on such variables as agency

type, e.g., public or private, size and number of years of involvement in

the program. Most project sponsors agreed, that providing youth with "meaningful"

work experience was a goal or priority, but there Baas disagreement to what

is " "meaningful "" work experience and how such experience should be str ured,

All project spa_ s said that a major need was to know in advance the

slot level allocation to facilitate planni g and to develop appropriate jobs.

Planning was also hindered by a lack of cooperative community networks which

could further develop community participation. The agencies' missions and

the Charact- of'their client populations tended to shape and alter the

specific objectives of the summer.work program. For example, some project

sponsors perceived SITU providing continuity of work experience or

serving as a r ard or incentive for youth who had worked in or vol

their time to the agencies in the past year. Others saw the program as

supplementing the work of existing staff.

Project sponsors generally =felt that the lottery selection uystem shoul4

be modified to permit them to retain contact with those youth they had come r.1

know and to increase the probability of selecting youth who needed the

program most.

C. Work Sponsors,

Work sponsors, by virtue of their direct imialvement with youth, had a.

greater, tendency than either the prime sponsor or project sponsors to perceive

11



their in objectives as properly etching work experience and youth and

providing adequate supervision. Work sponsors also felt the need to know

slot levels well in advance of program start-up so tcat adequate super-

visory ratios could be established and,proper matching could take place.

This- knowledge was important for work sponsors which relied heavily upon

temporary (summer) staff and/or volunteers to supervise 'the youth. Work

sponsors also felt that resource and time constraints limited their ability

to.o Lent youth to the work assignments and to develop each youth's skills

and occupational knowledge.

D. Crew Chiefs said Supervisors

Over 60 percent of supervisory personnel interviewed indicated that

improved work discipline and work behavior were the two greatest achievements

derived from SPEDY. These achievements were seen as dependent on the

"usefulne and "demanding nature" of the jobs to which youth were assigned;

make-work jobs were not useful.

E. Youth

Youth entering the program had many ideas a to what SPEDY 'would providg.

Forty percent felt That making money was au inportant reason for entering

the progr Thirty -eight percent saw SPEDY as a way to keep busy during

the summer, thwart boredom, and keep "out of trouble." Thirty-seven percen.

saw SPEDY as an opportunity for establis Lug new friendships and widening

social contacts. Most youths cited several reasons for joining the program.

Fewer than 25 percent had an occupational development objective on entering

the program.

r
Our observations indicate that the overarching goal of SPEDY- -c

1/-

enhance



he future employability of youth through planned wo 1 a r ienc subject

to varying interpretations and conflicting viewpoints on the part of prime

sponsor, project sponsors,.work sponsors, supervisors and youth. Differences

as to what constituted "meaningful work" and the lack of adequate resources

and planning time further widened existing perspectives.

We see the prime sponsor focusing on fiscal aceunt bility; project

sponsors fostering their agen- es° development and Ineitatersenee of service

work sponsors, matching youth with jobs and providing supervisory personnel;

crew chiefs' d supervisors emphasizing work discipline wad work behavior;

and youth wanting to make money, keep busy, and make new friends. These

diverse and often competitive objectives led to confusion

about the direction of the program, misinterpretatio4 of'guld lines and

directives,ttii -consuming disagreetenp, and breakdqv communication.

Pointing the finger of blame at someone else was prevalent whenever.a probl

developed. Back-biting and name-calling were commaw--cooperation waapsuelly-

sadly lacking.

More importantly, the willingness to cooperate ly deteriorated.

In a progr of this complexity and size, succe ecpertenceE for

youth can Only be achieved when there is cooperatiot and mutual operational

adjustment to achieve common objectives.

In conclusion, the more directly involved people were with the program,

the ore satisfied they were with it. Youth and supervisors emphasized the

tangible outputs of skill acquisition, money, social lip kages while

administrators emphasized, and were often unhappy with; stopgap. augur

enhance control, agency mission, and fiscal responsibility,



Discussion and Recommendations

The question of how to bring the conflicting objectives into closer

harmony is not easily answered. One cannot legislate that people work

together cooperatively. To create such an amosphere.requiree that mutual

trust exist among all parties. Trust is usually built up over long periods

of time and validated during periods of crisis. However, some steps

might be taken to begin the process of trust - building.

One waymould be to remove from DOE some of its police powers and

engthen its program development functions. While DOE could continue to

for the program, overall audit and control could be assumed by another

city agency, by the regional office of DOL, or by private, independent

organizations under contract with DOE or DOL. While such a move may be ry

contradictory to DOL regulations and inimical to local political realities,

if implemented, it could lead to several program benefits. It would mean

that DOE could devote the major portion of its staff-time to program content

and the needs of youth It. would eliminate excessive paperwork. It would

provide the time to hel,pro jct sponsors develop better proposals and

work sponsors identify more productive works tes. It would bring the

objectives of the different administrative agencies into closer harmony,

and it would give all parties a coMmon perspective.

A clear differentiation should be made by work sponsors in selactin.!

to whether the jobs are designed to-simply lighten the burden

staff or whether, the~ jobs would provide new or additional Beryl es.

ces,.this differentiation should be pelled-out. Approval -ofIn all in

Works- by project sponsors and by DOE could then be done on the be

of what kinds of worksites batter meet the needs of youth and

-14- 1
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DOE should meet collectively and individually with every project sponsor

to work out agreements on program goals, objectives, and operations. No

funding of projecc sponsors hould take place until such agreeMents are

reached. Similarly, each project sponsor should t collectively and

,

individually with its respective work sponsors to pass on agreements made

with DOE. Work sponsors should have an opportunity co 'impact on these

agreements; thus, before they are finalized, work sponsor recommendations

should be considered. Such a system would lead to more openness with

respect to objectives and goals, more listening to ocher partners' needs

and wo"ild be the beginnings of an active on -going communications system.



17., PLANNING

There was consensus auong these we interviewed t- insufficient lead

time was provided for planning. Conse4uently there were flaws rh procedures

and delays in notifying, recruiting and selecting youth submitting proposals

and hiring staff.' As a result, lees than desirable worksites and assignnents

for youth vere often accepted.

Planning problems were exacerbated by inadequate communication between

DOE and pro, eet and work sponsors. Several project sponsors stated that they

did not Know that they proposals to become project sponsors had been approved

by DOE until they read the advertisement in the newspapers telling youth Where

to apply. Until thdt time they could make no meaningful'preparetions, since

gemming up for the progran expensive.

Both project, and work sponsers felt that the lack of advance information

and planning led to serious staffing problems. They did not know when staff

could be hired nor for what period of time. Neither vas there certainty as

to staff would be paid. This confusion had a domino effect on progrma-

planning job development, supervisory recruitment, selection, and training,

administrative planning and monitoring, etc.

Project sponsors and work sponsors thought that SPY had been developed

by "bits and pieces" beet the perceived needs of higher-levels and was

characterized by inflexible deadlines which provided insufficient time for

planning, developing proposals, and preparing w rksite agreements. These

conetrnints wereblamed for the selection of poor worksites and the-failure

consider _eatiallY good worksites.

DOE agreed that there had been insufficient, time for planning. It

ted that it had not been able to obtain funding information from DOL.



However, DOE was slat ed with its planninj effi and was gratified

in the face of an unknown budget, it bad teen able trl get the program o

GT Lurid.

More than 75 percent of the first -line supervisors we interviewed indi-

cated that they had net had any voice in :drogramplanning. Few had any

knovledge'of the planning process.

c-uth obviously had had no part in the planning but were simply passive

recinients. A number of recommendations 1.7 re rinde by youth related to plan-

ning. 'These included "more intere ting" jobs, rotate work assignm

Dian rainy weather ass --nts.

In sm.= nny, insufficient lead tine and a lack of adequate &. were

evident at all administrative leveli of SPEDY. Imiroper netificatirn of

Pro, ect and work s)cnsors by DOE along with delays in notifying, recruiting

and selecting youth, hiring of staff, etc., were synptouat of the la:

robleu of poor c icaticn among all program'segments.

6

A by-product of this inadequacy was the eroding of confidence, good will,

and trust among those who should have been seeking to coordinate their effortr

for the benefit of youth.

Improveuent of SPEDY requires earlier and more comprehensive Planning at

pro, ect and work -ap nsor levels. This effort would not-only reduce problems

associated with starting up a urogran, tut would Improve relationships e -ng

oil I'artius 1,y reducing energencies and malfunctioning. Giving participating

agencies a voice'in the central planning process would tend to reduce distrust

and and give all parties better defined and canon understanding of

-rogr objectives, 'procedures, and practices. DOE directives would be under

toad and pore apt to be` followed if project sponsors kneW the rationale and

thinking behind th-



Discussion and Reconmendatidns

Planning is an amorphous process. Most recommendations having to do with

planning for SP= emphasized the necessity c# more time in order to begin

planning earlier. The "how" and the "what" of planning was often passed over.

When we analyzed these recommendations, what was really being said was that

=or- time was needed to operate the progren, to certain progrnnnatic

ele -ents earlier; the planning, for better= or worse had been done. Perhaps

it had not involved all those who should have b involved, .but nevertheless,

it had been done.

Planning for SPEbY should begin with a determin on of what essentials

youth should obtain from participation in the pregrao. The process should

then work backward from this point,slottins in those events which will

help achieve these goals, building up gradually (within egi lative and

budgeting constraints) to a complete program design. Every element which_

enhances youths' opportunities to achieve the geals should be strenghthened;

every element which interferes with youths' achieving these goals should be

eliminated or reputed so that its effects are minimal.

Ideally, pla for next year's SPEDY should begin ireiediate after

the present;progrants have ended when problems and issues 'are still fresh in

the minds of staff. It should begin no later than December when the initial

evaluations of the past summer have been completed.

It is rec ended that more people be involved in the early planning of

SEEDY, including project and wo k sponsor staff, supervisors, the c unity

at large, and youth themselves..

Plans for SPEDY should be completed by the end of January 4o that the -'

various operational processes can be tested out and begun. This would allow



time f -r re- war ii c, the t lans when necessary.

In addition, plans rlust.be developed to account for various ingencies,

cud ar hid er/funding allocations, supy.dementary allocations, ch9nSes

in legislation and reGulatio s. It is difficult to predict in advance exactly

what form these contin !eneies will take, however, Lased on past experience

and continual contact with the powers that

plans developed flexible enough to

educated estimates can be made

a rance of Possible events.

Project and rk's oisors, in addition to submittina Plans for the kinds

rk Aperience slots 1.1) e used, should be recuired to plan and indicate

activities for youth at times when yuth cannot perforu in their re6ular

e.g., incleuent weather, ence cf supervision, strikes by regular etiplJyees.

Unexpended funds .fro- one summer should be carried over to pay fL:r the

nxnz, of next su-a-ler's ith:Jut c. reduction in next year's budget.



PROGRAM GROWTH DDI \IMPROVEMENT

Project work, and prime sponsors seem to see. SPY as en emergency

program of short duration rather than as a continuing, periodic one. A

common criticism of the program was that there were repeated changes in

guidelines, rules and regulations often on a "last-minute" basis. There

seems to be little le ing and improvement it programs from year to year;-

the same mistakes are made each year. Each year, programa seem to be formu-

lated'on an ad:hoc basis. Changes and decisions are based on newspaper

stories and aa 'who complains-the loudest. There is a "fail-safe mentality

in program development: repeat what did not create problem in prior years

even if it Aid not work well. 'This 'atmosphere conditions both permanent

and temporary staff to react= defensively and to resist innovative suggestions

for improvement.

Tech" cal assistance is provided only with respec curre ration

the persons providing the assistance have neither the experience nor the

practical competencies to help project and work sponsors develop and operate
-

better programs. Project.end work sponsor staff did not have access to

tudies_aad reports which could be helpful to them in improving programs.

While DOE-issued a booklet, "How to Prepare a Summer Work EXperience Program.

it was issued too late ta be of significant use.

The lottery systemseemed to have reduced the Motivation to improve

,,programs -project sponsors who work with youth on a year - ound basis. They

tended to look at the summer program as a disruptive break in their more

rtant youth Programs. The importance of progressi ve mp ovemdrit of SPEDY

reduced for this group.

3)0E said that it will work on solving some of these problems fo
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program. For the first tire, DOE will have a year-round staff or over

100 assigned to prepare for the summer program. The evaluations by DOE and

others will be analyzed and attenots,made to develop and conduct better

program.

Despite aIl the differences and flaws in the p most important

finding that youth seemed to have de p ogress in occupstional_develop-

ment in the brief seven -week work ence. While fewer than 25 perdent

of the youth interviewed indicated that they ..had some Rind of occupational

objective upon entering the program, 60 percent stated that their occupational

development enhanced and they had clearer occupational objectives as a

result of participation in the program.

In summary, our study indicated that little or no program growth

evolved on a year-to-year basis with SPEDY. While some resources were avail-

. able, degree to which they were properly utilized was quesLioaable. The

lack of incentives for program operators and a narked absence of knoTledge

development tended to loom as major easons why SPEDY did not benefit from

past experience.

Youth, surprisingly, did not suffer significantly in spite of these

inadequacies Yet it seems evident that more progress could be made if

proper assessment and matching of huten and material resources were made It

-advance. Problems which arose could be dealt with in ample time and thou.£t

affecting program delivery. The need to respond to SPEDY on

could thereby be reduced.

ad hoc ba-

r

DOE's attempt to resolve some of these concerns through the use of

permanent year-r und staff` is a good beginning. The degree to which this

staff will be £stretegica1ly deployed to alleviate problems before they,get



serious remains to be seen.

Discussion and Recommendations

There are several ways by which program growth and improvement c

enhanced from year to-year. A clear description of what took place is essential:

the problems encountered and how they were-dealt with, the successes achieved

and how they came about the personal experiences of staff and youth, and

other factors need to be documented. Continuity of staff is important to

achieve this. If staff changes every year then en important element -- connec-

tion with the past -- is lost, even if information and data are written down..

Program evaluations, funded by DOL, should. focus on these issues. A

format Could be developed by DOL which would enable evaluators to record the

necessary information. DOE could require that its field staff maintain process

records of:their contacts with project mad work sponsors. Similarly, project

sponsors should maintain process records of their contacts with DOE and the

work sponsors.

Meeting_ should -be held 'by DOE with project and work sponsorss, individually

and in small groups, to discuss whet happen ed over the summer and what

changes could be made to improve prograMs for the- following year. Results r

evaluations should be available for these meetings.

Prime sponsors should meet with DCL on gional basis to share exper-

ences, generate ideas for the following seer, and exchange printed

materials which helped their programs.

DOE Should systematically build up the capabilities of the best project

sponsors, giving-themamore,incentives and responsibility. Similarly, it should

begin to gradually eliminate project sponsors whose records indicate that they

Continually fail to meet program objectives.
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VI. Recruitment d Selec

DOE felt that the lottery system orked well and accomplished the objec-

ive to eliminate distrust of the selection process. Project sponsors felt

that the intent of the lottery system was laudable and eliminated many past

abuses. However, almost all project sponsors also had negative comments

about its effect on program operation. The emphasis and satisfaction with

the lottery Were indications of DOE concern to reduce outside criticism

rather to provide good work experiences for youth. Some problems cited

by Pro sponsors were

Many youths submitted applications to more than one site on the1 ) .

theory that two tickets in a lottery gave a better chance of winning. Ac

cording to DOE, the computer did accept both applications giving these youths

a double chance for selection. Hovey er, in those cases where a youth was

selected twice, the computer accepted only one registration. Thus no one

was assigned to more than one project sponsor. This created problems for

he'youths who had submitted two applications. Some reported to one project

sponsor while the computer assigned them to the other, causing unfilled job

slots and general confusion in worksite placement and paycheck distribution.

2). Rsndotization increased the probability of youths being assigned to

project sponsors some distance away fromtheir homes.. The application

process contributed to youths' applying to sponsors outside their'neighbor-

hoods in order to increase their chances for ection. Some ,youths had

hood transportation problems and suffered economic hardship when they were

assigned to sponsors two. fare zones away ($2 a day for travel).

Some project sponsors felt that the lottery system had not eliminated'

politics and nepotism. They cited examples where youths high on the random

list were rejected and those low on thelist selected. They did not



view the computer printout as randoth selection,' According to DOE, the

system was fair in that it gave everyone an equal chance of being selected.

'However With other systems, ways were found to circumvent it. It was

reported that project sponsors screened out youths they did not want during the

interview process, and some failed to contact all the youths on the-list.

4). The lottery system p evented project sponsors from providing incen-

tives and rewards for those youths who worked .for the agency during the year

for keeping those youths for whom the agency felt work experience was es-

sential. It also discrimin ted against those youths who applied e

showed initiative in trying to obtain jobs.' Finally, they felt the selection

system did not reflect the real world of work and how people get lobs. DOE

maintained that there i no way to insure the youths panted by project sponsors

could be selected without subverting the whole lottery'system. DOE also felt

that it was not fair to select only those youth known to agencies and elimina-

ting those who had no contacts.

5).. A number of project sponsors and youth felt that the application

peeeszwas confusing and that the forms were to complex. Accordin g to DOE

applications printed in'hoth English and Spanish in clear language and

vith adequate directions, DOE admitted however, that the income eligibility

iomwas confusing and redundant and did lead to problems and misinterpreta-

tions It hopes to'simpiify the form in the futUre.

6). Some-project sponsors indicated a need to reqruit older youth for

the type of work experiences and supervision they could provide. They claimed

that they received mostly younger (14.and l5 year olds) participants who were

not able to perform well. DOE claims that, -by law, it cannot discriminate on

the basis of age,-project sponsors have to employ youth assigned.
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7). There was a general feeling among project sponsors that too little.

was allocated for the recruitment and selection process. 'They felt

his was particularly severe dueing the, supplementary selection period

DOE agreed and has identignied the major time-con

contact youth. As

g element as trying to

-Suit the interview process had to be shortened and

many youths were not selected until after the program had started.. While

three weeks had been allotted'td-the application process, this WAS insuf.

-ficient. DOE expects to start the application process next yelle at least

one month earlier than this year.

8), A number-of-youths and supervisors felt that some youths had lied

about their family income and should have been disqualified. They also felt

that the progr\am was not reaching out to those most in need. DOE believes

that most youth who were selected did meet the'incomecrIteria, although

admitted` that it had no sum way to docuMent income and that proof could be

febricated." For example, if there were more than one salary earner in a

amity, youth could have submitted. paycheck stubs from

family income lower than it actually was.

9).

one, indicating

Special problems occurred with city-wide project spoaso]

was only one or two application collection sites for each, most -of the

app ng came from one borough although worksites were:located in all borr,%4-

Other causes of problems were fallUre to list all application sites in the

newspaper ad and typographical errors in the ad.

10 Some project sponsors felt that POE's instructions on recruitment And

selection had been drawn so Ambiguously that some Youb were declared ine1.1-

bigle when they should not have been, and that no efforts were made to

ctify this. DOE felt, that there had.bein,no need to validate reasons for

rejection; these were very clear. Youth had been rejected because they did not



meet income eligibility, were too young or too old, did not show up for

the interview, or refused the work available. This led.to-another problem:

the many ineligibles, "nO-shows and dropouts which tended to reduce the

icant pool and led to the need to cut referrals to some project sponsors.

U). Special problems were noted with specific populations such as

handicapped youth. -The lottery system was not fair to these youth who need

special considerations in placement, supervision and follow-up. Income

guidelines did not take into account the higher family costs for handicapped

hildren.

DOE recognized many of the problemseribed. It pointed with pride to

the elimination of many of the abuses and inequities of prior years,

stated that hoped to correct some of the new problems. For example, DO

felt that if all applications were submitted to its central office, they

could be organized by borough and local community of residence. The com-

puter could then randomly select youths and assign them to sites close to

their homes under ,prOjectsponsors which have performed well in the past.

DOE also recognized that some problems may never be resolved to everyone's

satisfaction.-

In summary, the problems 'described indicate that the random selection

process solved some problems and introduced others While eliminating

selection abuses, it failed to addr=ess adeclilatelY,legitimate concerns of

maw project sponsors. mization was not viewed favorably by sponsors

because it weakened relationships 'with youths known to agencies on a ye

round basis.s difference will probably be exacerbated by DOE's proposed

'solution. Many youths were forced to work great distances from their horn

on unfriendly "turf." Many =had to travel beyond a one-fare zone. While Dt E
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empted to eliminate favoritism and discrimination, abuses occurred.

,=Youth were not always notified in their order on the cotp.Iter printout and

some youths were never notified at all. Some project SPons rs and Some

youth found:the dpplication Process and fox- confuSing Agencies serving'

particular youth populations or with specific geographi-t boundariesfelt

hampered by some of the aiministrative constraints imposed, ec al problems

arose with handicapped youth for whom special consideration i oeleetion and

placement was originally ignored.

Discussion and Recommendations

Clearly, some modifications in the recruitment and selection cress need

to be made. This must be done without negating the oblrielus good 'which the new

system has brought about. First, of course, would be an es ller start for the

recruitment process. At least two months before the s,ier proc am starts

youth should know whether or not they qualify for selection. T-is includes

earlier income verification and notification of those opt qualified so the

they may seek other forms of summer employment. For the eligible youth,

orientation sessions should be conducted to prepare therm for the final apples-.

cation process including help with completing required forms and an opportunit

to consider the types of available work assignments.

Sufficient numbers of youth should be, recruited to 1 the available

Work slots, A standby group should also be selected to place of

those youth who, for one reason or another- do not chooSe to p rtiCipate and-

' fill slots made available by supplemental eppropriatijzt 8. ape standby

poi: should be notified as to their status.
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preferential selection should be allowed. Por example rk

rs could bey permitted to select, on the basis of merit, up to 25

percent. (or some "other agreed-upon percentage) of their total allocation

of youth. .Merit would be clearly defined (e.g., youth volunteered at the

agency in the past, has shown'specific skills and interests which can be

enhanced at this site, or is fp Vier with the services provided by

agency) d work sponsors would be required to sut tten explan

of'why each youth should be selected. The balance of youth (TO and uP),

could be selected.in the following nenne applications of youth would be

sent to the central-office of DOE where they'yould be stratified by place of

residence and job preference; at the same time, project sponsors:wouldsub-

mit to DOE a listing of available work assignments which would be stratified

;-

y gross job requirements and location; the computer would then attempt to

match youth Ana jobs with the youth s local community. If no match could

be made, the computer would expand the search to neighboring

gradUally increasing the distane fram the youth's residence

was made. Youth-

=unities

til .a match

ad then, be referred =to the appropriate worksite. We

1

realize that such'i modification night bring badk a degree of favoritism or

nepotism. However, the advantages of providing some youth with year-round

agency connections., might outweigh. possible abuses of the system. Providing

youth. with jobs close to where tli live would avoid excess travel and

eliminate the violence and ill feeling stemming from assignment of youth to

neighborhoods and sites where they don't live.
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11-#. Works Ite Development.

Little imagination ,was demonstrated in the establcishrm nt of worksites.

_ere seemed to be tot, high a percentage of routine, repetitive, low skill

jobs- such as cleaning gutters, collecting .litter, filings end. pushing

elevator Ibuttons. While undoubtedly fulfilling beeded.community services,

these jobs hardly gave youth a motivating picture of the work world. NO

useful work -should-be denigrated but it -is verhaps unvise.to subject youths

to such a one-sided picture without any explanation, particularly youths for

whom this was a first work experience.=

Some project sponsors felt that there was insafficieut time allocated

to the development of good vorksites. They said that they are informed so

late about their_approval.as project sponsdrs'that pcc worksites had to be

accepted to have placements ready for youths. DOE felt that prOject sponsors

had time to develop good worksites; project sponsors bad between one and

one and One-halfmonths to prepare _pplications which included description

of work sponsors and development of worksites.

The worksite problerawas compounded by the poor_ _ _cation of youth.'

among the project sponsors. This .led to some worksites with few youths sad

others with double or triple the nuMber of youths they could use. Accordina

to some project sponsors, good worksites had to be cancelled. Others coy

plaited that too many youths had to be crowded into poor worksites.

saw some worksites where more youths could have been profitably employed.

the same time, a newspaper article'appeared.pleading for 300 real work slot

for youths for whom a project sponsor had no work assignments. Many project

. sponsors put the blame on the lottery system. others incated that allowing

more than one, pro ect sponsor to relate to-a work sponsor produced confusion.



DOE felt the problem. could be solved by increasing the youth application

pool from 2-1 to 3-1 or 4-10 and_that the law should be changed ,to allow

youth to work -in the private profit sector. Dog felt that public agencies

and community -based organizations could not provide enoughenou i. meaningful jobs

and neither planned their worksites well nor provided= necessary supervision.

T only problem that resulted at worksites Which accepted youths

from more than one project sponsor was the over-assignment noted. above.

Worksite,sponsors,seemed to know which youth belong to whith project sponso

d were able-to keep separate records. Lack of communication between project

and work sponsors as to where youths

tent confusion.

Youth who

re placed produced some, but

fined to sites or sponsors that were cancelled.or

consolidated were reass_.gned to ll- gaps in other ites.

'14 summary, vorksite development appeared to be sporadic, haphazard,

and unimaginative: Major fattors contributing to poor worksite and job

development seemed to be insufficient planning time, poor communication

among administrativalevels, inadaquate technical assistance, restricted

per use of resources, and failure to reward innovati effort

various administrative and operational levels. Consequently, some work-

of

sites were overloaded with youths but under - equipped, and others had fewer

youths with more resources than, cessary.

DOE felt the problems reflected the absence
0

rE

meat and ineptness on the part of work sponsors.

once again that-the-fault lay with DOE.

ngfta job deve1013---

ect sponsors contended



Discussion and ecommendations

There see= to be universal agreement that summer youth employment

Programa should permit the development of worksites in the private sector.

Congress would, of course haye to amend the legislation to permit this.

- ;

The consensus in that the involvement of the private sector has the poten-

lel for creating more realistic work experience: and would clearly benefit

youth and the community more than it would benefit the employers. ,Provi-'

sions could be-included that either. would require private employers to hire

permanently a perdentage of those youth assigned to them, or provide part-

time employment during the school year for some of those youth. The Federal

Government would pay the costs of the_umme- program if the 11-_ vate'employe:s

agreed to' these ,stipulations. In the absence of legislativ change, the

private emplOyers can still be used, 1Pyreferring youth to them rho` have

been screened by DOE, but not selected for the program.

Jobs in the public sector were generally not interesting, demanding

or usefUi eno Fey offered skill development or career opportunities;

iany were'onedimensional in nature in that.they offered simple, repetitive

-tasks such as sweeping streets'. Such jobs should be expanded to provide

additional experiences and, skills such as spection,-turveying and report-

ing activities.

A,more'systematic way should'be deVeloped for matching youth and jobs:

One way would be for DOL to fund a task nnelysis project which

-trate 6n' typical jobridecd in surer procitMsto determine thetr_learn

potential. A Comparisoa could then be Thade between the competencies which

Ce`

watildbe developed in these jobs and those required in the regular labor

market. Summer jobs which lack connections to jobs in the labor market

could be -u lamented with'those tasks_which would improve the connections.



Youths' preferences, skills,

by computer with these jobs.

d prior e-

e

enees could then be matched

Work sponsors and project sponsors should be required, in their

applications, to spell out whether the work essigAments they develop are

deslgnid to simply'lightenthe burden of regular taff or whether they

would provide new or additional services. This will help minimize the

number of "makeLwork" jobs.

Our experience indicates that the "better 7-ksites in general,

have been these which involve from one t thrte youth working directly

with an adult. These sites provide more intensive skill development and

better role models. Along the same lines; we have found that, by and

large, private non-profit agencies provided better work assignments and

super4Ision-than public agencies.

'A summer job bank should be developed so that work sponsors who

have an oversupply of youth can, without counter-pressure or feelings of

gait, return youth to the project sponsors for reassignment.

Some youth shOuld be essigned'the task of developing their own jobs,

and some should be hired by DOE to help develop or locate jobs for other

youth. Job development tasks provide good training and work experie

for youth.

Community planning boards similar groups could be asked to develop

"laundry lists" of desirable and needed community services and to advise

project and work sponsors with respect to job development in these areas.

DOE should consider the feasibility-of developing from one to,four

major public works projects on which all summer youth would work. More

-4ngible community benefits could be achieved. Such projects could be

done on a city-wide or borough-wide basis with oroject sponsors and work

soonsors supervising the actual tasks. These proje ts could-include:such

activities as waterfront rehabilitation, various types of health screening,

energy c ervation,,etc. -32-
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VIII. Ecperience

"Work asai ents shall be geared toward develoPing
those skills, abilities, and attitudes that are

'necessary to build a foundation for successful fu-
ture employment.,. The work assignments shall pro-
vide pafticipants- with a real job to perform and
shall,be supervised, Planned, and scheduled in a
manner which simulates competitive work standards
and exposes participants to the ground rules and
requirements of real employment."

This quotation-is from New York City's' propose the U.S. Dep - tnt

of 1..abor Project sponse) and 'work sponsors had difficulty providing work

assignments. whiCh met these objectives. While some youths had good work

experience, for the majority, experiences did not approach the objectives.

DOE conceded that foi nine-tenthi of the youths the summer- Work experience,

'will be of little future use. Some youths (In ) stated that they had not
401'

been given enough responsibility and that the work had been boring.

Not only were there toojew interesting jobs, there was .a failure to

match the interests and abilities of-youth with available work experience.

Several project sponsors indicated that many youths were assigned without

regard for their preferences. They claimed that not'enough time was

it takes the full s er to get toavailable to -do a good matching job, t

know the participants well enoughto make good job ass gnments. DOE, on the.'

'other hand, felt that the matching process is simple- and that matching did

take place in most cases. It reiterated that the problem was not having

enough "good" jobs. Project sponsors felt that the lottery system made

mpossible to match youths and jobs. Youths were the rong age and wrong

ignafor the kind of work available. Th cau d serious problems in

discipline, and hiring appropriate supervisors. DOE admitted that -this

could not discriminate on thecaused problems, but claimed that, by law,



basis of age and e Another reason cited by DOE "for not assigning by

age was that .it would destroy the basis of the lottery system; each youth

would not have an equal chance of being ,selected.

The issue of sex discrimination was raised by uth, but

terms of giving women more oppo

had a stereotyped View of wo_k,. They saw

not suitable for females.

The youthmostly young

ome jobs suitable for males but

Some objected to maintenance and grounds keeping

assignments. They felt that males should be assigned to these and they

should be assigned as clerical workers and counselors. (See Table III. -)

DOE took the position that no matter what the assignment, the work performed

by youth provided a service, to the community and that supervisors could

have taught good work habita.

There was general agreement o all concerned that t"enough time

had been pent on career guidance, career counseling, and labor mark

The responsibility for this had been given to the project and.informa

work sponsors. Each project spans -was supposed to, conduct a xx-42our

orientation session for youth covering labor market information and job'

related behavior.- According to DOE, few did. Some eponaors claimed that

there had not been enough time to plan and conduct theorien ion. Other

sponsors managed to 'do it but felt it had net been successful, We paw onl"

One work sponsor that had developed a comprehensive, ongoing career inform-

tion system. While most sponsors. claimed that their staffs provided this

service on an ad hoc basis, only 17 percent of the youth we Interviewed

said that they had.received some type of career counseling. (See Table IV.)

A major problem, and.the one most easily resolvedewes the almost total-

lack of knowledge oflabor market condit ors and how,to obti

0 DOE claimed that

this

requests the Department of Labor



labOr market information went unanswered. Project sponsors and work sponsor

sue could have been

tion i.s available not only from the Federa

claimed that DOE provided no informs

resolved rather easily.

Government, but from, the

Infort

to as and from other city agencies. DOE did not

_provide project and work sponsors

experiences

"th information on creating useful work

Some youths have come away with a distorted view of what the program

was about and what the world of work like. Thirteen percent indicated

that the program should contain more recreation, trips, and othe -non ork-

related elements. seems to indicate poor advanced information, orien

tion, and on- the - job - training by the project and work sponsors.

Despite the negative opinions of the majority of adult observers not

directly, involved at the w rksite, the views f youth about the program were

mostly favorable. Two - thirds of the youths liked the work sponsor and would

like the same jobs after chool. (See Table VI.) Analysis of the interviews

with youthsahows'a number of significant shifts,in outlook.: While only

12 percent hoped to gain in skills. and knowledge, 27 percent reported that

they did. While no one expected

11 percent reported such gains.

to gain in
. -

Forty-three percent

espo1 ibility and confidence,

-light jobs to keep

busy and out of trouble, but only 9 percent said that this was an important

consequence. The importance of the devaloprmentnl benefit was also shown in

the decline, of the "earn ney" motivation from 40 percent to 20 percent.

While fewer than 25 percent of the youths had an occupational development

objective on entering the program; 60. percent felt that their occupational

development was enhanced by participation in the program (See Table VII.)

These findings tend to lead to the conclusion that despite the programmatic,

and administrative shortcOmings SPEDY had significant impact on the



*
vocational outlook of the young particip The summer work experience

was perceived by them as instrumental in improving their :kills, knowledge

of the world of work, and confidence in their awn ability. This.fi dins

if ye Pied in replicated studies, would demonstrate the value and

importance of SPEDY beyond the.. expectations of most observers. It is not-

unreasonable'to also conclude from the evidence that the shift in youth's

expectation0 indicates 'greater acceptance of the work ethic and our society..

We must conclude however, that for the majority of this summer's

participants the program goal ofdeveloping 5kiilh, abilities and attitudes
. ,

,transferable to real work settings was not met although many of the youths

found the summer a experience worthwhile_

The,problem- lay both in not'baving enough "good" jobs, and in die-

regarding youth preferences. As the .work sponsors claimed, the random

selection process d the inability to cohider age and sex of participants

determinants for assignment were contributory factors.

There was little career guidande and counseling. Where provided,

.there was little investment of resources to obtain and properly package

.and deliver the necessary information. However, there seemed to have been

-no lessening n youths' desire for meaningful work.

Discussion. and Recommendations

'Care needs to be taken to insure that the work experiences provided

youth mean something to the'youth andito the community. Project sponsors,

should not accept as work sponsors, agencies and orpn rations whose regular

workforces would not provide good role models for you

*We are aware that the reliability of our findings should be accepted with
some caution as the information was gathered at a single interview and
the young people may have been trying to please and be rehired next year.



Youth should not, be assigned to jobs which are entirely maintenance

nature such as sweeping streets for seven weeks. Such activities should be

made part of other jobs. A system could be developed for youth to rotat

among jobs in order to gain wider experience, to identify Interests and

latent skills, and to prevent youth from obtaining a distorted vie

Appropriate clothing should be provided e

of work,

ecially for jobs which are

somewhat hazardous ordirty. In addition, identification symbols such as,-

badges armbands, -or- uniforms. should be provided.

I

Youth are requiredro k only four days a week.. The ' th_day

every other week is set aside for paying youth- Wdrk sponsors could:provide.

,a range of activities and services on the fifth day of each week for those

youth willing tovolunteer their time. 'Stith activities could include tutor-

ing and other educational services, labor market information and counseling,

recreation, and cultural enrichment. If attendance at such activities is

made mandatory 'youth could be paid at the work. tes eliminating many

problems of the present 'payroll system.

Work And behavior standard d refleCt those of regular work

situations and youth should be =ncouraged to adhere to them. Interestingly,

the youth themaleves have come strongly for a way of to

,

youth who do not want to work, who _end to goof off, or who do not put out
.

enough effort to do a good job. T000f en, these youth exertsa great

acing those

nfluence,on,other youth with whom they work and the work group det :iara

the loweat level. Youth wanting to work are often intimidatdd or madd

to:feal as outcasts, and the level of output declines. Where performance

behavior unacceptable-, youth should-b_

training or eosins_

ciplinary action,

referred to appropriate

g staff. If the behavior continues to be poor, dis-

eluding dismEssal, should be taken.



IX. Staff

DOE central staff c zed by project sponsors. as being incom-

petent and uncooperative. he specific complaints were: DOE staff

lacked knowledge about the pr9grmnAand was 'unable, to provide conclusive

answers to pressing questions; different answers to the same question

tly late withreceived from :different staff members; DOE staff was coast

its paperwork, particularly in validating

tion; DOE staff was discolffteous and officious. One project sponsor

ents for income verifica-

official indicated he usedthe incompetence of DOE staff to get what he

wanted--be kept oiling different people -at DOE until he received the answer

he wanted to bear,ithen prepared -a. ule= "for the filed" for proof of legit-
-,

inacy of his actions.

DOE arum -fitted that its temporary, summer staff ere not well informed

and totally familiar with the program's rules and regulatio that some-.

times il:stead of admitting ignorance and asking their Sumrvisors for the

proper answer to a question, they gave what to them seemed a logical but

incorrect. response, rules and'directives changed from day to day end wore

often misinterpreted by DOE staff, each of whom had different abilities

d different levels of knowledge. Hovever, by the middle of the summer

DOE central staff, which was trained, was meeting regularly with area sta

to orient them to problems which arose due to lack of time for plannin

and prep -ation.

At the work sponsor and project sponsor levels, there epneared to be a

lack of qualified supervisors and crew chiefs. t were hired on the

basis of availability not competence. More than sixty percent of crew

chiefs and. supervisors interviewed were onlY high schocil graduates or less,

not one had had any specialized training for supervi d-- and only about



one-third had ever supervised vouth before.

There was a high rate of turnover among these staff members.

reasons given included dissatisfaction with the type or work, better jobs

opening up, and lateness in eetting paid. on-sit

unable or afraid to make decisions and to

upervisors were

responsibility. DOE agreed

with this assessment and added that high turnover rates were-al also due to

poor selection and training by the project sponsors, DOE claimed that

enough funds had been provided in'the overhead category of the budgets

to enable project sponsors to traie their own and work sponsor staff.

Supervisory training was to have taken place before youth started to

work. however, project sponsors pointed out that this was impossible

because of DOE delays and other factors previously described. Only one

cre' chief indicated he had received training by the project or work

sponsor.

More than 20% of the outh we ewed indicated that _ere were

problems associated with their crew -chiefs and work supervisors These

included supervisors "pushing youth around," supervisors pleying favorites

unwillingness of supervisors to help youth with problems, too few !leper-

-Visors for the .sabers of youth involved, and the inability of supervisors

to solve disagreements amont youths. Tve-thirds of crew chiefs ane super

visors interviewed agreed that they had provided no .support services for

the youth.

In sunmeey, the use 'of temp- ary untrained and largely inexperienced

simmer staff by both DOE and project and work sponsors v__ detrimental to

program management and goal attainment.

Staffing problms.and concerns reflected back to the broader problems

of lack of oommougOatiOn and trust. Youth reported problems with super-

visors ranging oritism and negative attitudes to unwillingness to
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help th problems or solve disagreements.

Our observations bore out the need for staff orientation at all le

SPEDY and a communicati-n network that would permit information,

ql,lestions and ideas to flow through the three administrative levels.

DOE, recognized these problems and said that it planned totake--

corrective action.

In a program of the size and scope of New York City's, it is neces-

sary to have sufficient, well-trained'ataff to insure its success. Staffs

at the prim sponsor, project :sponsor, and worksite levels, all need -to be

strengthened.

POE plans to provide a year - round central staff f over one hundred

for the-summer program. While tbis is an important addition to the

program, staff must be properly trained, supervised, ntd aseigned. Once

this is aecor l shed,PQE should permit these.Otaff ms..2)ers a degree of

independence, within prescribed limits, to make on- the -spot decisions

which would prevent delays in program operation.

A DOE consultant coordinator should be assigned to each project sports:

ocuniel and assist In resolving linkage problems and to provide' ch-

Picalasaistance in such areas as interpreting rules and tiOns,

selection of appropriate worksites, orientation and training of staff

and youth, etc, This consultant- coordinator's role would beessentlall,

to act as an advocate for the'project sponsor. Thil vill provide the

person-toperson contact which is no necessary for developing and opera-

ting successful programs and which has been lacking, partly due to the

size of the program.: ne focus bad to be at least initially, on the

t tura of the program rather than. the substance.

-4p-
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f4onitoring and .evaluation of project sponsors and others should be

conducted by independent, outside organi tious under contract with

DOE or DOL.

Qualifications of temporary, summer staff should be raised to insure

that Youth receive the best possible guidance, Counseling, and training.

Project sponsors should be mandated to provide-pre-program and on-going

orientation and training of -orksite supervisors and crew chiefs. At

ovricsites Where existing staff are used as supervisors and crew chiefs,

similar efforts should be made, especiallY in orienting them-to the

characteristics and needs of youth. DOE should develop guidelines,

ends and cUrricula for this orientation and training.

When it in anticipated that sufficient, gified,staff cannot be

hired efforts should-be made by DOE to recruit volunteers from retired

craftsmen d other experienced groups, In addition. 'older youth (19721

years_ selected for. the program and who have teen enrolled in past

programs, should be trained and d-sasigned as assistant supervisors or

crew chiefs.

DOE should encourage the development of vorksites where the ratio

of,y- th to supervisors is small, or ideally one T.-is may not

be possible in most instances, but our observations ate that more

learning takes

youth ratio is low.

AU of there recommendations will cost

re and more real work gets done when the supervisory-

money uev,Tly

as been allocated for staff and staff developMent. Bowe _, if addi

otal funds can be obtained for this category, there is no question that

better work exTerienceS for youth will result. Whether additional funds

are available or not, DOE, .project sponsors, and work sponsors should

endeavor is select worksites which can- contribute these staff services.
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TECENIOAL ('$ISTANOL'._

AccordinL: :t.p oj ct sprJnsors DOE provided little

assistance in

tance

was provided was characterized as poor and-inadequate in terns dealing with

nning, deveL-,7.7ment, and implauentation.

cularly crucial f- new t a:onsors. The a

techni al

such assis-

"stance which

technical problems relating tea recruit nt registration, interviews, co ipletin

fo _s, procedures , etc.. They claimed that clear, concise guide

ing and evaluation reports ua.de aval1abl.e did not cont

lines -ore lacranE and evaluation report vaade available did

specific guideline axaJolesfor corrective action. While on

sponsor stated that workshops and pay= 1 orientation ss LIS

c guide-

ontain

ot

helpful,

the others stated that either they 'did not learn of the Eshol.3s Until too

late or the t -iuing for fiscal officers vas given at a l iz school accoUntinis

level, was ina:propriate for their fiscal officers, and 1.! adegaate in meet in

program needs.

Poor technical. assist as attri iuted to "bureaucratic" behavi

lack of knowledgeof DOE -staff --=i oject_spons- s recommended that they be

listened to as well as spoken at and that tore time be spent on plannim

establishing two -way communication, and letter cooperation.

eome of the youth claimed that they were not given appropriate ass Starale&

in fillins out the application form, or infornation with respect t

of jobs and work sites to which they could be igned.

According to DOE guidelines, project sponsors were supposed to provide

technical assistance to the 'work sponsors. This was the first year that tech-

nical assistance was provided oy DOE directly to the work sponsors. A book

let entitled "How to Prepare a Steer Work Experience Program," was sent



directly he -work sponsors. DOE also offered a series of s hewn bas

on the B ool e for work ,ancnsor staff. These seminars seazed-tc be USefla

for those who attended. However L because lateness in setting up the prow

any work spons 'staff hired until after the sezin

Project and sponsors clai-zed that their problems

to pt y and were treated as bureaucratic nuisances. Proj

rec ended that they be listened to as well a spicen at and that more tine

be spent on planning, establishing a co runication system, and better cc:ope7

ration among participants.

According to DO and many of the P ect sponsors tl e:,:selves, the older

oject sponsors did not need or want as much technical assistance as neVC

sponsors, but-did-need mare attention -from DOE than what they we

vet, DOE staff responsible for giving. this -ttenti were often t busy

tins.

ill their roles.

DOE provided little assistance in the- areas planal develop

went: and 1414enen tiOn. This moj cr, probleta fir new pro: est snot

nnfaniliar with required proceduresand processes; where technical assistance

provided, both uncertain and rigidly routine.

In suumary; the usefulness of the booklet and sauinars-'tO-bel

project and work sponsors were sharply reduced by faulty tiuino, inadequate

plannins and poor ca ma

sp

etwecn DOE, project .pons ors work

In addition, .many Youths feltTthey- needed, but did nct ecei.ve,

help in the application and job referral process. DOE klet for ork

pc.Insc.rs wuuld have been more useful if issued so

_



Disc d. ecom nendations

DOE and DOL should publish snd dins ninate comprehensive materials on

planning and implementing summer programs'. \While the DOE mamphlet which, vas

provided was somewhat helmful clearer and more in-depth publications would

be useful early in the planning stage. These Should include ideas

recommendations for developing specific types of jobs, uring needed supmo

services, -dealing with problem youth, etc.

DOE should bold a series of workshops for small groups of project

sponsors to

1) identity and institutionalize learning of previous summer,
program;

14)

discuss and, if desi able, modify plans for the new summer's
program;

improve project sponsors' competence in prvg
administration, and oversight;

provide material and trait project sponsors tc
orientation and training of work sponsors and

ling,

conduct
heir summer staffs;

5) discuss and exmlain program proposal development;

6) develop techniques and 'skills in program evaluation.

Tbe___project sponsors and DOE should'meet with work sponsors for a second

series of workshops to continue mlanning and educational efforts and to

discuss, explain and help with program proposal Project sponsor staff

should be required to help work sponsors develop jabs, proposals, work

product, and prepare evaluations.

DOE shout provide project sponsors with current _ e into

ion. A special unit shoUld be established in DOE to gather and disseminate

this information.
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_Decial "hotline," manned by permanent DOE staff, shoUld'be

installed. This system Should be capable of getting needed responses back

to project and work sponsors within _ maximum of 2IF hours. It should be in,

operation framethe early planning phase of SPEDY to program's end.



Adrlinistration

There was great emphasis on administration and administrative procedures

d controls. There seemed to be more emphasis on administration tAg higher

one went in the hierarchy of organization involved in SPEDY. At levels

ab ve the rksite there was more emphasis on administration than. program.

There neral dissatisfaction at every level with the administration on

every other level. Each of the three levels studied -- prime sponsor project

sponsor, work sponsor -- -pointed to restrictions i and barriers to good progr

ming resulting from funding, timing, poor communication, and rules digitated by

higher levels.

While the prime sponsor was satisfied with the selection of youth by

mputer, project work-site sponsors were not. They claimed that the

Printouts of youths' names and addresses were not provided on t were in-

accurate-end contained omissions. DOE recognized these shortcomings but felt

that it was more import

the favoriti

to rapidly eliminate, to everyone's satisfaction.

in selection which existed in previous years; that this was

accomplished by the random selection method; and that the shortcomings could

be remedied next year. The central selection also resulted in delays in fill:

vacancies and additional slots, when these became available. In addition, the

were delays in the issuance of ID cards and confusion with respect to the

cancellation of some numbers which resulted in some youths being refused

adi.ttahce to orksites and not getting paid. DOE did not se these as

p.oblems but as normal in a complicated short oummer program.

Project sponsors olaimedthat'the process for replacing drop -outs was

cumbersome and time consuming; it took two or more weeks to get replacement

names. They felt that this resulted from excessive centralization, cial a-

tion and compartmentali tion at DOE, and above all, the elaborate control..
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mechanisins. Delays in filling slots encouraged the use of routine, m-

work jobs which could be kept vacant til workers ere available.

Project spensors were concerned about the confUsion and-ill-will caused

by not notifying youths who were not selected. DOE was aware of this sit

tion sad apologetic: the computer programming was faulty, a letter was drafted

but issuance .heldup-by other considerations. When the letter was sent

the program was almost over. It is not expected that this'aituation will recur.

Project and work spons complained about excessive gape-

this aas recognized by DOE. Its rationale was that new gapervork had to be

created in doing away with the old, that forms were being condensed and made

uniform, and that many forms, records, and reports were mandated by DOL.

DOE further noted that much more simplification and instructions were- neces-

sary as project sponsors did not keep good, accessible records And forms.

Lack of planning and training of administrative staff as well a,s work

supervisors was explained by project and work sponsors as the result of inad-

equate resources and information with respect to the size, operational rec]uirc

menus, end fUading for the program. The uncertainty with respect to selectfa

as a project or worksite sponsor also discouraged investment. DOE andicateci

that problems stemming from- Um bihds may be solved, in part, by DOL assur-

ance that funding for next year will be, at least, at this year's level, by

the trained year-round DOE staff, w=d by early notification-of sponsors wiva

gobd evaluations for_aUMmer_naTheseaproject-sponsora- ill-not-have-t:

apply or compete with other programs. This special advantage may also serve

to still & complaint that good programs were not adequately rewarded.

Same youths interviewed felt that there was not sufficient equipment,

supplies and materials to do a good job, that support services, e.g. counseling

and training, were inadequate (usually nonexistent), and that job assignments-

were inappropriate. All three levels recognized these faults but rationalized
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them differently. DOE stated that agencies want to be equipped from the

ground up, are unwilling .to make substanti- contributiOn to the summer

program, and want more overhead funds than the program could afford. project

and work sponsors felt that they were being asked to melee unreasonably large

contributions; that there was not real concern with providing "a meaningful,

useful work experience;" that the ma concerns of DOL and DOE were to ob-

tin ,compliance with rules. for e.ceo tability, reporting, etc.; to get

many youths as possible"recorded as participating"; to spend as little money

as possible on program and support staff; and to take as little risk as

possible of adverse publicity. As proof, they pointed out that technical

assistance and oversi were provided only for fiscal and procedural mat
w

In our interview with DOE, these views' were supported by the satisfaction

expreased'with the new payroll process. Some excerpts from our notes: "--con-

trols are strong; (1.1e) know who got paid and when." "(We) have to maintain

ccountatilit letting p oject sponsor handle the pay (as wes done in the/

past) leads to poor accountability, mistakes, and outright thievery."

The administrative oversight seemed to be closer than in previous ye :s;

DOE inspections and evalnstiona included careful fiscal checks, follow-up

charges of nepotism or discrimination, and the work sponsors' compliance with

rules and regulations in following procedures, submitting reports, maintaini!-e

fe working conditions, not assigning youths to prohibited work, e.g.,

politio&l activttieS, an keeping youths busy. Work: and project sponsors were

notified of violations and recommended corrective actions. project sponsors

felt that repeated monitoring hampered operations and thatthe publicity

to poor projects tended to tar all.

To DOE's credit this was the first year that there wa.s a continuous,

systematic effort to oversee d evaluate projects and to take correcti
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action. It was also the first time that some very poor projects end those

guilty of improper fiscal and hiring practices were closed. down.

The distribution of checks was a souse of youth dissatisfaction.

main complaints were: getting paid late or not at all, long waits at pay

ites and getting robbed by other youths outside the pay sites. The check

distribution procedure coupled with the title of the program seemed to have

led to,e. feeling among youth that SPY was a welfare rather than work

response

to these comments included: "Many problems result from incorr ect registration,

these appeared on the first payroll and were rectified. Delays at pay sites

occur when youths come at the wrong tine, get into-the wrong lines, make

ssive noise, and Cause confusion. There would be no problems if everyone

followed instructions said. maintained order. Security is tight at the pay

program d that 'hey were being treated like welfare clients.

sites. There are plenty of guards and pol

the whole neighborhood. Kids have to take

everybody else. It is not too muchoff as

e, but it is impossible to protect

th sam chances of getting ri'Ppe0

to ask youths to pick up their

checks on their day off. It isn't considered a non-working day: Twenty-_cu-r.

hours of work could have been spread over five days with youths picking up

their checks at the end of one day. The only e for the ID chrd is on pay

If a youth doesn't have a card or forgets to br ng it he will not be paid.

Some project sponsors may not have distributed the ID cards on time." With

respect to the last comment, project sponsors stated the one week pay period

coming at the beginning rather theh at the end of the program did, not allow

project sponsors enough time to get organized and issue the IDs. Project

sponsors claimed that not enough time was allayed for the time card subni

and processing and that some supervisors objected to signing cards in advance

hich was necessary to meet DOE's time schedule. They claimed that the system



was so tight that it broke down if there were minor mistakes or individual

problems and the youth' were penalized. More than one -third of the youths

interviewed reported some problems with getting paid - not on time, incorrect

time card, etc.

The "time-frame= - that is, timing imposed by DOE on the project and

work site sponaors--was a constant irritant. The time card issue was only one.

Others included: "It took months for DOE to gear up and then when s

here expected us to respond in days. There wasn't enough time from applica -.

on to implementation." "Names of youths were given to us at the last minute.

This created scheduling problems." DOE changed the hiring dates for staff.

Some of our best people left." "Not enough time was allowed for 'turn around'

on applications." "Deadlines were ambiguous." "The advertising of the prograr,

was not coordi ted with project sponsors.

had been approved when youths lined up outside."

d out that our proposal

DO 72, in response, Pointed out that recruitment of youth had been a

responsibility of the project sponsors. DOE had had only a secondary role.,

it .placed an advertisement in the newspapers announcing the program as a sup-

plement to project and work sponsor efforts. It assumed the burden and renpo-
\

bility for Checking income eli4ibility and had made, as the project sponsors

agreed, registration and selection a smooth operation. Project sponsors coule.

have used any legal recruitment and selection metric's they wished. It was

their responsibility to involve work sponsors. The time schedule had been

discussed with project sponsors. The advertisement had appeared on ached

Many letter and mailgrams had been sent to project sponsors informing them

pogram changes. ne shortness of the propram prohibited writing about

everything-that happened. Every ter of concern ad been given to

project sponsors in writing. The trouble was that project sponsors had not

read and properly interpreted these messages.
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fl cting percen best 1,1

allure of communicat on which was a recurring; theme.

e r+ereeived

Project sr) n _s charged that it was difficult to talk with DOE s.

''''7hey don't listen, n't have Ans.:gees, and talk down. "Tele-I-lone calls were

rar I return e d.
tt

"Prop:ran

ha' used as weancns

C suggested that a:

there jTere only one prol e

correct :-.nth.

need4 to

financing, and relat

- 7 n

and ob ec

vidi Pia is

ation and useful statistics are net share

4 5 and nrogram could _be much bet

or in each community. rcE is orobably

.does not have and could not get the resources

gh stand bity and ciency in select.

for i3 rro.lect s .71nsors while allowing

ci:nation r them riven their different canabilities, needs,

fining unambiP,urcus co unication with and pr -

our mentation. Reduction

snonsors to fiftv or fewer w nermit more

tion :1..rr grei stroT)o

on the average,

.he nr_mber of nro:_e

iration, b co nnica-

each -r-Ooct ['n or would be not

few whofifty 0 anonsors, and

Capable cr would be .r' lying to ae Tyt sue- res ?or a'

solution would be to introftune another layer of

but -c,Lis would bring additi .al rences and time delays. Another

in the hierarchy

approach ight be total aperattona3. decentralization with ten or fifteen

r - print sjonsora, with DO -orovdding only general oversight. none

.h s is seal as politically feasible by DOE. However,

sore

teeess if

f4

tatiot in orgat ational structuretu.r e and dec alization

vroblems o_ re -n-

are to be sc7ived,
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The dissatisfaction with administrative performance between levels deemed

ram a number of factors. The most important of these were:

Lack of trust between the .prime sponsor and the project an

sponsors. Each level was excessively concern with its own

objectives and problems, and indifferent, to the objectives and

problems of other levels.

2. Each level concentrated on its own administrative process until

these became the operational goals, rather than providing a -good

developmental experience for:youth.

3. The tight schedule on.Which every Is eked and the uncer-

tainty with-respect to funding and changes in the "rules of the

game."

4. The high rate of turnover of staff-from year to year and eves

the short summerl:teriod of actual operations. (This 1g

be partly alleviated by DOE's plan to mai4ntain a permanent staff

of more than one-hundred on a year-round basis for the summer

program.)

The large number of project sponsors andJthe -wide r

competence of staff and services provided.

6. Project and work sponsors became less willing :to extend them-

selves and use their own resources for the program as proce!

and controls became more demanding and eliminated opportunit

for them to use the summer program for their purposes. e,4g.t

d youths for actiactivities during the rest of the year.

Perhaps the most important f_ tor he new administration

(it came into office 1/1/78) intent' o ,changing and ,improvirig

the summer program.
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This brought

aivroaches. These issues were not'sufficie,

almost ntirely new top staff with new ideas and

discussed with the project and

work sponsors who had fixed concepts and approaches from the past. It can be

xpected that the disagreements, distrust-and mistakes will be reduCed and

administ tion will be impr ved if the -DOE staff assigned to the auger

prognOrremains fairly stable (as is contemplated) and if this staf meets with

project and work sponsors during the period between summer progr is

planned) and listens to their problems and suggestions with uiaderstsnding tars.

H9vever, many of the causes of administrative malfunctioning will not be

eliminated simply by the passage of time, a more knowledgeable aid stable DOE

summer staff, -d continuity of approaches, procedures, and fc%__ of

these causes are:

Central city political forces will continue to require DOE to

emphasize controls and police operations to avoid scanda.

2 deemphasiza technical assistance to improve programs ansi

emphasize using approaches which make possible easier and better

administration by DOE at the cost` of increased paper ork and

administrative routine for ,roject and work sponsors.

Congressional policy will continue to limii the program time-
,

frame and the resources for hiring and training staff and pro-

-curing supplies and equipment. This-will make' extensive job and

staff development impossible.

Differences-between DOE and project and work sponsors in program

objectives. and criteria for a "goad" program will continue.

There will be a high percentage of pickup and temporary sta

all levels.

There will be a wide range of administrative co

resources among project and work sponsors.
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econendat ons

A. ceding

All money should bealiooated by Congress and DOL well before summer

so that prop_ planting can be done. Supplementary allocations should not be

made unless a lead time of at least one month can be guaranteed; funds left

over should be allocated for the following year's program as an addition to,

not partal replacement of, next year's budget, or should be used for after-

school programs during the same fiscal year.

Nany of the problems of SPED! seen to he generated y the sheer ize of

the program To ameliorate this situation it might be feasible to divide

/

New or]: City, into Several sectors (e.g., boroughs) with each sector having

_ prime sponsor. DOE could assume the role of surervising pri nsor

coordinating the work of the others. This would give project and work s sors

cess to the funding agenciesi support services.

Alternatively, cIty -wide agencies larger older agencies which have

been opera sunnier youth programs for many yea could receive grants

directly from DOL and avoid having to go through the prime spons

Inbentives should be given to project and work sponsors that have

had good Program_ These incentives may take the f- increased fundin

more '01 ts,-more year, round progrriri and the publication:and diSsemin

h reaso tof positive program evaluations. Another incentive would be

overhead rate -of project sponsors sufficiently to meet actual program costs.

Additional, resourees should be made liable to rent needed tools awl

equipment and to purchase needed supplies. The project sponsors' proposals

should-indiate the extent to. which they would share in these costs.

'early-start on proposal revd.ew would permdt DOE and project sponsors
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negotiate the fait division of -costs with those work Op

use youth for capital improvement or

sflvf_an4 Pavaites

One of the more cc roversial aspects of EPEDY it Nev York City has been

the system established _ paying youth. Among the Youth, has been

the single most important issue and the one eliciting toot cilariuts.

Project and work spansors also imUcatvd that the system WA t so unwieldy.

Only DOB seemed satisfied with

We believe that youth should be paid at the work sites on a day when they

off and

travel extensive distances to collect their paychecks. We recommend that

project sponsors be given the authority to pay 7n re;;oenize that

extra safeguards will have to be built into the system to avoid abuses.

are working, and that they should tot be made to

Youth can he paid bi-weakly at the end of the last

To insure oiler distribution by project sponsors,

day of the pay Period.

affidavit (or receipt)

could be drawn up requiring the signatureaof designated project sponsor

staff'end youth recipients. Or, crew chiefs can pick Up cheokS when they

deliver the time cards and distribute the checks at the vorkeites These

alternatives would reduce administrative costs and special sites and extra

staff will not have to be provided.

Several tiler alternatives exist, including: mailing checks to gout'.'

contracting with a security system such as Brinks to clivet checks

to the warksites, with a DOE staff member verifying XD cards sad signatures or.

zhe spot :rx_-ging with local banks to handle the payroll as well as cashing

checkt.

If the present sy ten remains in effect then paysites should be

made more accessible, closer to where youth live; means increasing he
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nUmher of sites. youth mho public transportation to pick the'

checks should have thei_ carfare reiMbUrSed.

DOi could alte_ate tayroll reporting dates with payroll distribution

dates, or stagger payment- over a taro -week period so that net'all youth are

paid on the same day.

The oneweek pay period could be need to the end of rograt

instead of the beginning to allow project and work sponsors organize

and complete the paperwork.

The time card system could be Improved by:

1. Using a one-page sheet with a Summary of the hours in lieu of a

detailed daily notation

2. Picking up new tire cards when old ones are dropped off;

3. Providing more turn - around time in the submission of time cards;

4. Simplifying the system so that all that needed are a signst

d verification of hours.

has also-been recommended that youth should be exempt payroll

taxes and social security payments for a bi-

could be assumed by the Federal government.

C. Sum port Services

take-home .pay.- These costs

Changing youth's perceptions and e ctations of work can come about

best as they are give- clear guidelines and proper orientation, Work be-

havior,productivity, etc., can be enhanced by expectations based -on prior

informationand orientation. Accordingly, DOE should draft and make avails

a participants' handbook, the basics of which can be shared generally with

applicants over the course of orientation to the program. Contents could

include: Program Purpose, s of Jobs, 13011 to Budget Money, The fay Process



-inclu aequired-Si atures d Ho 6 Siam for Checks, How t© `fill 0

Appli ns Who Are the Supervisors, and Procedures for Absence sod k. to 5s,
CD ./

More counselors and isocial workers should be hired to help youth 'nth

their personal problems and to resolve problems at the WID ksite. They would

also emphasize the educational asoect of employment, the need for better

ademic skills such as reading and writing, establish a syateri for pre-

program ntry training and orientation for youth, and provide more inte

career counseling related to the needs of the labor market and how pres

work experience car lead,into viable careers.

.. C-Tdr1 sponsors . should be charged with the preparation of brief resume

of each youth's work experience
"

in obtaining _future employment.

d skill acquisition for use by the youth
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TABLE I
Youth Characteristics

Sex
Male

(N=186)

42;

17

r,Years in

13% 26% 185. 18%

Schoul as L'f
Sept. 17a 2_ 10 11 12_

95 285 22% 235

Female

58F

18 7_1- 21_

13 8% 157 2

r,

4. # Years in
Procraa

615 .3.8% 15% 2/0 a.%

p_ _ussion: UnliYe regular wo rkforce characteristics,'SP Y tended to attrac.,
and recruit more female participants, 64.inG to a relaxation of
barriers that discriminated acanst

lo.e" and 'years in prairaa" categories tended to reflect
a. greater concentration ct 15-year olds as a tarcet population,
t4.- the majority of whom it was-a first work experience.

*Early intervi -s did not ascertain the levels .of educm n n nu youths. A
1978.ercentae-vr resp-ndents will not attend school in Sept



TABLE II
Sources..-._ of ZnfgRAIASI11aELLOILRE&=22E122tnaPME

(113.86)

Friends and Relatives . . . . . . 38%

Schools . . . . . . 22

Azencies . . . 0 * . 0 .

aper

3.85:

Discussion: ord of mnnth" apparently was the primary means by which
youth cage to know about SPRY.

*Other meats c hearin- about the procr included radio and television
. commercials.
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TABLE III
;mouth Rea -cases

lding and iounds maintenance

Clerical - . .

Counselor and recreation

Teachers. Aide

Sales, es tic

0 23%

. 0 . . 0 1i3%

24%

6 T%

Discussion. Only 11% disliked tine work assigned to then These were mCat
entirely youths cleaning empty lots and younu women assiLmed to Grounds
maintenance, i.e, picking ur, trash-and sweeping sidewalks. Although rro-
awa planners attempted to assign young men and wonen to the sane JoIs, tb6:
youths thaLselves felt that there are "boys'," and ",iris "' Jcta; hence, ir.out
emales opted for clerical and counselor aide positions 'when available, vbi:

males preponderantly favored maintenance and other- "physical" tyres of vcrk
experience.



TABLE
Support Services - Youth Respo-

Dim86)

Yes 11-

Orientation 26% .62%

7% 73%

-Career CoV selimk; _ 17% 62%

Discussion: The majority of youth participants did not r
atove-Mentioned support services, although' the provision
was clearly stipulated in the plan submitted by DOE.

There were, however, other souewhat scattered, support s
not indicated in the statistics. These included special t
recreational pro6rams, and medical services.

20%

1%

ceive any of the
or such services

The

1PA-

pc.nse" catecory included those who did not f
could not reneralJer, etc.
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TABLE V
Problems with thePrt2gran - Youth Responses

5=1a)

special or

Administrative
paycards, paysi

Supervision unsat

ci problem

oblems ( Mcards,
and payrolls

factory .

Difficultie s with other yout

60%

iscussion: It should again be noted that these responses were not speci-
fically solicited. Consequently, same of the problems cited are likely
felt by more youths than the statistics indicate. For exanr1e, after ycuths
had stated there were'no-special problems, they were on accaggen asked to
ommeat on the -paysites. This inquiry often produced an "oh" Yes!" and a
mg° discussi= of the paysites as a seriuus problem.

youth on the whole tended to be hesitant in comenting on negati ve as-
pects of the program. This trend seemed most apparent among young
cipants, the majority or when were working for the first time and who, p hal-s

had little or no basis for comparison.



TABLE VI
Program Satisfaction - Youth Respe es

iicated by desire to returnin some capacity)
(N=166)

uld yoU like to work with the bane agency next

Would you like the same kind of job next year?

you like the same kind of after-school job?

Yes 0 /Undecided

665'

-42%

63%

43%

31N

155

Discussion: The "yes" responses were followed up with an inquiry as to
Jvaswers given by youth typically ranged from"like it here" and "the people
are nice" to "enjoy the work" and "no hassles."

The "no" percentages did not necessarily indicate a dissatisfaction h he
,trogram. Many youth were pleased with the program for what it had given the
this year, but simply felt that, as they grew older, they would prefer a job.
that was more career-related or higher-paying.
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TAILE

S YO RESPONSES

Why did you enter
program?

What
from

did you get
program?

7%_

Money 74 (40) 38 .(20)

rk Experience 30 (16) 48 (26)

New Friends 29 (16)

Keep out of Trouble 10

Family urged 2

Keep busy 70 16 ( 9)

'Work wish and hel2 eo le 16 26 (14)

Get awe home 1 -.

Gain skill and knowledge 22 (12) 51 (27)

Clooe to hone 4,

Liked agency

h 6-Lends

8

Can't get regular job 8

Nothing 17

Fun 4 ( 2)

Headache 1

Confidence-responsibility 21 . (11)

Go plates

enoea

Total Responses 225 257

Fewer than 25% of the youths had an occupational development objective in
enterine; the program. Sixty'pertent felt th
was adv4nced by participation in the prog rsm.

their odeUpit sl develop '.a



TABL2 VIII

3U7S71VISD73

A. Education. (..T 36)

Less Than High School Graduation 3

i.[;h School. Graduation - 19

High School and Vocational/Technical School - 1

ane Year of College

Two Years of College

Three Years of Colle!;e

your Years of College

D. Train/rt.-, (IT 35)

Yes

C. :!ork Experience = 36)

Stmervised Youth in the Fast

.leneral SupervisorY Experience

general *!ork Experience

Jo '.ork or Suoervisory Experience

5

- 4

2

0

13

- 4

- 17

2



STAFF STATUS - SUP FVISO S

A. Type. of Staff 36)

Full-time, 'e- "anent

TABLE IX

- 17

Summertime %July 19

B. JO Titles (N

Crew Chief

-Field Supervisor

Clerical Supervisor'

AdminiStrati Supervisor

Foreman

Regional Su rvisor

11

9

8

.Pt



%VA-MAL A

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION SUPERVISORS

A. Involved in Program Planning (N =,36)

Yes - 8

No -,8

B. Training Received in this Program

Yes - 1 (painting)

No - 35

Number of Youth Supervised (N = 36)

1 - 5°fouth - a

6 - 10 Youth - 7

11 15 Youth - 5

16 .; 20 Youth* - 2

21 - 25 Youth* - 4

26 - 30 Youth* - 4

36 - 40 Youth* - 1

More than 50 Youth* - 5

kupport Services

None

Some

Provided (N = 36)

- 24

6

- 12 (Personal Adiric - 9)
(Rap Sessions - 2)

(Vocational Gad.- 1)

*Where supervisors were responsible for more than 15 youth, they gene.
had assistant superkrisov5 or assistant crew chiefs. In some cases j t:

assistants were selected from among the older youth in the program:



TAB

BENEFITS - SUPERVISO S ONSES

What Do Youth Get Out of the Program (N m 79: Multiple Responses)
on 36 Supervisors% Based

No

Money - 7 19%

Work Experience -12 25%

Stay out of Trouble 2%

Keep Busy 4 112

helping People - 5

Skill and Knowledge -1Q 28%

Competence & Responsibility -15 42%

References 7,1 2%

Discipline & Work Behavior -22 61%

Not%ing - 2 5%

k



TALE XII

What Do Youth Get Out' of the Pro ram?

(Combined. Tables VII and XI)

% Youth =186) % Super sore IT36)

Money 20% 19%

Wolk- Experience 26% 25%

New Friends 16%

Keep Out of Trouble 2%

Keen Busy 9%

Help People 14%

.Skill & Knowledge 27 28%

itotb ng 9% 5%

2%

Respcnsibility 11% 425

Discipline & Work Behavior 61%

There is a striking degree of agreeme tbetw n

as to wat youth got out of the progr

e

Only two categories -- espcnsibilf

discipline and work behavior showed disproportionate emphasis by

upervisors; only one category -- making new friends -- showed a disproportio713ts

emphasis ty youth. In the .former case, we may Assume that the recognition

of these benefits requires a le of gaphistication not characteristic of

youth.
in latter instance, supervisors probably did not see wing

new friends as of me :.ion.-
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OVERVIEW

Until the reauthorization of CETA in October 1978, the
formula for, allocating CETA funds to prime sponsors for
operating the Summer Program for Economically Disadvan-
taged youth (SPEDY) was determined administratively.
In order to plan the 1979 summer program efforts, 13
alternative formulations were considered from the per-
spective of targeting resources more effectively to
areas in greatest need, developing a formula revnonsive
to changes in local ecrnmic,tonditions, and assuring
prime'sponsors a reasonable degree of funding continuity.

S.

Ideally, the best way to allocate summer jobs resources
would be according to eachlocality's share of the number
of disadvantaged youth in the Nation who are in need of
summer work but are unable to find jobs in the competitiVe.
labor market. Unfortunately, current data-are'inadequate
to meet these needs. There is no reliable information
on youth unemployment rates for prime sponsors or poVerty,
rates among youth and even less on-the seasonality of
employment and Unemployment. It is necessary to deal
with aggregate unemployment and poverty data.

Working with- these..data,-the Office of Policy, Evaluat_
and Research in the Employment and TrainimgAdministrat.
analyzed krangeof formula options by varying the
standard "hold harmless" .contept,varying-the.propor--
tionA. share WZ money to urban prime sponsors, varying
tAe factor of population density, and.varyingthe for-
mula weightings of each of these factbrs.. With each
option, the tradeoffs were examined to see how the
changes E...fected the cities, counties, consortia, And
balance of States.

The formula for distributing funds is now written into
the legislation. There are many who urge, however, that
the formula be reconsidered. This analysis provides a
usefUl background for-this Congressional reconsideration.

ROBERT TAGGART
Administrator
Office of Youth Programs



Intro ction

The pu Pose. of this paper is to present some alternative

ns for allocating .CETA Title III funs to prime

sponsors for opera 1-g the summer jobs program. It was

s of Summer Yout
AeSoUrce

pared at the request of t Office of Management and Bud

and is designed to be used in conjunction with planning. the

FY 1979 program effort.

Thirteen options are p =resented and compared with the cur. y t

deduces for allocating such funds. It should be noted,

however, that while the current prccedure is determined

administ atively, both the Senate and House versions of the

proposed CETA reauthorization would mandate a sbecific ormula

for allocating 'fUnds for this Program,- Both the Senate and

e versions 'are very similar and to all intets and purposes

are basically the same as that currently used. -Should a

lecisibil be made to alter the method for allocating SPEDY

funds- -i.e., reflecting the analysis presented in this -per--

the Department would have to work closely with the Congress

o incorporate appropriate changes n the pending legislation.

!urrent P cedu s

SP:MY program resources are currently distr

cording to the. following procedures.

uted
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Step 1. Zech prime spullsor's funding is terrtined

ially according to %t three -part formula based on its

a e of total: 1) funding in the previous summer (weight

0 percent); 2) number of unemployed persons (37.5 percent);

er of low-income persons (12.5 percent).

The resulting amounts are then subject

".hold harmless" o oviso.which guarantees all prime sponsors

100 percent of man-years of service provided in the preceding

summer. The application of this proviso thus insures a level

of funding?. for some prime sponsors in excess of what they would

be entitled to by virtue of the formula alone. This difference

is made up by setting a limit on the maximum increase that any

prime sponsor (not subject to hold harmless) could recelvc

via the formula with the exctass used to meet the costs of

FJ
hoi.ding harmless. 1/

The current procedure has number of disadvantages that

limit its ffective application. laa relate to the fact

tha

in the t. e-part formula and to the ;Lppl_cati.:11 of the hold

harmless proviso. As a.consequence, the distribution of

year funding is assigned a weight 0: 50 percent

rogram resources recent years has been determined more

by what sponsors received in pries years than what Bey

currently need (at least as measured

- A-Eliral
funds from
(i.e., carry-in
resulting ..frcza
following ana.ly

i!-.1 also incorporated into process s whe

rovious aar which. have nc'r Asian oli5etod
fundq)- arc deducted from the adjadjusted amounts

t p step as excluded' from the

's An order t tvparis.Ins.



v e-plovment and pOverty).

both 7e Lie

In F? 1976, fc::

and ceiling lirmits were set within a fairly

narrow range with all prime sponsors guaranteed a raise of

least 14 percent over FY 1977 (taking into account an increase

in the minimum wage) but no more than 18 cent above the

previous year in order to cover the cost holding harmless.

Thus, of the 443 prime sponsors funded 1:), FY 1978 summ

youth program, close to 90 percent were funded at levels

determined either by the hold harmless provision (140 sponsors)

or,br ne limit set on the maximum increase (251 snonsors).

Only 52 sponsors received SPED? funds as determined by the

formula per se, accounting for 15 percent

made available this summer.

Objectives

In assessing the current pr

all such funds

cedures with the aim

developing a better formula for allocating SPEbY funds,

three objeltiVes stand. out

--To target resources more effectively to areas in

greatest need of summer jobs, particularly for disadvantaged

youth.

--To deVelop a formula that is responsive to changes

in local economic conditions from year to year.,
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To assure prime sponsiorsa reasonable degree of

funding nui so that they are not faced with ecu ring

slash (;r large buildups in program activity due to

business conditions (thus ameliorating

Ideally, the best way to allocate summer jobs resources

id be according to each locality's share of the :limber of

disadvantaged youth in the Nation who are in need of summer

work but are unable to find jobs in the competitive labor

market. While estimates of thin " arse of need" are possib

at the national' level, such data are not uniformly and

.consistently available subnationally for purposes of annual

progkam allocations. Nor are reasonably satisfactory proxies.

available, for example, unemployment of youth since data at

the me sponsor level relate only _o all unemployed persons,

at7e 1L Lrld over. In short, a better statistical'. base upon

which

not nc

Thus, in emoting to target more resources for areas in

greatest need the current data information system must

continue to bdar this responsibility despite is mani.old

made uac .These data are: prior l_ar fuading; number

11 unemployed workers (annual averages have the greatest

degree of statistical realiability); number of per )Ils in loW

-income lies; and unemplbyment rates (ave persons

age 16 and over).

develop a more responsive summer jobs fol.miula is

atlable nor is it likely in the fores eabla future.



Of the factors currently used.in

unemployment h the greatest

eating pre

al for shifting

oroportiona,te shares 'among CET. sponsors. Because of

thi6 imoor ance, Anpendix A describes -in some detail how the

distribution of unemployment and low- income differentially

-impact prime sponsor s- particularly with respect to targetting

more SPEY resources to cities.

OptionsDes_ t Formula Ootions

Two data components - -the d.istrii ution of the ,,12711cer of

unemployed persons and the number-of unemployed it .xtess of

a jobless rate of 7.0 percent--have, the greatest ,Ytential for

increasing the s are of program retources to city prime

sponsors. The current fo_laula, however, utilizes cnly the

.numl,,er of un ei with an assigned weight of 37.5 perCent

(prior year fund. .:(1 by 50 percent and law inco mz

families weighted by 12.5 percent).

As a consequence, the current formula does not reflect'

measures indicating the severity of unemployment and its

mpact on loca:1_ labor markets. For example, as currently used,

..wo- areas ay both have the same level of unemoloyment and,

ceteris paribus, be h would receive identical funding

even though these areas may have sharply differing unemployment

rates (by way of contrast, one

10percent)- this perspective the problems are much

4 'percent,,another at
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nose severe in the community wi th the higher incidence.

jobs formal should inooroorate a factor re'l ctinc

..h incidence cif une 1ovment in orde

more towards areas

et resources

above average unem lovment rates

The options discussed in the following sections

were designed with the intent of improving. -zeE

shift more resr,-

areas of above. average unemployment -w th secondary

consideration given to progg am conti.uitv. Achievemen

target efficiency is realized, in varying degrees, by

increasing the weights assigned to unemployment (particularly

the measure of excess unemployment above the national aver -ga

and by eliminating the weight assigned in the formula t

"prior year fundin

The

that the

tight. /

only tdi

if

analysis which follows

1979 budget for the

is based on the assumption

SPEDY program will be extremely

assumes basically a standstill budget sufficient

rovide the Same aggregate level-of man-years of

service as in FY 1978. Given the fact that total,

the FY' 1978 ogru amounted to $770 million and

for increased slot coats reflectlig a .sche,::i- led rise the

minimum wage, FY. 1979 funding would need to be increased

by 8-8 r ercent, to $838 million.

90



The unemploypent data used in this paper are based on

CY 1977 annual averages which incorporate the latest BLS

techniques for estimating local area unemploymerft as well

as its annual benchtarking adjustments. Since allocations

data are usually made available to prime sponsors In February

each year (to facilitate planning for the forthcoming

summer) these same CY 1977 averaget nay _also be used in

determining Actual FY 1979 allocations. 1/

The following sections describe .the impact of

alternative

7-443 CETA prime sponsors. kpropriate summary tables and

puter printouts are attached at the end of this paper.

Option ,1'

rmulas for allocating SPEDY resources among

Formula

Factor Weight
Number of Unemployed 50.0 percent
Low-incothe Families 20.0 percent
Excess Unemployment over 7.0 percent 30.0 percent

Hold Harmless . Variable

This option places greater emphasis o the incidence of

unemployment than does the curent procedure and eliminates

entirely the factor of prior year funding from the formula.

1-7--YETRUF annual averages for CY 1978, including benchmarking
adjustments, be available in time for determining FY 1979
summer jobs allocations, they will, of course, be used instad
of CY 1977 averages.



It would eliminate the standard 100 percent "hold harmless

guarantee and instead would substitute a variable concept.

This vailable is a direct function of each area's unemvloyme

rate expressed in ratio form relative to the national

unemployment rate. Sponsors would be guaranteed 100 percent

of their prior year's level of effort (expressed in man-years

of service) if their unemployment rates were equal to or

greater than the national average jobless rate a ratio

of 1.00 or higher) with hold harniess guarantees prorated

fo- yeas whose unemployment is'less than the national avexage.

or example, a sponsor whose unemployment rate was 5.0 nercent

in 1977, when the national average was 7.0 percent, would be

guaranteed 71.4 percent of its prior year man-years of

service level (5.0 divided by 7.0 71.4percent). However,

the hold harmless proviso would not apply to areas whose

jobless rates are less than one-half the national rate.

eir fording levels would-be determined solelyby the formula

amount.

Option 41 would increase program shares of city prime

sponsors to 25.4 percent (front a current share of 23.9 percent).

City prime sponsors would receive a net increase of $12.6

million more than what would be allOcated to them by the

current method. Shares of other types of prime sponsors

would be reduced, affecting g rimarily bal7nce-of-sta-_

and statewide ca_so..tia.



Because a variable hold harmless is substitUted .c_or a

100 percent hold harmles =s guarantee, funding for 157-sponsors

-would be reduced relative to their PY 1978 levels., These

reductions would amount. to a total of $32.6 million, but

on the average they would be fairly modest-=around $200,000

per sponsor. Consortia would be impacted the most by these

cutbacks -affecting 63 out of 147 such units (including

statewide consortia

ontion 42

Formula

Factor Weight
Number of Unemployed 50.0 percent
Low-incOme Families 20.0 percent
Excess Unemployment over 7,t percent 30,0 percent

Hold Harmless None

Option_ 2 provides the same formula factors and weights,

as for option 41, but eliminates entirely the hold harmless

requirement Thus it is a "pure" formula in that each

year's allocation would be responsive to changes in local

labor:market conditions, without regard to the level of fun --711-

provided previously.

/ This option does not have, much potential. Under this

version, the share of SPE Y resources to city prime sponsors

/would actually decrease relative to the current metho

3 9. percent to 22.0 percent. FY 1979 funding of 33

soonsors 8 percent of all'such units) woUld de

by a total of X35. g million. Reductions would be

eayse

cularlycularly
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sharp for such large cities as Chicago , District of Columbia,

Gary, Indianapolis, Minneapolis,

Ootio
Formula

Factor
mbar of Unemployed

Excess Unemoloyment over 7.0 percent

Itsburgh:And St. Louis.

Id Harmless

Weight
.0 percent
0 percent

Variable

This option is designed to r fleot those factors whin'

on the basis of the distribution and inci idnce of Unemploym

would reflect morecIoselv the problems associated with large

an areas. The "Variable" hold harmless is the sane as that

presented in option 41. That is,:sonsors would be guaranteed

100 percent of prior year-funding it their jobless rates

were at east eugal to the national average rate, with t

hold harmless guarantee pro-rated dornwards for jobless rates

below the national average.

This option has considerable pQt6ntial It would

allocate 25.9 percept of SPED? resources to city prime sponsors-

tie7h1vhest-of-thefirst-5 options presented.- While -"retention'

of a variable hold harmless limits somewhat the responsiveness__

of the-formula to year-to-year changes in local economic

conditions,- it is not as disrup.4ve to program continui

are .options '#2 and w_ (both of which contain no provision

or holding harmle example, under option #2, fun

9



reductions would e-ot 244 sponsors involving a loss of

r,optiot 03 17S sponsors would receive

ding reductions totaling $42.2 million. Of this number,

16.7 million.

24 would_be city p ims sponsors involving a cutback of only

$4.8 milLion.

However, share of o t rez types of prime sponsors would

dec ins under this optiOn. The proportion of funds allocated

to county prime sponsors Iv a4 be reduced

eroent, with the sfloi.ca1

41$0,000'per county unit,

ors, would be more su

,000 for each of the 8 statewide consortia, and over.

$ 30,000:for IS sponsors o -Ating balance-of state programs.,

Option 44

m 19.2 to 18.8

bacX a trounting to around

ductions for other types of

antial, averaging close to

3.a

act
er of Unsrnp loyect

5irnless

eight
100.0 percent

None

This option is the leas attractive of the options _n-

tha: the share of funds alloC rted to city pr me sponsors would

Porce Almost one-half of city

-fundin

n per iiy. Reductions would be

w (minUs

on) .

decline from 23.9 tc

prime sponsors would=-

averaging about $1 zni

.icularly sharp

io (ninus

and in
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County and ocnsortia sponsors would be the primary

beneficiaries of this option. Their combined shares would

increase from 45.2 to 50.2 percent.

Option 1f5

Formula

Factor Weight.
Number of Unemployed 50.0 percent
Excess Unemployment over 7.0 percent 50.0 percent

Hold Harmless

The formula used in this option is the same asthat

developed for option -3, except that it would have no provision

holding harmless. This option would increase program

one

shares to city prime sponsors--to 25.0 percent--but not as

much as would options 10. and 3. The absence of a hold. harmless

provision' implie m -eover 'substantial funding ,reduc__ ons

totaling $2.07--Million distributed' among. 275: (50 percent)

sponsors, including cutbacks for 40 city prime sponsors.

However, a number of large city units, would be 'it substan--

tially from this option. Among those cities whose funding

-would a enhanced the most by this option are Newark, Paterson,

Wilmington, Buffalo, New York City, Detroit, Philadelphia

Boston Atlanta and Los Angeles. The benefit of these gains

would have to be weighed against substantial losses for other

cities such as the District of Columbia and Chicago, Funding

reductions for the eight statewide sortie also would b

especially severe, averaging $1.8 million each



Ootir ns #6-

The next 8 options all include, to varying degrees,

a factor of population density, i.e., the number

persons per square mile for each CETA prime sponsor.

The factor would, by definition, distribute more

resources to heavily-populated areas, primarily urban

jurisdictions. Insofar that this factor could be

considered a reasonable approximation for problems

associated with overcrowdinge.g., a shortage of

available jobs, high unemployment, poverty, aril the

like- it would distribute more resources to city prime

pons

options in that there would be, no provision for holding

harmless relative to taiding in the previous year. Pour

optiOns incorporate the variable hold harmless concept

Pour of these options a e strictly "formula"

in-which some degree of funding continuity is ssured

depending on the jurisdiction's unemployment rate

relative to the national average rate (as in options #1

and 3).

Ootion _

This option would allocate resources to prime sponsors

solely on the basis of their population density; with no

provison. for. holding harmless. Under this version, the

-t-herd Of7SPEDY resources to -the 66 city prime sponsors

would increase dramatically' from 3.9 to 64. 6 pe,. ent..
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liowever, the increase in city shares would involve .cutbacks

in funding for Most other program ope a-ors, impacting

adverselY. on 298 sponsors ,=ora total loss of $434 million.

Funding, for governors operating balance of State programs

and for Statewide consortia (mainly rural Areas) would be

virtually wiped out. Their combined Shares would amount

to only 0.6 percent of Dotal funding, compared to a

current share 30.9 percent. This approach would not

be politically viable for obvioUs reasons.

Options

These are also pure:formula options with no

provision for holding harmless. Factor components

consist variously of population density# number of

unemployed and unemployment in excess 'of 7 percent, as

-Shown below.

Factor Weight

Population
Density

Number of
Unem loyed

Excess Unemployment
Over 7 percent

Option # 8

_

50.0 50.0

tion 49 33.33 3 33.33

Option #10 50.0 25.0 25.0

Each of these -ns would increase significantly

the share of program resources to city prime sponsors--

anging from 38 to 48 percentbut not as much as would

ption 46 which allocates resources solely by population



dens Y The ical dimensions of these options vis-

a-vis the trade off between increasing shares

prime sponsors vs. funding reductions for ctne

are shown below.

of city

sponsors

Percent Share
to City Prime

Sponsors

Number of
Sponsors with
Funding

Average
Reduction per

Sponsor
Ootions Reductions ($000)

8 47.7 275 ;1,237
9 38.3 252 887
10 44.9 267 . 950

Out s 11 12 ,l3
These options incorporate the variable hold harmless

provision with varying weights assigned in the formula

to population density, number of persons unemployed,

and excess =employment over 7 percent. These 4 options

Would increase the share of resources for city prime

sponsors to. around 27-28 percent. Funding reductions

would impact from 116 to 153 sponsors. Average reductions

for these sponsors would range from about $250,000 to

280

tion
(variable
hold harm- Population
less) Density Tzumillas4

eight

Number of Excess Unemployment
Over 7 percent

100.0

11 50.0 50.0

12 33.3 33.33 33.33

13 50.0 25.0 25.0



Percent Share
to City

Prime Sponsor
potion

16 -

Number of Average
Sponsors with Reduction

Funding per
eduction Soonsor

7 27.6 116 $282,789

11 27.4 153 258,899

12 27.0 142 258,325

13 27.6 134 263,661

Conclusion

While paper has presented 13 options for

consideration, additional versions could also be developed

by varying further the weights assigned to unemployment;

by introducing a higher incidence of unemployment as

a factor (e.g., local unemployment which i.s , say 20

percent above the national average rat or by shifting

the weights assigned to population density. In addition

other_= factors might also.be considered. For example/

local employment data might be used, by focussing on

-areas where employment opportunities have lagged behind

the national growth pace. Since employment growth

rates for metropolitan central cities'have been'generally

sluggish, a formula which incorporatis this aspect would

direct resources to'larger cities, especially when

.d with a factor reflecting a high incidence

.e t. ETA will continue to explore these
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ssibilities Should they. apnear pros dsing, additional

options will be developed for consideration.

Strategically, the successful introduction of a

different method for allocating SPEDY funds would be

enhanced if it coincided with a significant increase

in the overall level of fundingsince most sponsors

would benefit by virtue of e expanding pie (even

though relative shares of many would .decrease).

Conversely, -probabilities for reaching a political

accord on ontions involving substantial cutbacks

for a numbersof spo

10) would be

(e.g,,options.#5 618,9 and

-te where aggregate funding levels

or-only marginally higher fromare either the same

one year to another.

Chart 1 displays in graphic form the relationship

f formulas which would increase the share of resources

to city prime sponsors vs. the attendant reductions

for other-prime sponsors. Of all the factors tested,

ponulatiOn density would have the greatest effect in

increasing the share of SPEDY resources to urban

areas (i.e., citvprime sponsors). But while this

factor alone--expressed in option 6would increase

resource shares of city prime sponsors to 6S percent

it would entail drastic reduCtions for sparsely-settled

-.
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. areas, mainly balance of State jurisdictions and Statewide

consortia. The political consequence of this trade off

would need

this option.

Lowering the weight assigned to population density

and incorporating unemployment factors expressed in the

"pure". formula options 8, 9 and 10 (i.e. , no provision

for holding-harmless) would result in substantial

increases for city orime sponsors. Their shares would

range from 38 to .48 percent. Funding reductions for

other sponsors, while not as drastic as that associated

be considered carefully before pursuing

th option #5, would be severe, however

around $1 million oer sponsor.

Application of the variable hold

averaging

rimless acts

substantially like a spring line, eaiing some of'the

impact of shifting to -apure. formula iipproach. But .

it also restrains the extent to. which'funds can be

redirected to urban areas. Of the si-1 4ions testedthe

wnich incorporate this feature, shares'\,to cities would.

range from 25 percent (option #1) to 28 `percent

7 and 13) vs. the 24 percent share which is cu-

allocated.

Given Giese effects, .chart 1 can be u

indicator the tradeoff between,

options

ently

ed as a rough

ormulas which would

raise city sponsor's shares vs. funding. redu tionS

other prime sponso
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The following tables , charts and commuter printouts

display further details ©f the options discussed.



Relationship pf Increasing Funds

to City Prime:Spons Ors VS.

Funding Reductions for Other Sponsors

(13 options) N

10

% Share

on J City. S

klpd bluc tions
No. of Avg.% Aver* $

s r 1 . ($000)

25.4 157 -14.5 200

22.0 244 1-26.9 470

25;9 175 -17.9 241

19.3 151 40.1 442

25.0 275 -44.2 750

64.0 298 -73.1 1,156

21.5 116 -17.4 283

47.7 275 69.6 1,237

9 38.3 252 547.5 087

10 41.9 267 -51.0 950

11 27.4 153 17.9 259

12 27.0 142 -17.0 250

13 134 -17.7 264
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°P_491_1

Current Procedure

(al so, 5.2570)

Prior Yearfug
50,0

lila Summary

Fagot /Weight

Pergbnin Igen
Low - income No, o f Population II 1d

Over 7," 19ELV_ Harmless

12.5 ,37.5 .100%

20.0

20,0

6

*03

50.0

50.0

50.0

100,0

50.0

13.33

30.0

30;0

50,0

50,0

33.33

2510

50.0

33.33

25 .0

Variable 1

'None

Variable

None

° Non_

100,0 None

100.0 Variable

50,0 None

33 33 None

50.0 None

50.0,

33.33

50,0

Variable 1/

Variable 1/

Variable 1//
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Low Income . Adults

A-5

the current SPEDY program formula's three components,

the smallest is the relative nu mber of adults in low income

ramilles (12 oercent) . Of the three components, ,the LIA

rovidei'the bast advanta -e'to the cities. For example,

the prior year allocation provided 66 prime sponsor cities

with 20.3 percent. of the weighted total for the country.

.-These cities'als8 had I9.3-percent of the Nation's unemployed

durin talendar Year 1977. But for the LIA component, cities

accounted for only 15.T percent of the Nation's total.

Accordin- any formula configuration designed to benefit

the citi should ether eliminate this factor or giVe it a

minJw4m relative weight.



THU A-I

COMPARISOU OF LABOR FORCE

UNEMPLOMENT AHD LOW luCOME ADULTS

AMONG TRINE' SPONSOR TYPES

CLF _._Upemplqyillent Low income Adults

Tyee o(' ----17r 1 of Unemployment ia-
JUilidialon Number Number US TOT Number US TOT Pate Ruder U5 TOT

C1tles IN) I' 66 1615730680, 16.01 11356,570 19.32 8.19 4,690,000 1G }2

All'Citleel (183) 19,410,436 29.04 2,179,464 32.46 L75

coontil9 il 181 12,910,7110 23.30 1,547,456 12.04 6.74 4,988,000 17.4

Counties!! )

plun Da1.)

of CSPT )

30,9261791 39.48 2,616,636 37.26 6.72

LSAT 139 20,654,311 29.06 1,903 000 28.24 6.92 (4$ 1,569,0 ,ii,1

1

DOS ,

(incl 1105,

Stalewlile

43 005

0 SW

30,252,326 30.69 2,1250613 30,21 1.03 11 601,0 J 40,3

I 113CEPS) 4 11-CEPS

17;ii71tes eligible to be prime sponsors (including Cities in Consortia)

Ilnclutles the Balance of Consortia; i.e., Consortia with Eligible Cities ,Removed
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OVERVIEW

Among. the estimated Z2 million persons under age 22 who
participated in CETA programs in fiscal year 1978, over
85 percent were in work eXperience or public service
employment.

The main benefit of work experience and public service
employment is the output which is produced. It is expected
that work may increase future employability, earnings are
preferable to income transfers, and there may pe other
benefits such as reduced crime which result where con-
Atructive activities are provided. Cons" ered from an
investment perspective, these benefits n ,t offset the
social cost which is the program outlay less the useful
social product. Where productivity is greater, the
benefits need to be less.

In considering alternative policies, it is important to
estimate in at least a general way the val ==e of output.
It is a conventional wisdom that public service jobs
are not as productive as those in the private sector,
and that youth work experience positions are the least
productive of all. This conventional wisdom has never
been carefully tested. In deciding between training,
education, and other service approaches which may yield
substantial earnings gains for participants but no social
output, versus work experience which may yield less
future gains but some product, it is important to have
a sense of output. Likewise, efficient use ofscarde
resources would suggest investment in work which is
most productive as well as of greatest benefit to
enrollees.

Work valuation in the absence of a competitive market
is a complex issue. Easiest to ass77,ss is the supply
price. This is the price that wou have to be paid
to an alternative supplier to produce the same output
produced by project participants. The output' of super-
visors is excluded and supply price'is then measured
per participant hour of work. The supply price per parti-
cipant hour may be compared to the wage rate of regular
workers as a measure of relative labor productivity.
The value of output depends nbt only on the supply price,
but also on whether there is a-demand for the output.
This is an extremely judgemental issue, especially where jobs
are created by law, so that they do not substitute for
existing labor.



This analysis of 42 project elraWn l!rolICYEDPA, Title I
(now. Title II) and SPEDY is an attempt to improve the
measures of value of output. For this sample of proje
A professional contractor or estimator or appraiser
experienced in the work being done provided an estimate ,

of the cost of providing the output outside the project;
alternatively, publithed standards of work productivity
or estimates of difference in productivity between%regular
and'project workers,wereutilized The likeliest alter,7-.

native supplier is used for comparison. A number of
assumptions must.be. made which the study carefully presents.
It:concludes that the, average supply price. over all projects
in the sample was $2.58, with YACC And SPEDY ranking
,partculaxly high. There is wide variability among
projects. Given the special nature of the sample, little
weight should be attached to this number.

The demand estiMates;are less quantifiable and more
questionable because of the many subjective questions
involved; however, the study handlesthese as well,as has
ever been.done.

Further work is needed to assess productivity gains over
-time-in new projects; the relates -,ts'between capital/output
ratios, training ancIpioductivi' the relative'benefits
of single site and group projor and the relationship
between client characteristics ,e output. This prelimiL
narywork suggests in a hopefu_ vei that youth work project
can be quite productive and that a subsi,ntial portion of
the cost is offset by useful product.

Robert Taggart
Administrator
Office of Youth Programs



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report presents the preliminary findings of a study

that was funded in an effort to learn ore about valuing the output

produced by youth employment program participants. The two major

objectives of the study are (1) to provide preliminary information

on the value:of output of a sample 0f-youth_employm-nt and work

experience projects, and (2) to Assess the feasibility of wirious

sera egies.for valuing the output of yd'uth. projects in the future.

Tb accomplish these objectives, we have conducted a. series of pilot

studies of youth employment projects', some of whi-h were funded under

the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act and some of which

are or:_iing programs funded under Titles I and III of the Comprehensive

Employment -d Training Act (CETA).

Our sample includes 42 projects in 12 CETA prime sponsors

and 2 Young Adult Conservation Corps sites. Thirty -six projects

are yc,uth. projects and., §--are adult PSE projects. In each oroject

study we attempted to obtain one or more estimates of the price that

pro

alterna suppllar would charge to pro duce the output that was

d. project'participants, an estimate of the project-inputs

and Ienditures,,and information on the' remand for the project output.

0
Although eve al different types of estimates of the sucply

price are esentld, our primary focus is on a constructed estimate

the price that
)

.N.iould have to be paid to an al ternative supplier

to produce the c u

participants

that was,nroduced specifically by the project

excludiricr the output brodgcd by the project



supervisor }. When divided by the project participant labor input

(the numbe -f participant hours) , this measure of participant

supply price can be compared to a compensation rate wage plus

fringe benefit It is the closest measure available to the con-

cept of participant productiv y.

The estimate of the average participant supply price per

hour for all the youth projects in the sample is $2.58. In other

words, on average an alternative supplier would cha2ge $2.58 to
ss

produce output equivalent to the output that project participants

produce each hour they are in directly work -related projec

ected, the variance of the average es -at' very large.

Another useful measure, related to supply price, is the prod

tivity of the project participants relative to that of alternative

suppliers messure.is calculated by dividing the ciLant

supply price per hour by the average wage rate of the regu, workers,

excludih- su isors, who would have pr `used the output .'d.er the

alternative supplier option. Our -.estimate, again l'or all the youth

oroje in the sample, -is that the participants were, on average,

58% as productive_as the_regular-'worY-

.output_

who would have produced the

the absence oZ the project particiban should be noted

that the alternative .suppliert.s wage -ate is typically not only well

above the youth program wage but Also well above the wage that youth

are likely to have earned in the absence of the program. ' variance

of this estimate is- also quite high.

also derived an estimate cf the "net wage expenditure

is taiculs d by subtrs ting the average a tic_ ht



supply, price per hour from the average hourly wage (including

fringe benefits) paid to participants in our project sample.

The calculation ($2.89 - $2.58) yields a net expenditure per

hour of $.31 for the projects in our sample. This number can be

.erpreted as the net hourly wage that is paid to project partici-

over and above what would have to, be paid to have are alternative

supplier produce equivalent output. It should be noted that these

-wage expenditures include only wages paid for the time participants

are assigned to projects. They do not include wages or stipends

paid while participants are assigned to other program activities

(e.g., classroom training, counseling, GED).

Assessments of the quality of the output produced by project

par zipants were provided by individuals with experience in the

project work being done Our findings suggest that, while the qualit':

0
of the output and the performance of the participants is on average

slightly below that of alternative suppliers, the differences

between the two groups are not gre

Our approach to the assessment of the value of project

in terms of the demand for that output has been to first

.nguish between cases of output expansion, in which the output

produced by participants represents additional output over and above

what would have been produced in tho absence of the p-ngr

put substituti..1 in whi-h the output produced by participants would

have been produced by other suppliers in the absence of the progr

used on assessments from various officials and supervisors of how

much of the work would have been done if t-. program had not been

and out-



existence, we believe that about One quarter of the r rojects represent

complete output substitution in that the work would have been done

at approximately the same scale by alternative suppliers. in

abSence of the project. Alternatively, about one third of the projects

represent cases of output expansion in thAt none of the output produced

by the participants would have been produced in the absence of the projects.

We also found in about one third of the cases that some, but not all, of

the work performed by the participants would have been performed in the

absence of the program. These projects represent cases of combined

substitution and-output expansion. We also encountered some cases

(approximately 12 ) in which insufficient or conflicting evidence was

available to Make a judgment of this type.

Assessing the extent of utp' slxpansion and output substitution

only the starting point of the analysis. Once this is done it is necessary

to deter thin each type of oaso whet: the value of the project

output nigh or low relative its alternative cn price_ To do

this, we have developed a typology of value of output situations

that, after dividing the projects into categories reflc,cting direct

output expansion, substitution, or cases of combined direct output

Kkbahsion and substitution, then further divides' them into cases

relative to supply, price) of high value, low value, intermediate value,

and uncertainty. We ve also identified two .additional categoria$

that we feel warrant separate mention: (1) cases in which the presence

the - project participants. has an effect on the productivity of

regular workers associated with the project; and cases that involve

0
readily identifiable redistribution of income to recipients of the

iv



output. We provide examples, from our ample, of projects that fall

in each of the categories, indicating why the project included

the category and why it has a high or lo value of output

relative to supply price. Although inherently subjective to some

degree, this qualitative approach has the advantage of making

explicit-- ith understandable real world examples--the considerations

-at affect the value of output.

We have also included this draft of the report several

project ease studies dt examples of their format and content. Included

in each case study i a brief description of the project; estimates

of the alternative supply price, as well as exolanatl-ons of how they

were derived; information on the demand for the project work, data

on project inouts and expenditures; and information on any ether note-

thy aspects of the pro
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I. INTRODUCTION

The You__ Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 (YEDPA).

enacted approximately 15 months ago, represents a substantial increase in

the Department of Labor's employment and training initiatives designed

specifically for the nation's youth. Four new programs authorized

under YEDPA, which was funded at an overall level of one bid ion dollars

for the first year. Three of these programs were authorized in addition to

the existing Title III of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

(CETA) . These include the Youth Employment and Training Program (YEW),

ded at $537 million; the Youth Community Conservation and Improvement

ProjeCts (YCCIP), funded at $115 million; and the Youth-Incentive Enti:le-

ment Pilot Projects (YIEPP) , which received $115 million. The. other, ogram,

the Youth Adult Conservation Corps (YACC),' was authorized under a new CETA

tle, Title VIII, with funding of $223 million.foz the first year.

In addition to the new programs funded under YEDPA, a number of

CETA programs designed specifically for youth have bean conti_ _A. Primary

among tivase are the various youth work experi_-ce programs funded. under

Title of CETA and the Summer Program for Economically Disadv ntaged Youth

(SpEpX).

Each of these program has its o riz specific goals and objectives, of

course. For some the basic _p s to encourage youths to stay Ali or

school. All of them hope to utilize work experience, training,

and in some cases supportil. :ices to ma ke youth more rnployable ald

thereby facilitate the .-° 71.try into tier w, rld of work. AntJther, imporcant

rvice employzcht progr amsobjective for all the, with pi



generally, is the provision of goods and services. Although this is not

necessarily their primary rationale, assessments of the value of output

produced in the progr will undoubtedly have an important role in the

continuing academic and political debate over them.

This study was funded in an effort to learn more about valuing

output produced by youth program participants.

Aobjeotives are 1) to provide prelithinary

Its two major specific

infoi:, on the value of cutp

of a sample of youth employment and work expert, ,- projects, and (2)

assess the feasibility of various strategies for valuing the output of yo

projects in the future. accomplish these objectives, we have conducte

a series of pilot studies of youth employment projects, some of Which wer

funded under YEDPA and some of which are ongoing programs funded under

CETA Titles I and III.

The following set of tasks

pilot studies:

etp assess the accessibility and usefulness of program data
at tLe: loqal prim sponsor and program operator le.4174

was set forth in conducting the

assess procedures for estimating the supplyprc_e_ -of the
project work;

assess strategies for obtaining,information on the demand
for the project work;

e assess strategies for obtaining information on project
inputs, expenditures, and costs;

investigate the dettlzmirants of project value
and costs;

output

its develop methods for categorizing the nature of the work
. performed in the youth projects;

11, determine the representativeness cif the projects chosen
for study.



The basic approach followed has been to

.number of projects in each site /
-. In some cases the "project,'; eensisted

termined

participant crews of varying si es, while in other cases it consisted cif a

single participant either working alone or in combination with regular

ployees. The definition of a- project

which costs

luded the specific period over

output would_` be measured.. The next step was to obtain ina

fo ticn that could be used to derive an estimate of the price an alternative

,

supplies would have charged to do the work performed by -t-h) project partici-

pants during the measurement period. Wherever possible re than one

estimate was- derived, using diffe estitn methods and p edures if

feasible. Project input and expenditure data were collected. as well as

information about non-CETA-fended expendieu es that ould be needed to

derive total project costs. Information was aleo lected-on the potentia

demand for the project work, primarily in the form of responses by knowledge-

able parties (e.g., client agency officials, projectesupeevisors) about

what work would have been done in. the absence of the pro

noteworthy ,p-
- 4=_ of the pr j

kny other

particularly potential determinants of

4:he ealue of output or cost, were re orded ey the site analysts. Finally,

y available information on the extent of this

the site, as well as the other

was obtained_ The of infor

siderably from one site to another.

- In most sites t
pee -adures used to select
the orojects within these

-eTes

-ork activity at

ef work'aetivity at the site,

ion available inevitably varied car

ee.projects were se=1.ected for study.
the CSTA prime sponsors and
sites, are described in the neAt Feection.

YACC sites, and



This report presents the results of the pilot study. Section II

scribes the procedures used to select the sample of CETA prime sponsors

,and YACC sites, well as, the procedures used to select the individual

projects for study at each si -te It also presents a sway of the

characteristics of the project

pa

theosample - -including the number

-s and supervisors in each, the type of work performed, and

the type of agency for which the work is performed.

Section III is devoted to a detailed examination of the supply

price, labor productivity, and net wage expenditures of the sample

projects. We begin with a discussion of the particular mel.ods used

to estimate supply price, the issues that arise in supply price es-

tima.tion, and the various forms spply price estimates :ake. Next

the average estimates of the supply price are presented, =ong with

the standard deviations and ranges of those estimates. ;lso presented

-t chsrac-are supply estim disaggregated by various pro

ter -tics. rollowing the supply price results, he

pr-cLctiv vf p__jer: participarnt4 relative to that of regular

rkers are included in the section are the e aces

of the "net wage expenditure" of the projects (i.e., the participant

labor expenditures minus the estimated price of alternative supplier

labor). The sect. -in conclddes with a summary of assessments (by

0

independent timators, project supervisors, and other knowledgeable

partie4 of th4 quality of work performed by project participants.

Section IV .ddresse t!e value of the projeCt output'

a demand perspective. ,After a brief discussion of our m odologyi

a summary of the responses knowledgeable parties about what work

would. have bean don the absent -.2

-4-

the project is presented.



Nest, a typology of value of output situations is developed, with

brief examples from the liample projecc studies pres ted for illustra-

tine purp

Section V of the final report will address various methodoloa-

ical=and feasibility considerations.
1/
-- Discussed in turn will be the

definition and selection of projects, the estimation of alternative

supply prices, demand considerations, pr je t_. inputs and costs, the

categorization of the type cof work performed by the pr.ject

participants, the representativeness.of the project woe,

extrapolation of 0i spl findings to the who-,-

youth employment projects. In each.casewe will discuss the

strategies employed in the pilot study, as well as the issues and

problems that arose LITI the data collection and analysis effort; wherever

possible reCommendations will be, made for reducing costs and expediting

the collection of project information. This methodology and feasibility

of

discussion will lead directly into a,discussion of the implications

of the pilot study for future output valuation, both of youth

P -g d of public service employment programs in aeneral.

The last section of the final report will cones 2t of a

re-_ entatIve set of case studies of individual projects our sample.

the sections on methodology and feasibility considerations
and implications for future value of output work are not included j-
this draft of the'report.

2/
This draft of the report includes only a few case studies

as examples of their fe,rmit and content_



The `reformat -n in these case studies will be standardized to the' e ent

possible in order to maximize their comparability. Each case study will

include brief des ;tions of the project; estimates of the alternative

supply price as l as explanations of how they were derived; information

on the demand for the project work; data on project i put and expenditures

and information on any other noteworthy aspects of the projects.



The folio vino t es of gout

projects And work experien

A)

B)

T S

Existing Youth work ExPle Pro-r

CBTA.in-school projects (Title, I pr

L.
included in the sample

CM out -scho 1 pro t (Title I p

UT& su mer work proje

Faded Under ?EDP

2- You

Adult Conservat

t Community C

3- .1futh Employment and

Only these Title

primarily t

from the

youth work ecp

ward youth are included in t

(SPEDY)

(YACC)

-_ion and Improvement

Programs (YETP)

s targeted exclusively or

Specifically excluded

ojects (YCCIP)

sample of youth programs are te Youth Incentive Entitlement

Projects (MEP), th Youth COnservatiOn Corps (YCC), and other special

youth programs funded under Title III (7) CITA (for example, the youth

programs funded under th NatinaZ Frog

In addition to the youth
.

and/or positions were

PROCEDU

It s

for selected Population Segments).

sever adult PEE projects

laded in the sample for compar son .

ELLECTIIIG PRIME sPO tSCR AtO PROJECT SAMPLE

be emphasized at the tst that the sample of I-

t necessarily axid was not designed to besponsors and proj

our sample differ
The YCCIP program is the mo
ages of 16 and 19. YETP
is 14 through 21, and ?ACC
programs do not provide a sp

vazies among Prile sponsor's.

d the madex ;het the programs included in
ct to the Age criteria used tb def -e youth.

estrictive, 'ankolling'only those between the
youth between 'ttle ages of 16 and 21, SPEDY

ugh 23 years of age, The Title..1

ioi age criterion for .youh, Bch thus



r'epreseri.tati Arme of he nat al egperie' c.ew Frith youth programs. To permit

extrapoLation to t1 e national experience, the sample would have to be

rePresentativ.c of the work performed by youth particip

of re

such

For a variety

this criterion was not satisfied. First, the data to formulate

__le designspeCifically the number of participants enrolled and

assigned to project work--w

part because of the cone

Level. Thus, the prime sPo

size as meesu-red by the ext

ilable at the start of tt e study,

p 'EL)PA programs at the local

ouldtnot Ye weighted according to their

youth project work. Seodnd, and more

inportan.t, th-e feasibility cbjeotives of the study called for a sample

des gnt=hat mould enable 48 to Confront as many different data collection

and measurement pnoble._

sions on ors which we stratified the SWatrn. order o increase the likelihood

of enco fng such probleas.1( Finally, 'Cert' ri of the prime sponsors

seLected were chosen by gvvertmer1t a. eticy officials. As a result of all

pos b.Le, .and this Led us to choose the dimen

this, 1.1e s ple of prof

seritatie of all project wor

inferences should not be made

all youth programs around the nation,

We or-iginally piano d

t1.1617 should not be cc considered repre-

i
programs nationwide, and direct

Of these, 2 were to be CttA loo

rticular findings of this study

_ele t a sample of 15 local program sip

-P s and the remaining 3 were

1i7ecthnically, the tni erne f on which the sample is drawn should

be t -total time ,youth programs pa rticip .ar is are assigned to project work.

2/Fer7examPle, because of the special data problems resulting from

the he size and complicated structUre df urban programs, we thought itt

desirable to constrain the sample to include two large cities. r,ie also

oversempled t=he balance of state pr sponsors, because of their geo-

gMaphitml dispersion and multiple cal units. Similarly, we wanted

to oversamiole (prith respect to their futding) the smaller types of programs,

such as in order to ensure their adequate representation in the

sampl e.



to to 'MCC centers. This proportion was based on a crude estimate of the

pro -n of CETA funds -316011 ted to local programs and VACC. Later it

cided,that we would go to 2 'ACC sites rather than 3, reducing the

overall sample of program 14.

Although it was not our intention to select the project sample so as

to be able to extrapolate the results of the study to youth programs

nationally, we did attempt to make the sample of prime sponsors at least

generally representative with respect to type of prime sponsor
1/

and region .

We first stratified the sample by type of prime ponsor, with divisiOns into

the following categories: cities with more than 750,000 population, c4.ti

ss than 750,000 population, counties, balance of states, and con-

sortie. Table II-1 shows the number prime sponsors in each

category, as well as the expected number an a sample of 12 prime sponsors

based on their respective proportions in the prime pon population. The

differences, as can be seen, are that we oversampled cities with

more 750,000 population and ua

Homers of prime span:

additional site fro

from the conortia'category.

did

sampled counties (re;ati

those categories)./ We also added one

the

of state category and subtracted one site

the sample of prime sponsors by gec-

gra region, we did order the selection process such a way as to

ensure inollis

1`E from the population of prime sponsors are special CETA
prime sponsors and goveramental,sponsora outside the contiguous continental

United States. This exclusion eliminates sponsors inAlasa, Hawaii, and
all tl.. territories, as well as native American, migrant, and four rural

CEP prime sponsors.

_was geographical area

r

country. The 10

2/_
-- We do not, of rse, have any evidence concerning the rePre-

5entdtloh of the prime sors with respect to the amount of youth program

work.
-9-



T ION OF S

TABLE II-1

PRIME SPONSOR BY TYPE Of PRI

nSor

Expected Number o

Total Number of Prittle SPongor4

Prima Sponsorsli , Sample

with
0,00
ion

with Less
50,000
tion

Qao -

8A10r Ce of S'tates

O'enOortia

( 2%)

58 (14%)

185 (42%)

42 (10%)

140 (32%)

433 0%)

2

12 (100

Actue_ e

5 le

2 (17s)

2 (17%)

3 5 )

2 (17%)

3 (25 %)

12 (10

1/

Reference File Supplements, 11/3 ©/77 and 1 /15178. 8 A

Total may not equal 100 due to rounding.



gions were combined to form 6 geographic areas for this lIrpose an

_n of at

least 1 prime sponsor from each of the areas. The number of ti ne sponsors

by area is shown in Table 1172.

selection was ordered in such a way as to ensure the inc

Within these constraints, the prime sponsors to be ded in the

study were then selected randomly. These initial selections were then re-

viewed by the Department of Labor Field Operations staff. They recommended

a natber of changes in the sample,primarily to remove prince scissors that

were currently or recently had been the subjects of other eMplx)yMent and

training research studies and to replace them with.priMe sponsors who had

not been involved in as many (if any) ongoing or recent stud. These

adjustments were made in such a way as to preserve the geographical and

prim sponsor distributions that had been sought in the initial Selection.

In some cases, the replacement sites were selected d-- y L4 others,

the sites were selected by DOL Field Operations staff. One YACC was
p

selected by the Department of Interior and the other one WAO selected by

the Department of Agriculture. The resulting sample of prime sponsors and

YACC sites is presented ih Table 11-3.

Selection of the individual projects to be studie ot do

anti]. the actual field visit to the prime sponsor or YACC site, both because

the necessary project data were not available at the DOL 1 or regions

office level and also because we wanted to use the most recent project or

Work experience position data available, we anticipated that the selection -

procedures would vary considerably- from one site to another depending on

what data were accessible at va us levels of the prime sponsor Operation.

While this variation did occur to some extent, .we e able to 115 similar



TAB 11 -2

DISTRIBUTIO OF ,E P

DOL REGIONS

East I, II, Eli

southeast IV

Midwest V, VII

Southwest

Rocky Mountain

t

TOTAL.

TOTAL NUS
PRIME SPONSO

125 (29%)

65 (15%)

120 (28%)

BY EQGRAPHIC AREA

VI 46 (11 %)

VIII 15 (3%)

IX, X 62 (14%)

-433 (100%)

NUMRER OF PRIME SPONSORS
N STUDY SALE

4 13

1 (8%)

3 (25%)

1 (8 %)

1 (8 %)

2 J17%)

1/Source: Employment and Training Reporter, Reference

Supplements, 11/30/77 ari 1/18/78f ONM

Tote; percentage ma.y not equal 1.00 due to roundin

2,



TABLE 11-3

CETA PRIME SPONSOR AND YACC SITES IN THE ST Y SAMPLE

Site Location

CBTA_Pri Sponsors

Cities with more than
750,000 population

Cities with less than
750,000 population

Counties

Balance of

Consortia'

YACC Centers

U.S. Department of Agriculture

U.S. Department of Interior

Philadelphia, Pe la
Houston, Texas

Wichita, Kansas
Pasadena, California

Prince William County, Virginia
Marathon County, Wisconsin
Solano County, California

New Hampshire
Missouri

Stamford /Fairfield, Connecticut
Savannah/Chatham, Georgia
_Colorado Springs, Colorado

Monongahela National Forest, West Virginia

Bureau of Land Management
YACC Camp #2562, Montana



procedures at most of the sites At all es but one, the individual

2/
projects or positions were selected randomly. In most cases, the partic-

ular project selection was based on enrollee listings available at either

the prime sponsor or program operator level. In general, the procedure

to select an individual from the enrollee listing, and then to define

the project to include that individual and any others who would appropriately

be included in the work ac- ity.1/ In essence this involves "building"

the project around the initial individual selected. In some cases, the

individual would be working on a crew of participants, in which case the

entire crew would comprise the project; other cases the individual

would be working alone, in which case the project would consist only of

that individual particip nt.

By selecting an enrollee and etudying the project to which that

enrollee was assigned, the probability of selecting a project depended on

the number of enrollees assigned to the project. Thus, within each prime

sponsor, the sample of projects studied should be representative of the

k done by youth prograri enrollees.

The next step was define either a unit of output o_

period within which to define the project. A

-- time

utput was used

1/_A more detailed discussion of the project selection and definition

procedures will be included in a subsequent section of the final report on

methodology and feasibility considerations.

2/
In Marathon County, thetwo projects studied were selected by the

prime sponsor so that we could begin project site work as soon as possible:

This was necessitated by the delay,in the commencement of the contract.

and consequent delay in getting into the field.

3/
In -some cases the definition of the project straightforward:

while in other eases it required judgments on the part of the site analyst.

Again, project definition will be discussed in more detail in the forth=

Coming feasibility and methodology section.

-14-



if the project consisted of a discrete task or set of ks that we

easily separable from other tasks to be done by the participants. A time

period was used if the work performed by the participant -was of a continuous

nature, with no set of discrete tasks discernible. The number of projects

studied in a site ranged from two to five; in most sites, however, three

projects were studied.

In summary, the sample design utilized to select the sites and

projects for the pilot studies does et the technical requirements

necessary to permit quantitative inference of study findings to all youth

programs for four reasons: (1) the project sample size is small (42);

(2) it is clustered in a szr ll number of prime sponsor and YACC sites;

(3) the prime sponsors were not weighted by the amount of youth program

work done; and (4) not all prime sponsors were selected rando;-.11y. The

sample of prime sponsors and YACC sites is mixed, with some selected

randomly and others judgmentally. ever, generally representative

across geographic regions and types of prime sponsor, so that we believe

we have confronted most of the important feasibility issues. The sample

of projects within prime sponsors and YACC sites was in almost all cases

selected randomly, both with respect to the program operator responsible

for the project or position and to the project or position within program

operator.

RISTICS OF THE SAMPLE PROJECTS

Before turning to the question of value of pro ec output,.

useful to examine several characte ics of the youth projects in the

study sample These charac eristics cover a number of different

/The discussion in this section on sample
covers only youth projects (including YACC project
projects have been excluded from consideration.

eject characteris
the six adult PS



diensions, some of which are potential sources of variation in the value

f output while others simply provide an indication the representative-

ness of the sample.

Table 11-4 presents the distribution of

sample projects by the type of youth program in which they are found. The

programs, as noted earlier, include both those newly created under YEDPA

and those that are continued -under the original CETA. Whether or not th

distribution of projects across types of programs is similar to the corre-

sponding distribution in the'population of youth projects is impossible to

determine with any degree of precision.1( In the first place the- distribu-

n of ET 1978 funding for Title I youth work experience programs is based

on crude estimates as explained in the footnote to the table. Second, and

more important, the-funding levels may bear little relationship to the number

f ;"projects- in each program, because of the possible differences among

qr both the definition of "projects" (1 number of particip

and the number of participants served within their respective funding levels.

general, our impression is that we have oversaznpled YCCIP

projects and undersampled the summer employment projects funded under SPEDY

but that the porportion of. other types of projects in the sample is fairly

close to their distribution in the overall population c youth program;

/It should also be pointed out .again that in a full study of the

value of youth project output it is not the universe of projects that the

sample should represent, but rather the universe of some measure of partici-

pation,,such as hours worked or slots filled. This distinction is an im-

portant one, since efforts'to'make the sample representative in terms of

'projects will result in oversampling small projects.

2/
- The programs may differ, for example, in the proportion of

full -time vs. part-time participants, in wage rates paid, in seasonal

enrollment, etc.



TABLE II-4

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE PROJECTS' BY TYPE OF YOUTH FROG

Type of. Program
Funding in FY 1978

($ thousands)
Number of Projects

in Sample

Title I Youth Work Experience

SPEDY

YETI?

YCCIP

?ACC

Tote

157,500-
/

(10%)

700,000 (44%)

402,500 (25%)

86,250 ( 6%)

233,000 (15%)

41,579,250 (100 %)

9 (25%)

9 (25%)

(22%)

6 (17%),

(100%)

/
This is an estimate of the 1978 level of funding for Title I -

youth work experience programs exclusivelyREEilyLsIsEstjAlliLay112.
It was calculated by multiplying the expected 1978 funding allocated to
prime sponsors for all Title I activities by the percentage of total Title
I FY 1977 expenditures for work experience programs; multiplying this figure
by the percentage of total FY 77 Title I enrollees who were youth; and
multiplying this figure by an estimate of the percentage of all Title I
youth work experience programs that are,designed exclusively or primarily
for youth. Since no data are available .Ii141 this last percentage 4e used do
arbitrary 50% as the estimate.

Source of funding levels: 2P-a-ngRPEpatter
Reference File Supplements, 11130/77 and 1178178 B_A=



The undersampling of SPEDY projects was primarily due to the impossibility,Y,

within the constraints of the sample size,of studying a large number

SPEDY projects and still include an adequate number of other types of

project. The oversampling of YCCIP projects was largely a result of the

fact that Title I youth work experience projects and YET? projects appeared

to decline in numbers during the sinner (probably due to the transfer to

SPEDY), while YCCIP exhibited more stability during this period. Also,

by replacing SPEW projects with YCCIP projects we were able to hold the

other project types approximately at their proportions in the project

population as a -hole.

Type of program Operator. As shown -- one-half of the

projects in the-study sample are o

opposed to some fort of local governmental

nprofit organizations as

Three projects in the

sample are operated by school districts; nine are operated by other local

government agencies; the remaining six projects

Public Se

at YACC centers.

e Area. Table 11-6 presents the distribution of the

sample youth projects across the Various public service areas that are used

in describing CETA P$5 projects.
2/ The largest number of projects in the

is ere associated with educational institutions or some type of social

service agency Mos of the projects at educational institutions consisted

custodial projects; those at the social service agencies varied consider-

ably in terms of the type of work. Except for the six YACC projects, which

/The procedures used to sele6t the projects within each prime

sponsor or YACC site weighted the sample by number of participants enrolled.

Therefore, the distributions shown in this and all subsequent tables in this

section are, for the prime sponsors studied, representative of participant

enrollment tune, not projects.

/Public service areas correspond in most cases to the nature of

the organization being served by the project, or at which the work site

is located-

8-
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axe included in the eavi.r al, category, the other projects range over

iety of types of institutions.

lYpes_of Work ACtivity, In addition to the public service areas

discusaed above, we have also attempted to group the projects in the sample

into various types of work activities. The following six categories appear

to be a uiseful. way of grouping the type of work activity: secretarial/

clerical, building renovation/repair, and and grounds maintenanc

custodial, vehicle repair -arid mai tenance, and other. The distribution

youth project the sample a these six types of work activity is

shown in Table 11-7. The Largest single category, with almost one -third of

all the sample projects, is land and ground maintenance/renovation. This

category includes such activities park maintenance and grounds keeping,

lawn mowing, sand lot lean-up, as,r, ell gas all of the YACC proje

without the YACC pro

Even

atm, this category represents a substantial u t of

the total work examined in the pilot studies. The next largest category,

representing one -sixth of all the projects examined, was custodial work.1/

Much of the work activity assoc

experience grams has been in

,e4 'with previous youth employment and wnr1c

d there appears tarea be little

decline in the concentration f youth programs in this work activity.

sta en .could be da'about secretarial. /cler,ical category, which-

been well represented in youth projects and accounts for about

10% of the_pr jects in this study. The five projects in the building

ry were primarily weatherization and varies

housing projects. The "other" category can

perhaps best be described simply by listing tie various work activit

renovation /repair ca.t

to private homes an

164,12 of the custodial projects in o re located in



7

,TECTS BY SOP WORK ACTrV1TY

Secretarial /Cleric

Building Renovation

ty

Land and Grounds Mint

Ouatodial

Vehicle Reps.

Other.

Total

-ex of Proje
in Sample

4 (11 %)

(14%)

31%)

11%)

2 ( 6%)

8 (2290,

36,(1©6 %)

,71

the xoup: la corkers

-instrument preparation assista

hOS

at a library, a paralegal aide and OP_

a day care center rker, an

'c, a children's program specialist

liai a legal service

agency, a warehouse worker in an armed farces distribution center, a baggage

handler at an Air Force base, and perfume in a musical play.

and p

projects and .1

those that c

auclvas reXit vatin9

a spring i-

Di t Table 11-8 prase

type r

e 'youth projects that are classified as dis

rvice projects, respectively. Discrete projects a

finite work actiui or set of work activities,

e number

a house ,or building or constructing An enclosure around

park or alearang up debri% from an empty lot. Projects of

ghtly nnor One-third of all of the youth projects



D1S BUTZOS SAYLPLE PRO 1 CT'S BY M mrt vs SERV

t
.c

umbers of pry j acts

in Sample

in the satpl e. the 'other

of projects or Loositi

c ntint-ling recurring bas

as cvscodAal- worX secretirial or

13. (36%)

23 (64%)

_ 36

e youth projects consist'

1 excuse, baggage ben

importance cof to dd ;bons

already ment=icned, relates to the met

arid the types cif uts and cos

-d

ervices ate provided on a

category ate b activities

cal services, as well as the varicus

tioned above. The pri

types of projects, as

ed to value the project Output,

in thee project definition. We

'11 return to these dis otions LA the sections-that follow,

and

Two-thirds of the YETP,

one YCCEP projects that were studied enrolled youths who were

schkol ( 'Table 11-9). About one - Mortar enrolled youths who yer

ooL,, -hi le two projec about `101 of the sample) enrolled both. i h o_

f-schooL Youths., One t

projects is ancloubtedly that the fie

Largel-y summer mOliths.

le 11-10 shows that
two- fifths of the projects in

consisted entirely of school dropouts while slightly over

for the large number of outof-school

t of the study was concentrated



DISTRIBUTION OF YET?, TITLE I, AND weir PROJECTS BY
P RTICII IT STXTUS IN-SCHOOL, 0;m-or-soma.

Pexticlpant Status
Number of Projects

in Sample

PI-School (24%)

Dut-of.-School 14- (67%)

Both 2 (10%)

Total 2 -no%)

TABLE II-10

DIS 'I RUTIo SA YOUTH PROJECTS BY WHE IE OR NOT
THEY SERVED SCHOOL DROPOUTS

ParticiP
School D opou

,Project

ject Serves Both Dropouts and Students

ject Consists of Jkl./ Dropouts

Ilumb-rof Projects
In Sample

100%)

eludes two cas e 3. n is to

le excludes sumer (SPEDY) projects,

avail



Qnew
included no dropou

particip&nts were enrolled full-tiMe

1 cases, however, that that

since some of the projects combine work acts

a training components.;

gUMbex
The distrit ution of yout

ticipants is shown in Table

in the sample consisted of a

projects.

This

11-

with o the ca-

e projects consisted of an individual wor

nce position. At the other extreme, on

ample included six or more participants.

of participants working-together

it then ti simply a number of Participants i

positions of a similar nature -s

the ?CLIP projects tended to hay

es of youth proj ects .

As T

part

11-13 reveals, there

across sample projeCts in the ratio of

project was the ratio less

noted above, the sample of projects s

tati e of the time spent by partlxipants worn

_cts.° Th.us,'the proportion,of mmall "project

:ban that shown in Table IIL2, but these mall

smaller amount of participant wor)c.time than the

2/The supervisc -to-participant ratio in youth

intetpreted very cautiously for a rom!oer of teas

Le thembiguity associated with ele.definttion

ited supervisor to mean the persotle) with dire

ility for-supervising participents;prsons

or participant responsibility are not inc

supervisor/participant ratio is not always an accurate

-"intensity" of participant supervisiOn, since the super,

have substantial nonproject supervisory responsibilities.

one--

ipant.

sum t

the

at of th

peci

.dual

perviSors

As

Q0 etable

is des

on prole
is undoubtedly
rojects account

rgQr Pzojects.

1 ymett projects
Ohs important
etvgar, We

primary re-
r,aSiOnel

Also, the
of the

or May also

t



TABLE

OISTRI BUTTON OF SAMPLE YOUTH PROJECTS BY FU
PART-TIME PARTICIPANT" STATUS

Full-Tte, Part ;Time Status-
Projects,

Full-Time and Part-Time Status 0 (0 %)

Full-Time Only 24 (67%)

Part-Time only 12 (33%)

6ISTRZBuTION OF S

TABLE II-12

YOUTH PROJECTS BY ER OF

(100%)

TICZPANTS

Number of Enrollees

2

6-9

10; or more

Total

P'roj

(16%)

(22%)

$ (24%)

a (2 -2%)

4 (13%)

(100 %)

TABLE I3 §13`

TION OF SAMPLE-YOUTH PROJECTS BY
UPERVISOR/PABTICIPANT RATIO.

Less than 0 10
1

Between 1 to 10 and

Between 1 to 4 and

Between 1 to 2.and 1 to 1

1 to

Greater tax

6 ()-00%)



participants. In over one-third p ojects, the ratios ere between

1 to 10 and 1 to 4. But one- third of the projects were characterized by

'a very high ratio of supervisors to p icipants (1 to 2 or above), and

201 of the project had one - supervisor for every participant. The

latter result is not surprising given the number of cases in the sample

which a single participant made up the "project".



ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY PRICES, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY,
EXPENDITURES, AND OUTPUT QUALITY

This chapter focuses on esti tes.of the price that would have tc

be paid to have an alternative supplier produce the output that was produced

by youth pro ject participants. We first provide an overview of the supply

price measurement strategies employed in the study, including .a discussion

of the issues, a umptions, and problems in the measurement and analysis of

supply price. Next we define the various measures that can be used and

briefly discuss the appropriateness of each one depending on the particular

question to b answered. Following that, we present the alternative

supplier's price timates, both for all the youth programs in the sample

and for, several disaggregations. The last part of the chapter discusses

the findings with respect to the productivity of- projeot participants

relative to thealternative supplier labor, the average net &bor. xpend

n order to produce the outpUt, and quality

assessments of the output produced by the youth work project

.tures of the youth projects

Before proceeding, howeVer it is important to draW a distinction

between the alternative supply price of the project output and the value

of that output to society. The value of output to society depends on two

things: (1) _the amount of output produced, and (2) the extent to which

society values that output. If the value of output produced by a project

is low, this can be so either because the program fails to produce much

output or because the output produced is not highly valued; Public

employees who dig ditches and fill them up again, example, may. do so

very productively, digging many ditches perday. The . output produced,

.however, would not ordinarily, be valued very highlY. Park maint nance,



in contrast, may -be an activity society value but a maintenance crew that

spends all its time waiting around will not produce much output (highly

valued though it ).

Quantitative estimates of the value society attaches to the output

produced are difficult to make d 'require assumptions that are inherently

controver ial. The alternative supplier's price for equivalent output has

the advantage of being both cle ly defined and measurable. Moreover, under

reasonable assumptions,
61e alternative supplier's price is an upper bound

on the value of output to society

the supply price to other 'measures

the next chapter.

SUPPLY P MA AMT S

The issues that arise in g beyond

f the value of output are discussed in

Although by no means. st:

derive estimates of the price that

produce the same output that

ht ard,,it is usually possible to

ernative supplier would charge to

produced by Program participants., A-number

of, different methods have been developed to derive these estimates including,

among others, the use of an independent appraiser or contractor who

'liar with the specific type of work undertaken by the project,, he'u e-

of production standards (that is, standards of work productivity for

specific industries, often in published form, indicating how much time is

on average required to-complete tanks)

workJdohe by alternative suppliers,,

comparisons between the project Pa

.4
rming the work. It is also true t

The disOussion in this

with the Supported Work and'ibb Cc

of youth projects.

to estimate the cost of having the

e use of labor productivity

ipants and regular employees per-

in practice, there is no single

dtion draws hea
evaluations,

-28-7
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alternative supply price the variation in actual prices charged by regular

market suppliers for apparently similar output is quite-large. In previous

research we have identified four major sources of variation.

An obvious and important source of variation is differences in the

output provided --- particularly with respect to quality. We have found, both

in previous studies and in this one that the activities engaged in by

- project participants were subject to rather wide differences i.n output

quality. This variation particularly affects activities will ill - defined

outputs, such as building and grounds maintenance, although it also

affected to some degree jects with better defined output, such as

construction and renovation work.

A second, related, source of variation involves nonperformance of

contract specifications. Sometimes low supply prices are achieved through

nonperformance--that is, doing enough of the specified task to retain the

contract but notperforming all of them according to the stipulations of

that contract. In some cases, of course, the nonperformance is total,

in which case the firms perform, so poorly that the contract is terminated

and eventually the firm goes out of busine

A third source of variation is-the existence of market imperfections

that lead to segmented markets. An example of this is the case of unions

raising wage rates above the nonunion level. Tao segments of the `same

market cain then coexist, with each specializing, different types of work

and perhaps providing different levels of output quality) but also over-

lapping to some degree. Another example is the exitence of government

civil service regulations that may artificially raise. -wage rates in the

igovernment sect ven in the absence of unionization. Y ther,

frequently encountered, source of market segmentation involves the



nce\ of both -a fo d are informal market. Tie formal segment

ized by larger organizations specializing inire Larger jabs with more

contractual agreement; and generally higher prices, The informal

!,41.

or is characterized, in contrast, by small organizationssometimes

referred /to as "mom and pop" firmswith low overhead operations and

gene y lower prices.

Finally, it is our, ession that considerable price variations

even after these three sources of variation have been controlled for,

pro y because of imperfect information. For large jobs, it is Poss

for the customer to solicit bids or hire a professional to check

against quoted prices making it necessary for the supplier to make precise

bids that are as, low as possible; for small jobs this less likely,

howev ,The buyer does not have the incentive to incur the costs of

ing information about market prices. Likewise, the supplier does

flat have the incentive to onstruct a precise _

customer' s likely ign

d, knowing a

is more likely to babe the estimate on the

illingness, tc pay. There is also tli Po sibilit of '--

on the supplier's-side as well, which could lead to a systematic

underpricing with consequent lower profits.

Establishing the definition of a project to be studied is critical

because the estimates of alternative supply price,' inputs, and

project co must all be related to each other using comparable data, .e.,

data that relate to the same time period and set of acti=vities Although ,

1/-,Alternative supply price, supply price, and a

ce are used interchangeably throughout this report.

-3
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defining a project might seem to be a straightforward and relatively

simple task, in practice defining a project in such a way that the

alterna

within

and the

v' supply price and project inputs and cos can be estimated

common definition can be quite complicated and difficult

ors that arise can be quite subtle.

The definition of a project for purp ose analysis. has

primary dimensions. The first is the number and extent of activities

-covered. For examp

the rehabilitation

construction project might be defined as

a number of houses, one house, or ply one

component of the rehabilitation (such as painting the interior) of

one or a numeir of houses. The second, is the length o 'time the

project is studied, sometimes referred to as the measurement period.

This can range from less th day, to a month, or even a year.

Which dimension dominates in a particular case depends in

large part on the type of project under investi.gati,on. For discre

projects (such as construction), where the project consists of a'

finite et of work tasks, the project is often defined, in terms of

an activity or set of activities. In labor service projects (like

clerical services or grounds maintenance),where similar tasks are

perfo d repeatedly,_ there is usually n: finite set of activities

on which to define the project, and a'oart iular time period must

be chosen-instead. Often in these cases the project definition

(i.e.:, measurement period) must be based largely on the tine period

for which project input and expenditure data are available,

general it better to define these projects as b-
.

-
long a period as possible, both to incorporate more work activity

dly and over as



o re uue Lue %e

that in some cases, especially those involving continuous

service projects, the period of study is arbitrary, so that two projects

engaged in the same type of work activity

measurement periods.

y be defined over different

Supply Price Estimation Methods

While the estimation of the price an alternative supplier would

charge to produce the output produced by project participants apvears

mple to define and measure, in praCt a variety of measurement

strategies can be employed. There are, as well, a number of important

conceptual and practical issues and problems in tie estimation process.

The methods that are used to

based on those developed by F

estimate supply price iz this study are

(1977) and refined and expanded

in the supported Work and Job Corps evaluations. The two prima

estimation methods used are independent estimates (sometimes supple-
,

mented with production standards) and relative labor productivity.

Each one. of these methods is briefly described below,

Incleatra_denates. Although the output produced by youth

project participants is not actually sold in. the market,- independent

estimators Can be used to provide an estimate of what an alternative

suppLi. er would have charged to produce the Same output." A varlet

differ en if estimators can be used In most cases a professional

In general, to broader the p,oject definition the Lower

e measurement error, because a broader definition reduces'both the

observation effe and the relative importance of measurement error

-at'the boundaries of the project. For example, a one-daverior in

estimating participant'S labor input is far more significant for a

project covering one week .than it is for one-covering a month, or a

full year.



contractor or professionale-estimator or appraiser experienced in the kind

of work being done provides the estimate. Sometimes, however, public

officials with experience purchasing the output or supervising staff

producing the output for the government can do the estimation. And

etimes individuals with experience in the industry, including the pro-

gram or work site supervisor, may be qualified. The estimator typically

inspects the work site and, where appropriate, in some cases utilizes

blueprints and/or job soecifications made available by the project staff.

SO

While the independent estimation 'has a number of advantages, there

are also a number of problems in its use. Some of these problems are oper-

ational, such as length of t takes to locate and engage the

services-of the estimator and the fact that their estimates are not always

provided -cmptly, delaying the completion of the reports. Others are

More serious, however. One problem is that of quality adjustments and the

inability of -the estimator to provide an estimate of a job that-he or she

would'have done substantially differently from the way it was done by

the project participants. Yet another important problem is that the estimates

provided in some cases cannot be di aggregated into various components of

the estimate, such as overhead, profit, labor, and materials and equipMent.

The need to disaggregate estimates:into these components is discuSsed-

further below. The problems that emerge in using independent estimates

in supply price estimation will be considered in e detail in the dJs-'

cussion of methodological and feasibility considerations.

a few cases the.independent estimates were supplemented by

iaily constructed from the production standards described earlier.

Those andards orOvide consistency across projects in a particular industry



and enab _ thlranalyst to control the disaggregation of the estimate and

calculate as much detail as needed. Although they are often difficult to

use by someone who does not have experiende.in the industry and although

specification is inherently ambiguous in some cases, they can be used
A

effectively in cases where the independent estimate0 does not cover all

1/
components of the project.

Relative La_.bor'_groductivity. The relative labor productivity

method is a strategy for estimating an alternative supplier's price for

labor service projects in which the project participant typically supplies '

only the labor. The general strategy is to- estimate the productivity of

the project workers relative to regular workers who would perform the task;

to multiply this relative productivity estimate by the -amount of time

participants spent- on the project to obtain an estimate of the amount of

time regular workers would have taken to perfo- the same task; and then-'

to multiply the resulting estimate of the amount of time egular workers

would have taken by heir wage rate (marked up for fringe benefits)

obtaining estimates of the appropriate wage and fringe benefits rates and

participant labor inputs sometimes present problims, he relative

productivity'esti.mates that are typically the most difficult to obtain
,

and the most prone to measurement error.

The various ethods Ad to estimate relative productivity can vary

substantially from being quiteobje tive to being highly subjective. n. some

cases, for example, it is possibleto measure the actual output produce

by program participants and obtain an assessment of the length of time

1/
For example, we used:flat rates (a formjof4roduction standards)

, -

to derive estimates of the time it would take iro pbrform various` mechanical_

repairs to automobiles in estimating the supply price of an auto mechanic's

project for which we knew the labor rate per hour but not the length of repair

time.
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would take regular employees to produce the same amount. In other cases,

the analyst is forced to rely only on a general assessment of the productivity

of the participants compared to the regular workers to'derive an estimate of

the time required to produce the output by regular workers. In situations

where regular workers were formerly engaged in identical or similar tasks

those performed by project participants, it is possible to'compare the time

previously required by regular workers to'Terform the task with that

required by participants.

In a few cases project participants are subsequently hired by the

work site agency, on an unsubsidized basis (i.e., at the 11-over" wage),

in an identical or very similar. position to those that they held while they

were in the youth programs. In these cases the "roll-over' wage (i.e., the

beginning unsubsidized wage) can be used to estimate relative productivity

on the assumption that, since these agencies can presumably choose-to hire

regular workers at the same wage rate, the relative productivity of the

ex-participant is equal to that of entry level regular workers.

Issues, Assumptions, and Problemsin the Measurement Process.

A full treatment of the various issues,_ assumptions, and problems that

inevitably arise in deriving estimates of the alte-rative supply price is reserved

, for the final report. Nevertheless, it is important before turning to the results

of the upply price analysis to discuss briefly some-of them s *that the reader

can at least be aware of their existence and treatment in the findings that

Obviously not all of the issues are discussed here. Indeed, each

:Project analyzed produced different

us to make assumptions of one sort o

standardize the analysis across'all

s and problems, most which required

another; it is simply impossible

ojects. The discussion here is restricted

to problems that are either common to all the projects examined (i.e., general

methodological issues) or emerged in more than, one project.
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The Appropriate uplxPrice. As we noted earlier in this chapter,

there are often a number of alternative supplier's prices because there are

often several suppliers with the same output. In cases like this, which is

the appropriate price tv choose? There alternatives : (1) the

most likely alternative supplier and (2) the low cost alternative supplier

i.e., the n or persons who would supply the output at the lowest price

while still remaining a credible provider of--i.e., reasonably likely to

deliver output of equivalent quality)-. -On-the one hand the most likely

supplier price provides a more accurate indication of what the situation

would actually be in the absence of the youth program. On the other hand, the

-existence of different alternative supply prices probably reflects some type

of market imperfection. -The low cost supplier's price has the advantage of not

reflecting this,s u ce of inefficiency. These are not merely academic concerns,

since in many cases we- encountered the most.likelyz alternative supplier

would have been public employees, whose costs to produce the-output can be quite

different from those of the low cost alternative private sector supplier.

We ha e chosen the m t likely alternative supplier price rather

than the low cost supplier price since our intention to estimate as

accurately as possible the actual cost to producethe output if it had not

2/
been produced by the project participants We should note, ho ver, that

in several cases the most likely supplier in the absence of the:youtb project

would.have been other workers funded through CETA. In these cases we did not

use the CETA worker as the alt e supplier because there is no reason

BAs we Shell see in Chapter IV, isolating the price effects market

inefficiency becomes important,in estimating the value of output in cases .

where the output produced substitutes for output that would have been produced

in any case- -thus freeing resources for employment elsewhere in the economy.

The value of the freed resources should not include any part of the alterna-

tive'supplier's price that, -is due to a Market inefficiency..

2/--. Given the high Variance in the estimates and the sources of that

variance (discussed above), the two definitions may not be very different.

And, in practide, neither the most likely nor the low cost.alternative

supplier is always obvious.

-3f-
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to believe that the wage paid to the CETA worker which is often a wage

established by the program, involving an explicit federal subsidy» is an

accurate measure-of productivity. Instead, we used the unsubsidized

regular employee or employees who would be most likely to perform the work

in the absence of both the youth project and the CETA program.

The Treatment . The treatment of quality is a

particularly thorny issue in the estimation of alternative supply price.

In some cases inferior (or superior) project output quality relative to

that which would have been pr duced.by an alternative supplier can be taken

into ac t in a quantitative supply priCe estimate, especially in cases

where the production of the output at lower (or higher) quality would have

required less (or more) time by the alternative supplier. But in many

cases, differences in quality are not quantifiable (or always even identi-

fahle) if they involve structural qUaIity differentials. And, on occasion,

independent estimators simply could not quantify the quality differential

because they could not conceive of doing the work the way it was done in

the project. We have attempted to incorporate quality "differences in the

supply price estimates in cases where quality differentials have-a direct

and easily quantifiable effect on ths actual time required to 'producethe

output. Thus, we requested that independent estimators or those assessing

lative labor productivity provide their estimates in terms of the output

as close as Posiible to that which -was produced by the program. Quality

differences that are.not quantified, then, are eated separately through

a series of quality assessments, in most cases performedby the same

persons who provided the estimates or labor productiv isons.

/In many cases, of course, the CETA worker is'paidthe prevailing

wage for that particular position or type of work, but'even in these cases

there is not typically the presutption that the wage accurately reflects

the productivity of the CETA worker, particularly if, they have little .

ience in that position.
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1-'r a of Volunteers as alternative Suppliers. ire encountered

several situations which one possible alternative supplier would have

been volunteers.. Tn manly one case, hewever, was a volunteer the most

likely alternative supplier.) The derivation of a supply price estimate

in these cases is not straightforward. The appropriate supply price would

be, the opportunity cost. of the volunteers' time, but this is difficult to

mea4urel it could be zero, it ,could be the average wage rate for that type

of work, or i2 could be an even higher wage rate. Ulnles ve specific

information about the particular, individual.performing the services on a

volunteer basis, we have chosen .the second alternativethe average wage

rate in that area for that particular type of work as the opportunity cos

of the lunteers' time and, therefore, the supply price.

action of a "Be Estimate, In almost all the projects we

than one estimate of the alternative supply price was made-
.

In many cases one of these estimates was quite clearly superior to the

studied, more

others, ustally because it repr s nted the obviously most likely alter=native

Wherever possible we used the most likely supplier. estimate assupply

the,

Only in cases where this estimate had serious deficiencies which were not

estimate (i.e., the estimate to be used in the overall analysis

shared by other estimates did sae- deviate from this principle. We also

used a Single estimate as th best estimate wherever possible, although

in a' few cases we found it more appropriate to average two or more esti-

mates in order to ive at the estimate used in the analysis.

E ORMS OF THE SUPPLY PRICE

have been proceeding 'up to this point as if there*wee a single

supply price number. In fact, there are several different forms of the



supply price, depending -on the particular question one seeks to answer and

what the estimates are being compared to.

It is useful to begin this discussion with a brief digression to

note the basic motivation for estimating the value of project output. If

the objective of the study is to conduct a project by project analysis

if the project is to be the unit of obse: etion),11 then. the estimate

iternative supplier's price for the project output must be compared

asure of project inputs, such as costs or expenditures,

Several comparisons are potentially interesting in this regard.

For exampl we might want to compare the total supply price of the

Projectincluding participantparticipadnt and supervisor labor ,all materials and

equipment, and overhead associated with the project- -with the corresponding

measure of the total project cost or expenditure to produce the output.

This comparison provides information about the. total project inputs re-

quired to:produce the output, relative to the total inputs that would be

the

sired by the alternative supplier to produce the same output. It

comprehensive of the relevant comparisons.

Alternatively, er in addition, we might be interested in comparing

the labor and materials inputs (but not associated overhead).required by

the project with those required by alternative suppliers to produce the

ame output. One reason for excluding overhead from the analysis is that,

/Not all evaluations will include a project by project comuar
bf supply price.and project costs or expenditures. In some cases the

average supply price estimates are included in the vector of total piogram

benefits (including postprogram earnings, increases and other benefits)

and the total benefits are then compared to total program costs or expendi-

tures. This is the case, for example, in the evaluation of the economic

impact of the Job Corps program currently being conducted by MPR.

;on



in many cases, the overhead-of a youth program is associated with numerous

activities undertaken in the, pursuit-of several program Objectives, in

addition to the production of useful, output. In such cases the relevance

f the comparison of project and alternative supplier overhead is question-

able, -d the method of isolating that part of the joint overhead that is

associated with the project output is often arbitrary.

The most direct comparison involves the respective labor inputs

required by the project and by an alternative supplier to produCe the same

output. Here again, however, we can divide the,comparisons into twc ypes -

We might be interested, for example, in comparing the total labor input,

including participants and supervisory staff, required by the alternative

supplier to produce the output with the corresponding total labor inputs

required by the project. However, the comparison that is most directly

levant to the assessment of the project participants is to examine the

participant labor inputs and the alternative supplier labor inputs, ex-

cluding supervision in both cases. As discussed more,fully below,'

parison, while probably themost meaningful, is not alwaysStraight-

fo d; in many cases required indirect construction 'of measures of

portion of the alternative supplier's output that is produced by project

particiPants.

There-are four alternative forms of the supply price, each corre-

_
onding,to one of the types of comparisons noted above, that are relevant

_or the purposes of this study: '(1) the total supply,price with overhead

included; (2) the total supply price, with overhead excluded; the total

labor supply price; and (4) what we terry the.project participant supply price.,

Each of these fonts is discussed below in doing so, we think. it useful
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to distinguish, as we have earlier, between two major types of projects- -

discrete projects, and labor service projects.

In the case of discrete projects, three of the four supply price

forms that we have delineated above can be explained with the aid of the

rectangle in Figure III-LA.

FIGURE III-1

COMPONENTS OF ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY PRICE

A

Discrete Projects.

Materials &
Equipment

or

Labor Service Projects

EaythOverheedIncludedTotalSulPrice,v. The total supply

price, as the name implies, is the total amount that would have to be

paid an alternative supplier in order to produce the output produced by

proper particip It includes labor, terials and equipment,



as well as overhead and pr

Figure III-1, panel AY
and is represented by the entire rectangle,

Total Supply Price, withOyerhead Excluded. The total, supply price

excluding overhead is the total price for labor and materials and equipment

that would have o be paid an alternative supplier to provide the output

that is produced by project participants. It is represented in Figure III-1,

panel A, by the two bottom sections of th rectangle.

Labor. 'app y The total labor supply price is the amount

that would have to be paid an alternative supplier for the labor to produce

output produced by program part__ip-

The major ,difference between this supply price and the first two

is, of course, that materials and equipment are not included in the supply

price. The total labor supply price is represented in Figure III-1 by

the bottom section of the rectangle in panel A.

There are three reasons, one general -and two specific to, this study,

why all three measures of Supply price are necessary. The general reason

is that in the case of labor service projects the supply price is usually

restricted to the price of the labor only. (This case is represented by

the smaller rectangle in panel B.) , The cost of materials and equipment

and.overhead is usually not included in the estimate. This means that

even in the case of discrete projects, the total labor supply price is

useful because is the only form of the supply price that can be

readily compared with the labor service project supply prices.

This should not be taken to mean, however, that there are no

material_ -,4equipment and overhead costs associated with thealternative-

1/ ,
Profit not treated as a separate category in the diagram

he discussion of supply price components. .Rather it is considered part

of each of the titer threecomponents, labor, materials; ind overhead.
,



Supply of labor project work. In some cases, iii fact, it may

represent a nontrivial portion of the price and, more important, y lead

to a substantial difference between the alternative supplier cost and the

project cost of these items It is usually omitted from labor service

alternative supply estimates, however, because it is quite ambiguous and

difficult to identify.

The first of the two reasons specific to this study is that deriving

estimates of the overhead cost and expenditures of the youth work projects

proved to be virtually impossible within reasonable cost and time coast

Consequently, it was necessary to derive estimates of the discrete:project

total supply p ce without overhead in order to per comparisons with

direct costs and expenditures of the youth projects. Second, most of the

projects were labor service projects which, as noted above, typically in-

corporate only the labor factor in the supply price. Consequently, again

for comparison purposes, the total labor supply price is the relevant one,

even for discrete projects

The fourth supply price--the project participant supply pr

"defined as the total labor supply price minus the cost of the project

supervision. It shown in the diagram because t be constructed

from supply price and project expenditures data. The objective of this

supply price measure is to drive an estimate Of the amount that would have

be paid an alternative supplier to provide the output that was produced

ifically and exclusively by the project participants, as opposed to

While the cost of materials and supplies is usually easily'
identifiable in the independent estimatei, and therefore relatively simple
to subtract, subtracting out the overhead is quite another matter. Not
only was.the overhead component combined with the other components in
most cases, but (a) we found as many different overhead rates as there-
werejmdependent estimators, and (b) in several cases estimators simply
could not provide an overhead rate.



the output produced by others associated with the project, such as the

supervisor(s). onstructed by subtracting project supervision

Bost, rather than alternative supplier supervision cost', because the

labor input e-that is, the mix of workers and supervisors--of the

alternative supplier may be quite different than the corresponding labor-

input mix of the project. Using the method noted above, the entire labor

supply price of the alte rnative supplier can be measured and then "adjusted"

to remove that portion of the output produced by the project supervisor.

The project participant supply price, thus, provides an estimate

f the supply price value of output cif the work produced by the project

participants. When divided by the project participant labor input (i.e., t

number of pa c pant hours), it cazi be compared to a compensation rate

wage p fringe benefi ence, then, it is the closest

measure available to the concept of the hourly productivity of parti.cipants.

All four measures of supply price are presented in the next section.

However, the project participant Upply price (usually expressed

per hour form), and to a lesser, extent the total labor supply-price, that

are used most frequently i,n the presentation of rest._

ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY PRICE ESTIMATES

This section presents the preliminary pilot tuidy findings wi

respect to e ative supplier's price estimates. Cie first present the

average supply price estimates in each of the four explained in the

previous section. Then we present more detailed findings on the total labor.

supply price per project hour and the project participant supply price per

I/
project participant hour.

1/See foo o e I to Table III for definitions

and project participant hour.



Overall Averages

Table III-I presents the overall average estimates of the 5.terna-

time supplier's price, in each of the four forms specified above, for the

youth projects in the sample. _It can be seen from the table that the

average total supply price per hour including overhead is not much higher

than the corresponding supply price excluding overhead: This is because

overhead figures were available in very few cases (four) which, in turn,

primarily due to the aforementioned high percentage of labor service

projects in he sample. Similarly, the relatively small difference between

the average total supply price and the average total labor supply price is

because there were few projects in which. erials and equipment costs ere

part of the supply'price, again due to the high percentage of labor service

projects.

The'difference between the total labor supply price and the project

participant 'supply price is the estimated contribution to project output

of the supervisor which, as noted,. is subtracted from total labor supply

price in order to derive an estimate of the output produced only by the

project participants. The importance of .adjusting for project supervisor

contribution to output is reflected in,the size of the differential in-

total labor supply price and project part

average, this

pant supply price, On the

ntr bution-($0.54. per hour) represents 20% of the total

1/
labor supply price per ho

1/--The adjustment for supervisor contribution to output is also the

reason that it is possible to,have a negative project participant supply

price, as can be seen by the minimum value in Table IIS-1. A negative

value means that,the estimated contribution of the project supervisor to
output (i.e., the project supervisor labor cost, assuming his/her wage
equals marginal productivity) was greater than the estimated price that

would have to be paid to an alternative supplier to produce the entire

project output. This occurred in two of the projects studied.



TABLE III-1

AVERAGE SUPPLY ESTIMATES FOR ALL YOUTH PROJECTS IN SAMPLE
(dollars)

Form of Supply
Price Esimate Average

Standard
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Totar:SOpplY7Price,
with'Overhiad, Per
Project' Hour

3.68 NA NA NA

Total Supply Price,
thout Overhead, 3.37 1.69 .89 9.05

Per Proje t Hour,

Total Labor Supply
Price, Per Project
Iour

Project Participant
Supply Price, Per
Project Participant
Hour

Number of Observations:

3.22 1.54

2.58 2.07

.80 6.82

-4.2© 5.74

The labor input units, i.e. , denominators, are, defined as follows:
project hours equals the total number of hours worked on the project during
the measurement period, including both project participant and project
supervisor hours; project participant hours equals the total number of hours
worked by project participants on the project during the measurement
period; supervisor hours are excluded from this measure.

2-.Supply prices for one youth project were not available.

NOTE: Not Available.



As shown in the table the average pa icipant supply price per

hour over all the youth projects in the sample,is $258. Assuming an

average fringe benefit rate of 15%, this is equivalent°to a wage rate of
. \

approximately $2.24 per hour. An examination of the standard deviation

and the minimum and maximum values, however, reveals that the variance

and range around the average estimate is very large. The estimates range

from -34.00 per hour to well over $5.00 per hour, and the standard devia-

Aon of the estimates is almost as large as the average estimate itself,

indicating that the average participant supply price is not significantly

' different than zero at the 95% confidence level.

The hourly figure provided above is an estimate of the supply

price per hour actually worked on projects, not per jlour enrolled in the

.program. Therefore, it is:important:to caution the reader against

attempting to convert the hourly estimate to an estimate of the supply

price per participant year of service or some other annual-based figure.

Conversion to a participant year of service basis such ad that used in

federal budget data would i'equ re data on the average number, of,partic-

ipant hours worked on projects per calendar year'of.enrollment in the

youth program. This number.wou be,a maximum of 2,090 assuming all

0

participants worked on projects eight hours every day without holidays,

ther absences, etc. However, the maximum substantially overestimates

the "true" number for the following reasons:

many of the youth p °grams, particularly in- school programs,

are part-time;

some participants are not assigned to a particular project

but rather-are, in so e'other status within the program; and

e'even some participants assigned ti projects spend part of their

time in non - project activities, such as classroom training,

counselling, employability assessment, etc.
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Data to estimate the ratio of actual project work hours to total enrokl-
r

t. hours will vary considerabl' both by program and by season. To our

edge. the data needed to estimate this ratio are not available at

iMe. Consequently, we Caution against attempts to-make such a

conversion without furthe data collection and analysis.

Dicta gregated Averages,

The average total upply price and participant supply

including the adult PSE programsprice for each type of employment program,

funded anderCETA Titles

turning to the results, it is imp

the disaggregated analysis

is due in the first place to the.very small sample sizes within the dis-

aggregated categories w(Which is reflected in the standard deviation

in the second place to the fact that the various types of projects are

drawn from only a _few sites.

As one might expect, the average participant supply price for
.

the adult PSE projects in the sample is higher than that for the various

.youth employment programs, although not much higher than two of the

youth programs Both the Title I and YACC projects re veal participant

supply pride,averages that are considerably higher (well over $3.00 per

hour) than the other youth projects. The differences in the YACC

averages might reflect differences in the target groups; YACC enrollees"

tend to be less disadvantaged and slightly older than youths in other

d VI, are presented in Table 111-2. Before

t to mention a major caveat with

, a lack of statistical reliability. This

programs. Title I programs may exhibit higher average supply prices

Because of the small sample sizes, the disaggregated supply

price results are presented primarily for illustrative purposes.
Disaggragated results for other measures--relative labOr productivity,

net wage=expenditursVand output guality--are notpresented.



TAME 111-2

'SUPPLY PRICE PER HOUR BY TYPE OF PAR

'Type of program

Title I

SPEDY

YETI)

YCCIP

YACC

Adult PSE (Title II, VI)

'Average Youth Projects'

Average All Projects

Supply Price Per Hour

Total La r Suppl Price Partic ,pant Supper Price

Standard

Average Deviation

Number of

ObservationsAverage

Standard

Deviation

4.21

3,40

3.03

2.42

3.64

4.46

3.23

3.35 1

$1.78

1.46

1.21

2.03

'.95

.75

1.54

1.51

$3.68

2.98

2.12

1.34

3.51

3.88

2.58

2.74

$1.02

1.74

2.78

2.22

.94

93

2.07

2.00

8

5

35

40

--Including Adult PSE,(Title II, VI) programs.



because they are older, with fewer start-up problems.: Much more inves

igation with larger sample sizes, however, is required before too much

mphaSis can be placed onthese findings or explana _

iking finding in Table 111 -2. is that the average for. the

YCCIP projects is well below the everagess for the other #ograms One

reason for this may simply be that the projects are relatively new,

having been created under YEpPA. Notice, for example, that both YCCIP

and the YETP projects, both of'which were funded under ?EWA, have aver-

ages that.are substantially below the other types of programs,. although

their standard deviations indicate that there is substantial variance in

the estimates for 'these two types f programs.' More import t is the

possibility that the YCCIP projects represent new -es :of work activities,

for which we would expect the start-up problems to be more severe.

contrast, many of the YETP projects were simply extensions of the Title I

activitie rith similar types of work being done. We found that in some

cases there was substantial "down in the YCCIP projects, either

becaus Of the unavailability of materials _r because of other scheduling

problems. To the e Irit that these problems are due to natural and

perhaps inevitable start-up problems, especially on more complicated work

projects, we would,expect:the low eve age supply prices to increase in the

future 'as the problems were alleviated. Another possible reason for the

YCCIP averages is the fact that a higher percentage of this type

of project consists of discrete projects; as discussed below, the discrete

1/Since the participants' supply p
inputs as well as the value of the output,
projects with similar output supply prices
of differences in participant hours during

the

can
the

per hour incorporates labor
estimates,for two types of
differ substantially because
measurement period::-



projec s in general reveal lower supply price Lverages than do the

cc projects.

In-Table III -3, ,we present the supply price -averages by type of

AY
program operator, nonprofit organization, local government agency, and YACC.

Increasing interest is rbeing sh' potential for use of alternatives

to public agencies, in particular nonprofit organization- as operators

of PSE programs. In gene found the participant supply price, averages

for the two types of prime sponsor program operators to be quite similar.

Both types of proj especially those operated by local government agencies,

exhibit considerable variance in their participant supply price estimates. The

average for the YACC projects is considerably higher than for the two types.of.
0

c_ exhibited. Again, the higher YACCprime sponsor projects, with less va-

averages might be the result

The findings in-Table

differences in target groups in tho projects.

4 reveal substantial differences between the

participant supply price-average for discrete type projects and the overall
1

average for labor service projects. There are several possible reasons for this

difference, some of them reflecting methodological differences in the supply

price estimation procedures. Igor example, the estimates-for discrete projeCts-

Are much more likely to be der ved 'through the use of the independent estimators.

(as opposed. to labor productivity comparisons than are the labor service projects.

Our experience, both in this study and in previoUS value of output efforts, has

been that supply price estimates derived throUgh the use of independent

estimators are typically lower than those derived froth the labor productivity

comparison method.- Another possible explanation for the finding is that discrete

projects, on average tend to be more complicated than do the labor service projects,

1/__This issue will be discussed in more detail ih the sec tic
-the' inal report on methodology and feasibility considerations.-
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TABLE 111-3

SUPPLY PRICE PER HOUR BY TYPE OF PROGRAM OPERATOR

Type of Program Operator

StjElyielEiAfour
Total Labor SUpply Price Participant. Supply Price

Standard --, Standard

Average Eeviation Average Deviation

Number of

Observations

Nonprofit Organization

E;)

Local Government Agency

,YACC

Average

YS

TABLE 111-4

SUPPLY PRICE PER HOUR BY TYPE OF WO]

$3,20 $1.82

3.05 1.43

3.64 .95

$2.48 $1.99 11

2.25 2.55 12

3.51 .91: 6

1.54 2.58 2.07 35

rype of Work Activity

Discrete Project

Labor Service ProjeCt

Average

ACTIVITY

TotalLabilES Participant:SARRIllqa
Standard Standard Number of

Average Deviation Average Deviation Observations

$2,80 $1.62 $2.00 $1,94

3.45 1.49 2.88 2.12 23

12

3.23 L54 2.58 2.07 35



hich only the labor of the prOject participant is typically provided,

also might be thatthe discrete projects have higher skill requirements

eate mismatches between the job requirements and the skill level

of the participants.

RZLATIVE LABOR PRODUCTIVITY

Another useful sasure, related

tivity the project particip

supply price, is the produc-
-

relative to that of alternative.

suppliers. The measure, which is called particip_ relative labor

,Productivity, is:cal--latedisy dividing the participant supply price per

hour by the average wage rate the- regula workers, excluding supe

"is who would have produdid, the, output under the alternative supplier

,

option. (For regular workers, we assume their wage rate reflects their

. ...

productivity.) Note that the supervisor inputs are excluded from

the project productivity measure (i.e., the numerator) and the alternative

supplier wage rate (i.e., the denominator). Therefore, just as the

participant supply price adjusts for (i.e., subtracts out) the contribution

of the'supervisor this measure of relative labor productivity also does

in precisely the same way. The p:-ticipant.relative labor productivity

findings, over all'the youth projects in the sample, reveal that,the

p ticipants ti on average, as productive as the regular workers who

would have produced the output in the absence of the project participants.

It should benoted that the alternative supplier's wage rate' is typically

not only well above the youth program wage,but also well.above the wage

that youth are likely to'haveida--ed in the absenceof the program. Again,

howeverr_the standard deviation around this estimate is quite large (43%)

relative'to the average, indicating considerable variance in the:estimate.
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T 6WA, E EN6ITURE

In order to be

must be compared with

duce the outputs. For

gful, the alte Supply price estimates

asureof the project inputs required to p

ng, thesupply price estimates cover projects

of 'different sizes and durations. Dividing by the hours of Labor input to

the project, have done above, is one y of putting projects on a'

standardized-basis Even these estimates of supply price per PDUr can be

difficUlt to interpret cc Some projects require substantial

;nonlabor inputs and intensiva,supp ision of youth z (e.g., the con-

structionof a day care center) while others require primarily youth worker

labor ( g., litter pick-up as part of an existing park crew).

_deadly, to interpret the estimates of supply p ice per hour, one

would ike to compare'ompa- these ates to the costs incurred by_the youth

programs to produce the output, Although this study has examined the

feasibility of collecting the cost data and has actually collected it for

some components of cost, not all costs are available for the projects

studied. Specifically, participant wage expenditures and supervision cost

lways available. Overhead cost-
1/

and the actual social (or 'oppor-
.

tunity") cost of participant labor were never available. The costs of
2

nonlabor input ,:zitch as materials, supplies, office space, and equipment

..
were only collected when tha.project was defined so that the alternative

supplier's price covered those inputs.

By overhead costs, we mean the costs of verall,program admini7
stration (personnel,accounting, etc.), and 'the costs of providing othe.r,
supportive services (such as classroom training, counseling, education) to
the participants.

2/
--The opportunity cost of participant' labor can be estimated on

theloasis'of interview data for youths who are members of the program
-target group but who, did not participate in the program. Unfortunately,

such -data are not available for the programs -in this study,



Con qUently,' it is impossible to obtain estimates of the "net

cost" of a projectthe dif erence_between the total youth. program costs

.Price equivalentincluding overhead) anct,the alternative suppli

output. Instead, we have attempted to develop a measure that canunder

rather strong assumption - -be compared with hourly compensation rates

(wage rates plus fringe benefits). The assumption required for such a

comparison is that the youth workers and the alt

-equal nonlabor co

native suppliers incur

=materials, equipment, and overhead costs.

This measure, the "net wage expenditure per hour", is calculated

by substracting the average participant supply Price per hoUr from the

avr ge hourly wage (including fringe benefits) paid to the participants

in our proict sample. This calculation ($2.89 - $2.58) yields a net

wage expenditure per hour of $.31 for the projects in our sample. This

number, which might be interpreted as the net hourly wage that
40

project participants over and above what would have to be paid

alternative supplier produce equivalent output, is quite low.

it should be noted that these wage expenditures include only

for the time participants a

is paid to

to have an

However,

ages paid

include

gram

therefOre,

pent

signed to projects. They do no

wages or stipends paid.while participants are assigned to oche

activities (e.g.

assume that

classroom training, co e ng, GEO', and they,

are no indirect wage p

in activities other than project work.

tints required for time

ce this assumption is'not true

for any of the programs.studied. caution should be used in interpreting

the number.

ASS OP OUTPUT QUALITY

by pro ect

a obtained assessment the quality of the output

Participants provided by individuals who were close to

.85-

oduced



edgeable

essments into two

of quality: the quality

participant performance.

divided -into assessments

appearance of the output,

appropriate) - Similarly,

was furthet divided into

the absenteei

ork being done by the participants. We divided

major categories reflecting two primary dimensions

of the project output and the quality of the

Assessments of the project output were further

of the overall quality of that output,-the

and structural soundness of the output (where

the assessment of project participant performance

an assessment of the productivity of the worker,

_of the worker, other elements such as waste and breakage,

theft, work site disruption, and overall need for supervision. In each

case the -ass- t of quality was relative to that of the most likely

alternative supplier of the output. ample, with respect to the

Overall quality of the project output e:asked whether the project output

was much better, omewhat better, the same as, somewhat wors; or much

than the output that typically would have been produced by alternative

suppliers. Thiasame typas of categories were used in the assessment of

worker performanc

In Table 111-5, we present the findings for several of these'

quality assessments.

outpu

With respect to the quality of the overall project

table reveals that the in two-thirds of the projects the

quality of the

the quality of

overall output produced by partidipants was the same as

the overall output that would have been produced by alter

native suppliers. four cases the overall output of participants was

in. faCt rated higher_th the overall output of alternative suppliers.

seven cases the quality of the participant output was rated worse than the

quality of the alte

'rated much worse.

native supplier :utput, but in only -one case was it

-5



TARI.E 111-5:

ASSESSMENT OF OVERALL QUALITY-OF PROJECT OUTPUT,
OVERALL PARTICIPANT PERFORMANCE, AND PARTICIPANT

NEED FOR SUPERVISION

1/
Ca o

Overall
Project
Out ut

Overall
Participant
Performance

Participant
Need for

Su ion

Much Better 0

Somewhat Better 4 (11%) ( 9%)

Same as 23 (66%) 13 (37%) 1

Somewhat Worse 6 (17%) 13 (37%) 14 (40%)

Much Worse 1 ( 3%) 1 ( 3 4 (11%)

Don't KnowfN t Available 1 ( 3%) 5 (14%) (14%)

Number of Observations 35 (100%) , (100%) 0

Relative to alternative supplier.
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In slightly over ne-third of the projects, the overall pear

ipant performance was rated-about the same as the overall performance that

would be expected from alternative suppliers. In the same proportion of

cases the quality of the participant performance was rated somewhat worse

than that of alternative suppliers, but, again, in only one case was,

it rated much worse. In about half the cases the respondents felt that

the participants needed more supervision than would alternative suppliers

providing the output; in 40 percent they would have required some

e supervision, while in 11 percent they would have required much more

supervision. In about one-third of the cases, the respondents felt

that participants and alternative suppliers would need about the same'

level of supervision to produce the output.

These, results suggest. that, while the quality of the output -d

the performance of the participants is on average slightly below of

alternative suppliers, the differences between the two groups are certainly

not great. In a few cases, the rating for the project participants were

in fact slightly higher than those for alternative suppliers. In general,

the results provide some evidence that the quality of the output'and the

performance of those who produce it does not suffer any'great extent

when it is produced by youth project' participants as opposed to alternative

suppliers.
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THE OF THE P E OUTPUT

-

In cases where goads and services are bought and sold in a

market,.,the value of output is equal to the price that people are

willing to pay for the output, and this price is equal to the alter-

native supplier's price. Since the output produced by participants

in the. youth'project not sold on the market, however, neither

alternative supply price nor the price society is willing to pay can

be observed directly, nor can it be assumed that they are the same.

Chapter III dealt with estimating the alternative supply

price of the youth project output. This chapter focuses on assess:

the value of. that output to society relative to the alternative

supplier priced

METHODOLOGY OF VALUE OF OUTPUT ASSESSMENT

essing the value of output in nanmarket situations,

such a0 is the case with youth projects, it, is useful to distinguish

between cases of output exension' nd cases of output substitution.

In cases of'output expansion, the output produced by participants

represents additional'output over and above what would have been

produced had the program not existed. Alternatively, the output

1/
It should be pointed out -that the perspective of our analysis,

i.e.,.the value of the project output to society, is only one of the
perspectives from which the project output can be valued. Other per-
spectives include the value to the actual clients or consumers of. the
product, the value to the voting electorate, the value to the particular
agency_or organization either producing the output or serving as an
intermediary between Producer and ultimate consumer, etc.
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produced may represent output that would have been produced by other

suppliers in the absence of the pro

substitution_

in the case of output expansion,

This case reflects output

there is no demand

(i.e., willingness to pay) for the catput, the value of that output

to society is zero. If, at the other extreme, there is evidence

that all of it would have been demanded except for SOMA market

barrier, its value to. society is tie alternative supplier's pric

In most cases of output expansion the value of the project output

1/

to society will fall between these two extreies. Indirect evidence

on wherrit will fall- -such as whether similar work is being done

in the area, whether there is evidence of demand for increased

nounts of this work, and whether there is evidence that the project

may be partially alleviating a. trazket failure cif same sort--is

often available frown agency officials or othe

about the project work,

Pa ties knowledge

In the Case of output substitution the crucial question is

not whether there would have sufficient demand for the output in

the progran' s absences there W d--b whether and to what degr

the resourc that uld have prodUce output (but are now freed

1/
I principle, the value to society may even exceed the

supply pric in cases where a market failure is corrected by the

project's existence.
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for other uses) are, in fact, productively used elsewhere, If,

at one etreme, the workers who would have produced the project

outpqt-ax'e instead employed in positi ns enabling them to make

equal. (ox perhaps even better) use of their skills, then

Pr ctw al indirectly increase the total output to society; thus,

the value of the output to society will equal (perhaps even exceed)

the a/t.ezmative supplier's price. But if at the other extreme,

the workers who would have produced the output are unemployed because

of the project, no additional output will have been produced as a

/
In this case the valueresult of the program--even -

is zero sinc the freed resources are producing nothing. Thus, -as in

the case of direct outpUt expansion, the value of the output to

ciety Ln the case of substitution lies, in most cases, between

the supply price and zero.

?ha above discussion indicates that it is very portant to

divide ti.e analysis into three components: (1) whether the output

proddeed by- a,youth project rpresents output expansion or output

ion; (2) for the output ecpension cases, how high the value

01 s output to

1./
Ruch of the controversy surrounding the substitution issue

relates to,Iaims that it is unfair to replace regular employdes with
pr6gram par-ticipants (sometimes at lower wage rates), or that substi-
tutioft divexts the- program away from its primary objective of increasing
the employment opportunities available to disadvantaged groups toward
whom the.grcgrains are targeted. Our discussion does not address this
debate since our focus is'on the value of output produced.

'ety .(es reflected by i=ts probable

2/
There may even be a net reduction in total output, since

some .of bmkyouth workers can be expected to have found employment and
produced( omtt even in the absence of the program.
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demand in the program's absence) ie relative to th e alter tative

supplier's price; and the output substitution cases, how

high the probability is of the freed resources being productively

-emploYed_eisewhere in the economy.

The next section presents our results with respect

component (1) of the analysis, that is, how much of the pro

output represents expansion and how much substitution. She final

section of the chapter provides typology to allow us to exami

components (2) and (3), that is, the value of the youth project

output to society relative to the aiternative supplier's price.

DEG E ourpuT EXPANSION AND OUTPUT SUBSTITUTION

The arse

ne

tents of the relative degree of output expansion

And substitution presented in this section are based on judgments

concerning what would have been done in the absence of the project,

that how much of the output that was produced by the participants

would have be produced if the project had not been in existence.

In most cases these judgments are based on responses of supervisors

and other officials the client agencies concerning their plans for

producing the output in the absence of the project. Their reseonses

are supplemented by information on what fact was done pr

(and in some cases, subsequent to) the project.

Because are interested in the effect on

e clieht agencies, and because in many cases i

fro

utput

ttangle the particular work performed by the project participant

ormed by lee employees in the work

62.-
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have based our _e:_ments on the best estimates we could obtain

of the total work done by the project participants and the regular

workers doing the same type of work. For example, in the cases of

weatherizing one house or cleaning the Pr_ -ipal s office at a

school, our assessments are based. on the effect of the project on

the total number of homes weatherized in the area or the total'
-

custodial work performed at-the- school.- The assessments thus

reflect the, amount by which total output in the work unit was expanded

by the existence of the project.

Table IV-1 presents the results of our assessment. As can

be seen, in about one quarter of the cases the output produced by

project parti could have been produced at the same scale

by alternative suppliers in the absence of the project. Thus, these

projects represent complete output substitution. On the other hand,

in nearly one-third of the cases the output produced by the participants

would not have been produced at all in the absence of the project.

These projects nt cases of direct output expansion.

We also found that in slightly less than .one -third of the cases

work performed by the participants would have been performed by

an alternative supplier, but at a lower scale, in the absence of

the project These projects represent cases combined substitution

and output expansion. In the remaining five cases (approximately

12%) we believe that some substitution has taken place, but on the

basis of the available information We cannot determine whether the



Output Would have been produced at the

Absence of th_

r a lower scale in the

TP E IV-1

ASSESSMENT OF WHETHER OR NOT WORK

WOULD HAVE SEEN-PERFORMED IN AEIENCE OF PR

Number Percent

Work would have-been performed at

Same SCa1e 11

Lower Scale 13

5.Scale U erta.

Work d not have been performed 13

42

26

31

12

31

all-o

We also sought to determine, in those cases where some or

the work would' have been done in the absence of the project,

who would have performed the work. As one can see from Table Iv-2,

the majority of cases the work would have been performed by regular

employees of the work unit with which the project was associated.

cases, the work would have been petformed by a private firm

under

of the caws

which the

the agency. Interestingly, in almost one-quarter

ETA employees, already on the staff of the organiZA

k unit is located, would have been involved (in
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combination w th other employees) in performing the w

Would have been p

=.o the client o

we founclin two "cases that the

volunteer contribUting their -la.

TAB

OF WO RKE R WHO it ULU
TN ABSENC :OF, PRO CT

Regular Employees of-Public Agency

Employee of Private Firm

Combination of CETA Enrol and
Other Employees

Volunteers

TOTAL

Nuinber

18

2

29

Finally,

rived by

on.

Percent

62

7

24

7

100

TYP0I.QCY OF VALUE OF OUTPUT SITUATION

have stressed above, asse

itu and output expansion is

analyse

extent of output

the starting point for our

The second and third components of our analysis, which are

1/
InT=making our assessments, we did not permit the possibility

that, in the absence of the project, the work Would have been:performed
by additional new employees hired under other youth-or CETA programs.
We did, however, permit the possibility_ that the work would have been
perfOrmed by existing employees funded under youth or CETA, program
funds.



the subject of this section,

whether the value of output i

to the alternative supplier's

To do this we have developed a typolc

to assess for both types of output

gh inde.tenant i.n relation

value of output

situations which divides the projects into five major categories:

(1) eases of direct Output expansion, (2) cases of substitution;

(3) eases of combined direct output,ansion and substitution,

(4) Special cases in which the presence the project

participants has an effect on the productivity of regular workers

associated with the project, and (S) cases that involve readily

I/

identifiable redistribution of income to recipients of the output.-

Both of the first two major categories are then f ther divided into

cases (relative to supply price) of high value, low value, intermediate:

value, and:uncertainty.,

For all but one of the categeriee Pr sent at least one example

from our sample of projects, indicatj,ng why the- project is included

category and (where appropriate) why it has a high or lo

value of output relative to supply price., Although inherently subjective

me degree, this q alit -i.ve approach has the advantage, of making

cite-with understandable real world exampl --th _considerations

ffect the value of output.

/The first three categor es. together include all the projects.'

The last two are included in

of the typology is not only to as

of.the value of output. produced,

information on the Major types of v of output situations we encountered.

ysis, however, because the purpose

types and relative magnitude_,

o to prbvide.the reader with

6



Before proceeding to the details typology we should note

one important caveat. The value to society of the output itself is

different from the value to society of having that output produced

Aatskasallea_ciarrtilts, as opposed to other potential suppliers.

The latter presumably reflects the value of the investment and equity

objeCtives of the pr ram, in the form of increased employability

and redistribution of income to participants, respectively. 'these

objectives are clearly impo "especially, some might argue, in

the case youth programsbut they are., distinct from the value of

the output per se i nd we have therefore excluded them in principle

from consideration here. In practice, however, the second concept

is so deeply a part of the value of output of the projects as

concei d by many of our repondents that we could not be sure that

t had .been completed exclUded.in-every ca from value of cutout

assessments. The rest of the chapter presents our typology.

Direct Output Expansion

High17222123, (relative to supply price). A project

volving direct output- expansion, as we have seen, is considered

to have high value of output relative to supply price f there is

evidence of subst ial demand for the output even though the work

uld not have been undertaken in the absence of the project.= This

evidence can come in the form of information that the work has been

performed in the past (with no reduction in level because of the

ject) and supplementary evidence -that there is continuing unmet

'ileed for additional output. Or it can be in the fa

67 -
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that the project i partially alleviating a market imperfection of

some other sort.

This category is illustrated by the youth projects that

involve the'weatherizstion r.f homes of poor people who could

not afford to pay for such work. The projects add insulation,

e doors and windows fit better, and sometimes do other rep

and/or minor renovatio ork. We have three such cases, all of which

YCCIP projects, in ample of forty -two projects_ In all

e cases, some weatherization activity was already being under-

taken, prior to the projects, by regular. staff members of the local

community action agency. The YCCIP projects expanded this 'activity

so that more homes were weatherized. Since there was a stibSfantal-----

backlog of homes to be weatherized, and there is an indication that

the homes on the backlog list will be done as possible,

it is reasonable to assume that the demand price is near the supply

price.

We found several. other cases in which the type of work done

by the project participants had been done at lower scale by regular

employees before esence of the pr

all these cases i whether, in addition,

was done previously, there was evidence either --of unmet demand for

additional' workers or that the project was partially correcting a

The key ssue

e fact that the

market failure.

Another exampleexample.of direct output expansion with high value of

output (relative to supply price) involves a participant in a
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Title I youth work experience program who worked as a paralegal aide

in a legal se -ices agency. Previous to the youth project, there

had been no apparent plans by the agency to hire any additional

paralegal aides. However, the youth did'such a good job, both in his

regular duties and in a special capacity serving on a community

co ttee to inform residents about the agency's services and to

help them establish effective contact with the agency, that th

agency `decided to hire him as a permanent, unsubsidized employee.

the absence of the project, an additional aide probably would

not have been hired. Once the value of the position had been

demonstrated, however, the agency was quite willing to finance the

_work_out_of__Its'own_budget.

Low Value of Output (relative to supply price). An example

of direct output expansion with low value of output is a ject in

which a crew of project participants, using hand tools; cleared

brush along the side of a road. Although the .work did increase

driver visibility somewhat and reduce the chance of the brush

eventually interfering with power lines or passing cars, the work

was .not a highly valued activity. The barriers caused by the brush

were not serious ones, and this type of work had never been seriously

considered before. Indeed, the likelihood of it being done in the

Absence of the project was so small that we were unable even to

find a potential alternative supplier for the output. Moreover, we

were informed by respondents that a cheaper and more effective

method of brush clearing was to use herbicides.
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Interm (relative to supply pri

Although we had no cases that were judged to fall in this intermediate

category, larger sample size would probably yield. examples of this

type,of situation.

Uncertain Value of042u:t.. Projects included in this _category

are those that represent direct output expansion but for whic

information is either insufficient to make a judgment or for which

there is con fli,cting evidence. An example of this type of proje

is a YCCIP project consisting ing up empty lots in a central

city area. This clearing of debris from vacant lots probably would

not have been don the absence of the proje It is ar,

however, whether the pity's lack of demand for such work represents

its judgment that such activity is likely to be futile (e.g.,

lots will soon be in as bad shape as ever), or whether the work would have

been done if more funds had been. available.

It is also true that there do appear to be benefits from the wOrk

fety, aesthetics, and. property value- - especially

if the work i.s done on a large enough scale to improve the

neighborhood and give its residents enough of a morale boost and

1/

financial incentive
.keep the neighborhood-clean

Thus, there

is at least the-suggestion that there is some demand on the part of

1/
It should be noted that the original purpose of the project

was to clean up the.lots in order to prepare them for use as garden

plots. This soil preparation has not taken place as yet, however.

It should alSo be-pointed out that the project operator had always

planned to intersperse this activity with minor home renovation. work

which, again, has not been started.
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dents for.. the project output, but that the demand may not

appropriately reflected in the city's decision- making process.

In other words, the project might be correcting a possible "market

dare" (in this case, faire in the political pro ass but

the evidence is too limited and conflicting to make a judgment.

2. Substitution

0 High Value of:pp,tplat. Icases involving substitution, the

project is considered to have high value of output relative to

pply price if ther is a high probability that the resources

freed by the existence of the project will be employed n pos bons

that-produce output-that is equally or more highly valued than the

output produced by the project participants. An example of such a

project is one in whicn participants in a SPEDY program are assisting

the construction of a boardwalk, part of a historical tourist

a 'a ion in a city. The carpentry -would have been done this

year even in the absence of the project. As a result of the use

3PEDY part cipant_, experienced laborers who otherwise would have

done the work, were available to do other jobs. Although we do not

know which specific workers would have done the work and what their

alternative employment experience was, the unemployment rate for

such laborers in thearea was very low, eating the strong presump-

tion that the-labor freed as a result of the project was productively

employed in other work.
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Low Value of ut Value of output (relative tc supply

price) is considered to be low in cases of subs ution when there

is a low probability that the freed- resources are employed in

equally or more highly productive work. example of this

tua YCCIP project in which the participants painted part

f the exterior of the units of a public housing project for the

elderly. The work would likely have been done even in the ab ence

of the project, probably by a woman who had undertaken a previous

painting job for the public housing agency. The woman was frequently

unemployed; consequently it is likely that the val4e of the output
1/

produced by the freed resource in this case was law.

* Intermede-.(kCases of intermediate alue of

output relative to supply price are those in which the alternative

employment probability of the person(s) that would havepiodUce4

the output if it had not been produced by the project participants

mewhere in the middle range. An example of such a situation is

the case of a YETP project in which participants assisted in

warehousing activities associated with the pre-Christmat rush

bleb occurred during the late summner due to the nature of the

on process) at a Navy distribution center. This work

would definitely have been done even in the abset ce of the program,

although e cannot be sur who would have done the work. Neverthless,

1/
Technically, the effect of the project on total output could

have been negative, depending on whether the probability of the project

participants finding alternative employment was higher than the

employment probability of the woman who would have done the painting.



ti

Such work represents a clear case of a "secondary" or short-term

labor market, which presUmably only attracts those interested in

short -term employment_ It seems reasonable to assume that many of

these workers would have obtained other jobs, but that some would

not. Thus, we beieve that net addition to output in this case is

in the intermediate range,

Uncertain Value of Out As with direct output expansion,

there are cases involving substitution in which the information

available is either conflicting or insufficient to make a reasonable

judgment concerning the value of the output relative to supply price.

In substitution cases, _f course,:the uncertainty relates to the

value of the output produced-by the freed resources. We offer

such cases below.

One example of such uncertainty is a case in which the projec

participants substitute for volunteer labor. This occurred in one

of our sample projects in which a project participant was performing

clerical work for -e Red Cross that had previously been done by a

volunteer. Here it is d,fficult to place a value -n the freed

source because we do not know the nature or oa i xi..de of the

opportunity co volunteer.

Another substitution case in which the f output

uncertain involves the substitution of project output for output

that would have been produced by persons working on an overtime

basis. This occurred in a project in which a number .of 5PEDY

participa worked as baggage handlers at an Air nor-... Base. In the
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atsence of the project, the work would have been done on an overtime

basis by both civilian and military regular employees doing the same kind

of work. If the overtime by regular employ

presence of the project the overtime

and thus additional output would be duced. If the overtire

voluntary, then in the

h_ be replaced by moonlighting,

voluntary, however, then in the presence of the project the ove

would be incr a s.d by increased Le sure on the part of the regular

employees. In. this case, issue of the appropriate valuation of

leisure or home production would have to be addressed. For example,.

although this output is not included in the gross national product, some

value sh ld be attached to it.Y we nsider _ ase uncerta

because cf the uncertainty. regarding moonlighting and g rtly becaUse

of the uncertainty over the appropriate value t

time -Y

Situiations

be attached to leisure

zed -ion and Substitution.

While many of the cases; encountered pan be divided, with

reasonable dence,into situations of either direct output

expansion or substitution, there are a number of cases that appear

1/
Another problem related to whether or not the employees who

would have performed the work were civilian or military employees- To

the extent that milt-Laxly employees would have been used, the question

emerges whether their wage rate (abstracting from the overtime consider-

ation) would be an appropriate one to use in the valuing the output

of the freed resources, since it may not reflect their marginal

productivity.

/
The issue involving the appropriate valuation of leisure tin

applies to the dove mentioned volunteer case, of course, and one could

e the argument that it applies to all other cases in which the freed,

resources are not reamployed displacement). To the extent that
the unemployment of the substituted workers is involuntary, however,

last Argument may be weaker.



o be oombilleitione of both. In many of these oases, oreover, the extent

of substitution was uncertain., Sere

work at schools. In

we

such cases involved custodial

ne'examp e, participants in a 4PEDY program

e empLoyeelstr pping and waxing flbors during the summer break.

abs

-work would hal/

to the extent

in the arse

_f t project, some of the waxing and stripping

en done but it is uncertain how much. n addition,

the waxing and stripping k would have been done

the project., we ere unable to determine how much

irk performed by the oclans would not eve been

done, and ha4 much would have been done throggh the hiring of addit

regular enployeeS.

Oet nnimations of this etare quite difficult even in the

short rum. to the longer uncertainty is .even gre

This uncertaL my relates both to the fao 4t some of the custodial

work in scliopl Wit. be done to comply with -e J.ons and to the

fact that respondents relied so heavily On the existence of

CETA funds th.at they were unable to determine what or how much of the

rk would be do _ne,iin the absence those funds..
1/

In most

cases the evL de

done;, but we coot determine 'how itch of it would have been done.

This case is iortant because it ie 7not only fairly represents-

Suggests that some of the work- would have been

tive of the school custodial projects in our sample, but the s

general sd,t ti.on occurs raciard to several other types of projects,

such as pr3 and cetnete aintenance k.

V __...
Some of the custodians with what we spoke ,could not conceive

of completing their normal janitoriai duties without CETA employees.
This is an dnteresting finding in that i.t reflects the profound impact
that CEZA has sometimes had on ovi i-en of public services.



e P ar Affected.

Thus far we hive shown how the youth-employment projects could

lead to the production of additional output either through direct

output expansio- or indirectly by ubstituting for other workers.

We also encountered A numbeof cases in the project that had at

additional effectnamely its -pact on the productivitY'of,regular

].oyees nonp rticipant4) Who-were associated with the project

in some y. Although these cases are in fact also cases of direct

put expansion ubstitution (or both) , we believe they are of

sufficient t to be rioted as a. specific category.

ses the existence _e project has a positive effect

on the productivity of otter workers. An example is a project in

working etary to

the placement officer- in a vocational school. Prior tc e program,

which an- cult PSE program participant was

the placement off ork included considerable time s-

helping students fill out forms and to keeping the office generally

order. Zvi. h the existence. the project, this wore was done

by the CETA participant, allowing the placement cffm.cer to spend

most of his tune contactingtime employers about potential job openings

graduates, 'he.new arrangement has been so succe

have been requested hire a secretes ry on a permanent

bapis. Thus, this project clearly has some

aide project discussed earlier. Both are examples of projects th

have demonstrated high demand once the innovative project has been

.established. In this secretarial case, the actua done by

mtiar

that unds

Tubsidized

the paralegal

the project orker ould have been done by her su
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Sy having assistance with clerical work, reasonable to

ek the placement officer increased his productivity by

-ing more employer contact work, thereby leading to

increased services to the studenese

f": "
But there are also case- where the youth projects hay

gateve effect on the productivity of unsubsidized employer

Whom they are working. In two of the

xaeple, there was evidence that some

1 ...estodial cases, for

work performed by the

project participants would have been done in the absence of the

project by the existing maintenance staff, during their regular work

time. (Some of ehe project work had indeed been performed .e eee.

regular staff prior to the projecteeith no reduction in their t.her

activities.) this case the, youth-project-hese-had-a-=

negative effect on the productivity of other workers.

Situations Involve Redistribution e to Outae_e_itReelepeeeretee

er situation -e believe to be of sufficient interest

warrants separate mention is the case of projects where the ea

produced directly be the poor.

r focus on the value of the output per se views the.project

from an economiceconorr c efficiency perspective anti ignores the effe

of the project on .income 'stribution to the recipients of the output.

Another important aspect ofthe value of output to society, however,

how -much society

Esser

per se - -t

lling to spend--in excess of the value of

objectives of income redistribution.

y, society' has _emend curves for income redistribution in

'the same way as it has demand curves for the output that is being produCee.



'these two elementa of de id are, in practice,. inexorably linked,

since in ibuticn is one of the explicit or implicit ob-

0 of Many cf the projects we studied in that the output

igned to provide additional services tc the po

In many of these case ntal units might ,have paid,to

-u__ a.t least some of the output in'the absence of the program,

tither immediately or in the future.

In these cases a public willingness to pay (i rplemented by

governmental may be the appropriate demand concept rather

than a willingness, or more likely an ability, to pay on the part

the individual beneficiary. We should also remember that these

sons are made at different levelu of government, -and therefore

at different levels of proximity to the actual recipients. Several

of the examples already noted have incc me redistribution mpacts,

he elderlysuch as the painting of the public housing p

at-4 the weetherization of private homes. The vacant lot cleanup

project, in which there is the possibility of a failure in the

paitical process to adequately reflect a demand for additional

services to residents of a poor neighborhood, is alap relevant from

the income redistribution perspective.

CQNCLUS1ONS

We have organized the typology of value of output situations

on the basis of whether t the project output represented direct

output expansion or substitution. With respect to the former,

attempted to mate judgments about the value primarily on the basis-

-78-
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'of /evidence concerning the demand price (i.e. , willingness tc pay

.,f or the outputl-relative to the supply price. casescase involving
I

substitution, we sought to determine the value of the output based

on th productivity employed in alternative positions. In some cases

t was uncertain whether the project represented direct output

n or substitution.

we also identified two other ua that we feel -rant

separate mention because they reflect issues rafted to the value

of the project output. These are the effect the project on

the productivity of regular employees and the extent to which the

project output may be associated with in co

recipients of that output.

In the final draft we will present our prelim. ndings

ie_termsof the distribution of projects in each of the typology categories.

The assignment of projects to the categories of high, low, intermediate,

'bution to the

r uncertain value of output n ly involves assumptions and

judgments -- judgments with which.some might disagreethat not only

are based on limited inforntion, but arc subjective in nature.

We believe that this is inherent in any attempt, whether quantitative

or qualitative, to make an assessment of the value that should be

attached to the output produced by project participants. With

these caveats in mind, however, we thin' that our analysis thus far

has demo

judgments about the value of project output in most case

ted the is possible to make reasonably confident
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To provide an adequate corgareherxsive evaluation' of the projects

frOmTa value of output per pe_

beyond the

of course, it is necessary to go

alysis set forth above. It will be a useful next step,

for example, to consider the relatiO ,between the value of output and

project costs. Also, more methodological consideration should be

given to the relation .between the vAlu project output and its

quality, since it is sometimes difficult to abstract from quality

considerations in the asses of Output'value.

Much more work needs to be done before firm policy conclusions
)

can be drawn from our value of outut analysis. This analysis has,

however, suggested the potential usefulness of certain criteria

in the evaluation of work projects rom an output perspective. The..

extent to which projects address unmet demand for services,

example, is an obvious criterion, but one that nevertheless is not

always emOhasi.ted gKen-deciOitts -are -de-0 -wha-kinds-of-work-projects

should be funded. Also, to th

by the project participants wo

the projects, greater

at some of the work performed

en done in the absence of

ion should,be given to the issue of

whether or not the resources freed are likely to be engaged in

equally or more productive wcrk

project evaluation is whether

'another useful criterion i]

the project has positive effect

on the productivity of regular workers nonparticioants)

assn ;fated with the projr_ In some way. These suggestions are entative,

f course, pending further analysis, Yet they do suggest possible

future directions for the evalua

perpective.

s of work cts from encutpu



In conclusion, we emphasize again that the value of output

p uced by the project participants is only one criterion that

is relevant in the evaluation of these projects. The effectivens

of a project in terms of other criteria, such as. its effect can job,

skills and future employability, or its inc o me redistrib

als reflect important policy objectives. The weight to be

these criteria is an essential consideration in the evaluation of the

,programs.

mpa



ROJECT CASE DigS
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MONONGAHELA NATIONAL FOREST ROAD INTENANC PROJECT

This report covers a road maintenance project

Monongahela National Forest. The project is part of the Young

Adult Conservation Corps (YACC) program operated by t'!-1 National.

Forest Service within the Department of Agriculture. The project

was selected randomly from a list of current YACC enrollees. The

period of. as meat is September 4 through Septembe 197S.

I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The road-maintenance project tonsists of one YACC,participant

Assigned to the construction and maintenance (C and M) unit located

the Potomac District of the National Forest. The parti

one of three YACC participants assigned to the C and M

the district ranger. The ?ACC enrollees

it by

are outstationed from the

forestry operation at the district level to the C and M unit and

are under it 'day-to-day suoervisian. Two participants, including

the subject of this Study, are working with the construction and

road maintenance cre The third participant performs clerical

and minor bookkeeping dut

Seneca Rocks, West Virginia.-

The C

C and M office located near

-d M unit l.s responsible for all repair and maintenance

on the approximately 1,000 miles of forest road in the area, in

1/
.addition to work 0n other construction projects.- Discussions with

/-In addition to the project site, there are a number of
C and'M sites in Other parti Of the' National Forest.
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staff nambers at the forest headquarters and two district 0

indicate that the C and M work associated with this project is not

representative of the YACC program a.t the Monongahela Forest. It wes

Nestimated that more than 75% of the YACC program activities are

devoted to f © rest and recreational resource management activities

such as reforestation, timberstand improvement, recreational

development and mainten ce, and wildlife habitat improvement.

During the measurement period, the project participant worked

with regular C and M civil service employees, the one other YACC

participant on the C and M crew, and a number of part -time workers

funded under the Older American Act ) program. All were involved

in essentially similar work activitee. Specific work aSsignments or

tasks were usually performed by a crew of two to four e

Over the course of th

eye

ten work day measurement period, the project

participant was involved in five work assignments that are ypical

of the kind of work done by the C arsd M unit. These tasks included
1

grading gravel roads, repairing and replacing roadside signs, making

repairs to a bridge, mowing forest service roads' right -of --ways,

and conducting a road condition and description survey that becomes`

the basis for future road maintenance work plans. The work was

performed with a variety of hand tools and small power equipment.

The operation of heavy equipment, such as a road grader, a backhoe,

a bulldozer,

employees.

S upe

normally done by senior civil service

on of cipant is provided by the C an

fore: who is responsible for a number of work crews at different



locations on a typical day. In addition, each crew usually

has a lead worker. Dsciplinary standards for the project

participant as for -..gular C and M employees.

The pa :). was paid $2.65 per hour and received fringe

bencdi'zs in the form bf worker's compensation. and social security

coverage. During the measurement period, the project participant

worked eight days, or a total of 64 hol: ire was absent one

day and was off the Other day because it was a national holiday.

The project p ticip nt's wage and fringe benefit costs were paid

by the YACC program, while materials, supplies and supervision

were contributed by the National Forest Service.

II. SUPPLY PRICE ESTIMAT

In the absence of the YACC program, the most likely supplier

the-project participant u put would have been one or more of the

ulcer workers on the C and M crew. however, because the regular

workers are a mix of civil loyees and OAA-funded employees,

several supply price estimate,. d (See Table 1). The*

native labo ductivity mothod was used for each of the

:imates. Private sector or independent supply price estimates were

obtained because private sector contractors had not provided

project-type output in the past. The C and M supervIL did indicate,

however, that consider -n was heing.given to the use of priVate

individuals or contractors to perro some of-the work presently

g done by the C and M unit. He was not ever, able to speculate

what type of work night be contracted out or when tine contracting

ht take place.



TABLE 1

S pL F CE EST T S

Estimate of Supply

Estimate
can Act

ice

Estimate 2: Regular imate 3: Averag

" (Best Estimate)_

Regular Employ
Labor

Number of 64 64 64

Price per Hour .98 $6.62 $4.80

Tut 1 Price $424 $307

Supervisor Labor

Number oP Ncur 4 2 3

Price per Hour $10.27 $10.27 $10.27

Total Price $41 $21 $31

TOTAL P R.r.CE $232 $445 $338



The first supply price estimate assumes that the project output

d be pros iced by employees funded under the OAA program. Based

on_a productivity comparision with the project participant (discussed.

More fully in. the next section ) , the supply price was calculated to be

$232. This amount based on a worker wage

ding fringe benefits), and a

of $2.90 per h

pervisor wage rate of $10.27 per

hour (including fringe). It was estimated that the OAA rke--

would have taken 64 hours (the same_ as the YACC particip- to do

work, while direct supervision was estimated at 4 hours. Materials,

supplies and equipment under this alternative supplier option were

reported to be the same as for the project and the charge for these

items was not calculated, Overhead charges were reported

the same as those for the project and were not calculated_

The second supply price estimate assumes that the

output would have been produced by a regular civil service employee

with a salary cla ation of WO (wage grade)-----5.. This is the

classification of the civil service maintenance workers. Again

using the productivity comparison method, the total supply p

.estimate is $445, based on a wage d fringe benefit rate of $6.62

per hour, plus supervision costs of $21, based on a rate of $10.27

per hour. The cost of materials, supplies, equipment and overhead was

not calculated for the reason indicated earli

The third supply price estimate was calculated on the assump-

at the project output would have been produced by c mnination

of regular civil service workers and OAA funded workers. This-estimate



is an average of the other two est was chosen as the

best supply price estimate for two reasons. First, work tasks were

not assigned on the basis of an employee's program status. During

the measurement period, civil service workers and QAA- funded workers

were working side by side on common tasks. Second, because OAA

funded workers are limited in terms of the total hours that they

can work in a calendar year, they normally only work three days a

week at the National Forest. This ould require a combination of

regular workers and OAA workers if the p

produeed.in the

jec output were to be

e two week period. Because inform. on was not

available on the precise combination of workers that would have

been used to produce the project output, a simple average was used.

These three estimates; of the supply price are presented in Table 1.

Two related fo of the supply price 'estimate were derived.

The first, total labor supply price, is an estimate of the total amount

that ould have to be paid to an alternative supplier for the labor

to produce Lhe output, including both the regular worker and supe

visor labor. It does not include the price of materials and ecuipment

or labor. The total laborlsupply price, as shown in Table 2, is $338.

The second form of th_ estimate, the project pdrticioant

supply price, is the total labor supply price us the cost of p eject

supervision. This is an estimate of the amount that -7uld have to be

paid to an alternative supplier to provide the output thatwas produced

specifically and exclusively by the p of et participants, i.e., not

including the contribution of the project surerrisrr to Project output.
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ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF

Total Labor Supply Price-

TABLE 2

IF SUPPLY PRICE EST- TES

3/
Project Participant Supply Price?

Total Labor Supply Pricey r Project Hour-

$338

$797

$4.97

5/
Project Participant Supply Price per Part ciPant iou $4.64

6/
Participant Relative Labor Productivity .97

1/___
All form are based on best, estimate of .th? ipp.i.y price.

/The total labor supply prick includes both regular ;.:oricer and supervisor
labor.

I

The project participant supply price equals ii.e total 4bor supply
price minus the cost of project supervision-

,

/Participant hours include only participant time on the project; supervisor
time is excluded:

oject hours clude both participant and supervisor time on the project.

/)

Participant relative labor pro -..7.tvity equals the participant supply
price per hour divided by the average wage rate of the alternative supplier
regular employees.



It is constructed by subtracting project supervision cost, rather than.

alternative upplier supe-- _n cost, from total labor supply p

because the labor input mix - that is, the mix of workers and supervisors --

the alternative supplier may be quite different than the corres-

ponding labor input mix of the-project; Using this method, the ert re

labor supply prr,ice of the alternative supplier can be measo _d and then

"adjusted" to remove that portion of the output produced by the project

supervisor. The project participant supply price, also shown _Table 2,

is $297.

In order to relate the supply price estimates to pro) c-

labor inputs, the two estimates are divided by appropriate measures

of project hours. The total labor supply price per hour, derived

-"-

by dividing total labor supply price by total project hours (particip

and s;-4- $4.97. This figure can be compared to a compen-

sation rate (i.e. , wage plus fringe benefit). In essence it is

the closest measure available to the concept of the hourly oroductivity

of participants.

Another useful measure, related to supply -e, is the produc-

tivicy of the project participants relative to that of alternative

suppliers. .The measure, which. is called participant relative labor

productivity, calculated by dividing the participant supply price

per hour by the'averace wage rate of the regular workers, egeluding

who would have produced the output under the alternative
supervisor
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supplier option. (For regular workers we assume their wage rate

The supervisor inputs are excludedreflects their productivity.)-
1
-,

from both the project productivity measure (i.e., the numerator--) and

the alternative supplier wage rate (i.e., the aeno inator). Therefore,

just as the project participant supply price adju -e.,

sut acts out) the contribution of the supervisor, this measure of

relative labor productivity also does so in precisely the same way.

The numerator in the participant relative labor productivity

ratio is 4.64, and the denominator (in this case an average of the

two a

ratio, 1, indinAtes that the project participants Were g 7 percent

prod! 1 /0 the regular workers who would have produced the output

the absence Lf the project this case a combination of OAA- funded

of the two alternative supplier wage rates) is 4.80. The

workers and regular civil service employees).

III. PROJECT 1 UTS AND EXPENDITURES

Information on project inputs and expenditures was obtained

from the daily attendance end work activity records maintained by the

maintenance crew fo...e i. This record-is a standard form used by

the Forest Service construction and maintenance unit that identifies

worker hours and wage rates, supervisor hours ari'd wage rate, materials,

supplies, equipment,- and vehicle miles that were a rowed in a particular

task. For example, can the second day of the masurement period, the

project participant, together

-worker
-This assumption
whose wage may b

several other workers, was involved

may be questionable in the case of OAA-funded
estaklish as a program wage.



in the grading of gravel roads. The work record for that task for that

day idnntifiad the number of hours spent by each worker involved in that

task, their respective wage r es, the number of hours of grader time

spent on that task and if they have used pick-up truck; to get to the

site also entify the number of miles traveled by the pick-up

trucks. Unit costs, based on historical data, are then used to develop

record r that task. Cost data for hand tools and small Hdis-

posable" items arm not recorded, so the record does not reflect total

cost for tha particular task.

Project labor inputs and expenditures are presented in Table 3.

As indicated earlier, during the ten day measurement period the p c-

ipknt worked a total Of 64 hours, at an hourly wage $2.65 plus 6.05

,percent for social security. The participant labor expenditures for the

1/
measurement period is therefore $180.- Project supervision of four

hours for the measurement period is the crew foreman's estimate of the

time he 4. pent directly supervising the project worker. This estimate,

how ver, does not include any time that might have been spent by other

workers or a lead worker providing instruction or work task guidance

to the project worker while on a crew assignment. The units and costs

of materials, supplies and 'equipment were not calculated for As project.

nu participant worker wages and f,inge benefits ($180) were charged to

-le ';he supervisory cost of an hourly rate of $10.27 wE charged

rest Service funds.

TABLE 3

PROJECT L OR INPUTS. AND ENPENDITURES

Type of Input Units Unit Oharce Total

Labor 64 $ 2.81 1180

Supervision 4 10.27 .
41

Direct P t Labor Expenditures $221
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An ti -mate of the "net wage expenditure" cif the project can be

calculated by subtracting out estimate of the total participant ,-supply

Trice from the total labor expenditure paid to the particip the

project. This nunber might be interpreted as the net expenditure that

t over and above what would have to bes paid to the project part
/

Cip

paid to have an alternative supplier produce equivalent output. For

this project the calculation ($180 minus $297) yields a net wage expen-

diture of -$117. This negative value means that the expenditure would
/

NO'

lave been $117 greater.to produce the project output using an alternative

supplier han to have the output produced by the project participant. On

an hourly basis, subtracting the participant supply price per hour ($4.80

an hour) from the project hourly wage eXpenditu

1/
net wage. expenditure equals -$1.99 per hour. 'These negativ

($2.81 an hour), the

expenditure values result from the fact that the productivity of

projec- particip uz,t was judged to be virtually equivalent to that of

regular worker's, while the wage rate of the articipt was substantially

below the wage razes of the regular workers (aspecia.:ly the regular

civil service emp oyees).

1/
it shOuld be noted that the wage expenditures in oux° project

studies include only wages paid for the time participants are. assigned

toprojects. They do not include wages or stipends paid while partici-
pants are assigned to other'pragiam activities (eg., cialsroom training,

cousdling,.0E0), and they, therefore, assume that there :Are no indirect
wage payments required for the time spend in activities other than
project work. Since this assumption is not true in many cases, caution
should be used in interpreting the number as the total wage expenditure
associated with' a partimifa project.



IV. ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT 0 UT

Assessments of the quality of the output produced by and the

perform ance of the participant were obtained from the ore J foreman,

the construction and maintenance supervisor, and the assistant

ranger who served as the coordinator of the YACC program in the Petersburg

district. The output of the participant was judged by both the supervisor

and the crew foreman to be virtually equivalent of that of either

OAA workers or the regular c e ce maintenance employees. According

the crew foreman, this assessment was an overall average--on some

tasks the participant output was slightly lower than the regular worker

because of inexperience and lack of skills, but on other tasks, pa ;. u-

1 rly those requiring physical strength, the participant output was

slightly higher than that of a regular employee. All three respondents

judged the participant's performance to =be equal to the performance

of other workers. All three were pleased th the performance of

the participant. In fadt, both the crew foreman and the supervisor

expressed some cqnce.. n that the participant's performance under

YACC was limited to one year.

V EMAND FOR TEE PROJZ PUT

Information on the demand for the nutput produced by the project

participants was obtained from the constructiOri and maintenance

unit supervisor d the crew forer n. Since the'participant typically

works on a crew th other regular civil service maintenance employees

and OAA funded workers, it is difficult to isolate the output for hich



program participant was specifically responsible during the

surement period. Consequently, our` assesm ant o' thr

the output produced by the participant

not that output rep re ted a net addition to the outp

work unit in general. Essentially we w determine vivi

in the absence of the project participant, other resources ro ad

have been employed to produce the output for which he was espon-

sible. Otis best assessment, based on the information provided ,

by the supervisor and crew foreman, is that, in the absence

the project, they would not have replaced the YACC participant

with another worker without reducing tie size of another crew by

one worker. That is, they would either have reduced the size of

crew on which the YACC participant was working by one person,

_they would have replaced the participar with another existing

employee from mother crew. Consequently, from the perspective

of the total output of the construction and maintenance unit, the

YACC participant in this study rep vents, a case of direct output

expansion, i.e., the work, would not have been performed in the ab-

sertce of the project.

The. next step is to determine the value of.the output -roduced

.e.., 'amend price) relativl to the supply price. The information

ovided by the supervisor and the crew foreman suggests that

the detand for additional road construction and maintenance in the

National Forest was quite high. As a result of a ice storm the. previous

spring, considerable extra, unanticipated maintenance task had to



be performed, and the regular road rintenance activities had fallen

behind. Consequently, while no additional resources would have been

provided to the construction and aintenance unit for the purpose of

road maintenance, thlre is evidence tl.L. this wor h'ad relatively high

priority on the s agenda. The ore, it:is reasonable to think

that the value of the output, while not equal, was quite high relative

to the upply price

VI.

This project Cons

CRY

participant in the YACC program

working with other employees on a road maintenance crew that is part

of the construction and maintenance unit to ated in the Potomoc District

of the National Forest. The MCC program at this location is operated

by. the National Forest Service within the Department of Agriculture.

Over the measurement period the output produced by the road maintenance

crew that included the participant consisted of grading gravel roads,

airing and replacing roadside signs, mina repairs to a bridge,

mowing forest service roads' r ght- ays, and con0 _ting a road

condition and description survey.

-The best supply price estimate is art average of two

tee becauSe of the possibility that two different type of wrrkers

might have produced the output in the absence f the participant. The

estimate of the total labor supply price - ..which is the total price that

would have to be paid fear the output producod by a regular worker a

a supervisor--is $338. The project pa ipant supply p _-e-which is

an estimate of the price tY,a uld have to be paid alternative

supplier to produCe tho output p. "ificaly produced r ject

participant - -is $2g7. OP. an hpurIy na' , hese two estimates are .



$4.97 and $4.64, respectively. This participant supply price per hour,

estimate of $4.64 is quite high, largely because the participant was

judged to be virtually equal to the regular workers in terms of pro--

ductivity. The net wage expenditure of the project, which is calculated

by subtracting the estimate of the total participant supply price from

total project labor expenditure, equal -$117, indicating that the

-expenditures would have been greater to produce the project outpu

using an alteative supplier than to have the output

projectpartic pant.

The quality of the output of the' participant,

oduced by the

as his

general performance on the job, was assessed to be equal to that f, the

regular workers on the same crew. With respect to the demand for the

-output, it appears that the work would not have been performed in the

absence of the project. However, the available information does suggest

that the work being done by the maintenance crew in general had 'received

high priority on the agenda of the construction and maintenance unit.
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STAMFORr BOYS' CLUB PROTECT

This report covers a project providing labor serva

the Stamford_ Boys' Club in Stamford, Connecticut. The project was

part of the Youth Employment and Training Program (YETP). It was

funded by Stamford-Fairfield County CETA Consortium and adminis-

tered by t z= r:tamford Community Action Agency. The project was

selected ;andomi? from a listing of current YETP enrollees. The

measurement period July 3 through July 7, 1978.

I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The primary goal of the Stamford 130y. Club is to provide

recreational activities and guidance a.nd crunseling services

youths between the ages 6 and 18. T' !ounseling often involves

home contacts and referral to other agencies. Most of the club

members are residents of two nearby, low income housing rojects.

Because it does not have a gymnasium, which serves as a

!-
major attraction for adolescent boys in other clubs, the Stamford

Boys' Clu an alternative has developed an extensive.library

prrgram, which tends to attract :manger boys. The library has

approximately 3,000 books and .4U0 records. ',The pro,lram is one as_ ct

of the Boys' Clubs of America "Discovery 1,rogram." It volves

reading to younger boys, playing reading -kill'and coniceptual develop-

/

ment games, and writing book reports. The boys who oartic pate

the library for example, are divided to teams which

e for points by playing library games and writing book report



This YETI, project consisted of one participant who was

initially hired in April, 1978, to teach guitar to club members.

With inci-F-.1. sed summer enrollment of younger boys, the music program

was terminated and the participant's tob w4s changed to that of Club

library supervisor and supervisor of the enrollment procedure. in

his capacity as librry ubervisor, the participant supervised the

games mentioned above and coordinates the g up book report sessions.

The participant was also responsible for the enrollment pro-

cedure and collection of fees from new members. During. the school

year, this activity was normally performed at the front desk, where

snack sales d other Eunctions are also performed. During the

summer it was decided to move the enrollment function into the library

to reduce the level of activity and confusion at the front desk and

to complete the enrollment procedure and interact with the new mer.-Iers

and their parents in d relatively peaceful and orderly manner.

The project 2articipant was scheduled to work seven hours

day; Monday through nursday. On Friday, he attended GED classes

and the library was -,,z-ffed by two participants in the Summer

Program for Economically ---4'advantaged Youths (SPED?), ith

._one working during ,the morning period and the other during the afternoon.

Supervision of the project participant was provided by the. club pr

director, Work rules were _cifted in writing and were the same as those

applying to

was paid $2

1 .1-1 and regular staff. The project partia

and fringe benefits in the form of Worker's

compensation and Social Secuxity co7,2rage.
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During the measurement period there were 60 enrollments in the

club, and approximately fi3 youths used the library during that

time. According to the :°cgram supervor, library activities were

not rigidly scheduled, but occurred pr,.. 61y on the itiative

of the club members and staff.

Supply pri

II. SUPPLY PRICE ESTIMATE

nformation was provided by the Boys' Club

=;)

Program Director, who also supervised the project participant. The

Program Director indicated that in the absence of YETP funding,

three_ other_potentia1 Suppliers of the project tput

available. The first would be a local universit- dent: tnnded

under a Stamford area summer work grant program known as SASHA.

The second option would involve increasing the number of hours worked

by the present SPED? participants or adding additional SPEDY particibants.

The third would be a cc mbin on of the two current SPEDY participants

and unpaid volunteers; According to the Program Dlrector, the

Club's r gular funding, which comes from United Way and the

membership fee,

00

not sur cient to over the staff and operating

xpenses. As a result the Club has had to rely on volunteers, CETA,

work tudy'and other special pro m- meet much of 3,ts staff needs.

1/
Ea ed on past experience, volunteers are normally not wil

to work more than one day a week, and the Director felt that it wou

very difficult to gel four volunteers during the summer; hence, tht

combination of SPEDY and volunteers.
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The SASHA program cot on was used to calculate the supply

price estimate for the project ottput.1/ SASHA is a community

-pro je

Tto

that provides summer work grants to Stamford College students.
AF

rk grans of .$600 is limi%ed tc students who meet specific

income ITidelines and requites at least 30 hours of work each week.

Assuming a 30 hour work week, the $600 SASHA grant would result in

an hourly rate of $2.00 for the approximately ten week summer program

at the goy ' Club. The Program Director had no previous experienee

th the SASiA program and therefore could not estimate how each

supervision would be needed to supervise the student doing the

work as the YET? participant. We assume that the

2/
supervision would be needed for both workers.

The supply price nformation is summarized in Table 1. Based

onhe four day measurement pe upply price was:calculated

to be $62. This amount consists of 28 student worker hours at $2.00

per hour and one hour of direct supervision at an hourly rate luding

fring benefits) of $5.07. The units and costs of materials, supplies,

equipment and overhead were projected to be the same for the SASHA

program option as for ehe project, and the charee for these items

was not calculated.

le_
eee

The other two alternative euppl -ereoptions were not used as
supply price estimates because they ineeeve other,.CITA participants.
In general our approach has been not to use CETA wage rates in the
supply price estimation, since they are often arbitrarily set by the
program and therefore may not reflect productivity. In tnis project,
of course, this problem may affect all three alternative supplier
options, since the SASHA program wage is likely to be established in
the same manner. We use the SASHA program because it is the most
likely alternative supplier of the output.

--Even if this essumptien is not correct, it is unlikely to
have a serious effect on the supply price estimate, Since the position..
in general requires very little supervision.



ThB145 1

SUPPLY PR2CE ESTIMATE

time

Employee

umber of Hours

Price per Hour

Total Price

Supe isor

Number of Hours

Price r our

Total Price

PRICE

28

2.00

$56.00

6.07

$6.00

2.00



_o related forms of the supply price est

The first, total laborisuPPLY price,

:ere derived.

an estimate of the total

amount that w ld have to be paid to an alternative supplier for the

labor produce the output, including both regular worker and

supervisor labor. It doe t include the L'ice of serials and

equipment or labor. The total labor supply price, as oho

Table 2, is $62.

The second form of the estimate, the project participant
supply price, is the total ab supply

project supervision., This is an estimate

the cost of the

amount that would

have to be paid to an alternative supplier to provide the output that

was ,produced specifically and ecl. asi.vely by the project particip

not g the contr

output. It is e

rather

supply price because the labor input mix--that is, the nix of workers

n of the project supervisor to project

d by subtracting project supervision cost,

alternative supplier supervision cost, from total lab

(Ind supervisors - -of the alternative supplier may be quite different

1
than the corresponding labor input mix of the pro)ect Using this

method, the entire labor supply price of the alternative supplier

be measured d then "adjusted" to remove that portion of the output

produced by the project upery f. The project participant supply

price, also _hown in 'Table 2, is $56 .

This is the general method used for calculating the
participant supply price in our project studies. In this case,
of course, this more complicated procedure is not necessary since
the supervisor time for the two options (SASHAand'YET21 is the
same.
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TABLE 2

ALTERNATIVE PO _ or TH6 SUPPLY PRI STINIATS

Total Labor Supply Pr e

Pro ect.Participant Supply Pric

Total Labor Supply Price per Pr

Project Participant Supply P

ct Maur"

_ 4
ticuant Hour

14

$2.04

The total labor supply price includes both participant and supervisor

labor.

The project participant suPPIY price eq
mtnus the cost of prOject supervision.,

the total labor supply te

Project hours include both participant and stupervisor tiute on the

project.

4/
--participant hours

time is excluded.

lode only participant t project; supervisor



Intarder to relate the supply price estiin to pro

labor inputs, the two estimates Are divided by appropriate

of project hours. The total labor eupP1y price per hour, derived

by dividing total labor supply price by total project hour0 partici%

pant and supervisor is $2.14. The p t participant upply price

per hour, d_ ived by dividing project part.cipant supply price by

total par ti P- hours, is $2 .04 . 'This figure can be compared to

a compensation rate (i.e., wage plus fr

the closest available to the c

1/
productivity of participants.

T INPUTS

le t) . In essence

Project input information was Obtained from

and verified by examination of the time Shoe

labor input totaled 2S hours for the

additional hours were spent in GED

f the hourly

s upe rvi-

participant

day period. Seven

ide of the measirea

ment period. Supervisory time was estimated to be one hour. No

--s were used, And materials were o

membership cards.

Expenditures charged to YEW i

the project participant. Time spent

only of paper and

my labor _ by

classes was also charged

to rETP but we did not include it as a pro t input in our Calculations.

1/
In egeneral we assume that the wage rates of alternative

suppliers (i.e., regular workers) reflects their wage rate. As noted
earlier, however, this assumption can be gliestioned in the case of
the SA,SHA grant student worker , Whose wage may be arbitrarily esta-
blished as a program wage. For this reason, we did not calculate
an estimate of the participant relative lab-or productivity for this
project.
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Project supervisory

participant labor expendit

:ontributed by the Boys' Club. The

the measurement period is

$82 and is based on an hourly rate of $2.93 (wage and fringe

benefits). Supervisory time was one hour at a wage (plus fringe

efit) rate of $6.07. The units and costs of materials and

suppliers era not calculated for this project. Project inputs

and expenditures are presented in Table 3.

An estivate

can be calculated by subtracting our estimate of the total parti-

cipant supply price from the total.labor expenditure paid to the

partticipant on the project. This number might be i erpreted

as the net exPenditure that is paid to the project participant

over and above what would have to be paid to have an alternative

"net wage expenditure" of the project

supplier P equivalent output. For this project the calcula-

tion ($92 yields a ge expenditure of $26. This means

that the expenditure would have been $26 3.es

---------
---output using the alternative supplier than to have the output

o produce the project

produced by the project participant. On en hourly basis,

the participant Supply price per hour (52.04 an hour)

project hourly Wage expenditure ($2.93 an h )
the-net wage expendi-

actLn

tune equals $.89 per

1/ ,

It 011001cl be noted that the wage expenditures- in our

project studios include only wages paid fdr the time participants

-are-atsigned to projects. They do not include wages or stipends

paid while participants are esiighed to other program activities

(e.g., classroom training, counseling, GCD), and they therefore

assume that there are no indirect wage payments required for time

Spent in activities other than project work. Since this assumption

is not true in this case and many others, caution should be used in

interpreting the number as the total wage expenditure associated with

a particular project.
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TABLE 3

PROJECT OR INPUTS AND EXPENDITURES

n

Labor

Supervision

Direct Project Labor
Egpenditure

Units

28

Unit Chart

2.93

6.07

Total

$82

$

$88

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT OUTPUT AND QUALITY

The quality assessment of project output was provided by th

Program Director. The enrollment procedure consists of completing

a standardized form, ans -eking any questions the new club member or

his parents ay have, collecting,$2'.00 membership fee and assigning

a membership card and number to the, enrollee. The initial impression

of the club is largely determined by this first encounter, and the

Director stated that he is very satisfied with the project part ipant's

,performance iri all aspects of th

are completed, a.11 fees are acco

enrollment procedure. All fo

ted for, and his conduct is

complimentary to the club. The project participant was initially

hired to teach guitar to club members. Where the participant

teaching guitar to,the club he demonstrated an ability to

establish a positive rapport with the club members, and there as a

high deMand for his instruction. The Director stated that this rap

has been carried over to his supervisory functions in the library.



All library activities were reported to run smoothly, and they are i

high demand under the participant supervision.

V. DEMAND FOR THE PROaECT OUTPUT

Information on the demand for the project output was

provided by the Director of the Stamford Boys' Club. He felt

that both of the activities in which the project participant

was involved were extremely important to the club. Since the club

did not have a gymnasium, the library program was considered an

integral part of the overall activities of:the club. With the

start of the all -say summer program, the library functions required

staffing on virtually a full -time basis because of their importance

for the younger members. Similarly, providing effective enrollment

procedures was considered essential iri order to "set the tone" of

the club to new members and their parents.

Consequently, is extremely likely that some other person

would have perfoned these functions if the participant had n

been available to do so. Specifically, the absence of the

p ject funding or any other type of CETA funding, the Progr-

Director would have first_ sought-to fill the position with a student

under SASHA program. While not completely c stain, he was

confident that funding could have been obtained from this ource.

Failing that however, his second option would have been to o -form

the functions through the use of volunteers from the community.

Community support for the Club and the library program was felt

to be sufficiently high that up to three additional volunteer coul(

have been recruited. Assuming three volunteers would have been
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recruited and that each would work one day per week, approximately

75 of the functions performed by the pro participant could have

been performed alternatively through the use ref volunteers.-

Since there is a. strong likelihood that the work performed

by the proj participant would have been done in,the absence of

the program, the questio

would have performed th

productively employed elsewhere in its presence. As noted, the

most likely funding source -for the position other than CETA would

have been the SASHA program through the University. Since the

University tirogram, like CETA, provides funds for a subsidized

position in order to provide work experience for its enrollees, it

:hether the person or persons who

absence of the project are

is reasonable to think that probability

program would find another recipient of its

Consequently, the probability is high that the peg

that the University

dized p on.,

on who would

have performed the work of the project participant was employed

elsewhere, However, returning again to the issue of the program

established wage, we cannot be certain whether or not the wage paid

to the person in this other position would accurately reflect his

or her productivity.

Consequently, while we can be fairly confident that this project

represents output substitution, and that the resources freed by the

pant have a high probability of being employed elsewhere,

remains uncertain what the correct measure of the additional output

A third option mentioned by the Program'Elrector would have
been to use existing staff to perform the enrollment functions. This
would have involved cutting back on other club activities, and it is likely
that the enrollment process would not have been carried out as systematically
as it was by the Project participant. In any case the remaining library
functions could not have been performed during, the busy summer period.
The library would have been operated on a "self-service" basis and might
have been closed if-the loss of books and records increased significantly.
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indirectly produced by the project would be.

VI. SU MMARY

This project consists of one participant iris the YET? program

who served supervisor of library activities and enrollment

the Stamford Boys' Club. In his capacity as library supervisor,

the participant supervised a number of games and coordinated group

also responsible for enrolling and

collecting fees from new club members and their families.

The most: likely alternative supplier of the w k performed

by the project was a University student enrolled in a

University funded work experience program. Other possible alternative

suppliers were participants in the ST-:DY program and volunteers from

the cbmmunity.in which the toys' Club was located. Only the

University program option was used to derive an alternative supply

1/
price.- The project participant supply price -which is an estimate

book report sessions.

the price that would have to be p- d-an alternative supplier

perform the work specifically performed by the project -participant--

$36. On an hourly basis the estimate of.the participant supply

price 5s $2.04. The net wage expenditure of the p ject which is

calculated by subtracting the estimate of the total participant supply

price from the total project labor expenditure, equals $26, indicating

that the expenditure to have the work done by the project participant

526 more than the expenditure have the work done by the student

n th
.

University program.

1/
- Even in this case -e assumption that the wage of the alternative

Supplier accurately reflects his or her productivity is questionable.
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The TiAlity Of the work performed by the project participant

was asseseed tO be q high, and the Director of the Boys' Club

was pleased with the performance of the participant. With respect

to the deriand for the output, is quite likely that the work ould

have been petfd ed even in the absence of the project. It is also

likely that tie person who would have performed the work in the

absence of the project, i.e., a University student, is likely to

have found employment in a similar position elsewhere under the

University program.IOwever, we cannot be certain that the program

established wage that would be paid to the student accurately reflects

his or her productivity in that alternative position.



RICH HILL HOUSING AUTHORITY PROJECT

This report covers a Youth Community Conservation Improvement

Project (YCCIP) in Rich Hill, Missouri. The project consisted of

painting the eaves, gables, and exterior trim of a nonprofit housing

development for the elderly. This project was selected randomly from

a list of Missouri Balance of State (BOS) YCCIP projects. The projects,

were weighted in proportion to their planned enrolment. The study

measurement period was from April 17 through May 1978.

I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project was administered by the West Central Mi5SOU

Rural Development Corporation (West Central), community action

agency, which was originally provided YCCIP funding for a project

to construct and install 200 solar heating systems in low income

homes in the Nevada, Missouri. area. Unable to implement the original

project because the organization that was to provide the mat

the solar collectors could not do so, West Central was then given

permission to use the funds to operate a civic improvement program

in Rich Hill, a city of 1,661- people.. This program bad a number

Nobjectives, such as repairing the town librarip roof and uncovering

and resetting a cobblestone sidewalk. Both the solar energy and

civil improvement activites were representative of planned Miss

SOS 'YCCIP projects, with four of the prime sponsor's sixteen projects

Planned for, the solar energy field and six planned far civic improve-

ment activities.
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All project work was coordinated closely with the city through

frequent meetings between the project supervisor and the mayor or

embers of the public works committee. Tasks no eluded in the

original list of project activities often put into the work

schedule at these meetings.

The Rich Hill Housing Authority project, which is part of the

civic -ovement activities, consisted of the painting of the trim,

door panels, eaves, and gables of six living units, each containing four

apartments; a community building with washing and meeting facilities;

two enclosures for the idents' garbage; and a small shed to store

the lawn mower and other lawn tools. This comprised an exte

area of over 5,000 square feet, all of which was to be covered with

two coats of paint.

The participants project

the ages of 16 and 21.

_employed youth between

were on orobation with the local courts

and all were school dropouts. They were paid the federal minimum wage

and their fringe benefits consisted of Social Security and Worker's

Compensation coverage.

The-supervisor of the project is a 24 year old resident of

Ri ch Hill. He had no previous experience-in supervision the type

of work undertaken in this project. Disciplinary standards were not

formally defined by the program operator and th e isor described

his style as "soft but firm" He stated that verbal warnings were

given when workers "came close to the edge". Reasons for termination

ying, stealing, and loafing. Several of the participants were

on probation and the supervisor had on several occasions, invited

probation officers to meet`-with thaM'about their behavior and work habi.ts.



There was no special aining provided to the participants when

they began work on the project. For most of the skills req, ed, such

as using a paint brush, a hammer or a shovel, the participants were

assumed either to have those skills or t have been able to learn them

on the job-

project work began April, 17 and was cd npleted on May

1978. For one week of the project, the crew was at the planned

9

enrollment level of seven participants , up from a beginning enrollment

of. three and an 'ending enrollment cif six. All labor arid supervision

was provided by [Test Central Missouri Rural Development Corporation with

YCCIP funding. Materials supplies were purchased f

lumber yard Arid paid .for by the Rich Hill Housing Authority.

ment was provided by the City .of Rich Hill.

SUPPLY PRICE ESTIMATE

The most likely alternative supplier

would have bena private painting contractor _

alternative supply prices. were obtained fr

local

absence of the project,

1/
area. .---- Two.

painting contractors,

who based their estimates on inspection visits to the project site after

the work had been Alpleted.f The estimates were chosen on the aecommen-

i

cation of a local paint supplier.-
2/

A third estimate, computed by the

person who had done the interior painting for the housing authority, was

1/-
Use of private contractor was confirmed by the Housing Authority

President, who stated that in the absence of the project, he would have

hired a painter to do the work in the'Fallor the following Spring.

Prior- to the project, a local person was hired to do tnterior=painting

of one of the apartments.

This approach was adopted because the rural nature of the area

and small number and size of local painting firm made the use of telephone

yellow pages or newspaper ads for a random selection procedure impossible,



considered but rejected because of the large discrepancy betweei

bid and the other two bids, which appeared to be attributable to

experience in estimating

Both of the painting contractors whose bids were used developed

their prices by cnesuxing the area to be painted and computing th'e ;

d material costs =based on the square footage to be covered.

The bids a based on. the assumption that 'two coats of paint .would

_be app ed. Time was included in the labor charge for -surface

preparation before the first coat.,

The first contractor projected the job to be done by a crew

five persons -gone foreman at an hourly wage and fringe baniei<it rate

$10.43, and four journeyman Painters at an hourly rate of $9.86.

He anticipated that his crew would be at the work Bite for three days,

for a total of 122 hours. His estimate of the total price fo

job, including labor, materials, and overhead,- was -- $2,253_

The second contractor, who works with his son, charges an

hourly labor rate tinc1 fringe benefits) of $7.42. This Con act

estimated that it would take 121 hours to complete the job, total

price of $2,074. Both esti tes are summarized in Table 1.

1/
Work performed by this rson for the Housing Authority in

the past was done on an hourly basis. The majority of the area to be
covered was overhanging eaves, a fact discovered by the other two
estimators who measured "the area to be painted- The 'third estimator
simply "eye balled" the job and may have missed much of the save work.
In addition, this person was reported to have substantially underestimated

.the time necessary to complete previous work cerfOrmed for the .Housing
Authority.

2/
While the project plans called for two -oats of paint to be

appli6d, it Is uncertain whether this in fact was done in all Areas.
This is discussed further in a subsequent section of the report on
output quality.



S

Type of In

TABLE 1

ICE VSTIMACES

to #1 Contractor #2

+.4

Regular mplo

Number of1101.1fB 98 121

ice per HouS $9.86 $7.42

Total Price $966 $900

Supervisor

Number o

Price per ILcur

Total Price -

a

4
Materials (Paint)

Units

24

10.43

$250

$1,481

None

N /A-

N/A

$900

87 gallons

Price per Gallon

Total Price

$9.00

$453

$8.80

$768

To Supp1Y Price
lading overhead)

$3.;934 668

Overhead .5329 $406

TCTAL StTPP CE $2,263 $2 ,074

A: Not Applicable
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contractor's estimate was chosen as the best

estimate, This choice was based on discussions of the estimates with

each contract

(15%) there is

number of gallon

While the c'-tal bids are not significantly different

ubstantial difference between the estimates in the

)f p uired, and the first nt to was

better able to explain the basis for his estimate. His estimate w

also more- easily disaggrega,ted into cast categories (lalor, mater

overheard and!profit).

In order to

xPenditures, as necessa

supply price estimates to the project

the esti ate to remo ve the

is amounted to $229 for th

and $406 for the second. The adjusted supply

L/
overhead charge -- The overhead adj

first estim

estimate of the first ccntract.or, chosen as the best estimate, was

$1,934. The adjusted estimate of the second contractor was $1,668.

other related the supply price estimate were

pply price, is an estimate of the

total ainou t that would have to be paid to n alternative supplier

for labor to produce the output, including both the, regular wor)Cer

and supery

equipment or

57,457.

abor. It does not include the price of materials and

The total labor supply price, as shown in Table'2,

The. second -orm estimate, the project pa

supply price, LS the total labor supply price minus the co
rL

supervision'. is an estimate of the

made

ject

that would have to be

-es of the overhead e enditures,of the project were not !.



LR 2

ALTERNATIVE FOPMS OF THE SUPPLY

Total Labor Supply Price

Project Participant SUPPlY Price
4

Total Labor Supply Price per Pr eet Holm/

Project Participant Supply Price per
Participant Hour5

PartParticipant Relative
6/

uPr.Lv tr-

_

All forms are based on the bes es irna

2/
The total labor supply price includes both

supervisor labor.

The project partici
price minus the cos

4/_
--Project ho

Project

Si_Participant hours inelude. only participan
supervisor time is ex0.u4e

s

$1,031

1,081

'$2.47

$2.22

.23

ly price.

'cipant and'

supply price equals the total labor supply

project supervision.,

e th participant nd supervi.so e_ on the

G/
--Participant relativ

supply price per hour
alternative supplier re

productivity erluel
ed-by the average wa

enployees.

projec;

ticipa
=

of th



paid tc ve supplie- to provide the output' that wa.e produced

specifically and exclusively by the project part jilts? not

including the contribution of the pro to project output.

It is constructed by subtradting project costs, rathe

m the total I

supply price because the labor input t ie, the mix of workers

and supervisors--of the alternative supplier May be quite ferent

than alternative supplier supervisi

than the corresponding labor inpu

method, the entire labor supply pri

f the project. Using this

the alternative supplier can

be measured and then "adjusted" to remove that portion of the output

produced by the project supervisor. The project participant

supply price, also shown in Table 2,, is'"-$1,081.

pply Price,es`In order to relate the prole

labor inputs,,the two labor upily price estimate are divided by

Appropriat las= _f;project-hours. The total labor supply price

per hour, d ilved by dividing tot

project hours (participant and supervisor), is $2.47. The pro]

ply price by total

participant supply price by to
- I

figure can be c mpared to a.co_

i,participan

_

In-essen e it 'is the cl_
i

concept of thelhourly ProductiVity
I

Another useful measure, related to supply price, is the pro-

,

p

pro-

is $2.22- This

wage plus fringe

available to the

participants.

ivity of tie project pa ticipants leave to that of alternative

icipant relative laborsuppliers. The which is cal_

1/Thisimethod umes, of
supervisor accurately reflect his/

the wages of the prof
nal productivity:



productivity, is ce Ca by dividing the participant supply price

per hour by the average wage rate of the regular workers, excluding

awe sons, who would have produced the output under the alternative.

Supplier option. (For regular workers we assume their wage rate

reflects their productivity.) The supervisor inputs are excluded

from both the project produ- ity measure (i.e., the numerator)' and

the alternative supplier wage rate ( e., the denominator) Therefore,

as the project participant supply Price adjusts for ( e ,

tracts out) the contribution of the' supervisor, this measure of rela-

tive labor productivity in precisely the Same way.

The numerator,in the participant relative labor productivity

ratio is $2.22, which is the participant supply price per hour. sThe.

ratedenominator, the averig alternative supplier workers,

i0-$49:86- The ratio., , indicates that thi project participants

were 23 percent as productive as the regular woricers who would have

produced the output in the absence of-the project.

alms- ANB EXPENDITURES.

Project inputs and expenditures are presented in Table 3.

This-information was obtained from the pfoject sup r and the

t Central Rural-Development Corporation,

who maintained- records for the ;Tr ect. Project participant inputs

were obtained from time sheets, and confirmed by the project supervisor.

Euperviscry time for the projeict, was also taken from daily time sheets,

and this time was adjusted to subtract time when the supervisor was

not respons4ble for direct supervision of the participants on this project.

2O



T ABLE 3

PROJECT rNP § AND EXPENDITURES

UNITS
E ENDITURES

PER UNIT
TOTAL

EXPENDITURES.

Project co corker
Hours.

Materials
Sun

Paint

9 t21± .suglies
(brushes,-paint
thinner , etc)

TOTAL

487 hours $2.93

112 hours 3.57

16 gallons 12.40

4 gallons 12.'00

3 gallons 10.30

Not Applicable

$1,424

400

198

46

31

Not Applicable 27

$2,128
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This was done by comparing participant hburs to supervisor hours and

ubtracting .supe ision hours when no workers were present. Total

labor inputs 6or the project are 487 participant hours and 112 hou

f direct supervisi

The expenditure for participant labor was calculated from the

daily attendance records maintained by West Central, using actual

wage rates and fringe benefit costs. These expenditures totaled

,424. ,Supervision a penditures. were based on payroll records

and compared with worker time sheets. The total supervisor expen

was $400.

Information on materials and supplies etas obtained from

easurer of the Rich -Hill HouSingCorporation and from invoic

Materials and supplies consisted of paint, paint brushes, and

-thinner. Project expenditUres for paint totaled $277, and $27 was

spent for brushes and paint thinner.

the total direct xpenditure for the project was

$2,128. Project labor expenditures Oparticipantand supery s

were $1,824 and were paid with CETAfundd. Mater is and supplies

expenditures, totaling $304, were paid by the Rich Mill Housing

crrty.

-An .estimate of the "net expenditure" of the project can

derived by subtracting the total supply price (without overhead)

from the total project expenditure. Thii number represents an

estimate of the additional expenditure to have the painting ork done

by the project participants than to have the job'done by an al native

supplier.,, The cal,dulatioti $2,128 - $1,934) yields a net expenditure,.



194. Thus, the expenditure to have the painting done by the

project was approximately 10 percent higher than the price that would

have beep charged by'an alternative supplier.

We can also es e a "net wage expenditure" for the project.

This is done by Subtracting our estimate of the total oarticipant

expenditure paid to the participants

the project paint crew. This number might be interpreted as the

net expenditure that is paid to the project oarticioant over and aboVe

the price of-regular worker labor if an alternative supplier did the

supply price from the t

paihting w This calculation ($1,424 - $966) Yields a net

expenditure of $458. On an hourly bas -subtra ting the participant

supply price per hour ($2.22 an hour) from the project hotrly wage

expenditure ($2.93 an hour), the net wage expenditure equals $.71

per hour.1/

ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT 0 PUT QUALITY

assessment of the cuality of the work performed by the

project. participants was provided by two ndependentestimators three

residents whosfe amts had been painted, and the pr ject supe

All the respondents stated that the quality of the work was far below

commercial standar

1/
.It should be noted that the wage expenditures in our project

studies include only wages paid for the time participants,are assigned
to projects. They do not include wages or stipends paid while
participants are assigned, to other program activities (e.g., classroom
training, ddanseling; GUY, and they therefore assume that there are
no indirect wage payments required for time spent in activities other
than project work., Since this assumption is not 'true in many cases,
caution should be used in interpreting the number as the total wage
expenditure aSsociated.wi h a particular project.
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The painting contractors felt that most customers

accept the job as performed. One contractor found a

d, not

were

not painted and other areas where paint had been applied without

surface prepar to surfaces that were peeling and blistering.

Some of the panels in the window openings were streaked because

the old paint, slightly faded, was showing through the new paint.

Another contractor said, that because of inadequate surface prepara-

tion and poor paint cov age-1/.. in exposed areas, he doubted that

the new paint provided the wood with any significant weather protec-

tion.

The residents felt that the job that was done wes not dequate.

They <noted paint over bricks and house numbers,

had-large paint smea

The projectsupervisor ever, felt that the work wes adequate

d seVerel residents

n the sidewalk in front oftleir entrances.

and the best that could be expected from. inexpe enced youth.

The esidents viewed the presence of the project participants

as a disruption in their lives. Many were offended by what they

termed "filthy language". One person related an unpleasant encounter

ne of the participants. Midway through the project sever el

residents asked that it be discontinued because of the participant's

disruptive behavior, and a meeting was called between the president of

l /After v.ewing the work with the contracpors, the program
superviSor was asked whether the specified two coats had been applied.

He stated that they indeed had been. This statement may be questioned,

however, since the more conservative independent estimate projected
5C3 gallons of paint would be used, whi14- the project used only 23 gallons,

of which three were spilled and lost,when almost full.
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UnejlOue

The coMP

the absence

y and the residents to discuss the_si.tuaton.

ted mostly to the behavior of the participants in

supervisor. They covered smoking in the washroom,

chasing each other with paint shes, and one participant

ing a rioting lawn Mower over a residents indoor-outdoor carpet

h Wing it to Dite".. The association-president resolved the

by Proftisi 4 th e supervisor would be absent less often,

and the project continued to completion. The project supervisor

ed that the Pr /sect workers were disruptive. Me felt that

idents' complaints were overstated, however, and attributed

most of

of the parti.cipan

disadvantaged background

V. DEMAND FOR THE PRCUECT OUTPUT

The Rich Hii.l Senior Citizens Nonprofit Housing Deve

was built in 1976 and was ready for occupancy in Oct b

pm

sg

at year.

develophent is a typical public housing project -in which the

Department of Housing and Urban. Development (HUD) lends money to build

hotising:to low income elderly peopie. OOnditions of service are

SpeCified in the loan agreement. One of the provisions cif that agree-

Rent'is that the Houeing Development Corporation must demonstrate the

ability to operate and maintain the facility without additional fedora

funds during the first five years of.operatio

der to undertake the painting project, therefore, enough

cosy would have to_ be v lable i,n the operating_ account to oay for the

rojece and the majority of the corporation board would have to vote in

favor of the Project. The president of the corporation stated with
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certainty that the housing units would have been pain in the Fall

or early Spring by a private painter if the project had not been in

existence. He e pressed surprise at the price that was quoted fo-

1/
job by our independent estimators, but he said that sufficient

funds were availablp in the operating account to pay forthe work if

necessary.

Consequently, it is quite certain that in the absence

project the work would have been produced by an alternative supplier.

The value of the output, herefore, must be determined on the basis of

hether the person or pe sons who would have performed the work in the

absence of .the project we e.in teed productively employed in another

job:- We noted earlier, the corporation' president stated in our initial

interview e absence.of the project the painting work would

obablY have been done by a local resident who had previously been

used to paint the Ante

units in the project.
/ This person, in turn, stated that if approached

walls and ceilings of one of the apartment

she w uld)lave accepted the job.. Thus it.is likely that in the absence

of the project the painting would have been performed by this local resident.

His surprise at the estimate tray haie been due to the deceptive
.

appearance of. the buildings. The majority of painted surface area consists

of eave overhang and the buildings given the impression-that most of the

surface brick-

2/_
In a later terview, he modified this assertion by stating

that the' job may have been too big for her to, perform. This modified

assertion is to some degree a product of hindsight based on our project

study. Although' he came to 'realize that more surfa area was involved

than he originally nought, this awareness would not -ikely have

occurred, in the abSence Of the project. For that reason, his first

statement is considered-the best evidence of what would -have happened

in the absence of the project,



Based on the available evidence, the probability that the local

. - ---
nt would have been employed in another job is quite low. She

reported that She had ked only sporadically in the periOd immediately

preceding our interview with her d she felt that she did not have

enough work. Most of the jobs that she, had worked on were small ones

that did not provide much employment stability.

Because the probability is low that the person who would have

performed the painting work in the absence of the project would have found'

alternative work, the value of the project output relative to its

supply price is considered,lo- Despite -the fact that the work would

have been done in the absence of the project, the project _put does

not appear to represent much additional output be cruse the person who

would have done the work in the absence of the project was unlikely to

have found altos 've employment.

Y

Thi3 project consists of a crew of participants in the YCCIP

pr who were'involved in the painting of the eaves, gables, and

Lor trim 'of the RiCh Hill Nonprofit Housing Development dor the

Elderly. The project was administered by the West Central Missouri

Rural DeVelopment C poratian, a community action agency. The area

that was paihted was over 5,000 square feet.

The most likely alternative supplier in the abs rice of the

P ould have been a private painting contractor in the area.

apply p as were obtained from painting contractors

who based their estimates on i lotion visits to, the pro
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irk had_been completed. The best estimate of the total price for

the job, including labor, materials, and overhead, was $2,263. With

overhead removed, the estimate came to $1,934. The total labor supply

price for the work, derived by subtracting the price of materials

from the estimate, -as-$1,481. The best estimate of the participant

supply price, that is the price that would have to be paid to an
1

alternative supplier for the Output Produced specifically by the

project participants, was $1,081. On an hourly basis, the total labor

supply price was $2.47, while the participant supply price per hour

was $2.22. The ratio of the participant supply price, per hour to

the average wage rate of the alternative supplier workers indicates

that the project participants were 23% as productive as the regular

workers who would have produced the output in the absence of. the

project. The net wage expenditure for the project, which is calculated

by subtracting the estimate of the total participant upply.price

from the total project labor expenditure, equals $194, indicating that

the expenditures were greater by that amo t to have the output oroduced

by the participants than to have the:output produced by an alternative

supplier.

The quality of the project output, as assessed by two independent

estimators, several residents of the hotsing project, and the project

supe' or, was quite low. All the respondents stated that the quali

ngf the work was far below commercial standards-, and the paint

contractors felt most customers would not accept the job as performed.

In addition, the residents felt that the project participants were disruptive.



t: of disruptive behavior and bad language at one point led

to a request that the project be discontinued, but promises by the

supervisor that he would be absent from the work site less often led

to

very

ontinuation.

With respect to the demand for the project output,

kely that the work would have been performed even _ the absence

of the project. The person most likely to have performed the work,

a local resident, had a .low probabilityof being employed on alternative

painting jobs during this period.
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SUNNYSIDE CLINIC PROJECT

This report covers labor service project that is part of

the Youth Employment and TrainingProgram (YETP) in Houston, Texas.

The project consists of two participants working as preparatory

assistants in Sunnyside Clinic, a city health facility. The project

was selected randomly from a list of current participants in the

YETP program in Houston. The period of measurement is for the period

August 9 through August 22, 1978.

I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The City of Houston operates twelve public health clinics

through the Nursing Division of the Department of Public Health.

Dispersed widely across the city, these clinics receive funds from

various local, state, and federal sources, with the major source

of funding being,the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

(HEW). The clinics proVide family planning and health screening

services to persons defined-as economically disadvantaged by federal

guidelines. In addition to these activities, the clinics have major

screening and immunization programs for veneral disease and tuberculosis

The clinics have used CETA participants since the beginning

of the CETA program, and the Director he Nursing Division felt

that CETA participants have had both a positive and negative impact

the clinics. CETA.parti ipants have allowed professional staff

utine duties such as clean-up, movement ofto spend less time

patients, taking laboratory specimens, and so forth. This permits the
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doctors, nurses, and nurse practitioners to have more direct patient

time, d the Director feels that this results in better medicine

being practiced. Also, CETA provides training for economically

disadvantaged persons that allows them to better compete for permanent,

paraprofessional positions in the clinic. However, the Dirdeto?

stated that the Nursing Division incurred many problems in trying

to integrate CETA workers into the regular staff because of fluctuating

enrollment levels and limited planning time. The planning time is necessary

because, before CETA participants can be used in areas of direct

patient contact, they must go through an orientation process that

familiarizes them with the proper methods and protocol to be

followed.

The Sunnyside Clinic is the newest of Houstdn's clinics,

having been completed in 1977. The two project participants assist

the doe and nurse practitioner in the family planning unJ.t and are

directly supervised by the nurse in charge of that unit. About

eighty patients are scheduled for appointments each day in the

unit, and about fifty,. appear, The duties of the participants are to

assist the patients in undressing, if necessary; weigh and-measure

patients; and make certain that equip and supplies necessary

for examinations are Present. After the examination, the participants

clean the examination area and wash and store the equipmen

In addition, one of the participants occasionally operates the telephone

switchboard and does some filing of patients' records.
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The participants expected-to observe the same standard

discipline -established for the regular clinic workers. If 13

blems develop, the clinic administrator` (not the participant's

immediate supervisor) w 11 speak directly to the participant and

attempt to resolve problems at that level. If problems persist,

the administrator will speak to the YETP program counselor assigned

to that participant. Intractable cases are handled by requesting

the YETP program administration to transfer the participant to another

position outside the clinic.

The YETP program in which the participants are enrolled

is a three, nth program. Both participants are enrolled full time

(40 hours per week) in the program. One participant spends 16 paid

hours each week attending classes to get a Graduate Equivalency

Degree, which reduces her project work time to 24 hours weekly. The

clinics are open from 8

are present from 8 a.m.

to 5 0.m., and the-participants normally

4:30 p.m.

The. YETP pr_ogrsn finds provide only wages for this project.

All supervision, supplies, and equipment costs are borne by the Houston

Department of Public Health-

II. SUPPLY PRICE ESTIMATES

The most likely alternative supplier of the output produced

by the project participants would be clinic assistants employed by

the Houston Department of Public Health, Division of Nursing. With

one major exception, discussed more fully below, the .job duties of
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1/
the participants were identical to those of the clinic assistants,

an entry level position in the_Division of Nursing. Several clinic

assistants were employed at the Sunnyside Clinic. They were,.used

as the basis for a labor productivity comparison with the participants

in.order to derive supply estimates.

The only difference between.the clinic assistants and the

participants was that the clinic assistants, as part of their job

duties, would collect, label, and send laboratory specimens to the

city laboratory. This responsibility accounted for approcima.tely

25 percent of the assistants' work time and required special training.

The two project participants were not permitted to perform this

laboratory function since they had not been trained in the proper

3/
procedure for doing so. In all other aspects of the job, the

productivity of the participants was rated equal to that of the clinic

assistants. In addition, the participants required the sane amount

1/
During the measurement period one of the participants also

answered telephones and filed patient records while filling in on ,a
temporary basis for an absent Staff member. Although this is not part
of the clinic assistant job description, it was consistent with standard
practice of shifting personnel to fill gaps rather than increasing over-
time or hiring temporary staff. A clinic assistant would be the most
likely staff member to be used in this,temporary capacity in the absence
of the project.

2/The Dire.ltor of the. Nursing Division said learning to take a
blood sample was the primary foduS of the laboratory training. An

I

improperly taken sample is very painful to the patient, so considerable
time is taken to teach it properly.

k

/Only employees expected to remain more than three months are
taught this procedure. The,Clinic Administrator said that if the
project participants were scheduled to be *_here for more than three
months they would have been taught the procedure.



f supery n as the regular clinic assistants.

Since the rk done by the project participants wan identical

to that done by the clinic assistents in all respects except the

performance of laboratory'functions, two supply price estimates

calculated. The first estimate takes.into account th fact

e participants d4 not perform the laboratory work and assumes

1/
at the laboratory wOrk represents more highly skilled work. The

-skid differential between this aspect of the job and other

job functions is assumed to be 25 percent, i.e. , other job functions

2/
are 75 percent skilled as the laboratory work. Since 25 percent

the clinic assistants' -time is spent doing laboratory work, only

one quarter of the wage would be subject to this downward adjustment.

Recalling that the participants and the clinic assistants were

considered equally productive in the Other (identical) aspects of

their jobs, the supply price estimate would be $3.29 per hour, or $395

for the entire measurement period. This assumes that the participants

were 100 percent as productive as the clinic assistants ,(whoSe starting

hourly wage is .51) in 75 percent of their job duties and 75 percent

as productive in the remaining 25 percent of the job.

The second supply price estimate was based on the assumption

that the productivity of the participants is equal to that of the

clinic assistants.on all tasks performed. This; estimate is simply

the Clinic assistants' wage rate? or $3.51 per hour, $421 for the

1/
Given the impOrtange placed on it and the increased training

required to learn it, this.aPpears-to bee reasonable assumption.

2/
Thit'essumpti n is, of course, somewhat arbitrary,qout no

. wage data are available for comparable jobs that d'o not include the

laboratory work-.
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entire measurement period. The first estimate is considered the best

estimate, since it is likely that there is a difference in the

'productivity of the clinic assistants and the participants based

on the additional job duties of the forme:_

Another useful measure, related to supply price,

productivity of the project participants relative to that of alterna-

tive suppliers. The measure, which is called participant relative

labor p :ductivity, is calculated by dividing the participant supply

price per hour by the average wage rate of the regular workers,

excluding supervisors, who would have produced the output under -the

alte- ative-supplier option. (For regular workers we assume their

wage rate reflects their productivity.) The supervisor inputs are

excluded from both the project productivity measure (i.e., the num at__

and the alternative supplier wage fate (i.e. , the denominator). There-

fore, ju as the project participant supply price adjusts for (i.e., su

tmcts out) the contribution of the supervisor, this measure'of

relative labor productivity also does so in precisely the same way.

The numerator in the orticipant relative labor productivity

ratio is 3.29, which the porticipant supply price per hour. The

den.nator, the.average wage ;'ate of the alternative supplier workers,

The ratio, .93, indicates that the project participants

were 93 percent as productive an the regular workers who world have

produced the output in the absen..e of the project. As noted above,

the only difference between the -productivity of the clinic assistants

and- that of the participant is the additional, more highly skilled job

duties of the di micassistants.
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III, PROJECT INPUTS AND EXPENDITU S

participant input data were obtained from the program

operator, the Neighborhood Community Daycare Center Association, who

made out the payroll and maintained participant employment records.

All other project inputs, including supervision, were contributed

by the client agency; the Division of Nursing within the Houston

Department of Pudic Health. These inputs are not included in the

calculations because_it was determine that there was no difference

th respect to these inputs between the project and the alternative

supplier.. The participants spedt a total of 120 hours on the project

during the period of measurement.- to addition, one of the participants

spent 32 hours of nonwork time in a GED program, but these hours have

not been included in the project input and expenditures calculations.

The only project expenditures, charged to the ,YETI program

are the ages and fringe benefits of the participants. This expenditure

totaled $337 for the period of measurement. All other project expens

were incurred by the client agency.

An estimate of the "net wage e- 'ture" of the project can be

calculated by subtracting out the es 'Mate of the total participant

supply price from the total labor expenditure paid to the participant

on the project. This number might be interpreted as the net expenditure

that is paid to the project participant over and above what would have

to be paid to hav 'an alternative supplier'produce equivalent output.

For this project the calculation ($337 $395) yields a net wage

expenditure of -$58. This negative value means that the expenditure



would have been $58 greater to produce the project output using an

alternative supplier have the output produced by the project

participant. On an hourly basis, subtracting the participant supply

price per hour ($3.29 an hour) from the project hourly wage expendi-

I/
ture $2,81 an hour), the net wage expenditure equals -5.48 per hour.

These negative net expenditure values result from the fact that the

productivity of the project participant was judged to be only slightly

below that of regular workers, while the wage rate of the participant

was considerably below the regular worker wage rate.

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT OUTPUT QUALITY

An assessment of the quality of output of the project

articipants was obtained from the clinic administrator. It was

her opinion tliat the participants were'able to do the assigned

tasks with the same egree of confidence and thoroughness as the

regularly enliployed clinic assistants. As noted earlier, the

participants did not perform some of the laboratory preparation

functions that were'performed by the clinic assistants. On-all the

other tasks that the two groups performed in conunon, the guality

of their work was rated as equal. The clinic administrator said

that the-only difference between the participants and the regularly

employed cliniC assistants was that the training time for the participant

1/
It should be noted that the wage expenditures in our=proiect

studies include only wages paid for the time participants are assigned
to projects. They do not include wages or stipends paid while partici-
pants are assigned to other program-activities (e.g., classroom training,
counseling, GED), and they, therefore, assume that there are no indirect
wage payments required for the time spent in activities other than
project work. Since this assumption is not true in many cases,
caution-should be used in interpreting the number as the total wage
expenditure associated with a particUlar, project.



at the begins g of their employment was longer than that for that

of the clinic assists_

V. DEMAND FOR THE PROJECT OUTPUT

Infoti.on on the demand for the project output was provided

by the director of the Division of Nursing and the clinic adminsitra- r.

The acbiinietrator said that in the absence of the project, the tasks

performed by the participants would continue to be performed at the

same scale. Patients would not be turned away and all of the p_ pare-

tion and clean up work would have to be performed. However, she

sated that the clinic would not hire new staff and. would not

allocate any additional funding to the family plenning units in

order to perform these tasks absence of the project. She said

that the work done by the participants would be done instead by the

licensed vocational nurses and the registered: nurses presently employed

just as they had done prior to the YETP project. This would result

iii a reduction in the time the licensed vocational nurses and registered

nurses currently spend developing case histories and counseling petiennts.

The clinic administratorac nistrator felt that the increased time spent by the

nursing staff talking to the pati nts resulted in better diagnosis and

better patient understandings of the techniques required for successful

family plann ng. She did not, however, speculate on the quantitative

value of these activities. _

Thus, there is strong evidence that the work performed by the

project participants would have been.performed even in the absence of

the, project. ConequentlY, the project represents a case of

substitution in. that the participants are producing outpUt that would

-



otherwise have been produced by other employees in the same work

unit. In essence, the presence of the project participants has

freed Ehe members of the nursing staff to concentrate on other

activities in the clinic. It is these activities that represent

the additional output that is produced (indirectly by the project

participants). However, the value of that output is difficult to

determine. There is a presumption on the basis of the statements

f the. clinic administrator that the additional counseling and case

history activities in which the nurses are engaged are highly

valued. However, quantitative esti tes of that value are elusive

this case because the nurses are paid the same wage that they

would have been paid in the absence of the project.' Ultimately the

value of the freed resources,.and consequently the value of the pro-

ject output, rests on the answers to two questions: (1) what is the

value of the increased counseling and other. patient contact activities

f the nurses? and (2) has the presence of the project participants

alleviated any market inefficiencies in that they have allowed the

nursing staff to engage ih presumably more highly valued activities?

VI. SUMMARY

This project consists of two participants in a ETP program

who are providing labor services to the Sunnyside Clinic in Houston,

Texas. The duties of the participants are to assist the patients

in undre ing, if necessary; weigh and measure the patients and make

certain that equipment and supplies necessary for examlnati ns are

present. After the examination, the participants also clean the
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examination area and wash and store the equipment.

The most likely alternative supplier of the work perfo-_ed

by the project participants would be clinic assistants employed by

the Houston Department of Health, Division of Nursing. Several

clinic assistants e' already employed at the Sunnyside Clinic.

They were :d as the basis for a labor productivity comparison.

with the participants in order to derive a supply price estimate

The only difference between the job resronsibilities of the nic

assistants and the project participants was that the clinic

assistants would collect, label, and send laboratory specimens

to the city laboratory. The participants were not permitted to

perform this function since they had-not been trained in the proper

procedure for doing so. In all other functions the productivity

of the participants the clinic assistants was judged to be'

equal. The best ate of the 'supply pricd for the work d

by the-participants, adjusting for this difference in job duties,

was $3.29 per hour, or $395 for the entire measurement par The

ratio of the participant supply price per hour to the average wage

rate of the clinic assistants indicates that project participants-

-were 93% at' productive as the assistants: This difference is based

solely on the additional, more highly skilled job duties of the cli-

assistants.

The "net wageexpenditur ' of, the project- -that is, the net

expenditure that is paid to the p participant over and above

what would have been paid to have the clinic assistants provide the
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output--is -$58. This negative value means that the expenditure

would have been 5B greater to produce the project output using

the clinic assistants than to have the output produced by the

pr ject participants.

The assessment of the quality of the work done by the

participants, provided by the clinic administrator, reveals that

on all the tasks that the participants performed in common with

assistants, the quality of their work was rated as

equal - -'the clinic administrator said that the only difference

participants and the regularly employed clinic assistants

was in the training tune that was required for the two groups,

With respect to, the demand for the Project output, there

strong evidence that the work performed by the participants

would have been done even in the absence of the project, probably

by the registered nurses and licensed

Performed the work p

rational nurses who had

project. Because of the presence

of the participants, mbers of the nursing staff were able. to

spend. more e counseling patients and developing case histories:-
,

This increased patient contact was considered very valuable by the

clinic adMinistratortaithough we have no quantitative estimates of,

that value. Consequently, a determination of the value of the additi

output indirectly produced by the project participants rests on

what the value is of the additional patient counseling and case

history development brought about by the p eCt, and whether the

existence of the project might have alleviated an existing market

imperfection by permitting the members of the nursing staff to engage

in more highly valued activities,
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-OVERVIEW'

The Summer Program for Economically Disadvantaged Youth
(formerly the Neighborhood Youth Corps -SummerPrograt
and,for-1979 simply the Summer,Youth Program) has been
operating since 1965. Throughout these 14-years, there
has never been an:oppOrtunity for the organizations and

,, .

people-operating the program to come together and discuss
problems and approaches for overcoming- them. The
-advantage OVA decentralized delivery System is that a
diversity of techniques are developed and applied; the
shortcoming is that they are rarely recognized-and.
replicated. The Office of.Youth Programs recognized
that by sharing experiences, future summer efforts could
be much improved. This summary report,highlights the
effective procedures for planning,-operating, .essessing
and monitoring the,Nulmmer 'program and identifies. various,
successful models which have been developed and applied
by prime sponsOrs around the country. Participants were
able to provide a wealth-of practical guidande to one
another and to-the regional and national office
rePresentatives. The number of effective short cuts to
Positive implementation described by the participants will
no doubt benefit summer operations.

.While the value of prime sponsor sharing of experiences
cannot be overstated, equally important is the fact that
spEay practitioners:were provided positive,. national-

-- .direction from principal policy officials, It is very
imPortant to those people charged with developing .worksites
and implementing local. projects.thatthey appreciate that
their efforts are recognized .as a fundamental element of
a.domprehensive youth employMent policy.

The four- conferences proved that the Summer Youth Program
is'not.a Stagnant, income maintenance program but rather a
prograth of constant change and innovation backed by local
commitment in most areas to further improve its quality.

ROBERT TAGGART
Administrator
Office of Youth-Programs
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S Y OF SPEDY CONFERENCES: AN INTRODUCTION

"Perfecting Operations. Through Sharing Experiences" set the theme for
four conferences convened by. the Department of Labor (DOL) from mid-Oc66ber
into, the first week of November 1978. The common ground for participants
who attended these regional meetings held in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania;
Chicago, Illinois; Los Angeles, California; and Houston, Texas; was the
Summer Program for Economically Disadvantaged Youth (SPEDY), a suMmer youth
employment program effort under Title III of the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA). With sharing and refining of program operation
experiences being highlighted, each of these day-and-a-half conferences was
largely structured around eighteen topical workshop sessions on programmatic
and operational subjects. These workshops, particularly, provided some
-common ground for. SPED? administrators to view their future efforts in light
of their past programs.

Although attended by staff members from the National and. Regional DOL
Offices, as well as members of the National Youth Participant Observer
Committee (NYPOC), the conference represented the intention of DOL to give
°local SPEDY prime sponsors the time and opportunity to learn from each other.
The-result was active disclission which involved all participants in an
equal: measure of give and take.

The fourteen workshop summaries included here describe some of the
practices, procedures, and approaches which individual prime sponsor agencies
have taken to address common problems or areas of concern. Most of the topics

under discussion dealt with issues affecting agencies irrespective of their
size, geographic location, or funding level; however, the conferences also
allowed for some specialized discussions, such as one that was planned
specifically for administrators and operators of .the country's large,

urban SPED? programs.

Following the last workshop summary is an overview of the perspectives
on SPEDY offered by the young members of NYPOC. The final section of this
summary report discusses certain issues which remain to be resolved.



CONFERENCE PURPOSES

The Suffer Program for Econoiically thadvantaged Youth (SPEDY),
formerly known as the Neighborhood Youth Corps Summer Program, is one of the
oldest surviving youth prOgrams. As such, it has been successfullever the
years.in providing summer.jobs to'millions of youth across the country. As
an income maintenance program, SPEDY served a basic purpose of providing
work and putting money into the pockets of disadvantaged youth. In Fiscal
Year 1977, and to a greater extent in FY 1978, however, attention was
focused nationally on improving .the .quality of the .experiences of youth during
the short summer program. During the past two years, the regulations have
been strengthened to encourage quality work site development, supervision
and career exposure; monitoring and evaluation have been emphasized; and
planninghas_begun earlier.. han ever.

The SPEDY conferences were designed to capitalize on the experiences
of prime sponsors during the sumer_of 1978 and to serve as another
mechanism for improving the summer program. In line-with the. theme of the
conferences, S,m.!Ier Youth Emplomeltt: Perfecting Operations Through Sharing
Experiences, the three major purposes to be achieved were

to present findings from FY 1978 assessment studies of the
Office of Youth Program- to improve overall program quality
long the lines of established program emphases;

to ideliltify and share eremplary programs and components which
could be replicated by other prime spoilsors; and

provide formation and incentives to begin planning for
the FY 1979 summer youth programs.

Although'the onferences focused on functional areas, such as plannning,
monitoring and evaluation and highlighted work experience, training,
orientation and other aspects of program activities specialized tofics,,
such as Vocational Exploration in the Private Sector (VETS) and Big City
.Programs,ias well as results of National Office SPEDY assessments also
received close attention. Several special feature6 of the conferences
Involved youth themselves. A group of high school students from the'Detroit
public schools presented a special prodfiction of a career awareness program
entitled, "Work:or Don'tLet Your Attitude Intrude." In addition, a panel of
youth- from the National Youth Part'_cipant. Observer Committee.(NYPOC) were
invited to attend as conferees.

. The conferences brought together prime sponsors throughout the'country
And featured special guests such as the Assistant Secretary of the Employment
and Training Administration, Ernest Green, and the Mayor of'Chicag
Michael Bilandic. Representing the best of SPEDY experiences, the SPEDY
conferences should serve as a kickoff to even more successful planning and
implementation of summer programs in FY.1979 and in years to come.



III. WO 'SHOP ST

Grant Planning: Putting It Down on Paper

Recognizing the unequivocal relationship between'the planning process
and the quality of:prograM'operationa, prime sponsors are attempting
to develop planning into a year-round busines assuring that SPEDY programs

evolve and'improve from year to year. In addition, there was general
-agree:pent:that grant planning is not the same as "putting it down on paper
-putting it down on paper caps off the planning process.

Although strategies necessarily differ among prime sponsors,
many have begun to improve planning with significant changes at

their administrative levels. The Broward Employment Training
Administration (BETA), in southern Florida and Louisville- Jefferson County,

Kentucky, for instance, exemply those Prime sponsors that have achieved

more continuous planning and more efficient implementation by consolidating

various youth efforts in-a central administration. While many prime'sponsors,

particularly the larger ones, find that trimming their administrative structures
is paying,off in improved services to youth, others find that their

programs are'strengthened-by delegating more responsibility

outside the agency. Having realized that egency staff were being,
stretched too thin to effectively monitor 1978 worksites, for example,

the prime sponsor in'Ensura County, _California will subcontract their

monitoring duties next year.

Another approach to good planning is.rto establish an overall theme

for all planning decisions. This is currently done by a Virginia prime,-

the Richmond Area Platenixr System (RAlips) By planning

only a f es./program changes each year, this prime concentrates on the

careful evaluation of its programs and accents stability even at the -,

expense of moving slowly -into new program areas suggested by the SEEDY

guidelines.

.Prime sponsors mayjlave different .overall planning strategies, but

strikingly similar themes' were-listed as they Attempted,to boil down good

planning to its essential characteristics. These could be said to

crystallize into four main points: (1) developing a program around and in

'response to local decisions or need; (2) ascertaining and actively involving

key community resources; (3) setting realistic goals, that is, goals which

can actually be implemented; and (4) building-in an evaluationtnechaniam so

that findings can be used for future planning.

Early planning is an essential ingredient for each of these steps

but particularly so for allowing decisions and locally-determined priorities

to flow "from the bottom up." When this happens, then, SPEDY planners

:assume the role of instruments or tools in developing programs ,that meet

local needs. Re veis of Minnesota Balance of State (BOS) defined

planners as instruments." The South Dakota Balance OS), for



example, actively "invaded" the private sector in 1978 SPEDY at the direct

request of-the state's six planning councils and the Youth Council. This

direc4on was chosen in light of the identified need for better types of
training, better supervision, and greater diversity in work experiences. Th

preliminary assessment of this concerted effort demonstrates its success;
-hot only have private employers retained many of the youth who participated
in OJT oripart-time positions during the school year, but also, the,-
monitoring-findings show that private employers did indeed have a greater
interest in the quality of youth's experiences than was found at other
sites.

-The second essential characteristic is recognizing the
impossibility of implementing "what's do paper" without the active

involvement of participating agenciei throughout the planning stages. To

do so, however, prime sponsors must find the time and establish the necessary

lines of communication that assure the accurate flow of information to all ---

CliOs, the Youth Council, and all other "actors" --- as it is received or de-

cided upon, from regulations down to specific timetables. A Utah planning

agency, Nountainland AssOciation of Governmenti (MAG), has also

attempted to increase the coordination of its sub-contractors by 'means of

ongoing training sessions for agency representatives and an Implementation

Mamual.which delineates roles and responsibilities for everyone involved in

CETA youth programs. The result of such linkages can be well-informed

and supportive community groups which, by virtue of their stake in the planning

become,partners in implementation.

Prime sponsors also considered their common problem in realizing the gas
they have-put on paper, which occurs without regard to program size,

funding level, or organizational structure. Prime sponsors agreed on

the need to carefully assess the limits of what a summer program can do

and develop goals based on needs and resources. The Tri- County (Pennsylvania)

panpower Consortium, for example, feels that its SPEDY program should

concentrate on employment since supportive services are available through,

other titles that run concurrently; RAMPS, in Virginia, has not yet concentrated

on dropouts in SPEDY believing that their needs are be-ter addressed

in the longer-term CETA programs. In such ways as these, prime sponsors
focus on realistic goals and priorities when planning their summer

programs.

Finally, good planning should incorporate the successes of previous ,

programs and eliminate the unworkable, The capacity of prime sponsors to
make these-judgments, however, depends on what provision is made for program
evaluation during 'their grant planning. Increasingly, prime sponsors are
setting measurable goals and establishing criteria on which to judge the degree
of achievement, are using this information to take constructively

-critical looks at. the just completed programs, and are developing
program goals for the next year.

Prime sponsors are being encouraged to exercise.. all of-the-local options and
leverages available to them to establish a year-round summer planning

3,1
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staff, _o'include youth themselves in planning,, and:to .strengthen relation-
ships with existing services in order to improve SPEDY 'planning. Even for
a program of short-duration like SPEDY, the keys to better grant
Planning are starting early and making planning a top priority throughout the- ,

year.

SPEDY Into Year-Round Plannin= and Proranmih

While prime sponsors endorse the concept of integrating SPEDY with
other CETA and youth program activities, and can understand the tangible
benefits a such coordination, the reality of this process is frustrating
to many of them; Among the major problems identified by prime sponsors is
the administrative difficulties in juggling different sets of guidelines, go
economic requirements, and budgets for each program. There also seeMs to be
confusion among prime sponsors as 'to what the regulations do or do not
permit in the way of concurrent enrollmentd, inter-program transfers, and
mixing program funds: In establishing smoother collaboration with non-
,CETA agencies, prime sponsors also run into "turf" problems Which often
defeat Integrative efforts.

Although none dimiinish the difficulties posed by this new emphasis
on integrating SPEDY, some primp sponsors have found uorkable solutions
that assist their efforts. The City of Dmsha Nebraska prime sponsor, for
example, has the money to plan:SPEDY year-round:,by borrowing from other titles
1,!hich is permissible as long as the funds are accounted for in the SPEDY
budget. The City of St Paul, A Minnesota prime sponsor, has a single
delivery approach for youth programS-and can expect youth:to remain in
programs an average of three -and -a -half years. This makes_inter-title
transfers Possible and eliminates the.need for re-enrollment.

Prime sponsors ,ite,bothitlichigan and Kansas have used the Request for
Proposal (RIP) solicitation process to integrate planning and programs
The GeneseelFlintConsortium in Michigan, for exampIe,'has designed its REP
so that potential Subcontractors must propose programs to serve youth in
$PEDY,,,Title'I, and YETP'elthough they can choose to do so in any of three
component areas,:that is in Youth Work.Experience/Worksite Management,
Employability Counseling Services; or Vocational Exploration Programs (VEP).
This approaCh has been successful not only in eliminating "turf" problems,
but also by blurring the lines of distinction between programs at the
local level; in emphasizing the delivery of needed services rather than the
categorical source of a service.

Similarly, 'Balance_ of'State'(BOS) Kansas found it helped to let an
Rte' on a two-year basis.. The RFP required a year-round Director and staff
to integrate Title-rim-school and SPEDY, and:outlined very specific .
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provisions including the requirement that SPEDY planning be conducted

concurrently with ttie in- school operation.

In addition to. the administrative benefits of program integration,

such as savings-in program costs, reduced duplication of effort, and'

smoother planning, prime sponsors also recognize the benefits that can

result in more comprehensive services and in serving the long-range

needs of youth.

The prime sponsor serving southeast central Michigan, Genesee/Flint

Consortium, for example, aims to provide individualized services to youth.

Because its programs have been integrated, SPEDY counselors have many

resources available, CETA and non-CETA,alike, so that each youth can

get whatever services he or she needs most; in other words, integration

has allowed categorical programs to be pulled apart and restructured in

individual ways.

The City of St. Louis (SLATE), Missouri prime sponsor aims to structure

its Programs so that they feed into each other and provide long-range impact

on youth. For example, 8-13 years old youth who participate in a summer

recreational program have already been involved in vocational exploration when

they enter SEEDY. Also, this prime 'sponsor is preparing both SPEDY and TETP

youthhfor the future by concentrating on developing employability

skills and work habits from year to year. Hopefully, many of these

youth will he'eligible for referral to their Title I skills center, where

strict academic requirements imposed by the local union have up to now posed

problems for such referrals.

In North Carolina, the Raleigh ,Consortium developed several

special projects which are being incorporated into their overall program.

One of these SPED'? projects, which sought to encourage positive attitudes

and self-concept in youth, has had such demonstrable success that it will

become a component in all of their CETA programs.

The Bal!'M221....EVCE2ntYPIDISIA prime sponsor was directed to

enhance the long term'impact of SPEDY services in 1977. In order to do so, the

prime sponsor made concerted efforts to coordinate with local education agencies

(LM.'s). Among the many advantages of this collaboration were job

related training seminars conducted by school staff at each SPEDY wrksite

to strengthen youth's job skills and work habits. As a result of

this summer 'experience, youth gained learning experience with long term

application in addition to employment.

The Stockton-San Joaquin Coun California prime sponsor has also focused

on articulation with LFAs, making use of the county school system as

the-"administrative arm of SPEDY." The communication that is so necessary

when such linkages are developed is fostered in this area by an innovative

Complaints Control Center. This office receives all questions or

complaints iagarding program operations which keeps administrators alert to

problems and serves to keep the various agencies involved well-informed.
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wnlie the cittering poiicie criteria, and approaches among CETA_

Programs; and complicated guidelines do hinder integrating SPEDY
into year -round planning and programming, many prime sponsors have' been
successful in their attempts'to work out, solutions.- Prime sponsors can
also look forward to the results from ten demonstration-programs which
will be selected as case studies of program integration sometime next
year.

Orientation SPEDY: E,e=ulations Goals and Procedures

As ,the direct link between priMe sponsor agencies and youth summer
experiences, SPEDY staff constitute a fundamental influence on the quality
of the summer programs. For this reason, prime sponsors must develop
suitable orientation to prepare staff who are both knowledgeable about
the program and its purposes and who possess the skills and attitudes
that will ma.<imize youth experiences.

ime, hOwever imposes major constraints on prime sponsors and their plans
for staff training in several ways. To begin with, the short duration
of SPEDY programs limits the4E5Tce of staff and also limits the possibilities
for building on staff abilities and experience from one year to the next
that can occur in year-round programs. Prime sponsors' 'are more often
than not faced with hiring new personnel each year and providing inexperienced
staff with introductory training. The quick start-up of 'SPEDY each year
also affects the quality of staff orientation. Since training usually
occurs just before programs begin, when so many other program matters
demand attention, training tends to be a brief, often pro forma treatment
of rules, regulations, etc. In the short time available to them,. prime
sponsors are also hard pressed to address-the important area of attitude
development, perhaps the most important learning area for staff who will
be working closely with youth and worksite personnel. Recognizing these
constraints on preparing staff adequately for their roles and-responsibilities,
prime sponsors must make efforts to have a.thoroughly planned and fully
developed orientation in place priorlp the start of their programs.

Typically, orientation or training sessions provide information on
CETA and SPEDY, their, regulations and intent; on the relationships of
each staff member to the other; and on procedural matters such as payroll,
accident reports, referrals, terminationsequal employment
opportunity, and recruiting. However, some-prime sponsors have begun to
expand on this bare-bones content. A rural_prime sponsor, for example,
also provides information to its SPEDY counselors on the local political
structure, its local geography, as well as methods of dealing with parents.
Counselors for another rural prime found a workshop in communication
and listening skills to be very helpful in their work with youth. In

a large urban area, monitoring staff receive specific training in observation
skills and data collection techniques. Part of the training for a

staff engaged them in the innovative techniques that they couldcons.



use during the program to encourage youth in recognizing some of their

personal values.

Since initial orientation sessions are often restricted by time,
prime sponsors have extended'their staff training in several ditferent

ways. -One way, is to distribute handbooks or manuals which outline roles,

responsibilities, and procedures. Although this technique may seem most
helpful where large numbers of staff must be trained in a short amount
of time, it is being used by small and large agencies alike. Recognizing
the need for following up on initial staff training, another zirnLsproascr
stresses the idea of "reorientation" by conducting weekly inservice sessions
throughout the summer. A Balance of State prime sponsor extends staff
orientation through the year by=convening several meetings in the spring,
which include skills training workshops, and by capping off the summer
with a staff review of the entire program.

Important questions rega ding staff, which probably cannot
be answered in one way for all prime sponsors, are the questions of
who are best qualified to work with youth and how they should be
selected. Some of the approaches already used demonstrate considerable
variety; for example, 'a Balance of State prime sponsor looks particularly
for persons with SPEDY experience to be its team leaders; a consor
prime sponsor has found that elderly persons are very effective counselors;
county prime sponsor favors recruiting staff from the immediate communLty
believing they will take greater interest in the quality of the program;
another makes extensive use of local education staff.
Essentially, the issue boils down to a question of what characterizes the
ability to make the most of youth's experiences. Is a graduate degree

an indication of this ability? Will youth idenify more easily with persons
who have experienced some of the same problems they experience? This is likely
remain one area in which prime sponsors will continue to base individual
decisions on demonstrated performance in their own programs.

In addition to the agency staff who will be working directly with
youth, some 'pride sponsors also try to reach worksite supeivisors with some
training or orientation before their programs begin; many, however, egperience
similar difficulties in doing so. It is often difficult, for example, to
get these adult workers to attend "extra" meetings; another difficulty lies

in reaching the appropriate worksite personnel, that is, those who will
deal with the youth on a day-to-day basis. Those prime sponsors, however,
who have arranged for staff to visit individually with supervisors to .

distribute handbooks and to discuss the importance of attending orientation
meetings,- have found increased responsiveness to their overtures.

Although prime sponsors will continue to face the constraints of
time inherent in summer- only programs, staff orientation to SEEDY is being

Improved by earlier planning, attempts to rehire competent staff, through

more attention to. training content and follow-up. In such ways, summer
staff can be better prepared to capitalizeen the pdtential for meaningful
.work experiences for SPEDY youth.



he ability of prime sponsors to establish workable intake and
selection prodedures for SPED? enrollment probably has the most direct
bearing, on the operation of successful &ograms. It is clear that for
SPED? to serve its purpose, prime sponsors must be able to find the mos
.needy youth within the limits of the SPEDY guidelines and
criteria. Sensitive to the issue of accountability, but also familiar
with the inherent difficulties in eligibility and selection procedures,
prime sponsors are searching for workable solutions to common problems.

Prime sponsors expressed common concern over incomplete and inaccurate
applications and the extra demands' of lime and staff that are needed
to reat4gfy them. Even though the majority of prime spnsors reqhire youth,
and .sometimes parents, to apply in person, applications are not always
complete. One prime sponsor deals with this problem by placing incomplete
applications in a pending file and sending youth a letter explaining the
importance of getting the missing information. In other areas, particularly
in smaller programs, agency staff can follow-up personally and even assist
in retrieving the necessary information. Other prime sponsors, namely those
large cities, however, are forced to leave the matter of completing
applications to the youth themselves.

Verifying the accuracy of information involves similar difficulties
and also lacks an ironclad solution. Again, prime sponsors approach
verification in different ways. Some do more extensive cross-checks
with social service records, tax records, work permit information,
previous applications, and other sources of information than others to
verify age, residence, income, and so on. Some make use of compute
systems while others choose to verify only a random sample of applications.
While in some areas eligibility procedures suffer from being conducted by
an agency outside the prime sponsor agency, e.g. employment service, in
other areas such division of labor provides an automatic double-check
on applicants' eligibility.

Income verification appears to be a particularly pressing problem.
More and more, prime sponsors are instituting procedures to place the
'liability for accurate information with the enrollees and their parents.
They are doing so, in many cases, by requiring signatures attesting to
the truth of information and emphasizing the possible penalties of intentionally
fraudulent statements; one prime sponsor has notary publics on hand during
intake. Prime sponsors have found that such practices can significantly
reduce the number of ineligible applications. Although questions exist
as to whether enforcement is possible and whether it is even advisable,
prime sponsors agree on the essential need to improve verification
procedures.

Selection procedures are also being refined. as prime sponsors discover
better ways to target and recruit youth who are most in-need. To make

haveSPED? more accessible to these groups, for example, prime sponsors



strengthened their public relation efforEs and moved intake into the

communities. Some, find that using nontraditional sites for intake, for instance

malls and town balls, is more attractive to dropouts, for example. One prime

sponsor which serves both an urban and a rural population, redesigned its

recruitment. Plan to more effectively reach rural youth who had previously

been overlooked because of the transportation problems in reaching the into

office in the city. In another city, the prime sponsor recruited
offenders comprising 25% of the 1978 program dir6ctly out of halfway

houses and institutions.

Regarding selection procedures;,prime sponsors differ as to whether

the intent of SPED? is best served by recruiting "new faces" each year

in order to give more youth some exposqre to,work, or whether recruitment

efforts should attempt to reenroll the same participants from year to

year so that skills development and work relationships can be maximized.

Prime sponsors also weighed the pros and cons of the most widely used

selection methods, namely: (1) first come - first served;, (2) lottery;
(3) point/rating system; (4) and matrix system. As discussions highlighted,

some prime sponsors believe that the first-come, first-served and the lottery

'methods, while practical in serving large numbers of youth, fail to assure

that the most needy youth get served. Drawbacks were also considered in

using.the matrix system, which some reel seems to reward the least

deserving youth; and in using the point/rating system, which, it was felt,

encourages youth to exaggerate their handicaps and maintain their dis-

advantaged status. On the positive side, suggestions were made as to how_

methods could be used - together to attain airer selection procedures.

The strides already taken by prime sponsors toward more workable

eligibility and selection procedures reflect'the importance which they

attach to realizing 8PEDY's goals. Althdugh some prime sponsors would

like to see broader income guidelines for SPEDY and fewer changes in,

criteria from year to year, others feel that simplified and more
consistent requirements would ease same of their problems. .Prime sponso

are generally developing practices which bespeak greater accountability

and more efficient program operation.

e in You "confronted With Si nifioant m Ba

Many prime sponsors have specifically directed their attention to

segments,of their youth populations which, while beinglat an economic

disadvantage, face additional employment barriers. groups include

dropouts, ex- offenders, the disabled, teenage mothers, and minorities.

Dropouts appear to pose greater difficulty for many prime sponsors

because there is no institutional channel for identifying them, unlike the

juvenile court system that can help to reach ex-offenders, or a school's
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special education depart ent through which handicapped youth can be directly
identified.

Most oft the programs designed to serve significant youth segments
combine several approaches. For exanple, the "School on Wheels,"
which deals with dropouts in AlbuL, offers training
for out of school youth which is not pre-structured but rather is keyed
to the work in which the youth expresses an interest. The youth split their
day between school, which is,staffed by out of school teachers, and
work that is related to.the goals that the dropouts halp design them-
selves. The,youth find their own jobs and receive one school credit
for every 180 hours of work. The fact that this SPEDY program has a
waiting list of 400 names seems indicative, of the great need that exists
for such programs.

The prime sponsor in Allegliep County, Pennsylvania, has united
with three county organizations in developing worksites and designing
programs for youth, including dropouts and ex-offenders, who face credit
deficiency as an employment barrier. Unable to go to school because
they need to work, these youth were paid for their worksite activities
and received two credits far their half-day classroom program through'
SPEDY in 1978. - A Philadelphia, Pennsy.lvania grantee who subcontracted with an
organization to serve youth with academic deficiencies took a different
approach. This subcontractor established small businesses intended
to serve the immediate needs of the youth by focusing on training rather
than academics.

The prime, sponsor in Paul; Minnesota, offered a program for
40 ex-offenders which combined classroom and work experience,and allowed
youth to apply both their credits and wages toward offense reparation.
Twenty of the slots were 'held for those with mental or physical handicaps.
Through a contract with the Urban League, judges in the Juvenile Court
syStem in the Louisville, Ken_tucky area, are making direct referrals of
youth to CETA programs as ap alternative to detention.

Teenage mothers in San Francisco California received child care
instruction and clerical training through two, programs offered by the city
prime sponsor. These teenagers received some remedial education and experience
with a computer system as preparation for entering the area labor market. This
prime sponsor Offered other special projects which included offenders
running non-profit stores, and handicapped south in a theatre project.

Twenty percent of SPEDY participants served by the prime sponsor in
lis snr___1Countr.ti, in 1978 were- emyouth with otional/mdntal,

physical, and learning disability handicaps. These youth were mainstreamed
with others into a reforestration project or positions in local govern-
ment and social service agencies. The youth were provided with a great
deal of training, including basic job skills and labor market orientation,
before they went on the job; they also received academic credit.

l'Ionitors reported no discernable difference in the efforts or skills
among the youth in this mainstream project, but did find that, the handicapped
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youth enjoyed increased sot
findings are borne out in s

alization and self-esteem. These same

miler programs'in other areas.

the projects that have been developed to serve youth facing special
emPlmYment barriers reflect SPEDY's significant role in serving the needs
of ell youth. Identifying these youth is greatly assisted by prime sponsors'
collaboration with a variety of community agencies and new approaches can
be deieloped to recruit these youth. The prime sponsor in /1.13nt-,
Pennsylvania, for example, recruits significant segments of youth in
conjunction with SPEDY jobsite recruitment. The worhsite development

packages, that include ieloreation on requirements, deadlines, etc.,
Nehimb are sent out to public and private nonprofit organizations, also
&erre to alert these staff to the programs available to special youth.
The successes achieved so far should encourage more efforts to incorporate
such youth into SPEDY plans and programs.

Youth m lo ab Assessme Orientation

Merely providing youth with summer jobs does net assure their development
as job seekers, jab holders, or even that they will acquire a useable skill.

Prospects for enployabelity lie, instead, in increasing the options for youth
'that will help them more easily make the transition from school to_work. SPEDY

prime sponsors, as a result, are generating alternatives and effecting long-
term results by couPliagerk experiences with assessment, career counseling..
labor marker orientation, and also by arranging new opportunities for academic

credit. In developing youths' employability, SPEDY is dealing with the

larger issues of attitudes, aspirations, and motivation.

If SPEDY is to he a catalyst for change, everyone involved must understand

the importance of taking a long-range view of their present efforts. For this

reason, youth euployabelity needs to address attitudes, not only to gain the

&Lippert of employers end community agencies involved, but also to expand the

hori2ons of youth. The Texcoma Re Tonal Plannine Commission (Texas)ePtime

sponsor. emphasizes this point by stressing personal decisionmaking

inn its youth development program, feeling that it is more important for young

people to, be skillful in leaking personal, decisions and judgments than even to 0

select a career. Other programs liAsjaecotylt,:1.oriea incorporate
aspects of personal Erowtli and discovery by stressing orientation to long

term goals and building frameworks for overall exploration of alternatives

Youth employability requires a structured approach; a strategy. As a

Eirst step, then, prime sponsors use various assessment methods to identify

interests and see goals. Assessment is a particularly important step for

eeeutli who do not have some career inclinations, are confined to traditional
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choices, or who simply feel defeated about the possibilities that exist.
Assessment is usually done by use of interest,inventories or surveys from
which point counselors can find jobs and assess needs to begin to build a
plan; some -prime sponsors do so by making use of commercial systems that
are available. The Balance of State (SOS) Washt the other hand,
essentially allows youth to do their own assessment which, is possible
because of the modular design of its program. Youth ideritify their own
reeds, whether they are in the areas of work skills or job skills.

Youth employability also includes counseling which helps guide youth
in many ways. From initielassessment,,for example, counselors can help to
find or develop jobs that match expressed perferences. Counselors also build
career awareness by interpreting interests and selecting the skills youth
will need. Since' the role of counseloi's is a very important one in developing
youth employability, the Mercer County (Penns-ivania) Consortium has placed.
great emphasis on providing special training to its staff. The idea behind
this thrust was to reorient them to assume roles as employability developers
and raise their awareness of how they could indeed expand youth's experiences
and opportunities.

Another approach in providing 11-rounded employability is through
information specifically geared to the labor market including job market
information and occupational information as well as job - getting skills. The
delivery of labor market orientation/information appears to be improving
through the,use of computers and better linkages with community resources and
state agencies. The Cumberland County (Maine) prime, for example, uses one
of many automated systems to provide its rural youth with career information
that lists possible occupations, the skills required, and the available
schools; this Information forms the basis-for further discussion with counselors
This prime sponsor has found that youth, who seem to enjoy using this equipment,
are also motivated to seek further career guidance as a result. Short term-
goals are also being extended by career guidance available from vans which
travel from worksica to worksite. one of those using this technique is the
Northeast Ohio Consortium serving a rural area. Youth received career guidance
information from iimstrips, cassettes and other visual presentations as well
as by participating in interviews and resume vriting activities. SPEDY
participants in p.TclesscgiuntNewYork were given labor market inormation
at the job site in the context of the job to make the job a more meaningful
experience. Many youth in Cleveland, Ohio participated in a day-long project-
which provided mini-labs, career games, films, and interviewing, all set in
an engaging "Star Wars" setting. In addition, a theatrical approach was
taken to provide labor market information. Coupled with assessment and
counseling, the delivery of labor market orientation adds to youths'
opportunities for a more meaningful and satisfactory relationship with
employers as well as opening up horizons and encouraging youth in the
direction of attainable goals.

Many prime sponsors have been able to work with local schools to d _igh
ac_ emic programs in nontypical settings. These efforts are particularly
meani4kful to dropouts and youth who have difficulty dealing with schools.

.

Although many more 13 me sponsors are hoping to set up programs in which cred
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can be earned, prime sponsors in many areas have already been successful. he

prime sponsor in Fort Wayne, Lndiana, for example, has completecian arrangement

with the local education agency (LEA) that provides work experiences for which

youth can earn academic credit. This SPED? program has tied into their
nontraditional basic skills program, run by the Board of Education in

neighborhoods, and coupled it with worksite activity; teachers at the worksite

can develop work experience and offer academic credit. The prime sponsor in
c2212541aELEEL,J1,11;!aig also has arranged for academic credit for a career

exploration project serving dropouts and noncareer directed youth; this program,

which'involved youth in training, work experience, and counseling, led to

credit if youth returned to high school.

Although much of the success of the employability development approach

may be manifested long after the SPED? experience has ended, indications of

some immediate results can be seen. The Rguayalltas prime sponsor, for
example, found a measure of success in the fact-that youth who were identified

as high,potential dropouts all went on to school or unsubsidized. work after

three-part program of observational job exploration, hands-on experience,

and visits to the Job Corps Center. flhile all effects may not be so -evident,

the employability approach is certainly making much more possible and

attainable for youth.

aanin Plus Close Worksite Su

oductive SPEDY e

' Prime sponsors are greatly concerned with the issue of "meaningful

work," For instance, while the emphasis on improving work: experiences

is understood as intended to move youth out of menial jobs, there is

concern that this is not realistic in some areas, namely rural areas and

small towns, where a limited d-number of worksites exist in the first place.

However, the more generally expressed and deeper concern regards the

issue of what constitutes truly meaningful work.

1
There is some feeling that the Department of Labor ) definition

of meaningful work is too restrictive. Some prime sponsors believe, for

example, that even menial work is better than no work at all, and that

to the extent that youth find out they do not want to "push a broom" for

the rest of their lives, oven menial jobs have some value. Another

prevailing opinion holdsirthat job titles or classifications are of second

importance to youth's acquisition of good work habits on a job, like

punctuality, communication, and teamwork. Finally, although the results

of independent studies of SPED? encourage prime sponsors to find, out what

youth perceive to be meaningful, even then great differences of opinion

are found to exist.
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No dispute, however, exists over the fact that close supervision is
the most important factor in making a SPEDY work experience worthwhile.
When all is said and done, the benefits that youth derive from a work
experience, whether it's measured in skills, habits, or motivation, depend
on the abilities and interest of their immediate supervisors to provide it.
The quality of supervision then is of paramount importance when planners
develop SPEDY worksites.

The first step in developing good worksites is to idantify potential
jobsites and operators, a task which often begins with evaluations of those
from the previous year. Although planners base evaluation on the extent to
which performance matched the work that was agreed upon, they also benefit
from staff evaluations, and even SPailt participant evaluatiOns. The latter
is a method used imkal22sITEDAllyal2ricl, where enrollees rank the
quality of their worksites and their supervisors at the end of each program.
The prime sponsor for the Count of Santa Barbara, California, has also
received invaluable feedback on what is or is not working by sending members
of its youth sub-council to talk with enrollees at worksites.

By looking closely at past performance, planners can begin to weed out
unsatisfactory worksites and discover where majoi' weaknesses exist. An
Alabama consortium, /1,La2Ba.,I.1122-jegTIeritn, for
example, now avoids large institutions for worksites having noticed a greater
tendency of such sites to simply,offer "make work" jobs. Since they have
diversified their worksites, added special programs, and reduced the numbers
of youth at each worksite, the program dropout rate has fallen from 28% to 62.

addition to evaluating old sires, planners must also develop new ones.
One prima sponsor has been greatly assisted in this effort by soliciang _

area business and labor representatives as advocates in identifying potential
worksites; others have found new resources among operators of other OETA
youth programs.

Once potential jobsites have been identified, prime sponsors must
ascertain the adequacy of agencies to provide the elements L.a will lead to
meaningful work'experiences. The (Pennsylvania) xianpoc?er Consortia
prime sponsor, for example, specifically looks at requests in terms of the
-number of youth requested, the nature of the activity q?posed,. and above
all, their capacity to provide good supervision; at this point in the
development process, the l'enobscoouin_has found it is
extremely helpful-to consult agencies who have dealt with proposed-operators
in the past and use these outside opini-ms in judging. suitable SPED/. worksites.

Having deterained the worksites that will participate in the coming
sumer, prime sponsors must develop written agreements with operators, another
very important step .in worksite development. Although the nature of these
agreements varies among prime sp-onso,rs,one agency which requires a full
description of the duties participants will perform, the equipment that will
be used, and .the skills youth will acquire, has found the specificity reached
at this juncture of the planning process can significantly improve monitoring
and control over the quality of the program.
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quality of supervision hears a stronger relationship to the attittiL!e and

understandings of supervisers,, than even to the supervisor /enrollee ratio or

other elements outlined in agrocc3ancs. Although many prime sponsors provide

worksite personnel with some orientation to SPEDY, the Monmouth COunt',

iflq_.Lery, prime sponsor does so through a training workshop specifically

designed for the "nuts and bolts" people the yard foreman, the truck driver

who will actually supervise the yopth. Another technique used to reach these

personnel, is to distribute supervisors handbooks which instruct and provide-a

reference'on procedures, program goals, necessary forms, etc. To guarantee

close worksite supervision even more, some prime sponsors build in additional

support for supervisors. A consortium prime sppror in Maine, for instance,

employs adequate numbers of staff to maintain close working relationships

with-worksite.:supervisors. Able to visit worksites on a weekly basis, these

staff are specifically prepared to help supervisors understand their roles

as trainers and evaluators, to monitor adherence to the written, agreements,

and generally support supervisors with information and assistance in completing

necessary paperwork A prime sponsor in the g2yalAeyLPeilzIsivan.a1.0-iil

area, provides its own supervisors to SPEDY worksites with five or more youth;

older SPEDY participants are trained to help counselors supervise younger

enrollees it the Sotrerset County, Ivor: Jersey program. Because of such

efforts.to communicate expectations and offer support, supervisors are

filling more meaningful roles at SPEDY worksites.

Dispute over a definition of "meaningful cork" notwithstanding,

approaches in use by prime sponsors suggest certain trends toward improved

work experiences. The project approach, for ekample, being used in rural

and urban areas alike, offers two major benefits. First, prime sponsors

are finding that developing projects at sites rather than merely "finding

worksites" is helping to widen limited worksite possibilities. The prime

sponsor in 12LiaSspigeC22.Intharyland, actually requests worksites to

propose nineweek projects for the youth they intend to serve. Sc_ondly,

since projects offer specific work goals, this approach seems to offer a

better focus for close supervision.

Another trend among prime sponsors in jobsite development is earlier

planning. The Balance of State and the City of Omaha prime

sponsors, for example, cite more productive SPEDY experiences because

early jobsite development has provide& extra time to match youth to

preferred work, to orient supervisors, to visit site and negotiate specific.

agreements, and to secure detailed job descriptions. In addition, Omaha

Youth have had the time to meet with individual worksite supervisors, and

in Dakota County Minnesota, youth and supervisors have had the chance to

sign agreements which clearly detail mutual expectations.

Although many prime sponsors express problems with the

"meaningful work," it has not precluded prime sponsors from tak,i.ng steps

toward identification of better worksites and more meaningful experiences

for youth. Perhaps even more critical to the issue is prime spore

degree of success in'improving the quality of worksite supervision,
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ram ,Reonding to theAtelaELLIIElpsn

Prime\sponsors are continually broadening the scope of SPEDY and
intensifying,, the services offered to youth. Prime sponsors are doing
snprimarilyby developing diversity in their program components to
create a nix of activities that meet specific needs of various segments
of the youth population.

In light of the fact that work experience activities, whic. largely'
,characterized past SPEW programs, were not necessarily addressing the
most immediate needs or long -range employability,formany youth,,prime

-

sponsors have reconsidered their program goals. Now, goals to maximize
the productivity of Youth, to enhance.their work performance, to develop
strong work habits, and so forth are being realized through programs
that incorporate training, remedial education, personal support services),
and Career exploration; as well as worksite activities. The inherent
flexibility that program mix affords a prime sponsor helps it meet the
different needs required by youth from rural and urban settings; those of
different age groups acid experiences; minorities and other significant
segments within its on jurisdiction.

The b Counties Consort'um, in Seattle, Washington,
follows a three -step process i.n developing a mixed program wherein
activities implemented are carefully developed and based on a local needs
assessment. In 1978, this prime Sponsor offered three types of activities:_
(1) work experience - designed to develop entry-level skills and job habits,
to increase self-confidence, and to provide wages; (2) -training - designed
to develop job habits and skills, to develop academic skills, and to develop
life skills, that is, learning to balance a checkbook, locate housing,
etc.;. and (3) support services - to provide for emergency medical, financial.
and counseling needs, and self-help skills, such as finding dental care.

The BallsEste(HOS)Pistl uses a project approaCh to serve
ly rural, out of school youth in the work experience programs. These

youth are involved In community service and conservation projects. The prime
sponsor for Dakota CenntYL_Minnepota, a small town - rural area, has enhanced
work experiences, by offering youth individualized, on-site counseling in
both vocational and personal areas. In addition to a program of general work_
experience for youth without specificlong-term interests, the prime sponsor
in iadisonCoulla, provides work experience for youth with expressed
interests. The Health Careers Work Experience component, for example,
included substantial work experience in hoqpitali and weekly health careers
seminars to further expose youth to the various aspects of health career
employment. This prime sponsor also provided high school dropouts an
eleven -week GED/Work Experience program.

Vr

The City of offers further evidence of app oath
used to address specific area needs. This-prime sponsor provides five
program compo nts that are geared to certain ages and which, in part,
serve as a bu incremental program for youth. For example, new 14- and
15-year-olds are entered in a career exploration program through a contract
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with-a local vocaCi school. In addition to exploring several chosen

occupational areas, these youth attend group counseling every week. The

following year, these youth can join crew projects which are supervised

by 18-21-year olds; 1978 projects included safety inspections of bicycles

in the community and the care and reading of animals at the zoo. Programs

for older youth included a career explbration/work experience program.

serving high school dropouts, work experience for 16-18 year olds, and a

skills training program for 18-21 year old-high school graduates who did

not'plan to attend college. Careful assessment led to the selectionof

these youth for participation in the Title I summer vocational exploration

program and their 'transfer to a full-year program'in the fall.

The components of the Alexandria, Virinia, prime sponsor's program

were designed in conjunction with the school- system. The largest part of

this. program consisted of two compbnents providing remedial education,

The Motivational Skills Training component offered unmotivated youth small

group settings with instructors and concentrated on "survival skills,"

such as buying and caring for a car, as well as counseling in English and

math.. The Basic Education component offered instruction in math and

English and an opportunity for discussing job search methods. Youth -in

both of these' nontraditional classroom programs spent one half of the day

in class and the other half working at jobs where they, helped others, such

as in a YMCA Program for young children.

One final example of program mix not only highlights the reach of

current SPED? programs but also an important step in how to identify what

area needs are there to serve. As the HarrisCocas prime sponsor

discovered, it is not always' sufficient to contact heads of agencies when

developing sites for a good program mix since they are often far removed

from the operations. Rather, success in identifying worksites for special

youth segments lies in contacting those people who are familiar with the

actual needs that exist, such as assistant directors, or other mid-level

personnel. This is the approach that led to their recent successful

venture with the Burnett-Bayland Home for Dependent and Neglected Children,

in Houston. Eighty-five youth in this residential facility participated

in a work experience program either at the Home or in the community.

Interested youth at, the facility went through an application and interview

iprocess and for the most part were able to choose their work. Most 'of the

work at the site was wbrk that had been left undone because of personnel

shortages; youth had one-to-one supervision with staff members. In the

course of this three-month program, youth gained meaningful experience

while improving their own environment. In addition to the tangible Benefits

gained,,for example, in the new library which some youth contributed to,

this work experience program also resulted in improved behaviors, better

understanding between the Home's staff and residents, and increased self-

confidence among the youth. This project is representative of the success

in meeting the special needs of youth that can be achieved through program,

mix.



Monitoring is viewed as an overseeing function for program operations
in progress. As such, its purposes are largely related to compliance and
accountability leading to early detection of areas needing corrective action.
Prime sponsors, however, are Ca.:, being encouraged to use monitoring findings
to identify why those problems exist and how they can be avoided. Monitoring,
now, is being established as an integral part of overall program planning.

Although prime sponsors may highlight different aspects of the monitoring
process, its elements commonly include staff training or orientation, a

acombination of desk and site reviews, the use of various instruments and
guidelines, written documentation, corrective action, and followup. Several
prime sponsors particularly highlight the technical assistance potential of
the monitoring process in addition to its use in compliance and performance
review. In these cases, monitors assume a troubleshooting role and monitoring,
becomes a preventive approach to achieving quality operations.

Monitoring worksites and supervision seems to be an easier task for some
prime sponsors than monitoring participant eligibility. Prime sponsors
express difficulties, for example, in verifying eligibility data not only
because incomplete forms require tracking information down individually,
a huge task in a large area, but also because of sensitivity to the issue
of privacy, a concern more strongly felt in smaller communities.

The number of monitoring visits ranges among agencies from several visits
per summer to weekly visits. even with such variations, however, many primes
have learned the value of completing a full complement of worksite visits
within the first two weeks of their programs to catch prpblems early.
A midwestern consortium also finds this procedure helps impress monitors
with the importance of theit jobs.

Most prime sponsors n the need for the immediacy of corrective
action in a-program of short duration such as SPEDY and have developed
schedules, systems and forms for information to flow-according to their
particular needs. TheCentral Iowa Re tonal Consortium, because it serves
both a metropolitan and a rural population, in fact runs two different
sections --- each-staffed, monitored, and evaluated differently -- within
its own administration. <city and-consortia agencies which cover large
numbers or areas particularly need'to structure effective feedback and
communication systems. For this reason, the Central Texas_ Manpower. Consortium
requires-daily reports from its monitors; monitors for the City_of Boston
ThImeIsponsor are required to call .the main office twice a day,in addition
to completing site visit reports; and in Los Angeles, individual monitors'
reports are compiled to form an overall weekly report which is.then
distributed to all monitoring staff.

Prime sponsors have adopted different protedureS that have refined their
Monitoring processes. Some prime sponsors, for instance, arrange their
monitoring visits with worksite supervisors while others choose to arrive
unannounced. One large_midwestern prime sponsor purposely assigns a different
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person to do a final site visit in order to achieve a '.iore abjectiv

assessment. hilarSits(Eiri,has found that monitoring

is aided if worksite supervisors receive copies of chelorms prior to

the program visit. In Los Anceles,
ustudent-professionels," some of

whom are SPEDY.-eliOhle and return year after year, participate in the

monitoring and evaluation duties.

While monitoring helps to identify problems requiring immediate

attention, it can also be used to discover the causes of thoseproblems.

With ongoing refinements, monitoring should prove to have ever increasing

value,for.strengthening both planning and operations.

and n Wow Do

That You're bo ks?

Learning what works and what doesn't in SPEDY program activiti _.is

critical to ongoing improvements in summer programs. Evaluation must be

understood as necessary for the ongoing problem-solving process that uses

criticisms and identified problems to strengthen weak program areas.

Seen f a larger perspective, evaluation is a cyclical process

which .includes various stages:
information must be gathered; it must be

weighed or measured; and it oust be fitted back into the process in some

fashion through some mechanism. Some prime sponsors have adopted formal

evaluation'models which clarify these steps. The subcontractor for the

P-vir_of Corps Christi, Texas, uses a system that evaluates not only what

is happening but also how it is happening. Directed specifically at the

program's impact on the youth, this particular system helps to identify

unused resources, assess the degree to which needs were served, etc., and

together with monitoring data, helps to form some judgments as to success

in meeting program goals. In this way, problem areas can be identified

and used as the starting point for developing a new set of goals. Regardless

of the system used, however, the evaluation is seen to be most useful if

characterized by the following points: (1) evaluate only a few goals at a

me; (2) collect only the information that is needed; and (3) translate

-indings into useable information.

The evaluation process begins wktt a prime sponsor knowing what to look

for and can reflect special emphasis on, procedures, ability to serve special

needs, impact on youth, and any number of other elements of a.SPEDE program.,

Monitoring data is useful here for indicating the reasons for problems and

successes. From this point,'staff can decide what to highlight in:their

planning. ,Alaarimesparlsa, for example, assessed two years

worth of data on its worksites, looking specifically at the quality of
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supervision, participant/supervisor ratio, etc., in order to better plan for
the future The SityeLfyenpert (Iowa) prime sponsor uses attitudes aaa
source of evaluative information on its rate of success. While there is
some difficulty in measuring an intangible like attitude, this prime sponsor
has found it to be evident in the outcome of various recreational activities
it plans each year for staff, partiCipants, and families and will continue
to use it as a program barometer.

Prime sponsors employ a variety of methods to collect, and use
different sources from which to draw data. Many, for example, check written
records; many also use a pre- and posttest method for eliciting perceptions
of youth; others use surveys and qUestilnoaires with youth, supervisors,
and in some cases, parents.

The sophistication of SPEDY evaluations vary from prime sponsor to
prime sponsor. Depending on its size, :for example, there may be a specific
evaluations team or it'may be delegated to agency staff as an.additional
duty. In general, prime sponsors seem to deMonstrate adequate,though not
terribly sophisticated evaluation methods, such as the use of control groups,
to assess impacts of their programs.-Most seem to feel that they do not
have the resources necessary for either extensive or expensive evaluation...,

asuring the evaluation data and feeding the data back into the planning
cycle is the best means of improving programs from year to year. When
information.is compared, prime sponsors often discover valuable facts
that can change their procedures or direct attention to addressing
particular areas. When the CiypofDavenort(Iowa) prime sponsor, as
one case in point, attempted to understand why youth were dropping out
its program, data showed that the group of dropouts paralleled those who
had enrolled late and who therefore had a narrower selection of jobs from
which to choose. Similar reconsideration of program operations was given
by the rural m_InCourYorkChei prime sponsor after evaluations found
that the youth who tended to stay in its program for five or six years also
tended to be poor workers. This fact led to careful examination of whether
counselors were in fact meeting youths' needs and to plan to improve the
skills that were being offered in their summer program. In addition to,the
value in improving planning strategies, however, evaluation data can also
be used to show the positive changes that occur as a result of summer
programs. , This was one of the primary uses intended for the evaluation
procedures of the Ci.y:of Duluth (Minnesota) prime sponsor which was looking
for an objective way to corroborate SPEDY's value to the community.
Another method that may become more common in time is the use of follow-
up Co youth after their summer experiences. Although it poses some
logistical difficulties, follow-up studies do offer another avenue of
confirming inherent strengths and weaknesses of programs.

Questions did arise among prime sponsors regardrg the difficulty in
isolating specific impacts of SPEDY or CETA, in general, without some more
sophisticated types of evaluation methods. Linked with this concern was
some feeling that SPED? evaluations should have more specific direction
from the National Office in the way of national goals, or, as was also
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suggested, by conducting nationally a long- range impact study on youth five

to seven years after their SPEDY participation comparing them with youth

who did not participate.

Efforts underway, however, do demonstrate that evaluation is a

critical component in operating SPEDY not only for purposes of accountability

but also for improving services to youth in an ongoing way./ In developing

its methods, prime sponsors should find further support for both of these

evaluation purposes in their efforts to integrate SPED? into year-round

planning.

VEPS: Ecsosure of Youth to the Private Sector

The Vocational Exploration Program (VEP) is both a local prime sponsor

option and a national program run by the National:Alliance of Business and

the Human Resources Development Institute (NAB/HRDI) intended to enrich

summer assignments of SPEDY youth...As part of ongoing knowledge development

efforts, the-VEP program approach has been adopted by prime sponsors to

improve summer youth activities, namely, by offering enrichments such as

counseling, training, and occupational information in conjunction -with

exposure to work in the private sector, heretofore largely uncharted

territory for SPEDY.

At present, VEP is serving a small proportion of SPEDY enrollees.

A Major part of the reason for its limited use has been attributed to the

difficulties of breaking into the private sector or, in some cases, the

problem of limited availability of private industry. These constraints,

'hoWever have been surmounted by some prime sponsors after initial Major

investments in time and coordination efforts. A Case:in point is /the prime

sponsor for the CieyofSe.jeuis which looked to VEP as a means-of improving

the quality of the summer experience but faced a lack of private employers

due to industries' migration to nearby counties.- Since contracting with

NAB/ERDIe however; this prime sponsor may develop relationships with many

businesses outside the city that will ptevide the private sector

opportunities they desire.. -

VEP programs generally fall into three categories depending upon

a stronger emphasis on_classroom instruction, worksite placement, or

a program of initial orientation followed by worksite activities. VEFs,

by and large, employ field trips, hands-on experience, instruction, nd

job Skills development as learning methods.

- Since the primary objectiveref the program is to provide youth

with initial exposure to real worlds of work and to assist their

transition from school to work, VEPs are often designed to closely

duplicate the job' setting. A YE? program in lAleIghee-lvaeia.
for example, fosters this idea by having youth sign contracts which



outline the expectations held for them as well as for the program itself.
Youth in this area also attend local union meetings. Other ways VEP
programs attempt to simulate on-the-job experience include rigidly
Structuring youth's time and activities, and developing behavior codes
which are strictly applied.

Prime sponsors are contributing to the development of the VEP
concept by capitalizing on the different approaches available in
program design. A program developed in Lansing, Michi:an, HRDI/AF1/CIO,
schedules various VEP components into each day of the eight week session.
With few exceptions, youth receive classroom instruction and ,lab tine,
listen to a speaker, and visit a local employer every day. 'Classroom
instructors are skilled journeymen; sneakers have included an aide to
the Governor on Women's Rights, a County Court judge, the Personnel
Director of a mail order shipping company, and even a uell-known
basketball player who explained why he was finishing college before ha
joined t professional ranks.

VEP has made it possible for youth in western Pennsylvania through
Urban Youth Action lnc. Pittsbu h, to observe employees in thi. TSPS,
Directory Assistance, and Personnel fices of the telephone company.
These observations then made it possible for youth to discuss the positions
with the employees more specifically. Some youth in Ltiaaarsis12tgere
exposed to aspects of the aviation field, such as navigation, meteorology,
and aerodynamics through their VEP program. VEP youth in the Louisville,
Kentucky, area have been exposed to seven major building trades.

VEP is targeting to significant segments as well as placing emphasis
on non-traditional, non - stereotyped career choices. A VEP was primarily
designed for mentally handicapped youth in Carbon County, Penns,
whichbecause of its location in a resort area, was designed as a labor -
intensive experience. These youth spent the first two weeks touring ideal
establishments and proceeded then to area vocational-technical schools
where, in addition to job skills,,,the enrollees were provided with extensive-counsellbg.

Although VEP is not designed to guarantee jobs, it does offer youth a
better understanding of where jobs are, how much they pay, the type of traini
reqdired, entry level requirements, and career mobility, all of which 2re
important both in finding and' holding a job. Oftea, a VEP employer can
provide a youth with a letter of recommendation which not only reinforces
a positive experience but can be extremely useful for subsequent
employment. Employers help to accomplish VEP's exploratory aims by
using techniques with youth such as job shadowing and job rotation.
Since youth are placed at worksites to glean insights into various areas
of work and the types of positions that are available, and not to be
trained, careful monitoring must be done to assure that youth are in no
way jeopardizing regular employees' jobs.
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estions remain be answered, such as the feasibility of VEP

in all areas and its short duration. Also, many prime sponsors would like

to see changes that would allow VEP to target younger youth, youth'who are

not economically disadvantaged, and to expand into a year-round program,

For this reason, many prime sponsors will be interested in the outcomes

of a national evaluation on the design.and operation of selected VEP

programs.

The experiences of prime sponsors which incorporated the VEP

component into SPEDY highlight the critical Emportance of enlisting

local support from unions and area business, and of establishing

communication and trust with the'private sector in the initial stages.

Assured of the intent of VET', private and unions can help close

the gap in youth experiences that VEP is designed to address.

Mak ng i r Setter; SPEDY in then E- g City

The problems confronted in planning and operating a SPEDY pro@ am

in any locale are magnified' in the country's large urban centers.

Transportation, income verification, and the complexities of administering

a quality program for large numbers of participants are major concerns

in our big city programs.

To gain a better sense of just what this means, it is instructive

to consider the demand' of completing certain standard procedures in big

cities such as individually verifying eligibility for 120,000 applications,

as as necessary this year in New York. City; or to consider the demands

that late allocations placed not only on administrators, but on youth

and supervisors as well when they suddenly had to accommodate new enrollees

halfway through the program. Ct the other hand, it is also educative to

note that, when New York City received its last allocation, 700 additional

crew chiefs and 800Q youth were on the job within three days.

By their very nature, big city SPED? problems arise from the sheer

volume of youth to be served. For programs seving 50,000 or 70,000.

youth, it often seems there is barely enough time to register youth let

alone develop employment strategies for each. However, prime sponsors

have improved youth services,by incorporating many types of work and

training experiences into SPED?. Orienting supervisors is another

demanding responsibility but this, too, can be assisted by providing

intensive training sessions and handbooks for supervisors as-is done

in Chicago, Illinois.
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Generally, the size of these programer- increases the difficulties
in imposing quality controls on program activities. By starting early to
review past program operators, as is done in Los Anoeles, California or
cross-checking prime sponsors with other agencies. as was done this year
in New York, however, administrators are taking steps which should assure
more intensive evaluation and crualitative improvementv

Problems exist for these programs because of the.co plexities
involved in efficient planning. In Atlanta, Georgia, for example, plaaniag
must take into account the time involved for the necessary reviews and
decisions to make their way through the city bureaucracy. But these city
administrations have also simplified practices to alleviate some of the
problems that beset them. For example, Chicago has decentralized
procedures from recruitment to wo'rksite development using seven program
agents; Los Angeles sets up nine operational field offices for SPEDY
throughout the city during the summer. Where cashing paychecks once
posed a significpnt problem for SPEDY enrollees in Chicaoo, they now can
do so more conveniently as the result of the administration's negotiations
with a food store chain. A similar system has been set up with several
banks in 122fALie3L.2A. In Dallas and Ghicauo, fiscal monitoring has been
greatly eased since weakly reports on funding levels have been instituted.

Although big city SPEDY programs have many similarities, their
approached and even their aims'are surprisingly different. Atlanta, for
example, chooses to involve more youth in SPEDY by reducing the hours
of work per enrollee, while Dallas chooses to provide fulltime work to
fewer youth. The Chica7o SPEDY program is intended to impact the
attitudes and skills of its'yoath, while in LosAag!lfa, the emphasis is
on youth recqi-ving a wide variety of experiences. In each case, however,
the chosen approach is expected to increase the employability of the
city's Youth.

The way several of the admitistrat!oL3 treated late funding also
points up differences their approaches. While New York chose to Use
'these funds t,). serve more uth, Los Angeles chose not ,to create all the
slots this money allowed believing it would dilute the experience of those

`,already enrolled. In Atlanta, these ft ds were used, to extend the original
. eight-week program to ten weeks.

The New York administration felt that past problems warranted a
major rethinking 1978 SPEDY to avert repeating abuses. Opening up the
selection prOcesS, for example, attracted many new project sponsors into
SPUN. While seen as a big step toward-increasing the quality of worksites,
an immediate price was paid in terms of the inexperience of the new project
sponsors. The change .toa lottery system for selecting SPEDY participants
this year.also necessitated a significant trade off with similar immediate
drawbacks. In both cases,however, the gains Were felt to outweigh the
losses.



To deal with their unique problems, big city SPEDY programs are

corrtinuing to develop plans that will extend the impact of their programs

evert further. Atlanta will use only one recruitment and referral agency

MD= year and plans to coordinate with the city's larger youth effort

knoran az SUPERSVMNER; Nen Iork hopes to serve more dropouts. "Ds.Anelg,n

is-planning for the future, too. Having identified some areas of concern,

a Fouryear study is planned to identify better approaches to staff

hiri=ng snd training, worksite selection, and income verification.

LOS Angeles already has plans to use older youth throughout the year

to make personal contact with private employers who could be sources

of additional johiites for youth including SPEDY, youth.

To realize how impo __at successqs in such areas as early planning*

eligibility verification, and the selection of competent staff are to

price sponsors of any size, it is easy to understand their heightened

importance in these largest programs. Considering ale successful steps

taken so far, and the long range plans that are anticipated, it is likely

that bigger SFEDY can indeed get betteF.

1.111EILLLqiaDJALILLEEl.f_

In an attenpt to develop a long lasting, meaningful SPEDY work

experience sponsors are developing some new and creative job

alternatives fcr youth. In the past, janitorial and clerical positions

have offered the most accessible placements for large numbers of youth.

Now, however, these types of positions are giving ray to work projects

in the fine arts and in agencies which serve local communities, such as

homes for the aged, day care centers, and parks and recreation departments.

and in new and different positions at the more traditional job sites.

Prime sponsors are also making inroads into the private sector in search

of waorIc activities to balance the large numbers of slots in the public

sector 'which have been inure readily available.

Th.e following program description's proVide a sampling of the

success ul work alternatives that have been. developed for youth across

thee country. Those listed are representative of the efforts of prime

Sptmsors to improve the (polity of 1978 SPEDY.worksites and, in turn,

enhance the meaningfulness of work experiences afforded to youth:

uth in an,OJT p ogram run by the Balance of Stete South kota

worked itt diverse priVate sector jobs including service stations,

offices, and on construction sites this summer.

Youth in both Av..211-19sCLLIntyc01.910--, and Clark County_,

plashkEteal, wera involved in weatherization anti taking minor

repairs to homes oaf senior citizens in their communities., The

Colorado youth were prepirad in ways-to help them relate to the



elderly as well as to deal with prop
such as first aid.

hey might unter,

The Penobscot Cou 0ntMaine) Consortium prime spensorvhelped
develop useful work experiences for youth placedat local
schools; Youth, for example, repaired tern books, eade_sheives
and storage spaces for classrpcm,'end helped teachers put
togethr curriculum materials.

Youth in lienneinCourinnesota, including s

mentally handicapped, constructed a 13013-foot "floating Tare e"
in a marsh area of a nature center: This "engineering mare
served a nature trail which participants also developer..

25 Boston area (Eastern Middlesex Consortium) youeh were screened
for their acting talent and part gated in a drama workshop
held at- a, local high school. In the course of the slimmer, they
were involved in preparations for a major musical prodetion,
learning and using drama-related skills in areas suet: ,e set
design.

In several areas, SITU youth are working in youth-tutoring-youth
projects. These youth work with teachers in helping others, usually
young children, improve their reading, writing, and math skills. 0
In some cases, as a result, tutors benefited in strengehening their
own abilities in these areas.

Many prime sponsors are offeringthe 19-21 year-old youth increased
responsibility and'eupervisory skills by placing them in charge
of younger SPEDY enrollees at worksites.

Tralniflg Activities; Creating, lewlpgastur<ities

SPEDY regulations now permit a wide range of summer program activities
ad training in which prime sponsors are broadeneeig the scope of services
3 youth. Their approaches to training are being encouraged for several
aasoes but, in general, these are viewed as an avenue for increasing the
alue of summer experiences for youth. When summer activities aim
rimaelly to "put money' in kid's pockets" through short-term work experience,
iuth receive a rather shallow introduction to the world of work. Training
ztivities on the other hand, help to convert youlh's nascent abilities
Id interests to career considerations. The focus that the summer training
cperience provides is often the first opportunity a youth has to consider
>me future direction.
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As a first step-in providing this direction to youths, many prime

sponsors assess the youth's skills, aptitudes, and interests. A number of

different-approaches are used. The prime sponsor in leepELLshiati..51
begins assessment, for e%ample, with an instrument that shows a youth'a

interest in career exploration, generally; interestingly, the survey used

for this evaluation was developed by past SPED? participants. The'Cla

Coupty,JJ'eshiagton program administers several tests that measure aptitudes

and interests against norms for va=rious occupational clusters. With this

infOrMatioa,-counselorS and students devise subsequent activities for

further career exploration.

Many prime sponsors try to expose youth to a variety of occupations

through their training programs. Bergen County, New JerseY, is one of

many areas where youth are exposed to'a series of occupations using

the Singer Career'Lab equipment. This commercial device introduces

youth to the basic skills of one occupation at a time, provides information

on employment possibilities, and then,engages them in a job related ask.

The I±eies.gRnjlen29saerConsortium, in Utah, also provides a program

where youth can sample a variety of occupations through in-class

exploration, including welding, drafting, and meatcutting; if they prefer,

youth can choose to stay in the same area for the whole summer- The

uccess of ,such programs as these appears to lie in the "hands-on"

experiences they offer youth.

Although .training ivities can be beneficial at any age, many

inie sponsors have targ ea the 14-15 year old segments for their

prog.tams,to training. remedial_ education program set up by the
Ael....assn(M-ss1221)cmgm, served 14-15 year old offenders,

in New Orleans, Louisiana, a classroom training program was specially

developed to serve 14-15 year old handicapped youth and dropouts. The

"Self Concept Program" developed by the Pt._yeylie(11-ana) Mannewer_----
Consortium, provided saparate skills programs for its 14- and 15 year

old youth groups. In both cases, however, the 'Curriculum was designed

specifically for youth to successfully accomplish some tasks, thereby

boosting self-concept.

I

Training activities can be oriented to aca
exploration, occupational skills, and eultilira

in a variety 9f settings; but in all cases(t

learaing. One of the most valuable aspect6.
identified by prime sponsors is the feet the
goals for themselves that can reasonably- be met, which results in success

and a sense of personal accomplishMent.

'c skills, career
brichment and can occur
Oster discovery and aey
raining activities, as
eY. allow youth to set

The following samples of programs developed by prime sponsors

highlight the range of training activities available to SPEDY youth=

Youth in Elmira, New .York, _(CheF11-11S Coenty) undertook,the design

of an historical walking/biking tour through their city. The

youth planned the idea with their mayor, conducted the necessary

research, miniaturized and drew the pictures, and wrote the text_

for the brochure; they also tested the proposed routes.

'1$



Project Cooperation, a program offered by the Weber-Morgan
navELA2ITIEVAs (Utah), has youth engaged_in actual trades
on-site. In addition to the experience of contributing to a.
teal project,, for example, a house under construction, yout's
skills are assessed,by'skilled tradesmen.

Youth in thefOutchess County, New:York area increase their skills
level through000the summer at ongoing workshops each of which
teaches a new skill that can immediately be applied on-the-job.

In Somerset Count
produced several
parks, camp progr

The Media Action Projd
usetts, area with direct experience

acting, and audiovisual equipment.

lysia,nthe "CETA Players wrote and
presentations which were performed at
d day care centers.

evolved -urban youth in the Cambridge,
in filmisaking, editing,

Some high school graduates
prime sponsor were able to
career exploration prograni
by taking freshman courses
Vocational Exploration..

served by the PIAL-219E111LLqIITASIA
earn up =i "4,y..n academie credits in a

at the University of NebraSka-Omaha
in English," 'kxial Science, and

Youth Concerns

Members of National Yodth Participant Observer Committee (NYPOC)
attended each of the four SPEDY conferences and had an opportunity to express

-.4
.their views of the program. NYPOC is a pilot project funded by the Office of
Youth Programs through the National Urban League. = The-Committee has 16 youth
members f7:-..am across the country, about half of whom are CETA participants.

NYPOC members meet on a regular, basis to discuss topics that are of .
interest to the youth community and make recommendatiofts to the Office of
Youth .Programs- for consideration in policy-making. Recently; for example,
the committee voted to conduct local town meetings in order for more youth to
get together to discuss the performance of youth programs.and other
employment and training issues of concern to youth.

Members of the Committee-, some of whom are past-SPEDY participants,
provided some personal observations about the Opportunities for youth
generally and on SPEDY in particular. These perspectives are highlighted

below,

Cu iouth.

Youth who work hard, stay in school, and get t
deserve the first option on jobs; high school

_should be dealt with after these youth.

r diplomas
opouts



Instances of youth who
oVershodow.the fact tha

ay abuse the program should not

many more do truly benefit from

Past program participants-are invaluable as decision Make

Youth Councils. llore youth should be council members and

their role should be more than an advisory one.

Orientations are absolutely essential for Youth Council

members. If they are to contribute to council decisionmaking,
they must be knowledgeable of program components.

Youth must learn to believe in themselves and cultivate the
right attitudes toward work.-: For this reason, work habits should be

particularly stressed in youth programs.

Adults who administer SPEDY need to nave a genuine de

serve dropouts and offenders.

Some youth:feel that the label "economically disadvantaged" is

derogatory as a part of the SPEDY program title a d, feel the
title should be changed. .

lore permanent fulltime jobs should be available to you

upon graduat

On SPEDY:

SPY _ limited by inadequate counseling.

There are usually ton zany enrollee for thenumher

supervisors to manage.

rientation sessions should specifically address only the work

that a youth will bnvolved in.

There should be more follow-up after program arm

A TiLcentage of SPED? jobs should be available to

need assistance but are above the economic ,cite"

A SPEDY program
work habits-

,

y
43n.

uth-vh

be meaningful only if it fosters good

More college youth should b

may mean paying higher wage

Special projects that
mentally retarded who
ate very important and

Older SPEDY enrollees
up thdir own intervie
assistance of program

listic approach to

erved in SPEDY even though it

e significant segments, Such as the

also economically disadvantaged,

should 1.f:'encouraged.

derive more satisfactionw
s andlind'their own jobs

staff. Competition for Jo

developing job-seeking skill
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IV. SO UN SOLVED ISSVCS'

Amid the discussions planned for cormferermce participants to fous
particular aspects of the SPEDY program, in which ideas and solutions to'
-specific problems vere exchanged, certain issues arose that remained
unresolved. These es were notable, in part, because of their persistent

well as their pervasive nature; while some signified essential differences
of opinion among grime sponsors, others weredistinguished by their semblance
to a majority opinion. In all cases, howeVer, these issues posed questions
that went unanswered for the present.

The minimum wage was one of those issues that represented disagreement
among prime sponsors. Countering those who favor the fact that youth in
SPEDY receive the mtnimum wage, and who feel they deserve it, were those, who
suggested that problems arise when these 7outhful employees draw equal paY-',
with regular employees or even members of their own families A similar
question of the equitableness of the minimum wage was raised about SPEDY
enrollees who earn more than peers who find-their own unsubsidized summer
work but at a lower scale of pay.

Another concern. expressed over the minimum wage was whether paying-the
minimum wage in SFEDY was providing youth with realistic expectations when
the fact remains that their later, unsubsidized jobs might. not. These
discussions led to further consideration of a yOUth minimum wage. Some
prime sponsors are also concerned over the disparity in wages allowed to youth
whose families receive welfare payments and those whose families do not..
There was some feeling that lesser earnings for equal .work was neither fair-
to the former 'segment of youth, nor conducive to good worksite morale.

Serving the "most -needy" youth aleo raised differences of opinion. Along
with discussing the pros and cons of the most prevalent methods for selecting
the youth mostinneed of SPEDY slots, participants questioned the desirability
of SPEDY's limited income criteria and its tendency to be perceived as a
program for "poor, urban kids." Same would prefer a more balanced mix of
economic status among SPEDY.enrollees; others would like a little more leeway
to enroll needy youth who are marginally 11304 ible based on-the family's

gig
income. These expressions for more latitute n selecting participants,
however, were-balanced by the understanding that SPEDY is doing what it c
CO address the universe of need with finite resources.

Improving working relationships betWeen prime sponsors and community
agencies, particularly with regard to the strength of linkages developed
with LEAs, was another familiar theme. While collaboration is a difficult
process for many; some strong feelings were ekpressed -that CETA money should
not be "poured into the schOols" to "make up for the failures of the
educational System." It seems evident that until such feelings and their
counterparts are resolved, the benefits of linkages in terms of personnel
and other resources, will never truly he realized..

3)



Many prime sponsors continue to look for help from those at the national

levels to assist their planning and program implementation efforts by

establishing universal criteria, guidelines, and approathes across youth programs.

One planning title, for example, would be welcomed by some. Prime sponsors

alr,o hope to see more timely distribution of new regulations and instructions frog

the National Office- Also, primes who are experiencing difficulties with

Child Labor Laws, termed "archaic" by some, find they significantly_restri t the

diversity, quality, and even possibilities for some SPEW youth.

A. final issue that was raised consistently was the fact of the law,

level of youth participation in SPEDY's planning, evaluation, and decisionmaking

processes. Although some prime sponsors were able to share their successes

in this area and isolate techniques for improving youth participation, deep

ern remains over the inability to idehtify a dependable strategy for

Involving youth in substantial ways.

Many of the _ ues that remained unresolved were not new. 'These

workshops did, .klahowever, a forum to air concerns and make some

recommendations. It is certain that some of these concerns will be addressed

in forthcoming efforts at local, Regional, and National levels.
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OVERVIEW

The Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects A
created two youth programs Operated by prime
sponsors in addition to .the Summer Youth Employment
Program and youth efforts- Under Title lI (which account
for half of Title II participants). Thesenew
categorical programs Youth CommunitylConservation
and Improvement Projects and Youth EmplOyMent and
Training Programs.. -- were needed to increase the-level-
of services for youth which had'cleclined under Title II
.from 62 percent in fiscal 1975 to 52 perbent in fiscal
.1977,tb-test alternate approachesAtangible work-
oriented projectS in the case of YCCIP vs service
enriched and school-or_iented work-experience under
YETP),'aild to promote linkages with schools and
community based organizations as well as other
.institutional changes_

It was recognized from the o+utst that-these new
categorical programs, with their differing age and

-eligibility requirements, delivery approaches, service
mixes,, and reporting requirements, would complicate
local planning-and delivery. -The,neW programs"Were
intended as temporary Measures to promote change and-
to provide a basis for the subsequent development of a
comprehensive and coordinated youth policy.

YEDPA was. initially authorized for one year only._ In
the reauthorization of CETA in 1978, the new programs

1, were extended for two more years;- -but with the clear
intent that they would ultimately be consolidated. The
administrative provisions of CETA under Title I,.
Section 127(c), require the Secretary of Labor to
_report-to the Congress, no later than March 1, 1980,
proposals for integratidn and consolidation of the
programs established by Part A of Title IV (Youth
Employment and Demonstration Programs) and Title VII
(Ppivate Sector Opportunities for the Economically
Disadvantaged) with the prograestablished by Title _

(Part B Sect-on 214 - Services for- Youth). Section
214(b) of Title II states that the Secretary of Labor
shall insure that each prime sponsor's plar for serving
-eligible youth includes provisions 'for coordinating
activities -with activities under Part A of Title IV.
In addition, the statement of purpose for Title IV
of theFisoalYear 1979 Comprehensive- Employment and
Training Act (CETA) legislation (sec. 4Q1) authorizes
"a brbadrange of.coordinated employment and training
programs for eligible youth in .orderto provide.



effectively for comprehensive employment aiid training
services to imprOve their future employability and to
explore and experiment with: alternai*le methods for
accomPliShing such purposes." To'fv::.%ill this mandate
for integration and consolidation, the plfficeofYouth
Programs through its Office of Community Youth
Employment Programs is mounting a consolidated Youth
Employment Program demonstration in 10 prime sponsor
areas, Each prime sponsor will be proded a single
youth grant which includes the\f,unds otherwise available,
under SYEP, YETP and YCCIP, and this will be coordinated
in planning and delivery with Title TT youth expenditures
which will be maintaihed.-

Consolidation is more than a paper ise. It is
possible to combine the youth prog with a_stroke
of the legislative pen. However', there are certain
issues which must be considered in the\processi

First, the new. youth p4ograms' differ in\qome regards
from-Title ii,youth activities. Eligibility standards,
allocation forMulae, administrative 'provisions and the
like-were derived for specific pilposes. I.t\Tust be
decided, which of the previsions will be generalized
to all youth programs and which will be scrappd
One aim of the demonstration is to try to deterMine
what the details of a consolidated youth program should
be.

Second, consolidation permits flexibility in planning.
It was the experience of the Comprehensive Manpower.
Program demonstration in -the early 1970's (the pre-
cursor.to CETA) that local decisionmakers frequently
continued business as usual.- The aim ofthisdemon-
stration is to develop and implement a planning frame
work which will fdlly utilize the flexibility, fOr
instance, in deciding on the mix of summer, year
round and school-year programs,in determining the
appropriate types of services, for different age
groups and significant segmentsand in allocating
funds between in-school and out - school youth.

Third, the ultimate aim is to provide a service
delivery system which has an individualized focus
Providing a continuum of services tp youth as needed
rather-than-on categorical exigencies. The system
must be based on -multi -year employability develop-
ment,plans, with coordinated services arranged to
mlet these plans.



ourth, there is no no system for tracking youth
over time through local employment and training pro-
grams, much less for planning and implementing a
multi-year continuum of services. FOr instance,
there is an.unknown level of concurrent enrollments
in SYEP and Title XI, as well as a crazy-quilt pattern
of interprogram transfers. Intake and termination
record` are kept for each. program; cos* records,
participant characteristcs 'and outcomes .are reported
separately. It is necessary to consolidate the man-
agement information systems in -order to provide .a

foundation for individualized service delivery and
a consolidated grant. This should reduce paperWork
at'the local level_ Federal reporting will not be
increased but-Mill rather be reduced because of the
consolidation of categorical-programi.

i

Fifth, new performance measures need to be developed.;
One reason youth have received a declining share of
services under CETA Title II is that unsubsidized
placement: is the major standard of performance-And
it is frequently unrealistic for young people most
in need. Termination status is recorded arbitrarily/
when programs such as SYEP end even though most all ,

participants return to school and manycontinue in
employment and training programs. The demonstration
will provide an opportunity to rethink performance !

1measures for youth programs and to develop new
!approaches.

This initial concept-paper for the Consolidated Youth
EmploymentProgram provides the framework for achieving
these goals. There will be a continuing process of
development and change with full participation of the
prime sponsors, public interest groups,- Federal staff,
as well as interested Congressional representative8.
The aim is to achieve much more than a.superficiall
consolidation; it is to.aehieve-the full potential ?
for serving'youth-that, the greater lexibility allows.

ROBERT TAGGANT
Administrator
Office of Youth Pro -rams
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Consolidated Youth Employment Program (CYEP)

The Demonstration Project

A. Statement of Purpoy,.

The purpoSe of the demonstration is to test

nationwide the efficacy of merging the

principal features of YET?, YCCIP, SYEP and

Title II youth activities into one year-round

comprehensive planning and delivery system,

leading toward eventual consolidation

of all youth programs. By addressing both

administrative functions and program activi-

ties, the demonstration will address the

employment problem of low-income youth, ages

14 through 21, on an individualized, multi-

year continuum that will provide a progression

% -of services and trainin to improve their

employment potential, This approach will

make it possible to consider each youth's

interests, sk'lls and aptitudes and t

structure activities over a period of time

according to age, educational status, degree

f compent ncy and special problems.



B. Overview

The demonstration will seek to provoke changes

in the wa we serve youth in four areas:

(1) Planning - The current CETA syste is

geared to adults; i.e., the training

or retraining necessary to place un-

employed persons in specific jobs.

does not address the longer term needs

of youth, particularly disadvantaged

youth, who require ecc .social,

and educational assistance and guidance

in how to get and hold a job. ,Present

youth programs with their varying

restrictions on age, income, length of

enrollment and available services can-

not provide the milltivear approach

needed to develop this employment.

potential. By removing these restric-

tions, and planning, on an individualized

basis, the services and activities

appropriate to each youth's development,

the demanstratioi. will seek to more nearly

accomplish the objectives of diminishing

the structural unemployment problems

experienced by disadvantaged youth.



(2) Service 'Deliver - Through a decategorized

approach, prime sponsors will have the

flexibility to assess each participant's

capabilities, and needs, and.establish bjec-

tives and service mix of whatever combina tion

of education,'traininc and sunoortiv service is

necessary over a period of months or

years to enable the participant. to fulfill

his or her goals. For youth at the

beginning,of junior high or highschool,

this-may bean identifying possible

cupational choices and redirecting their

1ucation to subjects

ces; for youth ni

ilored to these

graddasion

or who have abandbned school, seconda

skill training or remedial edgcdtion.may

be necessary. By awide use of cora-

munity resources, prime sponsors can

provide a full range.of services, which

participantS progressively complete

until career aspirations are realized.



3) MIS The present management information

system (M is not compible with collecting

management data to enable program operators to

assess, the progress or ability of youth to achieve

permanent employability. Rather; the current

system operates as a series of itiple systems

tracking Each participant within separate and

distinct programs and'-separate funding sources.

A youth participating in Title II activities is
,

tracted in Title II and appears as a "positive

termination" if transferred to Titre IV YETP.

If transferred again to Tit eiV YCCIT, the indivi-

dual is reported in YETP, again as a sitive

termination." No measure of services or dollars

expended while within each program is available

on the individual, and only an outcome of "positive

termination" is recorded. The system can not

determine whether the individual completed a

training course under Title II and is now being

transferred to a YETP activity or part of an

individualined employment. plan reading to employ-,

ment. To overcome this difficult, a consolidated

performance tracking system will be developed

to provide information in the form of a indi-

vidualized record on each participant to show the

status and services received by each youthf as



well as the-expenditures and the outcomes of

these dollars and services thro -h each report

period. At the program level, a\consolidated

tracking system using the current data gathering

process but with defined program status, service

and activities, and outcome measures, will be

implemented. The consolidated MIS will track

individualized youth progress and provide infor-

mation to judge whether the service and act amity

reflects proper- direction toward the planned

outcomes. The.MIS designed will provide for

each participant a total, consolidates record of

each step status and services rectIVed) achie red

in the employability developme__ plan tow

participant goal (outcome).

th,_ MIS moves from separate tracking syste;as

for each program (Title II, Title IV, YETP, etc.),

a consolidated system, .prime sponsors will

realize a reduction of paper to be process since

one consolidated participa-t record will be

maintained assessing ind5-idual performance

within the EDP.

the



Performance Assessment

s new systems are designed, the performance criteria of the

fime sponsor and youth participants will change. The

=salts expected in performance assessmem_ will be primarily

lat happens to the individual. The Employability development

Laris will be the key instrument in determining the degree to

rich each participant completes the steps necessary in

iifilling his or her employability development. Outcomes

Lll be assessed using end of year data, as opposed to

iarterl" data.

"po _tive",termination such as a job, return to school, or

itry into the armed forces cannot adequately define the

arnin4 proceseZnvisiOned ire thd demonstration. However,

lc learning process must be viewed as a progression thrcuvh

series of planned steps (status) within the Employment

!velopment Plan (EIDP)

1 additional thrust in using comprehensive performance

;sessmant will be the use of a consolidated management

iformation system which ptovides for each participant an

idi(xidualized assessment against his/her. .Employability

nielopment Plan.



Prime ponsor Selection

One prime sponsor from each Region has been
Z

selected to participate. Selections were

based on recommendations submitted by each

Regional Office. Those eligible for nomina-

tion have had some previous perience in

integrating and operating year -round program3

and possess the administrativescapability

to coordinate functions efficiently.

Eliminated from -onside ra on were prime
..,-."-

sponsors participating in--he Youth incentive

Entitlement Pilot Project which would

complicate the design of this demonstration.

Also, because of t1 difficulities of imple-

mentation and the need to develop new

procedures. during V-y, c,::.. of the



demonstration, the la gestp-i e sponsors

were avoided.. The demonstration is not a test

of how integration can be universally achieved,

but rather an effort to develop methods of

integration,to learn what can be accomplished,

where this can be achieve And t enerate'

model programs,

The final selections provide a cross-section

of governmental entities, including three

consortia, 1 balance of State, four counties

and two cities (some consortia and counties

also have small cities within their borders).

The prime sponsors chosen

Selected Prime S-onsors

1 Penobscot County, ME
Consortium

Morris County, NJ

Peninsula Office of
Manpower Programs
Consortium, VA

4 Escambia County,

5 Rock Island, IL (county)

6 Central Texas Manpower
Consortium, TX



9

10

Selectc.a.Es p

South Da
SD

Torrance, CA

MO

Yakijna County, WA

P. Funding_

The total funds available, to each prime sponsor

for the CYEP will equal the sum of its allocations

available under the Youth Employment/-and Train-

ing Program (YETP), the Youth Community Con-

servation and-Improvement Projects (YCC

and the 511.mmer Youth Y,',-)loyment Program (SYEP).

Although the demonstration will coordinate

Title II youth -activities with those under

Title IV and will include Title II'youth

participants, too transfer of Title II

resourceas from allocations made available to

prime sponsors uncle_ that Title is to occur.

The Title II youth share will be held constant

so that service levels for youth can b

calculated, based on Title II allocations.

Each prime sponsor will receive an additional

amount equal-to 10 percent its YETP_



allocation or $50,000, whichever is gr _er

to cover extra planning expenses. Other

odditional adniF trativ- and ass

costs which er.:e.ge in the development of the

program design may be covered by Office of

Youth Programs discretionary resources.

The fiscal 1979 funding levels for 'ETP and

as_ well as the estimated funding for

SYEP and for youth under Title II (youth

participant sht.res multiplied by Title II

funding levels)are presented in the attached

table.

E. Timetables and Duration

Although initial funding will be 1 year only,

this will be a 2-year demonstratic n, Service levels

to youth will be maintained in FY'1 using resources

from FY*S0 discretionary dQllars. This will enable

prime sponsor plan using a mult-. .ar approach.

Attach is a tentati'.e timetable outlining the

steps dur- nla ni g phase p to

beginning of operations on October 1, 1979.



January 24

January 25

TIMETABLE

Briefing session for representatives
of seven public int':7-est groups
including the U.S. Conference of
Mayors, and the National Association
of Counties

Announcement of prime sponsor
selectees

February 5-9 First meeting of national/regional
prime sponsor group to refine
guidelines, dr- annual plans,
develop plannj, a reporting
instructions

_ _ _

February 26-28* - (Possible second meeting of work
-group)

ch 7'

March 12*

narch 15

April 16

ay

nay

Kay

June

July

11

18

25 - Junk

27-28

9

22

Review of work oducts by staff from
all 10 prime sponsors and regional
youth coordinators

Training of prime sponsors staff
on final guidelines

Planning grants issued

Meeting with prime sponsor key
coordinators to review progress

Draft plans due in National Office

Meeting with prime sponsor coordina-
tors to-review draft plans

Reworking of plans for A-95 clearance

Final review of plans jointly by
prime .sponsors And National Office
staff

Submission of ans to -Regional
Office; A-93 clearance

ThLsa dates may be move up and the second meetin of
the work group eliminated if suitable work products
can be developed in the first session.



August 15

nt mber 1

Preimplementation meeting with
prime sponsor staff to review
clearance comments

- Actual plans submitted to Regional_
Offices

- Operations begin



Pro_9_r.n Consu tation and Coordination

The development of the program guidelines and requirement.-

included significant input from a variety of interest

groups from the employment and training community interested

in the problems of youth unemployment. Meetings were held in

November and December with the youth coordinators of the ETA

regional offices to obtain their inputs for program design.

Earlier, the Assistant Secretary and the administrators of

t h a T T O U t h office; irr-speaking to-prime-sponsors, deribed--

the preliminary concepts of the CYEP demonstration avid advised

sponsors of the CYEP plan Ens the ideas of the CYZ began

to focus, representatives of several public inte groups

were requested to attend ameeting on January 24, in which

the basic 227gram guidelines_ were desribed and discussedjas.

well as thc implementation schedule. These reoreLentat Ves

11 be corner3 regulrly to continually maintain close

liaison with L'epre 2ntatives of the CETA commcommunity

the 'national office as the CYEP is implemented.

To insure the-best balance on the final design of the CYEP,

a national office work. group composed of 2 prime sponsor

repres:intates, 3 regional office representatives, and a

minimum of 2 national office youth specialists has been

ormed to provide the nucleus for developng the final

CYEP guidelines-and CYEP plan requirements. Further, in



preparing tree CYEP plan, monthly meetings I be held

th all CYEP prime spot. and regional office representati

for these sponsors.

Consultation with the appropriate Congressional representatives

to obtain advice and consent on the CYEP guidelines and

process will be made prior to finalizing the demonstration;

To obtain the inputs on the needs of youth, a review of the

program guidelines will' be made by the National Youth

Participant Observer Committee (NPOZ) e. K prcsentatives of

youth themSelves.

By including these groups in the process of consulting and

-coordinating the development of the CYEP, the Department will

ensure that the demonstration is responsive to the needs of

the CETA system, the intent of the law to serve youth in a

responsive manner, and the needs of youth, themselves.



Monitoring

The 1.;,: me pcnsors in the demonstration

will assure that they will monitoring and

evaluate worsites as well as their subgrantees

and contractars.consistent with the regulations.

Each prime sponsor will keep a Co munity

Resources Survey, which will-be a 1:_-ting

-works ttes-a_:d -services, s-upportive-and

educational, which will be available for

youth. This survey should be continually

updated to reflect changes in the com-

munity and be available to the public

request.

taring will be conducted again

(a) how well operations match the annual

plans; (b) the de ree of systemic change

betng_effected or progress made toward

systemic changes; employability



pImu 7VLi U -b 0.1110AMJ- cA4A,..

with and utilization of community resources

and individual participants' adherence to

activities scheduled under his or her employ-

ability development plan.

Monitoring will be performed on schedules

established by regional Federal Representa-

tives and quarterly by teams of national and

egional staff. There will an end of year

review by teams o f regional, national office staff.

Evaluation,

Participating prune sponsors will perform a

self-evaluation of'their own programs. Tn

addition, the. national Office will utilize

the services of the National CounCilfor

Uployment Policy (NCEP) to evaluate the

comprehensive youth planning process from the

- beginning of the planning phase ,th:mugh:

program operations.



the process evaluation will be look at

the service mixes that evolve and their

application to employability development plans,

the definitions needed for what is reported

(i.e., measures for service outcomes), com-

parability of the services rendered against

those provided in the past and to future

modifications of service mixes in 1980 and

1981. NCEP will also furnish technical

assistance during the developmental stages-.

preliminary results of evalution will be

reported to Congress by March 1, 1980, in

response to Congressional oo-Icern regarding

attempts to consolidate Title II and. Title IV

youth activities.

Other - products of the evaluation will be:

o Development of a model program

Anew planning package

A TAT: guide on how to develop and oper

nsolidted youth Programs

A design for appropriate eegulations

governing a consolidated youth program



0 A redesign of the management n orma-

tiOn .tern which will provide a new way

f measuring sery

1.31221.al

tcomes to youth.

LocalLy, prime sponsors will consolidate for each you

participant the units of service completed during the report

period.. This data will be maintained, as mentioned in the

MIS section, in. the individuals EDP record as an assessment

of program accomplishments. During the demonstration phase,

sponsors will report monthly to the Department on ngle

report the aggregate of units of services as status aocompaLs

tote youth served, total expenditures, and program outcomes.

One final year end report on total units of services and

expenditUres will be /submitted.

elirninati a

consolidating the data

tea locally who an individulized program record,

sponsors will reduce the number of individual reports main-

tained and submitted tb the ETA report system. In addition,

rather than quarterly r an end. -cif -year report will be

submitted on total units of. services provided and total

s thus reducing the'numberexpenditure- costs for these servic

f Federal reports required.



The information on program activities and services

will be consolidated at the prime sponsor and level

in a manner that consider the status of each

individual and program time related goals of

individuals- -i.e., the completion of steps within

and find goals or outcomes of employability

development plans, rather than separate program

terminations. The data will be collected locally

inyterms- of.units of services to measure program

status, activities and services, program outcomes,

and expenditures f- total status arid outline.

Rather than reporting against a c _ponent WiCh

contains several activities, prime sponsor will

maintain idividUaliz-d reports.directly against the

accomplishment of the Employment Development Plan (EDP)

steps (status) and the services :ovided to youth,

e.g., classroom training, on- the -job training,

transition services. Each employability plan will

reflect the number of units of service (similar to

college credits) required for a youth to complete the



program successfully (meaning that the participant

is job ready

and placed in a job of his or her choice).

Units should be assigned so many hours for

completion and given different weight

exaMple, it may take someone who wants to

become an auto mechanic 30 units of service

to complete in two years, composed of 500

hours classroom training worth 10 units,)

section of which represents 50 hours

and or. -the -job training worth 20 units of 1,040

hours, or 1,540 hours total for completion.

At the end of each month of classroom training,

a participant should have completed 41+ hours

training or 10 percent of his total plan.

If an earlier completion is indicated, and the

enrollee moves into on-the-job training,

then the total number of hours necessary

for completion will be reduced and the units

of service reported against an on-the-job-

training activity instead, but the enrollee

11 have completed a higher percentage of

his employability plan. A new Internal

mechanism must be developed locally to track

individuais through the system and to help



determine adjustments necessary to individual

employability plans. Whatever sys

developed will not be part of the regional

automated system although prime sponsors should

devise an external extraction of this forma-

tion that will give us some sort of knowledge

monthly on how the application of service

mixes are impacting on youth.

In addition, modified Youth program -lanning

Summary (YPPS), Youth Budget Information Sum-

mary (YBIS), Youth Program Status Summary (YPSS),

Youth Financial. Status Report (YFSR), and the

Quarterly Summary of Participant Characteristics

(OSPC); will be developed by the National Office

for submission at the end of each quarter.



II. 212ararIElsani... n

A. The Consolidated Youth Pro ram Plan

The basic program objective is to develop an integrated youth

program plan (as a subpart to the annual plan containing

the principal features of YETP CCIP, SYEP and title II youth

activities, to be undertaken in 10 demonstration sites in

FY 1980, with a guaranteed funding level for continuation in

FY. 1981. This document -is a conceptualization of how we want

the program to be constructed; from it, we will begin to-define

actual guidelines. The planning format will be developed

jointly between the Department of Labor and the participating

prime sponsors.

Among other things, the plans should contain a narrative

description of how SYEP will be integrated with YETP and YCC1P

indicate the extent to which changes in-administrative

structure (i.e. , staffing functions, reporting) and program

design- (Services and activities) can be effected in FY 1980,

plus an overview of the manner in which long-range change would

be structured to fit the concept of

A comprehensive delivery systaffi, giving access to a

full range'of services and activities.



o Decategorization of specific activities.

o A single age and income eligibility criteria for

youth.

A multi-year approach to identify and train you._

4rd .career goals, built on

Individual employability plans to accommodate

the particular needs of each participating youth

and :indica ing a progression of services phased in

according to age and educational status (e.g.,

cupational information, counseling and vocationa

exploration for 14 and 15 year olds; work experience

classroom and on- the -job training for youth 16

through 21). Individual plans should be developed

with the assistance of the particular youth in-

Volved after testing and interviewing by the counselor

to identify-the yodth's capabilities, needs,

objectives and how the objectives will be attained.

The plans should be,reexa. ined periodically to

determine whether transfers to other activities

indicated or the plan readjusted inother

ways.

The plan will contain a training outline and schedule

and 4-Copy should be provided the'enroll The

outline will state the mix of project services and

resources= necessary to enable the enrolled to ful-

ill his employab-lity,plan. A schedule for ,com-



pleting each segment of the employability plan

will be included.

Planning based on consideration of,seasonality

of employment in local labor Rets and the y

academic schedule (if an i/s youth).

c. Linkage with educational and vocational training

institutions or agencies. (LEA agreements should

be submitted along with plans.)

d. Involvement of the private sector.

Use of community resources inventory.

A centralized intake system to coordinate functions and

maximize efficiency.

seduced paperwork in the form Apf'consolidated planning

and reporting requirements..

Increased assessment (both sel

evaluation) focused on.process

-B. Par -ant 'bIlity

ssessment and outside.

andd model development.

youth eligible to participate in_- the..demonstraticn must be,

at the time of enrollment:

14throUgh 21, inclusive;

unemployed,.underemployed or in-school; and

a member of a family whose income does not exceed

85% of the lower living standard

P eference will be given econ_miCally disadvantaged youth and

other youth with severe barriers to employment.



C. Wasp and Bene Provisions

participants in training activities such as classroom training

and vocational exploration, and other activities as specifid

Section 676.27 shall receive allowances. Allowances shall be

paid in accordance with Section 676.27.

participants in work experience shall be paid wages as forth

in section 680.1© of the YETP regulations.

Participants in on- the -job training shall be paid a wage

directly by, the employer. Any extraordinary costs involved

in training will be reinnburseable to the employer at a rate

negotiated between the prime sponsor and employer, but not

exceed 50% of the entry level wage.

Wages and allowances received by youth participating in this

rograrn shall be disregarded in determining the eligibility,

of the youth family for, and the amount-of any benefits based

on need under an federal 'federally assisted programs.

\



D, Activities fo

.

The demonstration is to provide broad career exposure through

a progressive, multi -year approadh to developing each youth's

employment Potential. Therefore, an essential ingredient of

the dem nstration will be preparation of employability develop-

ment plans on an individual basis, geared to the skills,

interests, and aptitudes of each participant and designed to

fill the gaps in education and training necessary for specific

jobs and ultimate career goals. In preparing these plans,

activities and supportive services should be phased in as

needed to fit the age, educational status, and skill-levels

of youth. Youth may move from one activity to another in a

lattice arrangement, as indicated by the plan and as skills

are needed or learned. Each activity shall be well struc-

tured around a detailed curriculum, with a specific goal as

the end product of participati6n. plans are to be regul ly

re-examined'to determine' Whether adjuStMents or transfer to

another activity Are indicated 4
Services and actIVities ust include Provisions for:

(a) Academicoredit through written agreement with loCal

education agencies =for competencies learneci:on the job

in all in-school, ProjeCtSand for out-Of-schOol youth

wherever- possible. If academic' credit is not, awarded

to out -of- school youth, then arrangements should

be devei ed.,with colleges ors other educational



itttrtons to obtain course credit for participation.

(b) rket information;

(c) Vocational counseling, coordinated with career guidance

counselors in the school system, if feasible; and

(d) Job placement services for specific jobs in the

ooramunity.

Flexibility y will b

services and activities in whatever combinati

d prime sponsors in arranging other

is indicated

by their availability. in the community and the individual

employability plans of youth. Thiese- activities may be short

term or long term and may include but not be limited to those

listed below. Basically, they may be categorized as either

in-sohool or out-of-school, but some activities y be o-

priate to both groups.

(1) Vocational exploration in the public and private

tor, inc g: job rotat worker shadowing, simulated

in -plant tours, and employer -pro ded career

:ion. No work that generat s:'saVingS to an employer

e performed.

(2) g1152E29JILtL21111s. May include remedial education,.

51D peparatiorl, English as second language , "career
'lah'ning " classes or special c reer. education such as prepara-

:ion for apprenticeship exams in the building trades. It may

Pccur in any legitimately recognized institution such as

trade chool operated by union representatives, State-

101:Toyed vocational education schools, cornrnunty colleges, CT

n a vestibule arrangement on the p ploye



where'an employer agrees to hire the trainee on satisfactory

completion o a.specific

c

3

ourse-or cou'rses.

Work ex e ience. May. include a. wide range of

ity. betterment activities such as rehabilitation of

piope ties; weatherization of homes occupied -by, low - income

,

.
/ t .

families; demonstrations' of energy-consery ing measures, in-
,-

cluding Solar'energy techniques; park establi_firnent'and

Vgrading. neighborhoo rev talization; conservation .and

improvernentt;-rernoval of architectural'barrie s to access

by handic apped individuals, and related activities.

Work experdence may also-be performed in such fields

ducation; health care; neighborhood -transpo tation sex -

vices; crime prevention and con

sites, and Other public or

preervation of Ilistoric

lir

ivate non - profit

A written job description shall be developed and main -

tad ed-for all wor ,epe ience and on-the-job training- po s .t ions

=) provide a basis for deterining their comparability tc

,axisting-jobs of.other individUais similarly employed.

4) :2a--tyie7:0t.rainir- in the private sector on a

full-time basis'forbut-Itof-sohool youth or partttme through.

work-studyarrangementswith school systems.for released tine

fOr -school studerts. OJT oarcbe establishedwith private

qmPloyers' in two ways.' One the standard method

with the employer paying the wage-dire tly to tl)e tr a i nee aril_

being- reimbursed fox'the extraordinary costs of training by the

prime sponsor at a negotiated Late` not to exceed 50 ercent



the entry level wage. Another is by the new employer to

credit where IRS allows tax credit for 50 percent of the wage

to employers who hire d sadvantaged'youth.

-J-b sear- hi assistance, 'hie would be training

how tc look for _ job, provision for occupational information

resume preparation, and interviewing techniques.

a.

(6) Mo i,vational trainin- in a

artiness of responsibilities, and

-school activities

tulles, dress cod

-help methods.

Typical in- school activities may include academic credit,

vocational expbr'ation, ,,cl,assroorn training, work experience,

onthe- _b training; job sear s,tince,' and - motivational

training As, outlined in section 680.6 of the regulations,

of:these may cc

(a.) 'Transitional service including: outreach

seling and occupational

isi n of labor market information; literacy

nt, and orientation;

and bilingual training; GED preparation and attainment;

job- sampling; transportation and child care assistance;

b- restructing and job develOpment and placement.

(b) Lat2EfalaIri!r12!,
:ombination of-both f4ell-supervised employment

a

experience or on-the-job training,) and certain transition

arviceS including, a minimum, career information, counseling

Lnd guidance. Any work experience-or on- the -job training,

Lust include these ancillary ransition services.



-School youth

Activities for out-of-school youth may. in lude.any or all of

the same activities, pluS community conservation and improve-'

ment(YCCIP) activities if performed in n-a project and partici-

patIon is limited to twelve months (and itherwi se compatible

t4 YCCIP regulations, except for age of participants). In-

school students may also participate in4 designated community

conservation. and iMprovement projects on a 'part -time arrangei,ent

if suitable and agreed to both by the school system and the

profect manager.

E. Pl)or:Progran, Changes
r

0 Age requirements. Only one-broad age_group.
be served; these will.be youth- who are 14 through 2_ in-:

the time of:enrollment This will makeClusve,

--possible to. provide more services to youth at the lower

end of the,age scale (14 and 15) during their formative

yeas, not presently. given adequate consideration in YET?,

and also to older youth (19 to 21) who may have tried and
2')

failed at the job market or who do not have proper work

hob YCCIP activities are not available to this age

group Under Current law.

Income eligibility criteria.

Some'of the present programs are open to youth who are

unempiOyedor!underemployedwithout regard tr income.

,=

demonstration will serve only those youth who, in .addi

to mpting the age requirements, a e:

Unemployed, underemployed or inschool, and

n



Who are

a member of a family, whose income does not

exceed 85% of the lower living standard, with

preferenc . given the economically disad-

vantaged.

The demonstration also:

o Eliminae the enrollment of 10% of youth from

families abOve the income level specified, though these

youth may receive limited s

infonation and counseling.

Year - round services will be p ovided to youth

instead of separate 'summer activities, giving a continuity'.

service which.youth-her tofOrelacked..

pt9-2-LLortof__.=9tranis

By. merging programs not ,anly will age restricticris, be

abolished,' income eligibility changed, and continuity

vices such as labor market

provided, but a fuller range of services and activities

wisll be avail ble to youth, including more involvement

the- private -sector. Also,

Services and activities will be provided on an-

ndividuali2ed basis which ernpahsizes the youth's needs

and tailors program ontent to.meet them,



o deporting forms and evaluation methodology' be

modified to reflect structural

outcomes.

anges ant new service

o Finally, we are removing_ for the purposes of tilts

progrum, the e uirement.tbat 22 TP fur c s be spent ca
a-school projects covered by LEA agreement although LEA

agreements will be mandatory for all, in school projects._



er changes noted in this tex

a All income participants derive from this program

will .be disregarded in determining eligibility o\ the

youth's family for other Federal benefits,

o The 20% limitation on administra ve -costs is

being removed, and these costs may be pooled;

o S'Ir21.11eouth-o91.s,jacanded to

brovide for consultation with planning councilsand comment

and suggestions during the planning stag



Administ n .and Mena ement

Organizational Structure

The roles and responsibilities of the-

national, regional, and prime sponsor Staff

are outlined as follows:

(a) National Office

(2

Draftprocedures and guidelines

Train prime sponsor staff re

execution of guideaines

ue.p anning grants and ovens

planning.process

(4) ,Manage o

(5 ), Perfor_

revi ws

side process evaluation

arterly and end of year

conjunction with

regional staff

(6) Receive and analyze

(b) Regional Offices

ts'

Provide representation to wo

with National Office st=aff during

planning phase.

(2) Review and _proo s annual plans

(3) Conduct ongoing monitoring

(4) Provide technical assistance



Accompany National Office

reviews

(6) Appoint coordinator (Federal

Representative) to oversee regional

management functions and wor

contracting officer, approp

OPTS and AM&S specialists,

prime sponsor key. coordinator

Prime Sponsor

(1) Each participating prime sponsor

hould immediately identify and

-appoint a key coordinator to act

the control contact person respon-=

sible. for overall management. of the

4

demonstration and who will act

liaison with the consolidated prog--m

coordinator, in the Regional Office.

."the coordinator will:
Take the lead surfacing any

problems, encountered iii the

operation of the program

Develop and assign staff roles

in preparation for issuance of

the planning grants

40



Represent the prime ,sponsor

in d Vel6ping the plan. and models

that will result from the Plan-

Meet-with National Office staff

monthly during the planning stage

(2 ). Develop plans including community

resources survey, development of

service mixes, design of employ-.

ability plans

(3) Operate program with periodic re-

assessment of service mixes and

examination of employability- plans

to determine how well they blend

andwhether.youth are achieving. aims

(4- Design and perform self-assessment

and measurement of outcomes

Comment and procedure (A-95)

.The.comment and publication procedures for

subMisSion of the integrated project; plan

application shall be the same as those

described in the YET? regUlations.

The planning and comment procedures shall -also_

encourage publiaawareness of the demonStration



projectAndallow maximum opportunity for any

interested _parties or involved segments.of'

the community to participate in the planning

process.

Youth Councils

At the present time,. the youth council assists

in the development of plan application, make

commendationsrto the planningcouncilwith

espect to the planning and review of the

program's activities, and carries out the

duties. and. responsibilities as established in

ectiOn 436(b) of P.L. 95-524. n the, demon-

stration, the youth council will be given ,a

greater role to play and a chance to be more

effective in improving employment opportuni-

ties fcor youth in,the program.

The major impact of the. youth council will be

felt during the development -the plan

application, prior to its formal submission

for review and comment. The youth council

shall identify major goals and objectives for

the integrated plan, review proposed progr



activities- and recommend revisions. to plannec&

activities, and linkages for the

program with community agencies and services.

These activities will enable the council to

make substantial input to the program planners

before plan application is finalized.

The council shall also organize meetings with

the planning council to increase private sector

involvement. Through increa

and' interaction, the p

d coordination

ate sector 'and. th
'education system may learn'to better under.,

stand the prdigra- goals and objectives.

Allowable Costs.:

Funds for the project ll be 'expended

consistent with these guidelines, and the

regulations for YETI).- Allowable costs for

these funds are those--described in Section

of the regulations.

The 2Q percent limitation on administrative

costs will be waived, and these costs pooled

if necessary. All other costs for this

demonstration will be considered allowable

or disallowable accozding to the provisions

currently governing the YETP'program.



Provisions may be made for .eitra planning or

administkat- costs if needed to satisfy

the desig

174S ination

Tie plan shall contain assurances that equal

employment opportunities,shall beafforded

to each participant in the program'. The

policy relating to nondiicrImination.and equal

employment opportunities and the procedures

to be followed in cases of noncompliance Are

found i 29 CER 9 21:

F. Grievance Procedures

Each prime.sponsor participating the

demonstration i responsible: ablieh-

inga procedure, in accordance with 29 CYR

98 26, for resolving any issue that ar

between itself and any participant in the

program, any of its subgrantees'or sub-

contractors, or any other aggrieved party.

The grievance procedure shall provide an

opportunity for an informal hearing and

allow for a prompt determination of the



issues. e ponso take adverse

action against-a participant, the procedure

shall include a written notice setting forth

the grounds for the adverse action and giye

the participailt an opportunity to respond.
4*

The final determination shall be provided,

in w ting,' to the complainant and shall

include the procedure by which the complainant

may appeal.the decision.

Reallocation

The Secretary has e authority to reallocate

demonstratiOn funds_of any prime sponsor that

does not meet the conditions of its grant.

Maintenance of Effort

The demonstration project Mal' provide

additional program services and activities,

th the sane funds as are available in the

regular program because of the coordinated

planning which will occur. Theinerease in

activit=ies, however, -shall not affect the

-services 'nd activit=ies available to youth

under other CETA or'from non-Federal

source's (29 CFR 97.'719). Activites and

services -provided for youth under Title II

shall riot be ,decreased.



creating increased employmellt opportunities

youth, the prime sponsor must also assure

.tl° a.t the. rights of.,those al'eady, employed are

not violated. There are provisions in the

regulations,- 29 CFR 97.719 acid 97.632 which

govern the activities of the integrated

projeCt and protect right,of.



CONSOLIDATED YVTR EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

FY"79 Fjy22pjana,

2
-3

4..

Region 6 Planning 11 YETP F8'19 YCC1P FY'19 STEP Allocation y

POmejong CVAM Allocation Alloontimn (Estimated)

1 Penobscot

County, ME $50,000 $391,046 $ 18,141 $5611552

2 Morris

loony NJ $56,317 $561,113 $121,142 $70 ,1 0

3 Peninsula Office

of Manpower Pro

grams Const VA $ 51,104 $551,043 $101,356 $9141147

4'Escarabia

County $50,000 4162,715 $ 54,573 $631,871

5 Rock Island IL' $50,000 $249,731 $ 48,671 $210,951

6 Central Texas

.11inpower Const,

TX ' $50,000 $2831066 $ 47,568' 84921233

7 Spr1ngfie1d, MO $50;000 $166,691 $ 37,457 $351,595

8 South Dakota

Statewide) SD $51,091 $370,911 $401,625 $1,611,331

9 Torrance, CA $50,000 $156,227 $ 46,209 $ 210;957

10 Tokio County_0

WA., $50 -000 ,.$472-.514 $ 87500 $ 631 811

TOTALS $519,112 $1,649089 $1,031,042 )6t32017

5 6

Sob Total Title 11'19 Grand Total

,..,040 Yoah ,c5 i, 6),___

$1,0871741 $6561232 $1,143,913

$11450,411 $993,931 $2,444,353

$11618,250 $1,935,031 $2,664,082

$1,020,219 $507,134 $1,521,353

$ 559,559 $403,959 $ 963,518

$ 817,861 $995,610. $1,868,537

$ 605,743 $4111131 $1017,474

$2,646,964 $11120,586 $4,367,552

$ 4631393 $ 468,299
, 951,691

tiRM i1A111 111L.....ti/

$11,5281053 $8,229,059 $19,7571111

1.1 In of FY 79 TETP MOA or $50,000, whichever if greater (From 0incretinnary'Resources)

2/ Estimate made by comparing the percentage each P,S* van of total FY 1918 STEP allocetion.incindlog all eupplementols

some percentage to totni FY 1919 Entimated SUP allocation of $703,2 Jitilion,

nd npplying , hat
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OVERVIEW

The key ingredient to the success of the Summer
Youth Employment Program is the quality of worksi e
supervision. Supervision can be improved by more
careful screening and selection at the front end,
by more careful preparation and training of super-
visors, and by rapid identification and correction
of workSite probleMs. This brief manual for
supervisors is one approach for orienting super-
visors so that they can do their jobs better.

The manual may need to be adjusted for differing
circumstances between prime sponsors. However,
the basic and commonsense elements are clearly
critical. Supervisors must knoW the purposes of
the program, their own responsibilities, what to
do under certain circumstances, and how to best
approach their tasks. Whether or not this format
is used, similar information must be provided to
supervisors to make an effective program.

This manual was prepared by the. National Child
Labor Committee based on extensive onsite
monitoring. The work was funded by the Rockefeller
Foundation.

ROBERT TAGGART
Administrator
Office of Youth Programs

4 -L5
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I. INTRODUCTION

Welcome to.the Summer Youth Employment Program.. As a supervise

this program, you will play a key role in helping the participating

youths to have a profitable summer learning work skills, growing ini

adulthood, and earning money. You, yourself, will have the opportul

to grow add to gain useful skills through your experience in plannit

scheduling, and assigning work and supervising and counseling youth.

Both you and the young peoge you-supervise:will have the addit

satisfaction of being able to provide desirable community sery ces a

improvements.

The rest of usCity CETA and work sponsor staffs--are working

ke the summer's experiences useful for you and the youth. , Join us

in this work.

The purposes of this handbook are to tell you about'SYEP, its

objectives and procedures, and our-expectations-and work rules and 0

give you some tips on supervision which will help you do your job.

Keep this handbook for reference and



II. SUIR YO
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MENT PROGRAM

The Summer Youth Eployment Program (SYEP) is funded under Title III

of the federal Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). It

provides summer ployment for a limited number of youths, in the commun

All of the jobs are in public and private non-profit agencies and may

be sub titutea for jobs performed by regular'employee- The participating

agencies provide work projects and sites and supervise work performance.

The City CETA agency is responsible for overall planning, setting guide-

lines and rules, allocating funds, selecting project sponsors, and.

insuring that prograMe function within the guidelines set by the law and

the federal Department of Tabor.

The specific objectives of SYEP are:

to provide financial Assistance to youths between the ages

of fourteen'and .twenty -one who qualify under federal

.--economic guidelines;

to give these youths the opportunity to gain good work

experience and to develop useful work behavior patterns

and basic skills;

to produce useful services and- improvementsimprovemments for the people

of our city.

y



TON

There is some information you Should ve at your fingertips. Some

relates to you and your job, some to the youth and the program for them,

and some to the SYEP. There is additional information which is different

for each supervisor. We have provided a feliblank pages is the handbook

for you to write in this information so that you will have everything in

one place. (This section should be revised to make it conform to local

rules and conditions.

A. SUPERVISOR WORK RULES

MATES: You will be. employed

ROUES: You will work hours a week.

This will be, unless special permission is granted,

hours a daY,

ABSENCES: You must no

days a- eek.

(d- gusted person)

before your regular starting time if you will be absent so that

substitute supervisor can be provided.

TINE RECORDS: You will sign in and sign out on

hours actually vorked'are to be recorded. Time records are

available at all times and presented at the request of any

y

monitoring officials. Failure to record times accurately may

result in dismissal. Your time records must be countersigned by

a designated superior. Time records, properly filled out and

counter

each

gned are due
p ac

day of week

by

(time



PAY: The pay cycle begins on and ends on

Supervisors will be paid an hour.

Pay checks will be distribute

b

and lilac

If your check is lost

and telephone numb

stolen, or misplaced
organize on, person,

should be notified at once.

a to

ime

Complaints about improper payment should be made in writing to

:cation, person, address

AMY: Supervi y not allow youths to dp any work or rk

In any place or ith any equipment that-does not comply with applicable

state and federal laws governing health and safety requirements.

If you are in doubt about compliance, 'consult with your superior

before'assigning work.

ACCIDENTS: If you or a participant is injured while on the job, the

designated_ person in the work sponsor's office "1st: be notified

immediately. That person will instruct you and supply the'appropriate

forms.
(person and tel. no.)

TERMINATIONS: You may not terminate the employment of any participant.

If a participant commits an actwhich you believe warrants

termination, notify and consult with the'designated person in your

work sponsor's office
(ii;iegn and taleisheni7nUmber)

participant infolcmp gnu of an intention to leave the

notify your superio

If a
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GRIEVANCES: If you believe that you are being treated unfairly you

should speak to your superior. If your grievance is not resolved

within five (5) days, you may request in writing an informal hearing

with your designated hearing officer. The name and telephone number

of the hearing officer may be obtained frOm your work sponsor's office.

If you are dissatisfied with outcome at this stage, you may,

ithin 30 days, appeal in writing, to the regional DOL office

(address)

POLITICAL. ACTIVITY RESTRICTED: According td the Hatch Act, CETA super-

visors and participants may not, during work hours, take part in any

partisan political activity. This includes lobbying, fund-raising,

making speeches, assisting at meetings, distributing pamphlets or

engaging in voter registration activities.

CETA employee must be concerned not only with the Hatch Act but
.

also with the more-restrictive CETA provisions and. where applicable,

state or focal laws prohibiting political activities. Lt is the

policy-of the U.S. Department of Labor and prime sponsors to strictly

apply the prohibition against involvement by CETA employees in

political activities. Their position is that the mere appearance of

involvement in political activities would violate the apolitical

nature of the CETA program. Some ef- the areas of concern are:

1. violation state and local laws, or regulations;

2. violation of the Hatch Act;

3. activities which take place during CETA- financed working hours;

4. Political interaction with others identified as CETA-financed

OMpayees icipants;

leppport for a candidate

of the C.F.TA. program.

Rll have a voice

427
n the operation
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RECORDS AND REPORTS: You are expected such reports an are required

in timely manner and.to respond to qua__ -ns used to evaluate the

Suamer Youth Employment Program. You are required to maintain a record

for each youth you 'supervise. This record should. include a description

of the job or jobs ta which the participant is assigned, the participant's

education and previous experience,, time and attendance, and performance

evaluation.

RULES: You are required to abide by he and regulations of the

SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM and the work Sponsor. It is ypur

responsibility to obtain the work sponso rules.

No supervisor may schedule' hours and days of work. No participant:

will be paid or considered employed for any tine other than regularly

scheduled-and approved hou of work. The approved hours of work for youth

is the prngrAn must comply with state and federal stAndards.
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B. WURI RUULES FOR YOUTH

It is your responsibility insure that all par cipant u

supervision know and abide by these it rules.

DATES: Youth will be employed from

(date) date)

URS: Participants work hours a week,-a maximum of

your

working

hours -a' day; lunchtime is not counted working hour.

TINE RECORDS: Youths are responsible for checking their time records for

accuracy and completeness. Your signature certifies to the correctness

of entries and is necessary for payment. Intentional m

on time records is grounds for immediate dismissal.

'Time records are due in by
(plice)-

eac
ime (day o

presentation

Records -not submitted on time will not be processed until the next

pay period.

New time forms will be distributed

PAY: Participants are paid $ an hour for each hour worked Tell

Mk
youth the timi'and place for distributing checks including the last one.

Participants' fringe benefits include Workmen's Compensation coverage

and employers' contributions far Social Security. The employees' share of

contributions is deducted from their pay.

If a paycheck is lost, stolen or misplaced the participant should

notify

(name and telephone number)

LATENESS & ABSENCES: Participants are expected to inform you

designated person) if they will be absent. Excessive lateness is grounds

for pay deductions and other discipline.

42



ACCIDENTS: If a participant is injured on the job you should be notified

at once, either by the injured youth or a fellow, worker. If you are not

immediately available the designated person in your work sponsor's office

should be notified. Provide the youths you supervise with the appropriate

ne,and telephone number.

NG: A youth intending to leave the program should notify you in

advance. You, in turn, should notify your superior.

PROBLEM: Youth nst ucted to discuss any problem which arises at

the worksite with you, their supervisor.

you cannot resolve the difficulty, you should discuss the matter

with your superior and if necessary refer the youth to someone who can

resolve the difficulty.

GRIEVANCES: You must explain to youth their right to register 'grievance.

You are expected to deal, in the-first instance, with any grievance a

youth may have with respect to unfair treatment. If you do riot resolve

the grievance to the youth's satisfaction within five days, the youth may

request, in writing, an informal hearing with the person designated -by

the work sponsor. If the youth Is not satisfied an Appeal may be made'

to the regional DOL office.

You are required to provide the name, telephone numberand:address.

the work sponsor hearing officer and the DOL appeal official at the

request of the youth. You may not, by threat or other means, discourage

a youth fro requesting a hearing or appeali



While the summer youth employment program has its primary-objective,
-a

as its title indicates providing youth with employment, the program has

many eiemens and objectives.

The major elemelits relate to the participating-youths and include

providing them with:

structured, supervised work to develop good work habits and

useful skills;

.opportunities, for occupational exploration;

vocational counseling and occupatio al information;

services to motivate and assist youth'to return to school

training and other services to increase their employability;

assistance in solving special employment problems.

The program is also designed to provide:

. a useful community service or product, which will be recognibd as

such by the community;

3 (
the opportunity for intereatedmemba s the community to help plan

oversee and participate as volunteer

. a means for recognizing the service of the young people.

And, of primary importance to you are improving your -ork skills and

acquiring the ability to supervise a work crew.

S AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS_

You should note and have available the names and telephone numbers of
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P OSE NAME -TEL N

Lateness or Absence

Accident

Missing or Malfunctioning Equip.

Behavior by Youth Warranting Di.scipiin

Youth. Leaving theTrograi

TijorkRules

Youe:Pay

Youths' Pay

List other circumstance (and the_names and telephone numbers which may

be important.



, Iv. YQUTUFLih PARTICIPANTS

The attitudes of disadvantaged youth toward work have bearing both on the

kinds of work experiences to be offered and on the kinds of work supervision,

training and counseling needed. jobs which youth, their friends or families

have are 03 _ly loW level and low paid, with little possibility for ad-

mint. In response, many youths tend to resist work experiences which

have the same characteristics.
9

For many youths the work experience they get in the project will be the

first chance to test their abilities and discoVer their vocational preferences.

They may bring to the project unreal ideas and resistance to work. If the

unreal ideas and resistance to work are allowed to continue unco ted the.

result couldbe the developm and reinforcement of poor attitudes and

behaviors. You, as the supervisor, have a major responsibility to deal with

thia.situation.

While it is important to encourage upward mobility, it is equally

important-that no useful work be undervalued. You don't have to sell any job

but you must A able to explain its need and place in the entire project and

to use every job to help youth gain understanding -of the nature of work and

employers' expectations, acquire hands-on experience leading to work skille

and competence, see hew their efforts can be productive and useful, and

develop'the.ability to move on to _edemanding jobs:

The work experience itself must mean something to the youth. Doing some-
.-

thing worthwhile, something socially and eco mically useful, something which

visible to others and which attracts community `and individual attention,.,

can lead to increasing a youth's feelings ofaelf -h. It is important that

theyouth_ be helped to understand the meaning and use of 'the teaks they



'perform This will help them to develop and maintain a positive attitude

toward work. If you are successful you will be developing a social cliMate

in which youth can learn fro 'the work experience.

-Be aware of the age differentials in your crew. The average l8 -yea

,old will usually approach a job with more stability and greater expectation

thana14-year-old. The 18-year-old will-have more skill and experience and

will probably be better ble to cope with problems that arise on the lob.

Work experiences for younger enrollees should be structured -to permit

mewhat more experimentation than those. for older youth. However, there i

_ to work experience than the routine performance of a sipgl_ task. All

youths, regardless of age, should be allowed-to rotate among dif

with challenges built in atmany levels in terms

competence. Every assignment should have some de

challenge if youth are to develop good work habits.

Youths respond positively to skilled and competent supervision an(Fto

skilled productive fellow workers. It is desirable for them to be exposed

high work standards. This timmer may be the first time they have ever -

been expdsed to the satisfaction derived from.a job well done.

nt tasks

responsibility and

of responsibility and

The work experience should be a collaborative effort between workers and

auperVisors, permanent and summer workers, and youths and adults. It is part

of your job .to encourage the collaboration andto resolve problems which

hinder collaboration.

Indifferent or punitive supervision-will undermine any project. Express

interest in e youth's performance and providing encouragement are far

more effective .for reaching Our goals than ignorIg or punishing poor behavior

and performance. Reward achievements. Rewards can be as simple as a

complimentary.wo-d. When youth are well supervised, understand what they

are doing, kept busy, given the proper equipment, and are allowed to use

free time constructively, they will respond.
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THE PROJ CTS D 'E JOBS FOR YOUTH

4
Developing summer jobs which will satisfy all SYEP objectives is very

difficult...There are few jobs which are challenging, interesting,,;ideal for

learning Skills and becoming interested in work, which provide opportunities

to try out .a number of occupations and which, at the ame-time,. yield a.

significant work product in eight weeks, require very low entry competencies,

:use relatively inexperienced work supervisors, are conducted once a year,

satisfactorily meet bureaucratic regulations and audits, etc., etc. Further,

the usual apprOach in job development is to work backwards from work product

and project to the skills the youth-workforce needs to produce the p oduct,

tether than from skills o be acquired to work product and service. Con7-,

sequently most jobs are simple, repetitive, call, for few competencies and

Provide little opportunity fo011youth Nevertheless, you can make every job,

_a worthwhile experience by treating each job as worthwhile; not assigning

any job as a disciplinary measure, introdUcing sothe challenge ele:

each job, identifying an teaching competenCie

s into

which can be acquired with

xperience, knowing and telling the youths how the output will benefit the

community.

A. ASSl1NG YOUTH

No assignthent should be con- 1 ed fixed for the entire summer. While

each youthYs wishes., experience and education have been taken, into considnra-

tion in the assignment to you, it is not always possible to fit these and

-the jobs available. Consequently, it is up to you to attempt to make-the

best fit possible, within the limitations; of the job to.be done and the

youth assigned to you.



Be,eensitiye to youths becoming bored, indifferent, and dissatisfied

with specifiC job assignments'. When this happens, it is time to change or

to restructure jobs or to help the youth become more competent or t

introduce new work elements or to provide work counseling. ,Don't forget

that major_goals are to help the youth learnebout different jobs and to

-grain competence and interest in work; None of these objectives can be

achieved by bored, dissatisfied workers.



VI. JOB OF THE SUPERVISOR

be ready to meetYou mi
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supervise, and help the youths from the--

moment they arrive. Thus you must prepare before they are on the job

The job of the supervisor includes many different elements. As a

new upervisot you may not be aware of All of these. Many are described

briefly below. Some of the most: important are described in. greeter

detail in the following pages. Supervisory tasks include:

LINKING the activities of your work 'group with the expectations

and activities of others such as your-superiors, oiler work units and

individuals, and related community group.;

ORIENTING the youth to the program, the work sponsor, the work

to,be performed, and the expect d behavior;

ON- THE -JOB TRAINING to help the youths gain the skills and abil-

,
ities to-perform theipeci id jobs and to develop desirable work behavioll

ASSIGNING youths:to specific tasks 'in line with their interests,

capabilities, and growth'patte_

PLANNING and scheduling work so'that the desired objectives

1 be achieVed;'

ORGANIZING the workerd,tasks, and materials so that coordination

and cooperation can be achieved;.

DIRECTING youths so that they understand, what is to be done and

can do it

HOTIVATING youth toward good work behivior and performance;

COHNUNICATING-with both,the youths in your group and with others

-hiveliMpact on them by listening, and by keeping all persons

appropriately informed;
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SERVING AS A ROLE MUHL so that the youth will have a good example

of appropriate behavior;

COUNSELING yoUtha with respect to career objectives and other

progr_ -related-matters;

CHECKING and CENTIFIINC participants' tine and attendance

records;

EVALUATING-participants' b vior and performance;

REPORTING to. your superiors s required;

SOLVING work problems as they arise.

The work experience will yield good training in ark behavior and
- .

ay can you be

good role model and instructor for youth. Experience and studies have

skills only if you exhibit these yourself. Only in thi

shown that youth will'try to emulate an adult they .look up topar-

ticularly a work supervisor. You were selected as a supervisor because

it its believed that you will be a good role model.

The following will give you some of the answers to the question,

"What must I know?"

as you go along. Your prepar tion should include:

Knowing the work rules for superviso

It cannot give you all of them. Add /items

and youth, ao-that you will

t. the expectations of, your superiors and b able to instruct

youth.

Lea Ang-something about the youths you will. supervise, the

.

SummerlOuth- program, the agency employing you, 'and the

community your work team will be Serving. (This will help yeti

prepare, make you sensitive to youth, agency,and,commudity, ex-

nectar: ns, -and provide a frame of reference for your activities.
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.':Knowing the supervisory role and the expectations of the Summer

Youth Program and be ready to fulfill these.

Being able'to describe the work to be performed by each youth

and by your team: (This-is esaedtia1 for orientation and work

assignment.)

. Understanding and being able pPly your agency's performance

grit la and work standards for the youths. (This will help you

train, evaluate performance, and provide youth with necessary

feedback on their work0

ing what knowledge, skills and abilities the youth need to

rforn their jobs satisfactorily and how to help them acquire

these.

. Knowing the work behavior expected Dom the youths and. hot
help them meet these expectatio

Having needed sulplies, equipMent etc., ready for the youths.

Being able to explain timekeeping and payroll forms, procedures,

rules, etc.

. Knowing being able to explain and enforce work rules for _

youth.

Knowing the services available and being able to help youths

obtain, when desirable, abpport services.

Knowing andaleing able to carry out ; elements of your -role other

than-auPervision of youth, such as making r and

raining relationships with other units.

Knowing the names and telephone rumbers ofpersons you may have to

contact in the course of your work such as your supervisor, the

payroll clerk, and the person to notify in the event of an accident.



Knowing that You cannot possibly know everything, but you

should know whom to ask for infor mation. Be prepared td

listen to,others, particularly the-youths.



A.- ORIENTING YOUTH
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youths may know something about the_pr©gran rind have been

informed about work rules, it is up to 'you 10 make these real and to gain

acceptance_ for them. After arrival at the wrorksite, the youths may feel

Out of place and not know hOw to behave, and, even with written in-
.

structions, be confused about what is expected of them. They must learn

when and how to ask for help and when to 'relax. They should be helped

to understand the larger purposes.of their work -how these fit into the

project and how the project serves the community. In addition, it

is important to orient each youth with respect to your expectations and

the specific nature of th work to beperformed.'

Your orientation for youth should include:

introduction to you and otherworkees, both adult and youth;
Ex

description of project objectives amd expected output and how

thesethese,will be achieved;

. explanation of work rules, expected work behavior, and your role

with respect to these;

preparation to perform the specific job to be done -theh tasks, the

skills needed, how these will be acquired, relationships with

other jobs and the project, etc

description of your.role as supervisor and coun or;

discussion of what youth can expect to gain from the pro

Encourage and answer questions. R

ate information.- If you don

ou and give the right anawet

ver, don *t give uncertain or

t know, say so without apology, find



TEACHING AND TRAINING YOUTH

Teaching is a major part of.a supervisor'

the case in supervising young workers who hlve

-and for whdm learning skills and appropr

pro rain objectives.

j is is particularly

had much work experience

behavior are primary

Being a successful supervisor - teacher requires the: you:

and are able t perform the task;

. Understand the individual youth's uncertainty and feeling about

the task;

Interest the youth in perfo rming the task w

. Demonstrate and explain the elements of thi t

. Let the young worker perform-the task, observe the performance

carefully and provide positive reenforcement until the worker

demonstrates competence;

. Periodically evaluate youth worker per

supportive feedback.

and provide

Getting eady to'instuct the young worker whether in a group or as

an individual calls for you to prepare to instruct- This is necessary

even though you have a high degree of competence' in the job. Getting

ready includes:

. Having a timetable. That is, knowing how much skill you expect the

worker to acquire by when. Remember the entire program iss only

a few weeks long.

. Breaking down the job into specific tasks and each task into

steps. Identifying the key steps. These are the steps which
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require a new skill or are essential for success. Picking out.

key points. Remember worker safety and di_ ion with other

workers are al aysskey points. These a particularly important

with young, inexperienced workers.

Determining what materials, supplies and equipment are needed to

perform the task and making sure that everything is ready.

Reviewing the performance of each eleMent of the task so that it

is clear in your mind.

Checking the workplace and arranging it just as you expect the

worker to keep it.

The following is a five-step instructional plan which has been used

in industry and gove ent for more than thirty-five years to train

millions of workers. you understand it and learn to use it effectively

piis will have gained a life -long skill.

§12ELLEEEMEttheyalthful worker: Put the youth-at e

Deacribe the task. Explain how it fits, into the total job and with the

activit es,of -other workers. Find Out what the worker knows about the

ask. Interest the worker in learning to perform it well. Remember

that although most of these tasks do not call for high skill levels,

some.
_y have dangerous elements, some involve contacts with die public,

coordination withsome require complete accuracy, and some call

other workers. Each. of these is Important for helping the youth acquire

skills and appropriate work behavior.

Step- Present -the task: e

the youth what,you are going to d

the task element by element. Tell

it is not apparent, explain why.)

Show the youth bow to perform the task -one element at a time. Stress _e-
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key points. danger is prresent, 'describe it and show how to avoid i

Fore mple, the youth will be expected to lift a heavy object,

describe the danger of-back'strain and demonstrate the correct way to

lift. Instruct clearly; completely, and patiently. Demonstrat nO

the youth can master at one time. Repeat until the youth

ds. and is ready to demo rate.

Step . out erformance: Have the youth perform the task, xplain-3

ing each key point as the task is being performed. Carefully observe the

yputh's performance and competency.

Step 4. Reenforce comp tencv Review the youth's pe mance,

reenforcing appropriate behavior and redemonetrating yhere the youth did

not allow understanding appropriate behavior. Do not, as far, as

possible, point out what was unsatisfactory but demonstrate the correct

way. Keep repeating Steps and 4 until the you performance is

satisfactory.

Ste follow ,u Assign the youth to the regular task. Check

and leis frequently. Encourage questio

Oa go for help.

Tell.the youth to whom
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C. EVALVATlNf YOUTH' S PERPOATTC

As a supervisor you are expected to observe and evaiuete the competence,

behavior, performance of `each youth working for you. Ile purpose

of the evaluation is to help the youth improve his or her behavior" and per-

rmance. As youths are extremely sensitive to negative feedback your

emphasis should be on poSitive reenfo- mment. Avoid focusing attention

scary repeat

y the youth. Set

on incorrect elements in'the youth's performance.

4the teaching cycle` from demonstration to performance

high but _ttainable standards and praise improvement.

Youths want to know what is expected of them, how well they are

meeting these expectations, and how they can improve. You can satisfy

these needs by adequate performance almation. It is ihportant that

evaluation be systematic and planned so that it helps' both you and the

smuth.

Performance evaluation can help you to:

1. Let youths know what is expected and how lien these expectations
c

are being met;

Plan the work better by-being able to estimate what the youths

a-accomplish;

ermine training needs;

identify youths who need more instruction;

Discover unused youths' potential.

Performance evaluation can help. the youths by:

1. Letting them know how they are doing and how they c_ do better;.

2 Assuring them that good performance is recognized;

Showing them your interest in, helping them impro re their



There

1. !Nye urine ho

Cask

2. Discuss these requirements sith e c
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ix basic steps in conducting performance evaluation:

.

-ell you expect each youth to do the assigned

as ig and demonstrating the to

3. Observe the youth's performanc

4. Evaluate the performance;

5. Discuss the evaluation with the youth using positive

reenfo cement;

6. Take appropriate action.

These steps are described in detail below.

outh when making the

Step 1. Determine how well you expect each _outh to do the_assigned tasks

Performance requirements describe the

\,11

and the manner of perf6rwano. necessary to

They are, rwt. the same as job description

quantity, quality, timeliness,

accomplish a job satisfactorily.

which outline the general duties

and responsibilities of a job. Performance requirem

work should be done and how well it should be done.

Written requirements are

instructions are bett

formance

indicate how much

e useful for you. Clearly described oral

for the youths. The pertinent elements of per-

are behavior, competencies, end work product.

Behavior includes willingness to

al ty and attendance, cooperation,

to supervision.

Competencies include

y performance; skill in

tools, equipment, forms, etc.,

lc, following instrueti.ons, punctu

acceptance of responsibility and response

ession of the 2'kntmligl

ng one's hands and head

in performing assigned

required for satiefac-
_

to employ knowledge,

k; to work
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with and to relate to _the people in t e course of war and dud meet to

make good decisions.

A final -easure is the actual work produced by the youth, whether it is

a service for someone or a work product such as a repaired bench. The

measures for ,a work product are both quantity and quality.

them.

Step

OiS u,ss your performance standards with your superiors befor plying

Discuss erfornance requirements

ing assignment; and demonstration of the tasks to be performed, the

standards should be discussed with each youth. While it is desirable to

adjust stAndards to each youth's capabilities, beware of, using greatly

different standards for each yoUth. It is .important, however, to obtain

acceptance for he standards as fair and appropriate.

Step 3. observeouttance
4

In your daily contact with the youths observe their performance and

note imations that call for action on your part. These-include;

mood and poor behavior; commendable and weak performance;

- Inability to perform certain tasks acceptably (indicating

need for further instruction)
.

tter notes will help you recall what has happened and enable you to

carry through the evaluation pr ess.

Step 4. evaluate youths' performance

Fars for guiding and recording your evalu _io are provided. Use them.

In m urtcg each youth's performance you must have a good idea of what

constitutes 'Less than satisfactory," "satisfactory," and "excellent" work
4

441
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behavior, competencies,: and products. Sometimes there are absolute standards,

such as the number of correct lines typed during the day. Sometimes there

are no absolute standards. It is then necessary to develop comparative

standards. It may be necessary to identify a youth who e performance you

consider to be "satisfactory" and to use that as a comparison standard for

evaluating the performance-of others.

Step 5. Discuss the evaluation with each youth

Performance should be discussed with each youth at least once a week

to provide timely feedback and - appropriate reenfo c eat. is far

possible:

. Pick a place and time where you can be h the youth

rm interruptions;

Keep your eye on the target- mproving behavior _d perfor

pinpointing poor performance;

. Build on strengtbs.not weakness-

. Encourage questions and interest

praise whenever PP priate;

improving performance;

Tits en for problems, difficulties and suggestions, above all,

. Don't argue about

Invidious comparisons;

-dards arrd level of performance or make

Encourage attempts to perrornce .

Step S. Take appropriate _act

Evaluating performance is useful only to determine action to bring

about improvement. Some such actions are:

To assist the youth in carrying out a lfzimprov n program;

. To assist the youth by providing guidance, counseling, training

and-encouragement;
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p change the youth's assignment;

ro estructure duties and tasks to improve opport+ultiea for

development;

. To reward and recognize high -level performance.



VII. TDIUNG AND EVALUATING THE PEGGf

A. Your Eval on

Just as it is part of your Job to evaluate the performance and

behavior of the youths you supervise your superior is responsible for

evaluating your performance.

Your performance as a supervisor will be evaluated during the

program and at its conclusion. A record of the evaluations will be

retained by the work sponsor. The elements of ,your performance which 11

be noted in the evaluation include:

. responsiveness to supervision;

. skill in planning, scheduling, and assigning work;
\

. ability to. motivate snd encourage gc

supervised;

. accuracy and completeness record .including time and

performance records;

. ability to deal withh-work-yelaled problems;

quality of .counseling for youth;

od performance by the youths

punctuality and attendance record, timeliness o port_ etc.

. quality and quantity of work products produced by youths under

your superv- ion;

maintenance of safe working conditions.

This evaluation may be useful'-to yo6 if you wish to give your

employer as a reference.

Pro am Evaluation and improv anent_

The entire program is constantly under study and review to make it

valuable to the community and t the youths employed in the. program-

4



You are expected to ca per

different official evaluat

and to. provide accurate information for the

teams that may uisit your worksite during

,the summer. Beyond this coopera we want your hell) in improving

the programs and ask for your suggestions. The next page is provided so

that you can submit suggestions for inprovement to your superior or to the

City CETA office.

We all hope that you have a roductive and enjoyable summer.
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SUGGhSTIONS- FOR FROG IIVROVEITENT

uperviaor _ name and atip ia

SUGGESTIONJ:

SUGGESTION 2:

SUGGESTIO

( OTE: Whenever possible, suggestions should indicate whatjs to be

changed or added, by whomi When, and at what cost. Implications

and impacts should be discussed, and savings of army or other resources,-

if rtinent, e hould be estimated.)



We would appreciate your comments on this manual.

Was it helpful?

If yes, how?

2. Did you use

none some parts

Please explain your answer in detail.

all

3. What should be added, changed, deleted?

Please send your response to:

Sy Lash

National Child Labor Committee
1.501 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 100361


